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THEN AND NOW®

Albuquerque Then and Now®
Mo Palmer

Albuquerque Then and Now matches vintage photographs with contemporary 
shots, documenting a modern city steeped in traditions

Albuquerque is the newcomer among original cultures, located between ancient pueb-
los and near Apache and Navajo country. Today the city is known for its sophisticat-
ed medical care first established during the tuberculosis epidemic; for its technological 
facilities, seeded by World War II; and for its cosmopolitan ambiance. Sites include: 
San Felipe de Neri Church, Bottger Mansion, La Glorieta, Armijo School, Barelas 
Bridges, Los Griegos Plaza, San Ignacio Church, Santa Barbara School, Hudson Ho-
tel, First National Bank, First United Methodist Church, Hotel Alvarado, Colorado 
Telephone Building, Rosenwald and Yrisarri Buildings, Occidental Life Building, Sun-
shine Building, Kimo Theatre, Skinner Building, Southwestern Brewery, Albuquerque 
High School, Standard Diner, Regina Hall, President’s House, Zimmerman Library, 
Leverett House, and Kelly’s Brew Pub.

Mo Palmer is a native New Mexican who has lived in Albuquerque for 50 years. She 
worked at the Albuquerque Museum for 15 years as a volunteer and as photo archi-
vist, curating a 100,000-item historical collection. She is also a freelance writer and 
has co-produced eight Albuquerque history documentaries. Palmer writes a monthly 
history column for the Albuquerque Tribune and teaches New Mexican history to 
seventh-grade students.

Photography/Travel • 144 Pages • 11 x 9.5 • 75 Color Photos, 75 B/W Photos  
9781911624066 • Replaces: 9781592236558 • January • $19.95 (Can $26.95)  
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Pavilion

Cleveland Then and Now®
Laura DeMarco

Cleveland Then and Now matches archive images with contemporary views  
of the same scenes to reveal the past and present of this fascinating city

Cleveland, Ohio, was founded in 1796. A prime location on one of America’s great in-
land seas, Lake Erie, and good land transportation links to the rest of the United States 
made the city one of America’s prime industrial metropolises by the early 1900s. Steel 
mills, factories, railroads, noise, and smoke dominated the landscape. Substantial civic 
buildings, grand mansions, and parks testified to Cleveland’s wealth, while pollution, 
poverty, and disorder testified to the consequences of growth. Over a century later, its 
evolving identity has roots in medicine, banking, law, higher education, sports, and 
even rock and roll. Sites include: Public Square, Terminal Tower, Soldiers and Sailors 
Monument, First Presbyterian Church, Cleveland Public Library, Federal Courthouse, 
Old Stone Church, Detroit-Superior Bridge, The Flats, Central Viaduct, Union Depot, 
St. John Cathedral, Euclid and East Ninth, Erie Street Cemetery, Euclid at Playhouse 
Square, Millionaires’ Row, Clark Avenue Viaduct, St. Clair Avenue, Willson Avenue 
Temple, Gordon Park, Wade Park, Adelbert Hall, Cleveland Heights, Hartness Brown 
House, Little Italy, Lakewood and Bedford.

Laura DeMarco is an arts and culture reporter for the Cleveland Plain Dealer.

Photography/Travel • 144 Pages • 11 x 9.5 • 75 Color Photos, 75 B/W Photos  
9781911595946 • Replaces: 9781571458797 • December • $19.95 (Can $26.95)  
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Pavilion
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THEN AND NOW®

Vancouver Then and Now®
Francis Mansbridge

A wonderful look at historic images of Vancouver, paired next to what the same 
sites look like today

In Vancouver Then and Now, archival images have been paired with new photos of 
the same scenes as they appear today to reveal over a century of dramatic change in 
this beautiful city. Vancouver—a major seaport and coastal metropolis—was origi-
nally a dense, temperate rain forest. Early industry around the fledgling settlements 
on the Burrard Inlet exploited the area’s natural resources—lumber, furs, and fish. 
But the biggest boon to trade and the establishment of the city came with the arrival 
of the Canadian Pacific Railway in 1887. Downtown Vancouver evolved into a major 
city throughout the 20th century with a striking skyline that includes the Vancouver 
Art Gallery, the Christ Church Cathedral, and the Hotel Vancouver. Sites include: 
Christ Church Cathedral, Vancouver Art Gallery, The Marine Building, Spencer’s 
Department Store, Sinclair Centre, Vancouver Club, Birks, Canadian Pacific Railway, 
Sun Tower, Granville Street, Orpheum Theatre, Rogers Mansion, Coal Harbour, Syl-
via Hotel, Vancouver Rowing Club, Stanley Park, Prospect Point, Lions Gate Bridge, 
English Beach, Stanley Theatre, Glen Brae, Kitsilano Beach, and Capilano Bridge.

Francis Mansbridge is the author of Launching History: The Saga of the Burrard Dry 
Dock and Hollyburn: The Mountain and the City. He holds a PhD in English from 
the University of Ottawa and has taught at a number of colleges and universities. He 
worked as an archivist in North Vancouver from 1994 to 2006.

Photography/Travel • 144 Pages • 11 x 9.5 • 75 Color Photos, 75 B/W Photos  
9781911595618 • Replaces: 9781626863873 • January • $19.95 (Can $26.95)  
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Pavilion

Dublin Then and Now®
Lisa Marie Griffith

Dublin Then and Now matches archival images with contemporary views to 
reveal the past and present of this fascinating city

Dublin’s rich architectural heritage ranges from medieval castles and cathedrals to a 
wealth of elegant Georgian townhouses. Capturing its famous streets, bridges, mar-
kets, parks and pubs, this book reveals the past and present of a city steeped in literary 
history, blessed with architectural beauty and full of character. Sites include: Trinity 
College, Dublin Castle, Guinness Brewery, Christ Church Cathedral, Brazen Head, 
Grattan Bridge, O’Connell Street, Abbey Theatre, Custom House, Liberty Hall, Four 
Courts, Smithfield Square, Phoenix Park, Dublin Zoo, Ha’Penny Bridge, Grafton 
Street, Davy Byrnes, Bewley’s, St. Stephen’s Green, The Long Hall, National Library 
of Ireland, Merrion Square, Fitzwilliam Square, and Kilmainham Gaol.

Lisa Marie Griffith studied history at University College Dublin and a PhD at Trinity 
College. She became fascinated by the history of Dublin and throughout her studies 
worked as a walking tour guide in Dublin. Lisa Marie is author of Stones of Dublin: 
A History of Dublin in Ten Buildings and has published a number of essays on Dublin 
history. She is co-editor of two edited collections of essays, Leaders of the City: Dub-
lin’s first citizens, 1500–1950 and Death and Dying in Dublin: 1500 to the Present. 
She now works at Dublin City University.

Photography/Travel • 144 Pages • 11 x 9.5 • 75 Color Photos, 75 B/W Photos  
9781910904848 • November • $19.95 (Can $26.95) • Cloth   
Rights: US & Canada • Pavilion
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Also available:

New Orleans Then and Now® Compact
Sharon Keating

Putting archive and contemporary photographs of the 
same landmark side-by-side, this book shows how the city 
has preserved its rich architectural heritage

New Orleans has the French and Spanish to thank for cre-
ating a unique blend of 18th and 19th century architecture 
that has made it one of the most photographed cities in the 
world. The madness of Mardi Gras and the lure of its inter-
national jazz festival have helped give it its nicknames; “the 
City that Care Forgot” and “the Big Easy.” Today, tourism 
is an important industry and despite the inundation of flood-
water from Hurricane Katrina in 2005, visitors have flocked 
back to the city. This book features the must-see sites of the 
French Quarter; Bourbon Street, once frequented by a streetcar 
named Desire, the Old Absinthe House, the Napoleon House, 
the haunted LaLaurie Mansion and the beautiful ironwork of 
the LaBranche buildings. It also shows the St. Louis Cathedral 
and the Higgins boatyard which played a crucial role in win-
ning World War II. Other sites include The Cabildo, French 
Market, Jackson Monument, St. Louis Hotel, Royal Street, 
Canal Street, WWII Museum, Algiers Ferry Landing and more.

Sharon Keating is a New Orleans native, a tour guide, and the 
author of New Orleans in Photographs.

Photography/Travel • 96 Pages • 7 x 6   
75 Color Photos, 75 B/W Photos • 9781911595892   
October • $9.95 (Can $13.95) • Cloth   
Rights: US & Canada • Pavilion
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BIOGRAPHIC

An entirely new way of looking at the lives of the world’s greatest thinkers and creatives. Infographics 
convey the 50 defining facts, dates, thoughts, habits, and achievements of each subject, in vivid snapshots. 

The result is a portrait which you seem to learn with your eyes and not your brain.

96 Pages • 5.75 x 8.25 • Four-color Interior • $14.95 (Can $19.95)   
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Ammonite Press
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Biography • 9781781452929 • October

Biographic Bowie
Biography/Music • 9781781453278 • October

Biographic Cézanne
Biography/Art • 9781781453100 • November

Biographic Churchill
Biography/History • 9781781453018 • November

Biographic Coco
Biography/Fashion & Appearance • 9781781453124   
November

Biographic Degas
Biography/Art • 9781781453032 • October

Biographic Dior
Biography/Fashion & Appearance • 9781781453131   
November



BIOGRAPHIC

 96 Pages • 5.75 x 8.25 • Four-color Interior • $14.95 (Can $19.95)   
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Ammonite Press
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BIOGRAPHIC

An entirely new way of looking at the lives of the world’s greatest thinkers and creatives. Infographics 
convey the 50 defining facts, dates, thoughts, habits, and achievements of each subject, in vivid snapshots. 

The result is a portrait which you seem to learn with your eyes and not your brain.

96 Pages • 5.75 x 8.25 • Four-color Interior • $14.95 (Can $19.95)   
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Ammonite Press
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Biography/Music • 9781781453155 • November

Biographic Kahlo
Biography/Art • 9781781453414 • October

Biographic Klimt
Biography/Art • 9781781453117 • November

Biographic Leonardo
Biography/Art • 9781781452905 • October

Biographic Monet
Biography/Art • 9781781452899 • November

Biographic Rembrandt
Biography/Art • 9781781453025 • November

Biographic Shakespeare
Biography/Performing Arts • 9781781452912  
November

Biographic Van Gogh
Biography/Art • 9781781452752 • November
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The Home Bar Guide to  
Tropical Cocktails

Tom Morgan and Kelly Reilly

A user-friendly home guide with fresh and easily sourced 
ingredients, paired with a look at the Tiki scene

“Craft cocktails” are cocktails in which every element is hand-
made or tailored specifically to the drink. These cocktails are 
made slowly and with great care and attention to detail, in a 
similar vein to the artisan food or “slow food” movement of re-
cent years. They are intended for a hip, discerning and ultimately 
appreciative audience. Craft tiki cocktails, along with tiki cul-
ture generally, fell out of favor with the public, being regarded 
as somewhat antiquated and very much of a bygone era. But in 
recent years the Tiki scene has exploded once again, with a whole 
new generation of enthusiasts getting in on the act and continuing 
this vibrant, close-knit community. As well as offering a collec-
tion of 153 cocktail recipes, the book offers advice about setting 
up your own home tiki bar. The authors help out with inspiration 
by showcasing the most celebrated home bars around. The text 
also explores the history of this fast-growing movement in which 
people, once again, dream of setting up a personal paradise in 
their own backyards—their very own tiki oasis.

Tom Morgan teaches film, screenwriting and public speaking. 
He lives in the West Hills of Southern California’s San Fernando 
Valley. Kelly Reilly is a mixologist and bartender. At the famous 
Tonga Hut in North Hollywood, she was instrumental in re-
vamping their cocktail menu and helping to organize their Loyal 
Order of the Drooling Bastard program. She lives in Los Angeles.

Cooking/Home Improvement • 252 Pages • 7.5 x 9.25   
150 Color Photos • 9780993337444 • December • $37.95  
(Can $49.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Korero Press



Whisky Classified
Choosing Single Malts by Flavour

David Wishart

An objective classification of single malt whiskies by flavor, 
completely revised for 2018

This book on single malt whisky makes an excellent guide for 
all whisky drinkers, from the novice to the connoisseur. Single 
malt whisky is the fastest expanding sector of the booming whis-
ky market. Over half of Scotland’s whisky distilleries are open 
to visitors and visitor numbers reached record numbers of over 
1.7 million in 2016. Whisky Classified has revolutionized our 
appreciation of single malt whisky. David Wishart cuts through 
the confusing jargon often used to describe single malts and re-
places it with an objective and easily applied guide to taste using 
his easy to understand system of flavor profiles. He identifies 12 
dimensions to the aroma and taste of a single malt whisky: body, 
sweetness, smoky, medicinal, tobacco, honey, spicy, winey, nut-
ty, malty, fruity, floral. This fully revised and updated edition 
includes all new UK and Irish producers of single malt whisky. 
The author has also updated the taste profiles for each select-
ed malt to ensure that this book remains the definitive guide to 
tasting malt whisky. Each entry includes a short description of 
the distillery, information for visitors, the author’s own tasting 
notes and his flavor profiles according to this innovative classifi-
cation. The history of whisky-making and production methods 
are clearly explained, and the author also explains how to orga-
nize a whisky tasting.

David Wishart became interested in malt whisky when, as a 
mathematics undergraduate, he was first introduced to cask-
strength Laphroaig by his father. He gained a PhD in classifica-
tion methodology at the University of St. Andrews. His research 
field is marketing. He is invited to give whisky talks and tastings 
to postgraduates and at international conferences.

Cooking • 272 Pages • 6.5 x 9.5 • 100 Color Photos,  
100 Color Illustrations • 9781911595731   
Replaces: 9781862059139 • November • $21.95 (Can $29.95)  
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Pavilion
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Tears of Bacchus
A History of Wine in the Middle East

Hugh Johnson and Michael Karam

Through a variety of voices, learn the history of wine in the middle east

Tears of Bacchus relates the story of wine in the Middle East, essentially Lebanon and Syria, 
from the dawn of time to the present day in the form of a linear series of essays written in 
various “voices”—historian, archaeologist, novelist, wine writer, journalist, curator, anthro-
pologist. It charts wine’s influence on early civilizations and cultures, religion and mythology, 
before heading off into the Byzantine, Medieval Ottoman and ultimately the modern era, an 
age defined by strife and instability. 

Michael Karam is Lebanon’s preeminent wine writer. His writing has appeared in Decanter, 
Harper’s Wine Weekly, Monocle and the Spectator. He is a contributor to Oxford Compan-
ion to Wine and The World Atlas of Wine. He wrote the Lebanon chapter for the award-win-
ning Wine Report, 2003 to 2009. He is the author of Wines of Lebanon, which won the 
Gourmand Award for Best New World Wine Book 2005 and Arak and Mezze, shortlisted for 
the Gourmand Award for Best Food and Travel Book, 2007.

History/Cooking • 218 Pages • 5.85 x 8.25 • 9781908531834 • October   
$29.95 (Can $39.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Gilgamesh Publishing

Gin: An Illustrated History
Tina Brown

A well illustrated, accessible history of gin and its role in the world

The gin craze seems to have taken over the world in recent times, but how many gin lovers 
have ever stopped to really wonder about the origins of their favorite tipple? How many 
know about its European connections or its medicinal values? And what were the gin palaces 
that everyone raves about really like? This fascinating little book will take you behind the 
scenes on a journey spanning hundreds of years, bringing the story of this fascinating drink 
up to date. Tina Brown invites you to join her to discover the new and old tastes, the dis-
tillers, the effect gin has had on people’s lives and just about everything else to do with gin!

Tina Brown leads guided regional tours of Britain. 

Cooking/History • 96 Pages • 6.5 x 9.21 • 70 Color Photos, 70 B/W Photos   
9781445680057 • November • $19.95 (Can $26.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Amberley Publishing

The Great Drams of Scotland
A Conversational Meander Through the Rich History of Scotch Whisky  
and the Brands that Have Brought it to Life

Greg Dillon

An epic, elegant journey through the rich history of Scotch

A wonderful gift for whisky enthusiasts, Dillon weaves together anecdotes and historical 
accounts from more than 40 different distilleries. Each chapter guides the reader through 
legendary tales that date back as far as the 15th century, and reveals 19 brands that have 
contributed to the world-renowned success of Scotch whisky. 

Greg Dillon is a brand strategy consultant, writer, speaker, host of whisky tastings and in-
ternational spirits judge specializing in premium spirits. He runs GreatDrams Consulting.

Cooking • 224 Pages • 7.5 x 9.75 • 200 Color Photos • 9781910453346 • October   
$29.95 (Can $39.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • RedDoor Publishing
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Craft Beer
Dominic Roskrow

A fascinating history of the craft beer, how it’s made, how best to drink it, and details 
of the world’s best craft beers

The book includes a description of the very best craft beers in the world. It is completely 
up-to-date, including details of new and emerging beers and manufacturers. What’s more, 
an introduction explores the current craft beer boom and how brewers are coping with this 
surge in demand, making this attractive Little Book a great introduction for anyone look-
ing to learn about the history past and present of craft beer. And also how best to enjoy it!

Dominic Roskrow is consultant editor of Whisky Magazine, and the author of 1001 Whis-
kies You Must Taste Before You Die.

Cooking • 224 Pages • 4.25 x 6 • 9780008271206 • September • $9.95 • Trade Paper  
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins

Rum
Dominic Roskrow

A fascinating history of rum, how it’s made, how best to drink it, and details of the 
world’s best rums

This book includes a description of 110 of the very best rums in the world. It includes the 
very best product from the Caribbean, US and UK, as well as new and emerging markets. 
With a fascinating history of the product itself, how it’s made, and details of the world’s 
best rums, this is perfect for all rum lovers. It is completely up-to-date, including details of 
the different varieties and styles of rum available today. An introduction also explores the 
current market for rum and how distilleries are coping with the surge in demand.

Dominic Roskrow is consultant editor of Whisky Magazine, and the author of 1001 Whis-
kies You Must Taste Before You Die.

Cooking • 224 Pages • 4.25 x 6 • 9780008271220 • September • $9.95 • Trade Paper  
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins

Also available:

9780008258108
$9.95 

Trade Paper

9780008251086
$9.95 

Trade Paper
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Eat, Drink and Be Sherry
The Stylish Renaissance of a Great Wine

Ben Howkins

A foremost authority on sherry offers a thorough introduction to an increasingly  
popular drink

Eat Drink and Be Sherry highlights the world’s most underrated fine wine. With over 50 
years of experience in the wine industry, Ben Howkins looks outside the box to bring to life 
this increasingly popular drink. Howkins includes history, geography, and the production 
process to help position the sherry category in a wider context, with contributions from 50 
of the leading sherry influencers. Sherry is a magnificent multi-faceted wine now very much 
on the “up” as a popular drink and this fascinating and accessible history will be of great 
interest to all who love good food and wine.

Ben Howkins is the author of Rich, Rare & Red and Real Men Drink Port. He was awarded 
the Vintners’ Scholarship in 1963, the youngest person to receive this award. He is a mem-
ber of the Confraria do Vinho do Porto and the Vintners’ Company, co-founder of Royal 
Tokaji, and is wine advisor at Waddesdon, to Lord Rothschild, co-owner of Chateau Lafite 
Rothschild. Hugh Johnson is author of The World Atlas of Wine and the world’s bestselling 
wine writer. 

Cooking • 192 Pages • 6 x 9.25 • 25 Color Photos • 9781846892639 • November • $26.95 
Trade Paper • Rights: US • Quiller Publishing

The Philosophy of Coffee
Brian Williams

A short, caffeine-fueled look into the history of coffee

This is a short, entertaining, and illuminating introduction to the history and culture of 
coffee, from the humble origins of the bean in northeast Africa over a millennium to ago, to 
what it is today, a global phenomenon that is enjoyed around the world. It is the perfect gift 
for coffee lovers, and includes chapters on the rise of the coffeehouse, legal bans on coffee, 
Brazil’s domination of the world coffee trade, and the birth of the espresso.

Brian Williams blogs about the culture of coffee at Brian’s Coffee Spot.

History/Cooking • 80 Pages • 5.25 x 7.75 • 20 B/W Illustrations • 9780712352307  
September • $13.95 (Can $18.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada   
British Library Publishing



Dinner at Buckingham Palace
Charles Oliver

“Anyone who enjoys learning about the royals—or pretending to be royalty—will  
thoroughly enjoy this invitation to dinner at the palace.” —Publishers Weekly

“Ardent royal-watchers will take at once to Dinner at Buckingham Palace.” —Booklist

From Queen Victoria’s habit of eating breakfast to the sound of bagpipes, to Prince 
Philip’s favorite recipe for scrambled eggs, a rare look at the tastes and traditions of 
Britain’s royal household over three generations

Lovingly curated by Charles Oliver, who was born into the royal household as the son of a 
royal servant, this book features exclusive photographs, recipes, anecdotes and menus that 
span across three generations of royal dining. Oliver grew up with the Royal Family, spend-
ing over 60 years in their service. Over that time, he developed an interest in royal eating 
habits, having been witness to the meals of Queen Victoria, George V and Queen Mary, and 
Elizabeth II. This compilation offers a never-before-seen glimpse into the intimate affair of 
afternoon tea in the Royal Household, as well as the more formal proceedings of a state sup-
per, alongside a brief insight into the history of royal cooking. Featuring a selection of menus 
used at actual royal events, alongside a series of exclusive private photographs of the Royal 
Family, this new insight into the world of royal dining will give you the inspiration you need 
to create exquisite dishes and craft decadent desserts which are fit for a king or queen!

Charles Oliver grew up in the royal household during the reign of Queen Victoria. After 
Victoria’s death, he endeared himself to George V and Queen Mary. Even when he retired, 
he remained very close to the palace and the entourage of Elizabeth II. It was Charles Oliver’s 
wish that the wealth of material he had gathered over the years should be compiled into what 
he described as “a cookbook with a difference.” He made one stipulation—that it should not 
be published until after his death. This is that book.

Cooking/Memoir • 288 Pages • 5.5 x 8.5 • 9781786065162 • Replaces: 9781844543717  
February • $21.95 (Can $29.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • John Blake

Dictators’ Dinners
The Bad Taste Guide to Entertaining Tyrants

Victoria Clark and Melissa Scott

An investigation into what some of the world’s most notorious 20th century despots 
have enjoyed at their dinner tables, and with whom

What did dictators eat? Sometimes simply obscene amounts of the best their nations could 
offer, but more often their humble origins, or embarrassing medical conditions, or simple 
lack of interest in food meant their tastes were unpretentious—ranging from human flesh, 
to raw garlic salad, to Quality Street.  Here we learn of their foibles, their eccentricities and 
their frequent terror of poisoning—something no number of food tasters was ever able to 
assuage. For a selection of 25 former national figureheads across the world, each section 
comprises an outline of the dictator’s history, a short essay on their particular eating habits, 
table manners, digestive systems etc. and one or two of their favorite recipes.

Victoria Clark is an award-winning former Observer foreign correspondent in Eastern Eu-
rope and Moscow between 1989 and 1996. She has written five works of non-fiction. Me-
lissa Scott, an Arabic-speaker, worked in the newsroom of MBC satellite television before 
moving into editorial work in the publishing industry.

History/Cooking • 190 Pages • 7.5 x 9.05 • 9781908531780 • December   
$18.95 (Can $24.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Gilgamesh Publishing
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How to Dress
Secret Styling Tips from a Fashion Insider

Alexandra Fullerton
Illustrations by Bijou Karman

The perfect book for anyone who wants to know the secrets to always looking stylish 
with minimal effort

Fullerton reveals the tips and tricks that fashion insiders use to put their outfits together. 
Chapters include: Fashion vs Style, Signature Style, The Essential Items, How to Shop, Your 
Wardrobe, Secret Styling Tricks and Fashion is Fun. Focusing on fashion essentials, personal 
style, shopping on the high street and online and investing in designer pieces, Alex reveals all 
the failsafe formulas involved in always looking your best. Alex encourages readers to get to 
know their style icons alongside streamlining their own style and outlines the central capsule 
wardrobe which can be edited to suit each individual personal preference.

Alexandra Fullerton was Fashion Director at Stylist magazine for seven years. Going out on 
her own, she is now styling for still and moving pictures, catwalk shows and catalogs. A con-
tributor to Grazia, Telegraph Magazine, Harper’s Bazaar, Vogue (Brazil), Glamour (Russia) 
and Lulu, she also styles supermodels and celebrities for Fashion Week shows around the 
world. Her commercial clients include Stella McCartney and Marks & Spencer. In 2017, she 
also became Fashion Editor at large for Wylde magazine. Alex works in London and lives in 
Essex with her husband and daughter Jerry. Bijou Karman is a fashion illustrator whose cli-
ents include Converse, Cinespia, ELLE, Harper’s Bazaar and Rihanna. She featured as Urban 
Outfitters (US) ‘Artist of the Week’ in May 2017, and has been profiled by Vanity Fair (US), 
Grazia (Germany) and Glamour (Italy). She lives in Los Angeles.

Fashion & Appearance • 160 Pages • 6.5 x 9 • 100 B/W Illustrations • 9781911595717  
September • $21.95 (Can $29.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Pavilion

Perfect Skin
Unlocking the Secrets

Alexandra Soveral

The organic way to perfect, healthy and glowing skin from the beauty industry’s best 
kept secret

Our skin is the one organ that most accurately reflects our inner health and wellbeing and 
yet it is rarely understood. Alexandra Soveral, one of the world’s most in-demand facialists, 
lifts the lid on everything you need to know—what the skin is, how it works, what affects it 
and, above all, how to make it as healthy as possible from the inside out and from the out-
side in. Perfect Skin will give you expert nutrition advice and skin-friendly recipes; organic 
solutions to allergies and flare-ups; and all-natural skin-care products that you can find in 
your kitchen. It will also uncover the myths, lies and pseudoscientific claims we are fed by 
brands. It’s time to discover the organic way to healthy, glowing skin from the beauty indus-
try’s best-kept secret.

Alexandra Soveral founded her award-winning eponymous skin care line in 2005, where she 
still hand-blends every product. She has a background in philosophy of science, biochemistry 
and genetic engineering, and spent two years studying anatomy, physiology and the chemis-
try of essential oils. She is one of the world’s best facialists, with waiting lists in London, Los 
Angeles, and New York. 

Fashion & Appearance • 288 Pages • 5.25 x 8.5 • 9781785041549 • October   
$21.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Random House UK/Vermilion



Wardrobe Wisdom from a Royal Lady’s Maid
How to Dress and Take Care of Your Clothes

Alicia Healey

Expert style advice and amusing anecdotes from a former Royal Lady’s Maid

Alicia Healey spent four years working as a Lady’s Maid in Buckingham Palace, and now she 
travels the globe ensuring that some of the world’s wealthiest people look their best. She’s 
distilled her expertise about what to wear and how to care for your clothes into a handy 
gift book. She reveals how to pack like a pro, whether it’s for a weekend away or a grand 
tour. Her advice takes the stress out of ironing and organizing your wardrobe. You can stop 
wondering about what to wear to an interview, a church, a wedding, a black tie reception or 
any other occasion. And when you pack your clothes away, you’ll be confident they’ll stay 
in tiptop condition. Finally, there are her 10 essential tips for looking a million dollars on a 
tight budget. As well as Alicia’s wise words, she’s peppered the book with amusing behind 
the scenes anecdotes from her job as a 21st-century Lady’s Maid and insights into the life of 
lady’s maids in the past.

Alicia Healey spent four years working as a Housemaid/Lady’s Maid for HM The Queen’s 
private household based at Buckingham Palace, with regular travel to work at all the other 
royal residences: Windsor Castle, Sandringham House, Balmoral Castle and Holyrood Pal-
ace. She subsequently traveled extensively, working as a Travelling Lady’s Maid for HNW 
Saudi Arabian ladies, visiting locations such as Riyadh, Marrakech, Japan, Bali and the U.S.

Fashion & Appearance • 128 Pages • 5.5 x 7.5 • 40 Color Illustrations • 9781911358435  
January • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • National Trust

The Dandy at Dusk
Taste and Melancholy in the Twentieth Century

Phillip Mann

A chronicle of dandyism and decadence from Regency England to the late 20th century

Philip Mann chronicles the relationship of dandyism and the emerging cultural landscape 
of modernity via portraits of Regency England’s Beau Brummel—the first dandy—and six 
20th-century figures: Austrian architect Adolf Loos, the Duke of Windsor, neo-Edwardian 
courtier Bunny Roger, writer and raconteur Quentin Crisp, French film producer Jean-Pierre 
Melville, and New German Cinema enfant terrible and inverted dandy Rainer Werner Fass-
binder. He blends memorable anecdotes with acute analysis to explore their style, identity 
and influence and interweaves their stories with an entertaining history of tailoring and 
men’s fashion. The Dandy at Dusk contextualizes the relationship between dandyism, dec-
adence and modernism, against the background of a century punctuated by global conflict 
and social upheaval.

Philip Mann has written for Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung and Vogue and has lectured  
on matters sartorial in Vienna, New York, Bern and London.

Fashion & Appearance • 320 Pages • 6.75 x 9.5 • 9781786695178 • November   
$29.95 (Can $39.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus
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Figures from Life
Drawing with Style

Patrick J.  Jones and Julie Bell

In a companion volume to The Anatomy of Style, Patrick J. 
Jones shares more of his unique techniques and philosophy

The book is an in-depth exploration of life drawing—covering 
gesture, short and long poses, foreshortening and contrapposto, 
and more—and delves into its more challenging aspects: such as 
measuring with rhythm, drawing with feeling, and developing a 
style. Packed with step-by-step, all-new drawing demonstrations 
and insightful commentary, the book also includes Patrick’s 
most recent anatomy and drawing study sheets, which feature 
essential notation, style tips, and at-a-glance memory clues. This 
re-creation of the artist’s successful live drawing workshops will 
enable both beginning and advanced artists to rapidly accelerate 
their skills and learn to draw with ease and confdence.

Patrick J. Jones is an award-winning sci-fi and fantasy artist and 
teacher. His work is collected and published worldwide and his 
client list includes companies such as Disney, Lucasfilm, and Roc 
books. He is the author of The Anatomy of Style and Sci-Fi & 
Fantasy Oil Painting Techniques. Julie Bell is a fantasy artist. She 
lives in Allentown. 

Art • 160 Pages • 8.5 x 11 • 9780993337468   
October • $29.95 (Can $39.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Korero Press

Also available:

9780957664982
$29.95  (Can $39.95)

Trade Paper

9780957664999
$39.95 (Can $53.95)

Cloth

9780957664937
$24.95 (Can $29.95)

Trade Paper



Painted Cities
Illustrated Street Art Around the World

Lorna Brown

An illustrated story of street art in urban landscapes around the world

Lorna Brown is an artist specializing in watercolor architectural paintings that represent 
something other than just bricks and mortar. With a keenness for adventure, she likes to 
hunt for new places to paint; buildings with character and story that represent the people 
who have occupied these spaces in the past, present and future. Lorna has traveled around 
the world to produce this collection of illustrations of street art in 11 urban landscapes. Vis-
iting London, Bristol, Helsinki, Berlin, Cairo, Bethlehem, New York, Los Angeles, Detroit, 
Christchurch, and Melbourne, Painted Cities demonstrates how the architecture shapes the 
unique street art in each city and tells the story of the painters and people who live there.

Lorna Brown is a traveling artist.

Art • 128 Pages • 8.25 x 9.5 • 75 Color Illustrations • 9781786696007 • October   
$26.95 (Can $35.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus/Anima

Paper World
Stylish Paper Models to Pop-Out and Create

Helen Friel

Simply pop-out, fold and stick together each of the 10 beautifully designed paper  
projects, then populate your desk with them or admire on your mantelpiece

Pretty-up your world with the perfect paper creations in Paper World. Simply pop-out, fold 
and stick together each of the 10 super simple, super stylish 3D models. From piranhas to 
piñatas, this cool and quirky collection of projects makes a gorgeous gift for an arty friend. 
You can also create amazing paper sets to make your models feel at home.

Helen Friel has produced work for clients including Computer Arts, Etsy, Grazia Magazine, 
Harrods Magazine, Harvard Business Review, Ryan Air, The Savoy Hotel, Stylist Magazine, 
Ted Baker, TIME, Vanity Fair UK and Vogue.

Crafts & Hobbies • 80 Pages • 9.75 x 9.75 • Four-color Interior • 9781910552704  
February • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada   
Michael O’Mara/LOM Art
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Space Is Cool as Fuck
Kate Howells

Artists and scientists collide on the magical, wonderful  
infinity and possibility of space

Taking all the best bits of science and fusing it all together, Space 
Is Cool as Fuck will be finding a permanent home on living room 
tables around the world. Everything you thought you could nev-
er understand about the universe is explained in plain-old filthy 
English, giving you a little taste of the glorious reality you in-
habit. Over 50 chapters address subjects including the Big Bang, 
aliens, black holes, time travel, the degenerate astronomer who 
drank all night and died from holding his bladder . . . and also 
lost his nose in a duel, and the things you take for granted until 
you really think about them; like matter—what the fuck is all 
this shit that we are? This book features more than 100 wild 
artworks, photographs and illustrations from 40 international 
young artists curated by Brooklyn designer Cynthia Larenas. 
Space is Cool as Fuck also features an in-depth and illuminating 
interview with everyone’s favorite TV scientist Bill Nye the Sci-
ence Guy, Head of the Planetary Society, who believes that, no, 
we are not fucked and this planet and our people have a future.

Kate Howells is the Global Community Outreach Manager of 
the Planetary Society, an organization empowering the world’s 
citizens to advance space science and exploration.

Science/Art • 288 Pages • 12.5 x 11.5 • 100 Color Photos, 
Four-color Interior • 9781921997969 • October   
$45.00 (Can $61.00) • Cloth   
Rights: US & Canada • Lost the Plot



From Dawn to Dusk
Mastering the Light in Landscape Photography

Ross Hoddinott and Mark Bauer

A practical, hands-on guide to taking better, more creative, landscape photographs

This photography guide has a unique structure that leads the reader on an hour-by-hour, pic-
ture-by-picture journey from dawn to dusk, and then on into the night. Each chapter focuses 
on the benefits and challenges of shooting in the available light at a particular time of the 
day, highlighting suitable landscape types, styles of photography and processing techniques 
of that moment. There are regular “technique” panels to help readers hone their camera 
skills, and each chapter concludes with an awe-inspiring double-page image that demon-
strates the results that are possible—accompanied by an extended caption and a personal 
anecdote from the photographer.

Ross Hoddinott and Mark Bauer are both award-winning professional photographers, and 
this is their third practical, hands-on guide to landscape photography, after The Art of Land-
scape Photography and The Landscape Photography Workshop.

Photography/Art • 192 Pages • 8.25 x 9.25 • 200 Color Photos • 9781781453063  
November • $26.95 (Can $35.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Ammonite Press

Mastering Long Exposure
The Definitive Guide for Photographers

Antony Zacharias

How to overcome the challenges of photographing scenes that the eye often cannot see, 
to consistently achieve long-exposure perfection

Whether you’re taking photographs in the dead of night or looking to create an ethereal 
effect with water or clouds during the day, long exposures are among the most challenging 
areas of photography. Very often there are physical obstacles to overcome, whether it’s be-
ing unable to see to frame your shot or focus, an inability to predict movement during the 
exposure, or simply the need to hold your camera steady while the shutter is open. There are 
also numerous technical issues to resolve, such as striking a balance between ISO and noise, 
dealing with high dynamic range, and maintaining the best possible image quality when the 
laws of physics are working against you. Yet, just as the demands placed upon the photogra-
pher are exceptional, so too are the images that can be created when you push your camera 
to its limits. Packed with stunning photography throughout, the author’s expert advice, tips, 
and tricks are augmented by Masterclasses from some of the world’s leading long exposure 
champions, each sharing the secrets of their success. So whether you want to master star trail 
photography, shoot cityscapes at dusk, paint with light, or use blur creatively, this is the only 
book you’ll need.

Antony Zacharias is an award-winning photographer who specializes in long exposure  
photography. His work has been commissioned by clients including Toyota US and Sky 
Atlantic, and published by the BBC, Guardian, Times and Ecologist; and he was a finalist in 
the National Geographic Traveler competition. 

Photography/Art • 176 Pages • 9.75 x 9.75 • 150 Color Photos • 9781781453216   
October • $29.95 (Can $39.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Ammonite Press
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WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE YEAR

Wildlife Photographer of the Year:  
Unforgettable Underwater Photography

Some of the most memorable underwater photographs taken over the past few  
decades of the Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition

All the pictures in this collection have been celebrated in the past decades by the Wildlife 
Photographer of the Year competition—the world’s most famous and prestigious event of 
its kind. They include some of the most exceptional underwater images of animal behavior 
ever taken. The collection represents the work of more than 50 international photogra-
phers and decades of diving experience. Accompanied by the stories of how they were 
taken and the behavior they revealed, they give us a glimpse into a world few of us would 
otherwise ever get to see.

Rosamund Kidman Cox is an editor and writer, specializing in wildlife and environmental 
issues and with a particular interest in photography. She was editor of BBC Wildlife Mag-
azine for 23 years and has been a judge of the competition since 1981.

Photography/Animals • 160 Pages • 10 x 10 • 60 Color Photos, Four-color Interior  
9780565094560 • September • $29.95 (Can $39.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada  
Natural History Museum, London

Wildlife Photographer of the Year: Highlights Volume 4
A pocket-sized collection of competition-winning photographs

The photographs collected here include each of the category winners and encompass all 
aspects of wildlife and environmental photography, from underwater to urban wildlife. 
Twenty-five striking images from the competition’s special People’s Choice vote are also 
included. For more than 50 years, the Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition has 
championed honest and ethical wildlife photography, while pushing the boundaries of 
artistic freedom, technical skill, and narrative excellence. Each stunning photograph is 
accompanied by an extended caption, and there is an introduction by one of the world’s 
most respected nature photographers.

Rosamund Kidman Cox was the editor of BBC Wildlife Magazine for 23 years. She is the 
coeditor of books including Frozen Planet, Life, and Planet Earth for BBC Books. 

Photography/Animals • 96 Pages • 8 x 8 • 100 Color Photos, Four-color Interior 
9780565094294 • December • $12.95 (Can $16.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Natural History Museum, London

Wildlife Photographer of the Year: Portfolio 28
The incredibly arresting results of the 2018 competition winners

For more than 50 years, the Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition has champi-
oned honest and ethical wildlife photography, while pushing the boundaries of artistic free-
dom, technical skill, and narrative excellence. This powerful collection of pictures features 
all the winning photographs from the 2018 competition. The collection represents the work 
of many international photographers, both professionals and amateurs. The photographs 
are chosen by an international jury for their artistic merit and originality, from categories 
that represent a diversity of natural subjects. The range of styles is diverse, as is the genre of 
photography, including action, macro, underwater, landscape, or environmental reportage. 
Each photograph is accompanied by an extended caption and there is an introduction by 
one of the world’s most respected nature photographers.

Rosamund Kidman Cox was the editor of BBC Wildlife Magazine for 23 years. She is the 
coeditor of books including Frozen Planet, Life, and Planet Earth for BBC Books.

Photography/Animals • 160 Pages • 10.25 x 10 • 100 Color Photos, Four-color Interior 
9780565094287 • December • $39.95 (Can $53.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada  
Natural History Museum, London



Really Good Dog Photography
Lucy Davies, and Hoxton Mini Press

Full of surprise, drama and heart, this ultimate photographic account shows how  
we need to take a fresh look at the world’s best-loved animal

Dogs and photography have gone hand in paw almost since the medium was invented and 
our passion remains undiminished, with pictures of adorable, bright-eyed dogs all over the 
internet. The photographs in this book offer an alternative to all the fluff. They approach the 
dog as a dignified, intelligent and noble being, and they consider our relationship with man’s 
best friend for the extraordinary thing it really is. Elegant, beautiful, surprising, sometimes 
comical, full of drama and heart, these images show the world’s best-loved animal in a re-
markable new light.

Hoxton Mini Press has teamed up with Penguin Books to create a brand new series of books 
gathering the best photography around on certain photographic subjects, hoping to reach the 
widest audience with art that enriches the human experience. Really Good Dog Photography 
is the first title in the series.

Photography/Animals • 304 Pages • 8.5 x 10 • 198 Color Photos, 46 B/W Photos • 
9781846149429 • October • $45.00 • Cloth • Rights: US • Penguin UK/Particular Books

Expeditions and Endeavours
Andrea Hart and Paul Martyn Cooper

A remarkable visual record of some of the greatest voyages of natural history discovery 
ever undertaken

This collection brings together a rich cross section of artworks from the Library of the Nat-
ural History Museum—including many previously unpublished images—each of which illu-
minate an incredible journey in the pursuit of observing and documenting the natural world. 
Seminal voyages represented include all three of Captain Cook’s voyages to the Pacific—the 
first being on HMS Endeavour, Robert Falcon Scott’s Discovery and Terra Nova expeditions 
to Antarctica, and the Challenger expedition which changed the nature of oceanographic and 
marine exploration. There are also many stunning illustrations from lone naturalist-explor-
ers such as William Bartram and John Abbot, and Paul  Hermann who captured the natural 
history of Sri Lanka, the colorful sketchbooks from Oliva Tonge’s travels to India, and the 
notebooks of Henry Walter Bates and Alfred Russel Wallace while exploring the Amazon.

Andrea Hart is Special Collections Manager at the Natural History Museum where she has 
worked for over 15 years. Paul Martyn Cooper is a Special Collections Librarian at the  
Natural History Museum.

Art/Nature • 112 Pages • 8.5 x 10 • 55 Color Illustrations, 55 B/W Illustrations,  
Four-color Interior • 9780565094607 • November • $19.95 (Can $26.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: US & Canada • Natural History Museum, London
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VINTAGE HEROES AND VILLAINS

A lineup of literature’s most dastardly, devilish and daring characters.

The Secret Agent
Joseph Conrad

A classic spy thriller about the repercussions that happen when things go wrong

London is under threat. It has become a haven for political exiles and anarchists. 
Frequent bomb threats and disturbances interrupt the lives of the city’s inhabitants, 
who live in fear of the terrorists in their midst. One such terrorist is Verloc. He is the 
secret agent who is given the mission to strike right at the heart of London’s pride by 
blowing up Greenwich Observatory. But his decision to drag his innocent family into 
the plot leads to tragic consequences on a more personal than political level.

Joseph Conrad is the author of such modern classics as Youth, Heart of Darkness, 
Lord Jim, Typhoon, Nostromo, The Secret Agent and Under Western Eyes.

 

Classics • 320 Pages • 4.25 x 7 • 9781784873820 • September • $9.95 • Trade Paper 
Rights: US • Random House UK/Vintage Classics

The Thirty Nine Steps
John Buchan

A classic, dramatic spy thriller, set in 1914

May, 1914. Britain is on the eve of war with Germany. Richard Hannay is living a 
quiet life in London, but after a chance encounter with a mysterious stranger he stum-
bles into a hair-raising adventure—a desperate hunt across the country and against 
the clock, pursued by the police and a cunning, ruthless enemy. Hannay’s life and the 
security of Britain are in grave peril, and everything rests on the solution to a baffling 
enigma: what are the thirty-nine steps?

John Buchan published his most popular novel, The Thirty-Nine Steps, in 1915, and 
it has never since been out of print.

Classics • 272 Pages • 4.25 x 7 • 9781784873813 • September • $9.95 • Trade Paper 
Rights: US • Random House UK/Vintage Classics



VINTAGE HEROES AND VILLAINS

Dracula
Bram Stoker

Can the devil really have arrived on England’s shores? And what is it that he hungers 
for so desperately?

Collected inside this book are diary entries, letters and newspaper clippings that piece 
together the depraved story of the ultimate predator. A young lawyer on an assignment 
finds himself imprisoned in a Transylvanian castle by his mysterious host. Back at home 
his fiancée and friends are menaced by a malevolent force which seems intent on imposing 
suffering and destruction. 

Bram Stoker wrote several sensational novels including The Snake’s Pass, Dracula, The 
Jewel of Seven Stars, and The Lair of the White Worm.

Classics • 432 Pages • 4.25 x 7 • 9781784873844 • September • $9.95 • Trade Paper  
Rights: US • Random House UK/Vintage Classics

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
Robert Louis Stevenson

How thin is the line between good and evil?

Dr. Jekyll has been experimenting with his identity. He has developed a drug which sep-
arates the two sides of his nature and allows him occasionally to abandon himself to his 
most corrupt inclinations as the monstrous Mr. Hyde. But gradually he begins to find that 
the journey back to goodness becomes more and more difficult, and the risk that Mr. Hyde 
will break free entirely from Dr. Jekyll’s control puts all of London in grave peril.

Robert Louis Stevenson is best known for Treasure Island, The Strange Case of Doctor 
Jekyll and Mr Hyde, and Kidnapped.

Classics • 256 Pages • 4.25 x 7 • 9781784873851 • September • $9.95 • Trade Paper  
Rights: US • Random House UK/Vintage Classics
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The Phantom of the Opera
Gaston Leroux

The classic tale of a young opera singer—and the mysterious ghost who desires her

Christine is a beautiful young singer at the Paris Opera. She is watched by the Opera’s 
“phantom”—a mysterious masked figure who terrorizes the Opera’s management and 
players. With the Phantom’s help, Christine rises to become the Opera’s star performer, 
but when the Phantom demands her heart in return, Christine is torn between gratitude 
and pity for her strange benefactor, and love for her childhood sweetheart, Raoul.

Gaston Leroux’s most famous work, Le Fantôme de l’Opéra (The Phantom of the Opera), 
was inspired by a tour of the cellars at the Paris Opera, and published in 1911.

Classics • 320 Pages • 4.25 x 7 • 9781784873868 • September • $9.95 • Trade Paper  
Rights: US • Random House UK/Vintage Classics
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VINTAGE CLASSICS X MADE.COM

Vintage Classics has collaborated with MADE.COM on a collection of three classics. The covers have been designed 
by MADE.COM and focus on the novels’ evocative settings: Sherlock Holmes’s study, Jay Gatsby’s dining room and 

Dorian Gray’s library, putting a MADE.COM spin on the furniture trends of each era. 

Picture of Dorian Gray
Oscar Wilde

Using their furniture and fabrics as a starting point, MADE.COM have recreated 
the settings and atmosphere from three of Vintage Classics’s best-loved novels

Dorian is a good-natured young man until he discovers the power of his own excep-
tional beauty. As he gradually sinks deep into a frivolous, glamorous world of selfish 
luxury, he apparently remains physically unchanged by the stresses of his corrupt 
lifestyle and untouched by age. But in a locked room, hidden behind a curtain, his 
portrait tells a very different story. This stylish edition is a collaboration between 
Vintage Classics and MADE.COM.

Oscar Wilde’s only novel, The Picture of Dorian Gray, was first published in Lippin-
cott’s Monthly Magazine in 1890. He published a revised and expanded edition in 
1891 in response to negative reviews which criticized the book’s immorality. Wilde 
became famous through the immense success of his plays such as Lady Windemere’s 
Fan, An Ideal Husband and The Importance of Being Earnest.

Classics • 208 Pages • 5 x 7 • 9781784874124 • October • $14.95 • Trade Paper  
Rights: US • Random House UK/Vintage Classics

Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
Arthur Conan Doyle

Using their furniture and fabrics as a starting point, MADE.COM have recreated 
the settings and atmosphere from three of Vintage Classics’s best-loved novels

From Holmes’s lodgings at 221B Baker Street, the famous detective and his faithful 
sidekick Dr. Watson unravel the shadiest crimes taking place on the streets of London 
and across the English countryside. Discover Sherlock Holmes’s most memorable and 
intriguing cases, including adventures with mysterious masked strangers, ingenious 
heists, murderous plots and hidden jewels. This stylish edition is a collaboration be-
tween Vintage Classics and MADE.COM.

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle is best known for creating the detective Sherlock Holmes.

Classics • 272 Pages • 5.25 x 7 • 9781784874131 • October • $14.95 • Trade Paper 
Rights: US • Random House UK/Vintage Classics
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Vintage Minis: Ghosts
M. R. James

A mini selection of tales from Ghost Stories by M. R. James

A high-pitched laugh echoes in an empty church. Servants discover their master dead in his 
bed, the only sign of disturbance an open window. The coffin of a woman hanged as a witch 
is found to be empty. A skeletal figure creeps closer and closer to the house where an unsus-
pecting family lie sleeping. In these chilling tales of the supernatural, M. R. James proves he is 
master of the ghost story.

M. R. James is best known for his ghost stories, which were published in several collections.

Classics • 160 Pages • 4.25 x 7 • 9781784874483 • October • $6.95 • Trade Paper   
Rights: US • Random House UK/Vintage Classics

My Own Story
Emmeline Pankhurst

Excerpts from the autobiography of a fearless fighter for women’s suffrage

Soldier, criminal, militant, hooligan, revolutionary: labels Emmeline Pankhurst wore proudly 
in her long struggle for women’s suffrage. This shortened edition of her autobiography tells 
of the tireless campaigning, the betrayals by men in power, the relentless arrests and hunger 
strikes, the horror of force-feeding. It is a reminder of the sacrifices by which women won their 
political freedom.

Emmeline Pankhurst cofounded the Women’s Social and Political Union (WSPU), a militant 
organization devoted to securing votes for women by direct action. 

Memoir/Women’s Studies • 128 Pages • 4.25 x 7 • 9781784874469 • November • $8.95  
Trade Paper • Rights: US • Random House UK/Vintage Classics

Vintage Minis: Marriage
Jane Austen

Selections from Sense and Sensibility, Pride and Prejudice, Northanger Abbey  
and Persuasion 

Why do we set so much store by marriage? These excerpts from her novels show that Jane 
Austen was fascinated by this question, subjecting it to her forensic eye and wonderfully ironic 
wit again and again.

Jane Austen published four of her novels in her lifetime, with two published posthumously.

Classics • 112 Pages • 4.25 x 7 • 9781784874056 • October • $6.95 • Trade Paper   
Rights: US • Random House UK/Vintage Classics

The Communist Manifesto
Friedrich Engels and Karl Marx
Introduction by Yanis Varoufakis

With a new introduction from economist Yanis Varoufakis

First published in London in 1848, the Communist Manifesto’s impact reverberated across 
the globe and throughout the next century. It is now recognized as one of the most important 
political texts ever written—essential to understanding our modern political landscape. 

Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels wrote and published The Communist Manifesto in 1848. 
Yanis Varoufakis is an economist and former Greek Minister of Finance. His books include 
And the Weak Suffer What They Must? and The Global Minotaur, and he has written for the 
New York Times and CNN.com. 

Political Science • 96 Pages • 4.25 x 7 • 9781784873691 • September • $8.95   
Trade Paper • Rights: US • Random House UK/Vintage Classics
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The Lark
E. Nesbit
Introduction by Penelope Lively

“She, of all the writers I have ever read, has given me over the years the most complete 
satisfaction.” —Noel Coward

“To come upon any Nesbit today, hitherto unread . . . is like receiving a letter from a 
friend whom you have believed dead.” —New York Times

A wonderfully funny and charming novel about two young girls’ quest for indepen-
dence, with an introduction by Penelope Lively

It’s 1919 and Jane and her cousin Lucilla leave school to find that their guardian has gambled 
away their money, leaving them with only a small cottage in the English countryside. In an 
attempt to earn their living, the orphaned cousins embark on a series of misadventures— 
cutting flowers from their front garden and selling them to passers-by, inviting paying guests 
who disappear without paying—all the while endeavoring to stave off the attentions of male 
admirers, in a bid to secure their independence.

E. Nesbit was a world-famous children’s author, whose works include The Railway Children 
and Five Children and It. She also wrote several works of fiction for adults. Penelope Lively 
is a Booker Prize-winning novelist whose work includes The Photograph, How It All Began, 
and Moon Tiger. 

Fiction • 272 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9780241983485 • September • $14.95   
Trade Paper • Rights: US • Penguin UK/Penguin

Petulia’s Rouge Tin
Su Tong

“Remarkable, subtle, and profound.” —New York Times on The Boat to Redemption

From a Man Booker-shortlisted author comes the tale of two women in Communist 
China whose bond stretches across a lifetime

When the red-light districts of towns across China are forcefully shut down after the Com-
munist victory in a civil war, working girls Petulia and Autumn Grace are forced to join a 
re-education camp for those not adhering to the standards of the new order. The two friends 
are separated when the unyielding Autumn Grace escapes from the camp, leaving behind her 
timid friend Petulia to undergo thought reform. Autumn Grace ultimately joins a Buddhist 
nunnery, while Petulia becomes a factory worker. The bond between them sustains their 
friendship as their lives take on different trajectories, only to later be challenged by the 
promise of romantic love.

Su Tong is the author of numerous novels, including Raise the Red Lantern, which was 
adapted into the award-winning film by Zhang Yimou, and The Boat to Redemption. Su 
Tong has also been awarded the prestigious 2015 Mao Dun Literary Prize and 2009 Man 
Asian Literary Prize, as well as was shortlisted for the Man Booker International Prize.

Fiction • 108 Pages • 4.5 x 7 • 9780734399496 • October • $9.95 (Can $12.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Penguin Books China



LEGEND CLASSICS

Little Women
Classics • 528 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781787198425 • September • $12.95 (Can $16.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Legend Times Group/Legend Press

Wuthering Heights
Classics • 272 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781787198487 • September • $12.95 (Can $16.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Legend Times Group/Legend Press

Three Men in a Boat
Classics • 400 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781787198463 • September • $12.95 (Can $16.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Legend Times Group/Legend Press

The Time Machine
Classics/Science Fiction • 144 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781787198449 • September   
$12.95 (Can $16.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Legend Times Group/Legend Press

Frankenstein
Classics/Science Fiction • 240 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781787198500 • September   
$12.95 (Can $16.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Legend Times Group/Legend Press
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PAN HERITAGE CLASSICS

A Bird in the Hand
Ann Cleeves

“Nobody does unsettling undercurrents better than Ann Cleeves.” —Val McDermid

“Her early birding mysteries are classics.” —New York Times Book Review

The first novel featuring George and Molly Palmer-Jones

Young Tom French was found dead, lying in a marsh on the Norfolk coast, with his 
head bashed in and his binoculars still around his neck. One of the best birders in 
England, Tom had put the village of Rushy on the birdwatching map. Everyone liked 
him. Or did they? George Palmer-Jones, an elderly birdwatcher who decided quietly 
to look into the brutal crime, discovered mixed feelings aplenty. Still, he remained 
baffled by a deed that could have been motivated by thwarted love, pure envy, or 
something else altogether. But as he and his fellow “twitchers” flocked from Norfolk 
to Scotland to the Scilly Isles, in response to rumors of rare sightings, George—with 
help from his lovely wife, Molly—gradually discerned the true markings of a killer. 
All he had to do was prove it . . . before the murderer strikes again.

Ann Cleeves is the author of the bestselling Shetland Island series, which includes 
Raven Black, White Nights, and Cold Earth, and the Vera Stanhope series, which 
includes The Crow Trap. These series are the bases for the television shows Shetland 
(on Amazon) and Vera (on Hulu). She has written over 25 novels, and her books have 
sold over one million copies worldwide.

Mystery • 224 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781509856237 • February • $14.95 • Trade Paper 
Rights: US • Pan Macmillan/Pan Books

A Day in the Death of Dorothea Cassidy
Ann Cleeves

The third novel in the Inspector Ramsay series by Ann Cleeves, author of the 
Shetland and Vera Stanhope crime series 

For Dorothea Cassidy, Thursdays were special. Every week she would look forward 
to the one day she could call her own, and would plan to visit people she wanted to 
see as a welcome respite from the routine duties that being a vicar’s wife entailed. 
But one Thursday in June was to be more special than any other. It was the day that 
Dorothea Cassidy was strangled. As the small town of Otterbridge prepares for its 
summer carnival, Inspector Stephen Ramsay begins a painstaking reconstruction of 
Dorothea’s last hours. He soon discovers that she had taken on a number of deserving 
cases—a sick and lonely old woman, a disturbed adolescent, a compulsive gambler, a 
single mother with a violent boyfriend and a child in care—and even her close family 
have their secrets to hide. All these people are haunted, in one way or another, by 
Dorothea’s goodness. But which of them could have possibly wanted her dead?

Ann Cleeves is the author of the bestselling Shetland Island series, which includes 
Raven Black, White Nights, and Cold Earth, and the Vera Stanhope series, which 
includes The Crow Trap. These series are the bases for the television shows Shetland 
(on Amazon) and Vera (on Hulu). She has written over 25 novels, and her books have 
sold over one million copies worldwide. In 2006 she was awarded the CWA Gold 
Dagger for Best Crime Novel for Raven Black. In 2012 she was inducted into the 
CWA Crime Thriller Awards Hall of Fame.

Mystery • 274 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781509856244 • February • $14.95 • Trade Paper 
Rights: US • Pan Macmillan/Pan Books



Two Stories
Virginia Woolf and Mark Haddon

To mark the centenary of the Hogarth Press, an exquisite celebration of their first pub-
lication, including Virginia Woolf’s original story “The Mark on the Wall” and a newly 
commissioned story from Mark Haddon

Hogarth Press’s first publication appeared in 1917: Two Stories, bound in bright Japanese 
paper, contained a short story from both Virginia and Leonard Woolf. Typeset and bound by 
Virginia, with illustrations by Dora Carrington, 134 copies were printed by Leonard using 
a small handpress installed in the dining room at Hogarth House. To celebrate the 100th 
anniversary of “Publication No. 1,” this new edition of Two Stories takes the original text 
of Virginia’s story, “The Mark on the Wall” (with illustrations by Dora Carrington), and 
pairs it with a new story, “St Brides Bay,” by Mark Haddon, a lifelong reader of Virginia 
Woolf. Two Stories also includes a portrait of Virginia Woolf by Mark Haddon, and a short 
introduction from the publisher about the founding of the Press.

Virginia Woolf (1882–1941) was one of the most influential writers of the 20th century. 
With her husband she started the Hogarth Press in 1917, which published widely in fic-
tion, poetry, politics and psychoanalysis, as well as publishing all Woolf’s own work. Mark 
Haddon is the author of the worldwide bestseller The Curious Incident of the Dog in the 
Night-Time.

Classics • 96 Pages • 5.08 x 6.93 • 7 B/W Illustrations • 9781781090671 • October   
$14.95 • Cloth • Rights: US • Random House UK/Chatto & Windus

Rooms of Their Own
Eddy Sackville-West, Virginia Woolf, Vita Sackville-West

Nino Strachey

A fascinating look into The Bloomsbury Group as seen through the living spaces and 
decor of some of its most vivacious members

Evocative, engaging and filled with vivid details, Rooms of Their Own explores the homes of 
these three writers linked to the Bloomsbury Group. Bringing together stories of love, desire 
and intimacy, of evolving relationships and erotic encounters, with vivid accounts of the 
settings in which they took place, it offers fresh insights into their complicated, interlocking 
lives. Complete with first-hand accounts, this book illuminates shifting social and moral 
attitudes toward sexuality and gender in the 1920s and 30s.

Nino Strachey is descended from a family at the heart of the Bloomsbury Group. Her re-
search focuses on the expression of personality through place, interpreting the biography of 
buildings and collections. Since starting her career with the Landmark Trust, she has worked 
for English Heritage and the National Trust, curating the homes of scientists (Darwin), pol-
iticians (Churchill) and writers (Shaw). She is head of Research and Specialist Advice for the 
National Trust.

Biography/Literary Criticism • 192 Pages • 9.5 x 8.5 • 200 B/W Photos • 9781841657882  
October • $21.95 (Can $29.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • National Trust
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Historical Noir
The Pocket Essential Guide to Fiction, Film & TV

Barry Forshaw

“A wonderful reference book that any self-respecting and serious connoisseur of crime 
fiction needs to have on their book-shelf.” —Shots Magazine on Brit Noir

The latest edition in Barry Forshaw’s Noir series

It’s one of the most successful—and surprising—of phenomena in the entire crime fiction 
genre: detectives (and proto-detectives) solving crimes in earlier eras. Barry Forshaw has writ-
ten a lively, wide-ranging and immensely informed history of the genre, which might be said 
to have begun in earnest with Ellis Peters’ crime-solving monk Brother Cadfael in the 1970s 
and Umberto Eco’s The Name of the Rose in 1980 (with another monkish detective), but 
which has now taken readers to virtually every era and locale in the past. Forshaw has pro-
duced the perfect reader’s guide to a fascinating field; every major writer is considered, often 
through a concentration on one or two key books, and exciting new talents are highlighted.

Barry Forshaw is the author of American Noir, Brit Noir, Euro Noir, Nordic Noir, The 
Rough Guide to Crime Fiction, and The Man Who Left Too Soon. 

Literary Criticism/Film • 192 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9780857301352 • September   
$16.95 (Can $22.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada   
Oldcastle Books/Pocket Essentials

Holmes & Watson
S. C. Roberts

A collection of in-depth essays about Arthur Conan Doyle’s famous detective duo,  
including two classic stories

A classic book on two of English literature’s most iconic characters. First published in 1953, 
this is one of the earliest and best studies of Sherlock Holmes. S. C. Roberts searches Conan 
Doyle’s stories for clues and develops biographies of the characters, revealing information 
about their lives and personalities which less observant readers may fail to notice. Holmes 
& Watson also features two classic “unrecorded adventures”—pastiche tales by a master of 
the form. This new edition includes an introduction by the President of the Sherlock Holmes 
Society of London, reflecting on the book’s importance as a classic work of Holmesiana.

S.C. Roberts (1887-1966) was a publisher, university administrator, noted Sherlockian, and 
first president of the Sherlock Holmes Society of London. He served as Secretary of Cam-
bridge University Press, Master of Pembroke College, Cambridge, and Vice-Chancellor of the 
University of Cambridge.

Literary Criticism • 160 Pages • 5.25 x 7.5 • 9780712352161 • January   
$15.95 (Can $20.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • British Library Publishing

Sherlock Holmes: The Australian Casebook
Christopher Sequiera

A collection of Sherlock down under stories written by a range of Sherlockians, histori-
ans, established writers and some exciting emerging talents 

It is the year 1890. Sherlock Holmes’ fame has spread even to the colonies as he and his 
stalwart chronicler, Dr. John Watson, are swept up in an array of mysteries “down un-
der.” They find themselves summoned from location to location, traversing all corners of 
the strange island continent of Australia, challenged with mysteries and a geographical and 
cultural landscape with which they are unfamiliar. From eerie shadows on cave walls, to an 
actor’s most grisly curtain call, an abduction by a demon, and an inexplicable drowning, to 
the odd affair of the reputed biggest man in Australia, a purloined bunyip, and to sinister, 
bearded bushrangers, the tales within this collection provide fresh perspective to the Holmes 
phenomena and will intrigue, delight, and entertain readers.

Christopher Sequeira has penned numerous Sherlockian articles, as well as pieces of Holme-
sian fiction, and these have seen print in Australia, the U.S., the UK, Canada and Italy.

Fiction • 384 Pages • 7 x 9.25 • 9781760404673 • November • $26.95 (Can $35.95)  
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Bonnier Publishing Australia/Echo



Joyce in Court
Adrian Hardiman

“Provides an insightful consideration of Joyce’s masterpiece from a refreshingly different 
angle.” —Publishers Weekly

An accessible and original book about Joyce, by a hugely respected figure in Ireland

Adrian Hardiman spent years researching Joyce’s obsession with the legal system, and the 
myriad references to notorious trials in Ulysses and Finnegans Wake. Joyce was fascinated 
by and felt passionately about miscarriages of justice, and his view of the law was colored by 
the potential for grave injustice when police and judges are given too much power. Hardiman 
recreates the colorful, dangerous world of the Edwardian courtrooms of Dublin and London, 
where the death penalty loomed over many trials. He brings to life the eccentric barristers, 
corrupt police and omnipotent judges who made the law so entertaining and so horrifying.

Adrian Hardiman was a judge of the Irish Supreme Court and generally acknowledged as 
the most brilliant lawyer of his generation. His funeral in 2016 was a major national event 
in Ireland.

Literary Criticism • 384 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781786691590 • Replaces: 9781786691583  
November • $17.95 (Can $23.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus

Byron’s Women
Alexander Larman

“Each is a fascinating figure deserving of her own biography. . . . A well-researched, 
fascinating look at Byron’s life and times.” —Publishers Weekly starred review

Now in paperback, the lives of nine women associated with Lord Byron

One was the mother who bore him; three were women who adored him; one was the sister he 
slept with; one was his abused and sodomized wife; one was his legitimate daughter; one was 
the fruit of his incest; another was his friend Shelley’s wife, who avoided his bed and invented 
science fiction instead. Nine women; one poet named George Gordon, Lord Byron—the most 
flamboyant of the Romantics, he wrote literary bestsellers, he embodied the Romantic love 
of liberty, he was the prototype of the modern celebrity—and he treated women abominably. 
Alex Larman tells their extraordinary, moving and often shocking stories. He creates a scur-
rilous “anti-biography” of one of England’s greatest poets, whose life is viewed—to deeply 
unflattering effect—through the prism of the nine damaged woman’s lives.

Alex Larman is the author of Blazing Star and Restoration.

Biography • 432 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 16 Color Photos • 9781784082048   
Replaces: 9781784082024 • October • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus

Emily Brontë
A Life in 20 Poems

Nick Holland

A new life of Wuthering Heights author Emily Bronte told through her poems

Whilst Emily Brontë wrote only one novel, the mysterious and universally adored Wuthering 
Heights, she is widely acknowledged as the best poet of the Bronte sisters, and indeed as one 
of the greatest female poets of all time. Taking 20 of her most revealing poems, Nick Holland 
creates a unifying impression of Emily Brontë, showing her relationships with her family in 
a new light, and revealing how this terribly shy young woman could create such wild and 
powerful writing, and why she turned her back on the outside world for an insular world that 
existed only in her own mind.

Nick Holland is a professional copywriter and the author of In Search of Anne Brontë and 
an active member of the Brontë Society.

Biography • 256 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9780750978989 • October • $21.95 (Can $29.95)  
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • The History Press
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A Literary Christmas
An Anthology
Third edition

British Library

A holiday collection of poems, prose, and short stories centered around Christmas

This seasonal compendium collects together poems, short stories, and prose extracts by some 
of the greatest poets and writers in the English language. Like Charles Dickens’s ghosts of 
Christmas Past and Present, they are representative of times old and new—from John Don-
ne’s Elizabethan hymn over the baby Jesus to Benjamin Zephaniah’s “Talking Turkeys,” 
from Thomas Tusser counting the cost of a Tudor feast to P. G. Wodehouse’s wry story 
about Christmas on a diet. Enjoy a Christmas Day as described by Samuel Pepys, Anthony 
Trollope, George Eliot, or Nancy Mitford. Venture out into the snow in the company of Jane 
Austen, Henry James, and Dickens’s Mr. Pickwick. Entertain the children with the seasonal 
tales of Dylan Thomas, Kenneth Grahame, and Oscar Wilde. 

British Library Publishing produces fascinating and beautiful books related to the Library’s 
uniquely rich collections.

Seasonal/Literary Collections • 1 Pages • 5.75 x 8.25 • 20 Color Illustrations 
9780712352765 • Replaces: 9780712356138 • November • $19.95 (Can $26.95)   
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • British Library Publishing

The Gothic Stories of H. P. Lovecraft
H.P. Lovecraft

A collection of cosmic terror from a master of classic weird writing

H. P. Lovecraft is best known for his tales of cosmic horror, in which unnameable nightmares 
torment the limits of human consciousness. This mastery of weird and unspeakable terror is 
underpinned by the writer’s sizeable contribution to Gothic fiction. This new collection of 
Lovecraft’s stories is the first to concentrate on his Gothic writing and includes tales from the 
beginning to the very end of the author’s career. The writer’s weird vision mixes brilliantly 
with the trappings of earlier Gothic horror to form innovative mosaics of frightful fiction that 
will long haunt the reader’s subconscious.

H. P. Lovecraft (1890-1937) was perhaps the best and most significant American writer of 
horror fiction in the 20th century. Xavier Aldana Reyes is Senior Lecturer in English Liter-
ature and Film at Manchester Metropolitan University, UK, and a founding member of the 
Manchester Centre for Gothic Studies.

Classics/Horror • 208 Pages • 5.75 x 8.25 • 9780712352468 • November   
$19.95 (Can $26.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • British Library Publishing

Avem Occidere Mimicam
To Kill A Mockingbird Translated into Latin

Harper Lee
Translated by Andrew Wilson

The first Latin translation of Harper Lee’s classic work

Atticus Finch defends a black man charged with the rape of a white girl, while we see the 
world of the American South in the 1930s through the innocent eyes of Scout and Jem Finch. 
In understanding the racial injustice of her town, Scout gains a new awareness of kindness 
and cruelty and leaves her childhood behind. Andrew Wilson’s translation is suitable for 
students of any ability, and he has developed the perfect resource for anyone studying, or 
teaching, Latin. His use of Latin vocabulary reflects the subtlety of Harper Lee’s writing while 
providing an exciting new way to learn the language, as well as an opportunity to experience 
a classic American novel in a new way.

Harper Lee published To Kill A Mockingbird in 1960. It was an instant classic of modern 
American literature, winning the 1961 Pulitzer Prize and has sold over 30 million copies. 
Andrew Wilson has previously translated J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s 
Stone into Ancient Greek.

Classics • 320 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9780285643864 • September • $21.95 (Can $29.95)   
Cloth • Rights: US, Canada, Philippines, South Korea & Micronesia • Souvenir Press



BRITISH LIBRARY SCIENCE FICTION CLASSICS

Four-Sided Triangle
William F. Temple

Contemporary readers have the chance to enjoy Temple’s unusual blend of traditional 
SF with a darkly ironic tone

“The idea was too big for the mind to grasp in all its implications at the first attempt. But 
when you did get a grip on it, just to let the imagination rove with the possibilities!” Sci-
ence is on the verge of a revolution. A cutting-edge new replication process is invented, and 
any matter can be reproduced—Shakespeare’s signature, works of art, even . . . a human 
being? When a brilliant scientist believes that this perfect replication process offers the 
solution to an excruciating love triangle, the limits of the new technology are tested—and 
impossible questions of identity and originality threaten to tear apart the best-laid plans 
of paradise.

William F. Temple (1914-1989) was a British science fiction writer whose best-known 
novel, Four-Sided Triangle, was filmed in 1953.

Science Fiction • 256 Pages • 5.25 x 7.5 • 9780712352314 • October   
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • British Library Publishing

Shoot at the Moon
William F. Temple

A classic tale of space exploration and murder, brought back into print for the first 
time in 50 years

The Endeavour has made rocket ship history. With its automatic pilot and artificial grav-
ity, anyone is qualified to fly to the moon. But the scientists who designed it did not en-
vision the hidden dangers of lunar exploration. Nor did they foresee the kind of violence 
that could erupt among the five mismatched crew members in a lonely space capsule. The 
Endeavour’s captain, Franz Brunel of the British Space Service, has to contend with the 
many perils that await him on the surface of the moon. Soon a murderer is among them. 
Now, contemporary readers have the chance to enjoy Temple’s unusual blend of tradition-
al SF with a darkly ironic tone.

William F. Temple (1914-1989) was a British science fiction novelist best known for writ-
ing Four-Sided Triangle, which was filmed in 1953.

Science Fiction • 224 Pages • 5.25 x 7.5 • 9780712352567 • November   
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • British Library Publishing
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Moonrise
The Golden Age of Lunar Adventures

A collection of classic sci-fi stories by a roster of authors including Arthur C. Clarke, 
H.G. Wells, and John Wyndham 

Before the Apollo 11 mission succeeded in landing on the Moon in 1969, writers and vi-
sionaries were fascinated by how we might get there and what we might find. The Greeks 
and Romans speculated about the Moon almost 2000 years before H.G. Wells or Jules 
Verne wrote about it, but interest peaked from the late 1800s, when the prospect of lunar 
travel became more viable. This anthology presents 12 short stories from the most popular 
magazines of the golden age of SF, including The Strand Magazine, Astounding Science 
Fiction, and Amazing Stories, and features classic SF writers as well as lesser-known writ-
ers for dedicated fans of the genre to discover.

Mike Ashley is the author and editor of more than 60 books, and is one of the foremost 
historians of popular fiction.

Science Fiction • 352 Pages • 5.25 x 7.5 • 9780712352758 • September   
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • British Library Publishing
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PETER OWEN WORLD SERIES: BALTICS

The Green Crow
Kristine Ulberga
Translated by Zanete Vevere Pasqualini

A feminist One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest 

Institutionalized in an asylum, a woman with a record of hallucinations commits her life 
story to paper. She records, from the age of six, her earliest memories of a drunken and 
abusive father, the strange men her mother introduced to repair the family, the imaginary 
forest where she would run for safety and, of course, the giant talking green crow who ap-
peared when she most needed him. The green crow is a conceited, boisterous creature who 
follows the novel’s nameless protagonist throughout her life, until the day that its presence 
begins to embarrass her. Confined to a tedious domestic life, she is desperate to hide the 
crow’s existence. Failing to do so, she winds up in a psychiatric hospital. Can she repress 
and renounce her acerbic, sharp-beaked daemon—or learn to love herself, bird and all?

Kristine Ulberga is a Latvian novelist best known for her young adult novels. Her first 
novel for adults, The Green Crow (Zala varna), won the Raimonds Gerkens Prize and the 
Annual Latvian Literature Prize. Žanete Vevere Pasqualini graduated from the Faculty of 
Foreign Languages, University of Latvia, in 1995.

Fiction • 256 Pages • 5.25 x 8.25 • 9780720620252 • October • $14.95 (Can $19.95)  
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Peter Owen Publishers

Darkness and Company
Sigitas Parulskis
Translated by Karla Gruodis

A photographer agrees to record the murderous actions of occupying SS and  
Lithuanian death squads in return for his Jewish lover’s safety

Lithuania, 1941: Vincentas makes a Faustian pact with an SS officer: in exchange for the 
safety of himself and his Jewish lover, Judita, he will photograph—“make art” of—the 
mass killings of Jews in the villages and forests of his occupied homeland. Through the 
metaphor of photography, Sigitas Parulskis lays bare the passivity and complicity of his 
countrymen in the darkest chapter of Lithuania’s recent history, in which 94 percent of its 
Jewish population perished.

Sigitas Parulskis is the most celebrated and translated of Lithuania’s contemporary writ-
ers. Karla Gruodis is former editor of The Lithuanian Review and teaches at Dawson 
College in Montreal, Canada. 

Fiction • 224 Pages • 5.25 x 8.25 • 9780720620337 • October • $14.95 (Can $19.95)  
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Peter Owen Publishers

Burning Cities
Kai Aareleid
Translated by Adam Cullen

Translated for the first time into English, an intimate portrayal of life under Soviet 
Communism, and an absorbing family drama told with poetic precision

Opening up about her family history, Tiina revisits the first two decades of her life follow-
ing World War II, in Tartu, Estonia. The adult world that makes up Communist society 
is one of cryptic conversations, dread, and heavy drinking. From the death of Stalin to the 
gradual separation of her parents, Tiina experiences events from the periphery, and is pow-
erless to prevent the defining tragedy in her life—a suicide in the family.

Kai Aareleid is an Estonian writer whose novels include Russian Blood and Burning Cities. 
She has translated works by Javier Marías, Paulo Coelho and Roberto Bolaño into Esto-
nian. Adam Cullen was nominated for the 2014 Cultural Endowment of Estonia’s Prize for 
Literary Translation from Estonian into a Foreign Language. Originally from Minnesota, 
he has resided in Estonia for eight years.

Fiction • 256 Pages • 5.25 x 8.25 • 9780720620290 • October • $14.95 (Can $19.95)  
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Peter Owen Publishers
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PETER OWEN CASED CLASSICS

Ice
Anna Kavan

“In Anna Kavan’s Ice we are introduced to a trinity of characters who are frozen 
with the desire to be free. Entering this haunting realm, the reader will crave to 
plunge deeper into her metallic and poetically surreal universe.” —Patti Smith

“Ice is a book like the moon is the moon. There’s only one.” —Jonathan Lethem

An elegant gift edition of Anna Kavan’s feminist sci-fi classic 

In a land devastated by war, a nameless narrator pursues an elusive white-haired 
woman in the clutches of a government official known only as “The Warden.” Nei-
ther will giver her up, but a freak ecological apocalypse is indifferent to their rival 
claims. As a terrifying wall of ice continues its incursion, freezing everything in its 
path, it seems that only the white-haired woman is truly resigned to the fate of the 
world. Ice is hailed as classic of science fiction and a definitive work of the slipstream 
genre. As part of the Peter Owen Cased Classics series, this edition is bound with 
printed endpapers, head and tail bands and a ribbon marker. The elegant dust jacket 
features a die cutting of a triangle, while printed on the cover board is the striking 
artwork of contemporary artist Naomi Frears.

Anna Kavan (1901-1968), born Helen Woods, was a British novelist who emerged 
from a Swiss asylum in 1938 with a pen-name adopted from one of her fictional 
characters. Now a cult figure, her writing has been compared to Kafka, Woolf and 
Ballard. Christopher Priest is a novelist and science fiction writer whose works include 
Inverted World and The Prestige.

Classics/Science Fiction • 192 Pages • 5 x 7.5 • 9780720620054   
Replaces: 9780720612684 • November • $18.95 (Can $24.95)   
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Peter Owen Publishers

Ice Palace
Tarjei Vesaas
Translated by Elizabeth Rokkan

A beautiful gift edition of Vesaas’s prose-novel 

In rural Norway, one evening after school, 11-year-old Siss and Unn strike up a deep 
and unusual bond. When the next day Unn sets off into the wintry woods in search of 
a mysterious frozen waterfall, known locally as the “ice palace,” and does not return, 
a devastated Siss takes it upon herself to find her missing friend. The Ice Palace is 
one of the most memorable achievements in modern literature thanks in large part to 
Vesaas’s unique command of a sparse, figurative and fragmentary style. As part of the 
Peter Owen Cased Classics series, this edition is bound with printed endpapers, head 
and tail bands and a ribbon marker. The elegant dust jacket features a die cutting in 
the shape of an ice shard, while printed on the cover board is the work of acclaimed 
contemporary artist Kaye Donachie.

Tarjei Vesaas (1897–1970) was a Norwegian poet and novelist whose sparse, poetic 
and figurative style won him international acclaim and three separate nominations for 
the Nobel Prize in Literature. Elizabeth Rokkan was awarded the St. Olav Medal for 
her efforts to make Norwegian literature available to English speakers.

Fiction • 176 Pages • 5 x 7.5 • 9780720620061 • Replaces: 9780720613292  
October • $18.95 (Can $24.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada   
Peter Owen Publishers
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Goose of Hermogenes
Ithell Colquhoun
Introduction by Richard Shillitoe

“Lurks somewhere between the territory of Beardsley and Mervyn Peake’s Gormenghast 
. . . shudderingly enjoyable.” —Guardian

“The whole novel possesses a haunting, visionary quality most uncommon in present- 
day prose.” —Daily Telegraph

Considered almost impenetrable by the novel’s original editor, Muriel Spark, Goose of 
Hermogenes has since acquired a legendary status as a work of surrealist and esoteric 
fiction, and is illustrated here with Ithell Colquhoun’s beautiful alchemical paintings

Ithell Colquhoun was a leading British surrealist artist and writer whose love of the esoteric 
and the occult had a profound influence on her work. Nowhere is this more apparent than 
in the weird and wonderful alchemical novel Goose of Hermogenes. An unnamed woman 
must escape her uncle’s island when his sinister attentions fall upon an heirloom—a priceless 
jewel in her possession—that may help in his tireless efforts to conquer death. Gothic, erotic 
and dreamlike, Goose of Hermogenes is a dizzying work of surrealist imagination. This new 
edition features five of Colquhoun’s watercolor paintings originally painted to illustrate the 
novel. This tale remains today as vividly unforgettable and disturbing as when it was first 
published by Peter Owen in 1961.

Ithell Colquhoun was a painter and writer who was one of the best-known English women 
surrealists. A friend of André Breton, she was also associated with Aleister Crowley. Her 
writing has been compared to that of William Blake and Walter de la Mare—the latter being 
a fan of her work. Richard Shillitoe is a biographer of Ithell Colquhoun and an expert on her 
writing and art. He runs the website www.ithellcolquhoun.co.uk.

Fiction • 160 Pages • 4.75 x 7.25 • 5 Color Illustrations • 9780720620214   
Replaces: 9780720611779 • November • $21.95 (Can $29.95) • Cloth   
Rights: US & Canada • Peter Owen Publishers

Gaudeamus
Mircea Eliade
Translated by Christopher Bartholomew

Gaudeamus (Let Us Rejoice) is a second autobiographical novel after Diary of a 
Short-Sighted Adolescent, described by the Guardian as “Romania’s Adrian Mole”

In this exuberant and touching portrait of youth, Eliade recounts the fictional version of his 
university years in late 1920’s Bucharest. Marked by a burgeoning desire to “suck out all the 
marrow of life,” the protagonist throws himself into his studies; engaging his professors and 
peers in philosophical discourse, becoming one of the founding members of the Student’s 
Union, and opening-up the attic refuge of his isolated teenage years as a hotspot for politi-
cal debate and romantic exploration. Readers will recognize in these pages the joy of a life 
about to blossom, of the search for knowledge and the desire for true love. This follow-up to 
Diary of a Short-Sighted Adolescent reveals a keen observer of human behavior, a seeker of 
truth and spiritual fulfillment whose path would eventually lead him to become the ultimate 
historian of 20th-century religions.

Mircea Eliade was born in 1907 in Bucharest. In 1957 he took up the chair of history of 
religion at the University of Chicago, a post that he held until his death in 1986. His work 
includes studies of religion that remain influential, such as The Sacred and the Profane, and 
numerous works of literature, including The Forbidden Forest, Bengal Nights and Youth 
without Youth. Christopher Bartholomew is the translator of Diary of a Short-Sighted Ado-
lescent. He lives in the San Francisco Bay area.

Fiction/Autobiography • 180 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781908236340 • November   
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US, Canada & South America • Istros Books
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The Harvest of Chronos
Mojca Kumerdej
Translated by Rawely Grau

Winner of the Prešeren Award, the highest artistic decoration in Slovenia 

An epic, humorous and unique historical novel of Central Europe in the 16th century— 
a territory plagued by ceaseless battles for supremacy between the Protestant political elite 
and the ruling Catholic Habsburg Monarchy, as well as the ongoing battle between the sexes. 
History and fiction intertwine in wavelike fashion, producing a colorful portrait of the Re-
naissance; permeated by humanist attempts to resurrect antiquity through art, new scientific 
findings, and spirited philosophical and theological debates.

Mojca Kumerdej is a Slovene writer and philosopher. In 2017, she received the Prešeren 
Award for The Harvest of Chronos. Rawley Grau, originally from Baltimore, has lived in 
Ljubljana since 2001. He translated Panorama, by Dušan Šarotar, which was shortlisted for 
the 2017 Oxford-Weidenfeld Translation Prize. His translation from Russian of A Science 
Not from the Earth was awarded the AATSEEL Prize for Best Scholarly Translation in 2016. 

Fiction • 380 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781908236333 • September • $16.95 (Can $22.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Istros Books

Fleeting Snow
Pavel Vilikovský
Translated by Julia Sherwood

From one of Slovakia’s most respected authors, a tender and sensitive look at an elderly 
couple dealing with illness 

Fleeting Snow depicts the gradual loss of memory of the narrator’s wife. The narrator remi-
nisces about his past life with his wife and muses on issues ranging from human nature and 
the soul, to names and the phonetics of Slovak and indigenous American Indian languages, 
in an informal, humorous style whose lightness of touch belies the seriousness of his themes. 
The title refers to its recurring central motif, an avalanche thatt cannot be stopped once the 
critical mass of snow has begun to roll, echoing the unstoppable process of memory loss. 

One of the most important Eastern European writers of the post-Communist era, Pavel  
Vilikovský began his career in 1965, but the political content of his writing and its straight-
forward treatment of such taboo topics as bisexuality kept him from publishing the works 
collected here until after the Velvet Revolution. In 1997 he won the Vilenica Award for Cen-
tral European literature. Julia Sherwood is a freelance translator, mainly for salon.eu.sk. She 
lives in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. 

Fiction • 160 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781908236371 • October • $14.95 (Can $19.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US, Canada & Caribbean • Istros Books

A Swarm of Dust
Evald Flisar

Widely considered to be one of Flisar’s finest works of fiction, questioning the very  
notion of objective truth and subverting the norms of Judeo-Christian morality

“A world without truth would be an immensely sad place,” states the magistrate in the mur-
der trial of local boy, Janek. A young man with serious mental issues, Janek weaves a “chest-
nut crown” from the leaves of a supposedly sacred tree in a attempt to rid himself of the 
demons of the past through a pagan ceremony. The crown is later found on the body of the 
farmer Geder—stabbed to death with a bread knife. Through a series of flashbacks during the 
subsequent interrogations, we learn of Janek’s story: from the perversion of his relationship 
with his mother, to the frustrations of his love affair with Daria and his inability to complete 
his studies or free himself from the ghosts which haunt him.

Evald Flisar is the editor of the oldest Slovenian literary journal Sodobnost. Author of 11 
novels (eight nominated for the Kresnik Award, the Slovenian “Booker”), Flisar is also a 
winner of the Prešeren Foundation Prize, the highest state award for prose and drama. In 
addition to this he has garnered the prestigious Župancic Award for lifetime achievement. 
His work has been translated into 33 languages.

Fiction • 200 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781908236388 • November • $14.95 (Can $19.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US, Canada & South America • Istros Books
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South Wind
Norman Douglas
Introduction by Michael Schmidt

A hedonistic journey and an unforgettable classic

An Anglican bishop, on recuperative leave from his African diocese, alights at the island of 
Nepthene for a short stay on his passage to England. Soon he is caught up in the wild and 
exuberant antics of visitors and residents

Norman Douglas spent much of his time ‘hopping it’ across borders to avoid arrest. South 
Wind is set on the fictional island Nepenthe, a thinly disguised portrait of his beloved Capri.

Fiction • 320 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781786690678 • November • $17.95 (Can $23.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus/Apollo

The Golovlevs
M.E. Saltykov-Shchedrin
Translated by I.P. Foote

A powerful novel from a great Russian satirist

Arina Petrovna rules the Golovlev family with an iron hand. Around her swarm her alcoholic 
sons, dissipated grandchildren and degenerate husband. But in his darkened study, her son 
Porfiry schemes for an overthrow of power. A stark portrait of the Russian gentry sapped by 
generations of idleness and social irrelevance.

M. E. Saltykov-Shchedrin (1826-1889) spent most of his life working as a civil servant. His 
best-known work, the novel The Golovlevs, appeared in 1876.

Fiction • 432 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781786690050 • January • $17.95 (Can $23.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus/Apollo

The Day of Judgment
Salvatore Satta
Introduction by Mark Thompson

At the turn of the 20th century, an aristocratic notary reflects on his life

Around the turn of the 20th century, in the isolated Sardinian town of Nuoro, the aristocratic 
notary Don Sebastiano Sanna reflects on his life, his family’s history, and the fortunes of this 
provincial backwater where he has lived out his days.

Salvatore Satta (1902-1975) was the man who rewrote the Italian Penal Code after World War 
II to rid it of Fascism. The manuscript for The Day of Judgment was found after his death.

Fiction • 288 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781784975708 • Replaces: 9780374526603 • December  
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus/Apollo

The Council of Egypt
Leonardo Sciascia
Introduction by Michael Schmidt

First published in 1966, a tale of power, corruption, and forgery in a Sicily ripe for reform

Palermo, 1783: The barons pursue feuds and petty plotting. Their wives indulge in forbidden 
French novels. And the porcine abbot Vella, eager to curry favor with Naples, “invents” an 
ancient Arabic chronicle, The Council of Egypt, that rewrites Sicilian history.

Leonardo Sciascia (1921–1983) was a novelist and politician whose works were often set in his 
troubled, mafia-blighted homeland of Sicily. He hailed from Racalmuto in the south-west of 
the island and lived there for much of his life.
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Big Sister
Gunnar Staalesen
Translated by Don Bartlett

“Staalesen is one of my very favourite Scandinavian authors. Operating out of Bergen  
in Norway, his private eye, Varg Veum, is a complex but engaging anti-hero. Varg 
means ‘wolf’ in Norwegian, and this is a series with very sharp teeth.” —Ian Rankin

“Staalesen follows the hard-boiled PI tradition, as shown by the stunning 18th entry  
in his series.” —Publishers Weekly starred review of Where Roses Never Die

Chilling, shocking and exceptionally gripping, Big Sister reaffirms Gunnar Staalesen  
as one of the world’s foremost thriller writers

Varg Veum receives a surprise visit in his office. A woman introduces herself as his half-sister, 
and she has a job for him. Her god-daughter, a 19-year-old trainee nurse from Haugesund, 
moved from her apartment in Bergen two weeks ago. Since then no one has heard anything 
from her. She didn’t leave an address. She doesn’t answer her phone. And the police refuse 
to take her case seriously. Veum’s investigation uncovers a series of carefully covered-up 
crimes and pent-up hatreds, and the trail leads to a gang of extreme bikers on the hunt for 
a group of people whose dark deeds are hidden by the anonymity of the Internet. And then 
things get personal.

Gunnar Staalesen published the first Varg Veum book in 1977. He is the author of more 
than 20 titles, which have been published in 24 countries and sold more than four million 
copies. Twelve film adaptations of his Varg Veum crime novels have appeared since 2007. 
Staalesen, who has won three Golden Pistols (including the Prize of Honour), lives in Bergen 
where there is is a life-sized statue of Varg Veum in the city center. Don Barlett has translated 
books by Jo Nesbø, Karl Ove Knausgaard, and Per Petterson.

Fiction • 276 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781912374199 • September • $14.95 (Can $19.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Orenda Books

The Ice Swimmer
Kjell Ola Dahl
Translated by Don Bartlett

“Recommend to fans of Karin Fossum and Kjell Eriksson. Dahl is a formidable talent 
whose books may well become as popular in the US as in Norway.” —Booklist on The 
Fourth Man

“Superb. . . . The translator’s stripped-down, muscular prose is a plus.” —Publishers 
Weekly starred review of Faithless

Dark, complex and nail-bitingly tense, The Ice Swimmer is the latest and most  
unforgettable installment in the critically acclaimed Oslo Detective series, by the  
godfather of Nordic Noir

When a dead man is lifted from the freezing waters of Oslo Harbour just before Christmas, 
Detective Lena Stigersand’s stressful life suddenly becomes even more complicated. Not only 
is she dealing with a cancer scare, a stalker and an untrustworthy boyfriend, but it seems 
both a politician and Norway’s security services might be involved in the murder. With her 
trusted colleagues, Gunnarstranda and Frølich, at her side, Lena digs deep into the case and 
finds that it not only goes to the heart of the Norwegian establishment, but it might be rather 
to close to her personal life for comfort.

Kjell Ola Dahl made his debut in 1993, and has since published 11 novels, including The 
Fourth Man and The Man in the Window. Don Bartlett has translated a wide variety of 
Danish and Norwegian authors, including Jo Nesbø and Karl Ove Knausgård. He previously 
translated two books in the Varg Veum series.
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Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Orenda Books
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End Game
#3

Matt Johnson

The final entry in the Robert Finlay trilogy sees our hero in an intricately plotted and 
terrifyingly fast-paced race to uncover the truth and escape those who’d sooner have him 
dead than be exposed

Robert Finlay seems to have finally left his SAS past behind him and is settling into his new 
career as a detective. But when the girlfriend of his former SAS colleague and close friend 
Kevin Jones is murdered, it’s clear that Finlay’s troubles are far from over. Jones is arrested 
for the killing, but soon escapes from jail, and Finlay is held responsible for the breakout. 
Suspended from duty and sure he’s being framed too, he teams up with MI5 agent Ton Fel-
lowes to find out who’s behind the conspiracy. Their quest soon reveals a plot that goes to 
the very heart of the UK’s security services.

Matt Johnson served as a soldier and Metropolitan Police officer for 25 years. He is the author 
of Deadly Game and Wicked Game, which was shortlisted for the CWA John Creasey Dagger.

Mystery • 300 Pages • 5 x 8 • 9781912374090 • October • $14.95 (Can $19.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Orenda Books

Keeper
#2

Johana Gustawsson
Translated by Maxim Jakubowski

A second breathless Roy & Castells thriller from the new queen of French Noir

Whitechapel, 1888: London is bowed under Jack the Ripper’s reign of terror. London, 2015: 
actress Julianne Bell is abducted in a case similar to the terrible Tower Hamlets murders of 
10 years earlier, and harking back to the Ripper killings. Falkenberg, Sweden, 2015: a wom-
an’s mutilated body is found in a forest, her wounds identical to those of the Tower Hamlets 
victims. With the man arrested for the Tower Hamlets crimes locked up, do the new killings 
mean he has an accomplice, or is a copy-cat serial killer on the loose? Profiler Emily Roy and 
true-crime writer Alexis Castells are again drawn into an intriguing case with personal links.

Johana Gustawsson won the Silver Nouvelle Plume for Block 46. Maxim Jakubowski is 
crime columnist for the Guardian, and Literary Director of London’s Crime Scene Festival.

Mystery • 300 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781912374052 • November • $14.95 (Can $19.95)  
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Blue Night
#1

Simone Buchholz
Translated by Rachel Ward

With all the hard-boiled poetry and acerbic wit of the best noir, the start of a brilliant 
new crime series, from one of Germany’s bestselling authors

After convicting a superior for corruption and shooting a gangster, hard-bitten state prosecu-
tor Chastity Riley has been transferred to the tedium of witness protection. However, when 
she is assigned the case of an anonymous man lying under police guard in a hospital—almost 
every bone broken, a finger cut off, and refusing to speak in anything other than riddles—her 
instinct for the big, exciting case kicks in. She gains her charge’s confidence and finds her-
self on the trail to Leipzig. When she discovers a former colleague is trying to bring down 
Hamburg’s Albanian mafia kingpin single-handedly, it looks like Riley’s dull life on witness 
protection really was short-lived. 

In 2016, Simone Buchholz was awarded the Crime Cologne Award and second place of the 
German Crime Fiction Prize for Blue Night. Rachel Ward’s translations include Traitor by 
Gudrun Pausewang and Red Rage by Brigitte Blobel. 
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Fault Lines
Doug Johnstone

Brilliantly constructed speculative crime fiction, taking place in a reimagined contempo-
rary Edinburgh rife with natural disasters

In a reimagined contemporary Edinburgh, in which a tectonic fault has opened up to pro-
duce a new volcano in the Firth of Forth, and where tremors are an everyday occurrence, 
volcanologist Surtsey makes a shocking discovery. On a clandestine trip to The Inch—the 
new volcanic island—to meet Tom, her lover and her boss, she finds his lifeless body, and 
makes the fatal decision to keep their affair, and her discovery of his corpse secret. Desperate 
to know how he died, but also terrified she’ll be exposed, Surtsey’s life quickly spirals into 
a nightmare when someone makes contact—someone who claims to know what she’s done.

Doug Johnstone is the author of eight novels, including Gone Again and The Jump, which 
was a finalist for the McIlvanney Prize for Scottish Crime Novel of the Year. Doug has  
released seven albums in various bands, reviews books for Big Issue magazine, is player- 
manager for Scotland Writers Football Club, and has a PhD in nuclear physics.

Fiction • 300 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781912374151 • November • $14.95 (Can $19.95)   
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The Old You
Louise Voss

A tense Hitchcockian psychological thriller in which nothing is as it seems, every truth 
might be a lie, and the past looms ever larger over the present, The Old You is a nail- 
bitingly modern slice of domestic noir

Someone’s mind is playing tricks . . . but whose? Lynn Waites gave up the job she loved when 
she married Ed, the love of her life, but it was worth it for the happy years they enjoyed to-
gether. Now, 10 years on, Ed has been diagnosed with early-onset dementia, and things start 
to happen; things more sinister than missing keys and lost words. As some memories are for-
gotten, other, long buried, begin to surface . . . and Lynn’s perfect world begins to crumble. 
But is it Ed’s mind playing tricks, or hers?

Louise Voss has written or cowritten 11 novels, including The Venus Trap and To Be Someone. 
She is a member of two female crime-writing collectives, The Slice Girls and Killer Women.
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Absolution
#4

Paul E Hardisty

Fourth in the gripping Claymore Striker series 

It is 1997, eight months since Claymore Straker fled South Africa after his explosive tes-
timony to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. In Paris, Rania LaTour, journalist, 
comes home to find that her son and her husband, a celebrated human rights lawyer, have 
disappeared. On an isolated island off the coast of East Africa, the family that Clay has be-
friended is murdered as he watches. Clay and Rania fight to uncover the mystery behind the 
disappearances and murders, and find those responsible. Both are lead inexorably to Egypt, 
where an act of shocking terrorist brutality will reveal not only why those they loved were 
sacrificed, but how they were both, indirectly, responsible. 

Paul E. Hardisty has worked as an engineer, hydrologist, and environmental scientist. The 
Abrupt Physics of Dying was shortlisted for the CWA John Creasy (New Blood) Dagger, and 
was followed by The Evolution of Fear and Reconcilation for the Dead.
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Red Devil Drive
J. M. Gulvin

“I loved this book: it has such a subtle sense of place, the clear writing pulls you  
in right from the start, and its ingenious plot line is both shocking and inevitable.”  
—Ann Cleeves, author, Raven Black

“Gulvin’s narrative has a distinctly cinematic feel, and his setting?the windswept plains 
and desolate highways of Texas?lends an eeriness that lingers throughout.” —Publishers 
Weekly on The Long Count

For fans of Elmore Leonard and Cormac McCarthy, a thriller that twists and turns its 
way to a macabre and explosive conclusion you will never forget

Called to a seemingly innocuous incident involving a parolee, Texas Ranger John Q finds 
himself investigating the murder of a motel owner and the disappearance of a young black 
woman in a 1960s Texas that’s rife with prejudice, bigotry and darkness. What links an out-
of-place hippy, an ambitious young oilman, a small-town cop and a Pentecostal preacher to 
the disappearance of Martha Elgin? With a trail that leads everywhichwhere but the truth, 
rich with characters as real as the dust-blown landscape they come from, Red Devil Drive is 
an atmospheric, beautifully plotted and complex thriller.

J. M. Gulvin is a British novelist steeped in Americana. He’s the author of two previous John 
Q novels The Long Count and The Contract, as well as Long Way Down, for Ewan McGre-
gor and Charley Boorman. 
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Do No Harm
L. V. Hay

A taut psychological thriller and a study of obsession, with a killer twist that you will 
never see coming

After leaving her marriage to jealous, possessive oncologist Maxwell, Lily and her six-year-
old son have a second chance at happiness with teacher Sebastian. Kind but vulnerable, 
Sebastian is the polar opposite of Maxwell, and the perfect match for Lily. After a whirlwind 
romance, they marry, and that’s when things start to go wrong. Maxwell returns to the 
scene, determined to win back his family, and events soon spiral out of control. Lily and 
Sebastian find themselves not only fighting for their relationship, but also their lives. 

L. V. Hay is a novelist, script editor, blogger, and head reader for the London Screenwrit-
ers’ Festival. She is the author of Writing & Selling Drama Screenplays and the thriller The 
Other Twin.
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Dead If You Don’t
#14

Peter James

“This skillful twister shows why James was awarded 
the 2016 CWA Diamond Dagger.” —Publishers Weekly 
starred review of Need You Dead

The 14th entry in the New York Times-bestselling series

Shortly after Kipp Brown and his teenage son, Mungo, arrive 
at the stadium for their team’s biggest-ever football game, 
Mungo disappears. A short while later Kipp receives a text 
with a ransom demand and a warning not to go to the police if 
he and his wife want to see their son alive again. But as a mas-
sive, covert manhunt for the boy and his kidnappers begins, 
D.S. Roy Grace starts to realize that not all is what it seems.

Peter James is the international bestselling author of many 
award-winning novels. His Detective Superintendent Roy 
Grace series has been translated into 37 languages with 
worldwide sales of over 18 million copies. In 2016 he became 
the recipient of the coveted CWA Diamond Dagger lifetime 
achievement, awarded for sustained excellence. Peter has also 
written a short story collection, A Twist of the Knife, and his 
standalone titles include his ghost story The House On Cold 
Hill and The Perfect Murder, which has been turned into a 
popular stage play. 
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THE DETECTIVE’S DAUGHTER

Ghost Girl
#2

Lesley Thomson

“Fans of slow and steady suspense . . . will feel they’ve received their money’s 
worth.” —Booklist

A year after her father’s death, the detective’s daughter inherits a strange case 
involving a haunting stack of photographs

On a cold day in 1966, 10-year-old Mary Thornton is taking her little brother home. 
That afternoon will change Mary’s life forever. She is about to become the only wit-
ness to her brother’s murder. Only a year after the death of her father, chief super-
intendent Terry Darnell, his daughter Stella is still reeling from the publicity storm 
around the case of Kate Rokesmith. But Stella has discovered a folder of unlabeled 
photographs of deserted streets among her father’s possessions—and the first one is 
dated 1966.

Lesley Thomson is the author of The Detective’s Daughter.
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The Detective’s Daughter
#1

Lesley Thomson

“A haunting novel about loss and reconciliation, driven by a simple but clever 
plot.” —Sunday Times

A reissue of the first in the Detective’s Daughter series, in which a woman recon-
nects with her dead father by solving the murder case that obsessed him in life

It was the murder that shocked the nation. Thirty years ago Kate Rokesmith went 
walking by the river with her young son. She never came home. For three decades her 
case file has lain, unsolved, in the corner of an attic—until Stella Darnell, daughter 
of Detective Chief Superintendent Darnell, starts to clear out her father’s house after 
his death.

Lesley Thomson is the author of A Kind of Vanishing, which won the People’s 
Book Prize.
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THE DETECTIVE’S DAUGHTER

The Death Chamber
#6

Lesley Thomson

Sixth in the series, new in paperback

Queen’s Jubilee, 1977: Cassie Baker sees her boyfriend kissing another girl at the village 
disco. Upset, she heads home alone and is never seen again. Millennium Eve, 1999: DCI 
Paul Mercer finds Cassie’s remains in a field. Now he must prove the man who led him 
there is guilty. When Mercer’s daughter asks Stella Darnell for help solving the murder, 
Stella see echoes of herself. Another detective’s daughter. With her sidekick sleuth, Jack, 
Stella moves to Winchcombe, where DCI Mercer and his prime suspect have been playing 
cat and mouse for the past 18 years.

Lesley Thomson is the author of the Detective’s Daughter series.
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The House With No Rooms
Reissue
#4

Lesley Thomson

The crimes of the past echo in the present in a chilling new case in the fourth Detec-
tive’s Daughter mystery

The summer of 1976 was the hottest in living memory. In the Botanical Gardens at Kew, 
a lost little girl stumbled upon a deserted gallery. Dizzied by the heat, she thought she saw 
a woman lying dead on the ground. But when she opened her eyes, the woman had gone. 
Forty years later, Stella Darnell, the detective’s daughter, is investigating a chilling new 
case. What she uncovers will draw her into the obsessive world of botany, and towards an 
unsolved murder that has lain dormant for decades.

Lesley Thomson is the author of The Detective’s Daughter series.
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The Detective’s Secret
#3

Lesley Thomson

The Detective’s Daughter investigates a 20-year-old unsolved murder

Jack Harmon craves silence and a bird’s eye view. From his new home in Palmyra Tower, 
he can raise binoculars to watch over west London. If he watches for long enough, he will 
learn who has secrets. He will learn who plans to kill. But Jack does not see everything. A 
man has died beneath a late-night train, and Jack’s friend Stella, the detective’s daughter, 
suspects it could have been murder. Now Jack and Stella are stirring up the past with 
questions that no one wants answered—questions that lead to an unsolved case nearly 20 
years old.

Lesley Thomson is the author of the Detective’s Daughter series.
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A Life to Kill
#7

Matthew Hall

“Readers of Patricia Cornwell will very much enjoy this psychological thriller. Jenny 
Cooper’s character is flawed and unflinchingly real. Highly recommended.” —Library 
Journal starred review of The Redeemed

“An intriguingly flawed and appealing character. . . . A series to watch.” —Booklist on 
The Disappeared

The seventh installment in the Coroner Jenny Cooper series is the most gripping yet

The day they’ve all been waiting for is at hand. The last British combat soldiers in Helmand 
are counting the minutes until their departure for home. For their excited families in High-
cliffe, it spells the end of an agonizing six month wait. But in the final hours, disaster strikes. 
Nineteen-year-old Private Pete “Skippy” Lyons is abducted and the patrol sent out to locate 
him is ambushed. One killed, two injured. One still missing in action. Their loved ones are 
left desperate for answers the Army won’t provide. How could Private Lyons have been 
snatched from a heavily fortified command post? And why are officers trying to disguise 
what happened during the mission to save him? Their only hope lies with Coroner Jenny 
Cooper, who must take on the full might of the military to stop the truth being buried along 
with the boy soldiers. But in a town filled with secrets and rumors, it’s not only the Army 
that has something to hide. A Life to Kill is the seventh installment in the Coroner Jenny 
Cooper series.

Matthew Hall (formerly M. R. Hall) is an award-winning screenwriter and former barrister. 
A Life to Kill is the seventh novel in Matthew Hall’s twice CWA Gold Dagger-shortlisted 
Coroner Jenny Cooper series, following The Coroner, The Disappeared, The Redeemed, The 
Flight, The Chosen Dead, The Burning and the prequel novella to the series, The Innocent.
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The Love Letter
Lucinda Riley

“Riley has written another intricately plotted, compelling family saga, which presents 
historical and cultural attitudes of the time and place in which her characters live. . . . 
The story is elegantly sculpted and rich with history . . . will please fans of romance as 
well as historical fiction lovers.” —Library Journal on The Angel Tree

“This page-turning, multigenerational sudser by best-selling Riley (The Storm Sister, 
2016) will appeal to fans of Barbara Taylor Bradford and Penny Vincenzi.”  
—Booklist on The Angel Tree

From the bestselling author of the Seven Sisters series, a thrilling novel full of secrets, 
lies and unforgettable twists

1995, London. When Sir James Harrison, one the greatest actors of his generation, passes 
away at the age of 95 he leaves behind not just a heartbroken family but also a secret so 
shocking, so devastating that it could rock the English establishment to its core. Joanna 
Haslam is an ambitious young journalist, assigned to cover the legendary actor’s funeral. The 
great and the good of the celebrity world are there. But Joanna stumbles on something dark 
beneath the glamour: the mention of a letter James Harrison has left behind, the contents of 
which others have been desperate to conceal for over 70 years. As she peels back the veil of 
lies that has shrouded the secret, she realizes that there are other forces attempting to prevent 
her from discovering the truth. And they’ll stop at nothing to reach the letter before she does. 
This title was originally published as Seeing Double.

Lucinda Riley is the internationally bestselling author of such titles as The Orchid House, 
The Girl on the Cliff, The Lavender Garden, and The Seven Sisters. Her novels have sold 
over five million copies worldwide and are translated into 30 languages.
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Dead Men Whistling
#9

Graham Masterton

“A first-class thriller, written with style . . . readers who don’t know the Maguire novels 
should change that right now.” —Booklist

Police corruption, whistleblowers and murder. DCI Katie Maguire investigates a string 
of police murders in the ninth thriller from Graham Masterton.

A Garda sergeant is found beheaded with an Irish tin whistle sticking out of his neck. He 
was due to give evidence at a major inquiry into police corruption. The murder sends a clear 
message to any future whistleblowers: silence is safe. The corruption inquiry hinges on the 
arrest of one of Cork’s most dangerous drug dealers. There was enough evidence to convict 
him, but instead he walked free. The arresting officer was DCI Katie Maguire and she’s 
determined to expose the truth—but soon finds that people would rather keep a dirty secret 
than lose their head

Graham Masterton has published more than 60 novels. He is an Edgar Award- and Bram 
Stoker Award-winner and a World Fantasy Award nominee.
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Ghost Virus
Graham Masterton

“One of the most original and frightening storytellers of our time.” —Peter James

A virus spreads through London, forcing those infected to commit horrific crimes, in the 
first new horror novel from Graham Masterton in over three years

Samira had been staring into her mirror all morning before she picked up the small bottle of 
sulphuric acid and poured it over her forehead. She was a young woman with her whole life 
ahead of her. What could have brought her to this? DC Jerry Pardoe and DS Jamila Patel 
of Tooting Police suspect it’s suicide. But then a random outbreak of horrific crimes in Lon-
don points to something more sinister. A deadly virus is spreading: something is infecting 
ordinary Londoners with an insatiable lust to murder. All of the killers were wearing second 
hand clothes. Could these garments be possessed by some supernatural force? The death 
count is multiplying rapidly. Now Jerry and Jamila must defeat the ghost virus, before they 
are all infected.  

Graham Masterton has written such horror novels as Spirit, The Doorkeepers, and The 
Devil in Gray. 
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Trust Me
Zosia Wand

A young stepmother is accused of grooming her teenage stepson in this absorbing  
psychological thriller. Can you ever really trust anybody . . . including yourself?

Lizzie is 27, and she has a great relationship with her 17-year-old stepson, Sam, even though 
they could pass for brother and sister. When Sam becomes sullen and withdrawn, Lizzie 
starts to suspect that something sinister is going on at school. She thinks an older woman is 
grooming him, trying to turn him against his family. But nobody believes her—and then sus-
picion falls on Lizzie herself. Trust Me is an absorbing, suspenseful and thought-provoking 
thriller that asks if you can ever really trust anybody . . . including yourself.

Zosia Wand is a playwright and a debut novelist.
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In the Blood
Ruth Mancini

A lawyer takes on the case of a young mother accused of poisoning her own child, but 
then realizes she’s been drawn into a dangerous game

In southeast London, a young mother has been accused of the unthinkable: poisoning her 
own child. Then, as he recovers in hospital, someone tampers with his IV line and leaves him 
to bleed to death. The mother, Ellie, denies all charges and criminal defense lawyer Sarah 
Kellerman takes on the case. But even as Sarah begins to believe her client, something about 
her story doesn’t add up. And if Ellie didn’t harm her child, then who did? Balancing the case 
with raising her disabled five-year-old son, Sarah becomes more and more involved, overstep-
ping professional boundaries in an attempt to uncover the truth. The hospital refuses to give 
answers and a key witness disappears, but it’s only when her own son becomes unwell that 
Sarah realizes she’s been drawn into a dangerous and deadly game.

Ruth Mancini is a criminal defense lawyer, author and freelance writer. 
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Killing Time
#4

Mark Roberts

In the fourth DCI Clay thriller,  an abducted girl and an arson attack lead DCI Clay and 
her team to investigate Liverpool’s forgotten underbelly

A young Czech girl, missing for eight days, is found abandoned in a deserted playground. She 
is so traumatized she cannot speak. DCI Eve Clay is on her way to interview the victim, when 
another case is called in. Two Polish migrant workers have been found dead in their burnt 
out flat. But Clay soon realizes that this is no normal house fire. The men’s bodies were set 
alight, after the killer had clinically removed both of their hearts. Then reports come in that 
the Czech girl’s mother has now also disappeared. As Clay and her team work to make sense 
of these crimes, they receive a call saying there will be another murder before the day ends. 
And this time, the body count will only go up.

Mark Roberts was a teacher for 20 years and now works with children with severe learning 
difficulties. He is the author of What She Saw, which was longlisted for a CWA Gold Dagger.
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The End of Sunset Grove
#3

Minna Lindgren

“A Finnish Miss Marple.” —Independent

The hilarious and poignant final installment in Minna Lindgren’s heartwarming  
Lavender Ladies trilogy

Best friends Irma and Siiri are relieved to return home, but things have changed in the re-
tirement home. Sunset Grove is under sinister new management that promises spiritual en-
lightenment in return for donations from residents. The staff is replaced by technology that 
remotely takes care of all of their needs, if they could figure out how it works. The Lavender 
Ladies plan an elaborate act of sabotage. But their last hurrah has some drastic consequenc-
es—will the Lavender Ladies get more than they bargained for? Irma and Siiri go out with a 
bang in the conclusion to Minna Lindgren’s Lavender Ladies trilogy.

Minna Lindgren is a journalist. Her article which inspired Death in Sunset Grove won the 
2009 Bonnier Journalism Prize, the highest journalism honor in Finland. 
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Egyptian Enigma
#3

L.J.M. Owen

“A splendid fusion of ancient and modern narratives. Her Ancient Egypt is scholarly, 
well-chosen and intricate. And there are recipes. What else could a reader possibly ask 
for?” —Kerry Greenwood, author, Phryne Fisher series

Third in the Dr. Pimms, Intermillennial Sleuth series, combining archaeological intrigue, 
sleuthing, forgotten women of history, food and a warm and diverse array of characters

Dr. Elizabeth Pimms, enthusiastic archaeologist and reluctant librarian, is back in Egypt at 
the Cairo museum. Decoding cryptic symbols in the corner of an ancient papyrus leads her 
to a tomb of mummies whose identities must be uncovered. What is the connection between 
the mummies and Twosret, female Pharaoh and last ruler of Egypt’s 19th dynasty? How did 
their bodies end up scattered across the globe? And is the investigation related to the attacks 
on Elizabeth’s family and friends? Between grave robbers, cannibals, sexist historians, and 
jealous Pharaohs, can Dr. Pimms solve her latest mystery?

L. J. M. Owen is the author of Olmec Obituary and Mayan Mendacity.
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Captive
Tony Park

Set against Africa’s war on poaching, a deadly shootout and kidnapping sets in motion  
a terrifying series of events in the quest for revenge

As a former soldier-turned-wildlife veterinarian, Dr. Graham Baird is no stranger to the dan-
gers of the African bush. While on a trip to track down a baby elephant, he’s caught up in 
a deadly shootout with poachers. Among the fatal casualties of the firefight is the brother of 
Fidel Costa—corrupt politician and Mozambique’s poaching kingpin. Hearing of the death 
of his younger sibling, Costa unleashes a brutal vendetta to exact his revenge against Baird. 
Caught up in his campaign of terror is Australian lawyer, Kerry Maxwell. In Africa to volun-
teer alongside Dr. Baird at a wildlife rehabilitation center, she soon finds herself in the middle 
of a bloody feud when she’s kidnapped by Costa. Finding themselves on the frontline of the 
war on poaching, both Baird and Maxwell must fight for their lives if they are to escape a 
terrifying enemy.

Tony Park has worked as a newspaper reporter, a government press secretary, a PR consul-
tant, and a freelance writer. His previous books include An Empty Coast, Red Earth, and 
The Cull. 
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Drugs to Forget
#3

Martin Granger

Third in a series of international thrillers featuring TV journalist Nathalie Thompson

TV documentary maker Nathalie Thompson is back for a third adventure, this time making 
a film on bioterror and Ebola that takes her from the Javanese jungle to the desolate interior 
of Zimbabwe. A web of secrets and threats lie in front of her. The threat of Ebola, lethal 
microbes and memory loss stand in her way. Can she unlock the tangle in time to broadcast 
the facts and prevent the spread of a terrible disease?

Martin Granger has been making documentary films for 30 years, and has won more than 
100 international film awards.
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Tubing
K. A. McKeagney

“A modern day Looking for Mr. Goodbar.” —Fay Weldon

A smart, sexually charged debut psychological thriller

Polly, 28, lives in London with a “perfect-on-paper” boyfriend and a dead-end job. Her banal 
existence is turned upside down late one drunken night after a chance encounter with a man 
on a packed train. The chemistry between them is electric and on impulse, they kiss, giving in 
to their carnal desires. But it’s over in an instant, and Polly is left shell-shocked as he walks 
away without even telling her his name. Polly begins a frantic online search, and discovers 
more about “Tubing,” an underground phenomenon in which total strangers set up illicit, 
silent, sexual meetings on busy commuter tube trains. In the process, she tracks him down 
and he slowly lures her into his murky world, setting up encounters with different men via 
Twitter. At first she thinks she can keep it separate from the rest of her life, but things soon 
spiral out of control. A horrific turn of events make Polly realize not only how foolish she has 
been, but how much danger she is in. Can she get out before it’s too late?

K. A. McKeagney is a health editor. 
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The Shock
Marc Raabe

A riveting serial killer thriller for fans of Tania Carver and M. J. Arlidge 

When Laura Bjely goes missing during a storm on the Cote d’Azur, the only thing her friend 
Jan finds is her smartphone—with a disturbing film in the memory. Back in Berlin, Jan’s 
neighbor is discovered with a bloody message left on her forehead. As Jan searches for an-
swers about what happened to Laura, he is thrown into a nightmare of madness and murder. 
An exhilarating and merciless psychological thriller that’s not for the faint-hearted.

Marc Raabe owns and runs a television production company, and is the author of Cut.
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When Time Runs Out
Elina Hirvonen

“Potent, fragile and tender.” —New York Times Book Review on When I Forgot

The world is on the brink of catastrophe. If we lose hope in a better future, what are  
we left with? 

A young man is shooting people from a rooftop in downtown Helsinki. An unsuspecting 
mother is confronted with a horrifying scenario she’s powerless to stop. A sister can only 
watch events unfold from afar. Over the course of a day, one family fractures and each mem-
ber must examine everything that brought them to this moment. But this crisis goes beyond 
their small lives; Aslak is not the only boy on a rooftop with a gun today. He is part of an 
international group set on stopping environmental disaster by killing as many of those they 
deem responsible as they can. Can a desperate mother reconcile her complicated feelings 
towards her son and reach him in time to stop a catastrophe? 

Elina Hirvonen is a Finnish writer, journalist and documentary filmmaker. When I Forgot, 
her debut novel, was shortlisted for a Torch-bearer award. She is also editor-in-chief for 
feminist magazine Tulva.
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The Man on the Middle Floor
Elizabeth S Moore

A gripping tale of interlocking yet disconnected lives, for fans of Lionel Shriver and 
Mark Haddon

Despite living in the same three-flat house in the suburbs of London, the residents are strang-
ers to one another. The bottom floor is home to Tam, a recent ex-cop who spends his days 
drowning his sorrows in whisky. On the middle floor is Nick, a young man with Asperger’s 
that likes to stick to his schedules and routines. The top floor belongs to Karen, a doctor 
and researcher that has spent her life trying to understand the rising rates of autism. They 
have lived their lives separately, until now, when an unsolved murder and the man on the 
middle floor connect them all together. Told from three points of view, this book is about 
disconnection in all its forms; sexual, physical, parental and emotional. It questions whether 
society is meeting the needs of the fast growing autistic section of society, or exacerbating it. 
Thought-provoking and thrilling, The Man on the Middle Floor will leave readers talking.

Elizabeth S. Moore is a journalist.
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The Accordionist
Fred Vargas

“Vargas’s stunning conclusion to her Three Evangelists trilogy rewards the careful  
reader. . . . Vargas combines humor, oddball characters, and a classic puzzle mystery  
for another winner.” —Publishers Weekly starred review

The final novel in the Three Evangelists trilogy, by France’s utterly original bestselling 
crime writer

Louis Kehlweiler of the Three Evangelists trilogy returns, along with his beloved pet toad, 
Bufo. Vauquer Clement, a young accordionist in his thirties has disappeared, believed by po-
lice forces from Nevers to Paris to have killed two women, both shockingly violent murders. 
But Kehlweiler is not so sure he’s guilty. With his team of experts, he must go back and look 
at all the facts, and see if he can clear Clement’s name before it’s too late.

Fred Vargas is a French medieval historian and archaeologist, and is a bestselling crime nov-
elist in Europe. Her Commissaire Adamsberg series of mysteries include The Chalk Circle 
Man and Wash this Blood Clean from My Hand. She is the first author to win the CWA 
International Dagger Award four times. Her books have sold more than 10 million copies 
worldwide and have been translated into 45 languages.
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The Susan Effect
Peter Høeg
Translated by Martin Aitken

“The Danish author is back on form in this literary thriller.” —Selected as a Book of  
the Year in 2017 in Mail on Sunday

A spectacular new thriller from the author of Smilla’s Sense of Snow, featuring an 
unstoppable female scientist

Susan Svendsen has an unusual talent. She is an expert in finding out secrets. People feel 
compelled to confide in her and unwittingly confess their innermost thoughts. Her whole life, 
she has exploited this talent, but now her family is in jeopardy and there is a prison sentence 
hanging over her head. Then Susan gets a timely offer from a former government official: 
use her power one more time and have all charges dropped. To get her life back in order, she 
must track down the last surviving members of a secret think tank, the Future Committee, 
and find out the details in this committee’s mysterious final report. But there are some pow-
erful people determined to stop her.

Peter Høeg’s crime novel Smilla’s Sense of Snow received universal acclaim and was an interna-
tional bestseller. His other books include The Quiet Girl and The History of Danish Dreams.

Fiction • 352 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9781784702267 • November • $14.95 • Trade Paper  
Rights: US • Random House UK/Vintage UK



Give Up the Dead
A Mediaeval Mystery
#5

C. B. Hanley

A gripping murder mystery set in a time of violent civil war and featuring  
commoner-turned-earl’s man, Edwin Weaver

1217: Commoner-turned-earl’s-man Edwin Weaver joins the earl’s army as it marches for the 
Kent coast to defend the realm against an invading French fleet. But when a series of accidents 
puts the earl’s life in danger, he soon realizes that the enemy is closer at hand. Before he can 
solve the mystery, however, Edwin finds he must face a double horror: not only a bloody 
battle, but one that will take place on the high seas. As the bodies pile up, Edwin discovers 
that it is not just the French who are trying to kill him.

C.B. Hanley holds a PhD in Medieval Studies specializing in warfare in the 12th and 13th centuries. 

Mystery • 256 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9780750982597 • October • $14.95 (Can $19.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • The History Press/The Mystery Press

Restless Coffins
#3

M. P. Wright

Last in the J. T. Ellington trilogy finds J. T. home in Barbados

1969, Bristol: Bajan ex-cop and reluctant private detective Joseph “JT” Tremaine Ellington 
is still trading in cash and favors, lending a helping hand to those who can’t go to the police. 
He receives a telegram informing him that his sister has been murdered. To go home to Bar-
bados, he must accept a ticket from his shady cousin, Vic, on the condition that he travels 
to New York first, where Vic lives. JT discovers that Vic is the U.S. end of a crime operation 
that stretches back to Barbados, and that Vic’s business partner is responsible for the death 
of JT’s wife and daughter. As JT finds himself embroiled in the world of drugs, bent law, 
voodoo, and the bitter legacy of slavery, he must return to the island of his birth and face the 
demons of his past.

M. P.  Wright is a former private investigator and the author of Heartman and All Through 
the Night. 

Mystery • 320 Pages • 5.25 x 8 • 9781785301582 • November • $14.95 (Can $19.95)  
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Black & White Publishing

The Aladdin Trial
A Burton and Lamb Thriller

Abi Silver

“A taut thriller.” —Times on The Pinocchio Brief

When everyone is convinced you are guilty, who can you turn to for justice?

When an elderly local artist plunges 100 feet to her death at an overstretched Hampstead 
hospital, the police immediately sense foul play. The hospital cleaner, a Syrian refugee, is 
arrested for her murder after stolen jewelery is found at his home. He protests his innocence, 
but why has he given her the story of Aladdin to read, and why does he shake uncontrollably 
in times of stress? Judith Burton and Constance Lamb are reunited to defend a man the media 
has already convicted, uncovering not only the cleaner’s secrets but also those of the artist’s 
family, her lawyer, and the hospital, too.

Abi Silver is a lawyer and the author of The Pinocchio Brief.

Mystery • 272 Pages • 5 x 8 • 9781785630750 • September • $14.95 (Can $19.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Eye Books/Lightning Books
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THE RATS TRILOGY

Domain
#3

James Herbert

The third book in the Rats trilogy, Domain pits man against mutant rats, who are 
back with a vengeance and more terrifying than ever

The long-dreaded nuclear conflict. The city torn apart, shattered, its people destroyed 
or mutilated beyond hope. For just a few, survival is possible only beneath the wrecked 
streets—if there is time to avoid the slow-descending poisonous ashes. But below, the 
rats, demonic offspring of their irradiated forebears, are waiting. They know that Man is 
weakened, become frail. Has become their prey . . .

James Herbert was Britain’s number one bestselling writer of chiller fiction, with 23 novels 
having sold more than 54 million copies worldwide.

Horror • 496 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781509865529 • Replaces: 9780330522083 • February 
$12.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan/Pan Books

Lair
#2

James Herbert

The thrilling second part of the Rats trilogy following the fight against mutant rats 
craving human flesh

The restless and terrifying rats return in Lair. The mutant white rat had grown and mated, 
creating offspring in its own image. They dominated the others, the dark-furred ones, 
who foraged for food and brought it back to the lair. Now the dark rats were restless, 
tormented by a craving they could not satisfy. But the white slug-like thing that ruled 
them knew. Its two heads weaved to and fro and a stickiness drooled from its mouth as it 
remembered the taste of human flesh.

James Herbert was Britain’s number one bestselling writer of chiller fiction, with 23 novels 
having sold more than 54 million copies worldwide.

Horror • 288 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781509865505 • Replaces: 9780330522052 • January  
$12.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan/Pan Books

The Rats
#1

James Herbert
Foreword by Neil Gaiman

“If The Rats, with its scenes of gruesome horror and its blasted East End landscape,  
is not a literary version of ‘Anarchy in the UK,’ what is?” —Stephen King

Neil Gaiman contributes a foreword to this classic chilling tale, guaranteed to raise  
the hairs on the back of your neck

It was only when the bones of the first devoured victims were discovered that the true 
nature and power of these swarming black creatures with their razor sharp teeth and the 
taste for human blood began to be realized by a panic-stricken city. For millions of years 
man and rats had been natural enemies. But now for the first time—suddenly, shockingly, 
horribly—the balance of power had shifted.

James Herbert was Britain’s number one bestselling writer of chiller fiction, with 23 novels 
having sold more than 54 million copies worldwide.

Horror • 208 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781509865499 • Replaces: 9781447264507 • January  
$12.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan/Pan Books



The Fog
James Herbert

“Herbert comes at us with both hands, not willing to simply engage our attention, he 
seizes us by the lapels and begins to scream in our faces.” —Stephen King

The horrifying story of the fog that drives the inhabitants of an ordinary village insane

The Fog is a powerful, classic horror novel that begins with a crack that rips the earth apart. 
Peaceful village life shattered. But the disaster is just the beginning. Out of the bottomless pit 
creeps a malevolent fog. Spreading through the air it leaves a deadly, horrifying trail, destined 
to devastate the lives of all those it encounters.

James Herbert was Britain’s number one bestselling writer of chiller fiction, with 23 novels 
having sold more than 54 million copies worldwide.

Horror • 352 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781509865451 • Replaces: 9780330376150 • October  
$8.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan/Pan Books

Fluke
James Herbert

From a master of horror comes a story about a dog driven by an impulse he can’t ignore

Fluke is the moving story of a dog with the memories of a human, with the signature twisting 
plot James Herbert is famed for. A dog wanders the streets, compelled by a ravenous hunger. 
Hunting a prey he cannot not define, driven by a primal instinct he cannot ignore. He is more 
than he thinks, more than he can remember and in the depths of his brain the memory of 
what he once was is clawing for release.

James Herbert was Britain’s number one bestselling writer of chiller fiction, with 23 novels 
having sold more than 54 million copies worldwide.

Horror • 224 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781509865475 • Replaces: 9780330522595 • October  
$8.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan/Pan Books

The Dark
James Herbert

“Read Herbert and you’re like a baby gripping a 10,000 volt cable, hands smoking, 
unable to tear them away even as your brain turns to cinders.” —tor.com

As it feeds off human souls, who will stop the darkness from destroying mankind?

It came like a malignant shadow with seductive promises of power. And somewhere in 
the night . . . a small girl smiled as her mother burned. Asylum inmates slaughtered their 
attendants . . . in slimy tunnels once-human creatures gathered. In James Herbert’s The 
Dark, madness rages as the lights begin to fade and humanity is attacked by an ancient, 
unstoppable evil.

James Herbert was Britain’s number one bestselling writer of chiller fiction. Widely imitated 
and hugely influential, his 23 novels have sold more than 54 million copies worldwide, and 
have been translated into over 30 languages.

Horror • 448 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781509865512 • Replaces: 9780330522076 • February  
$12.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan/Pan Books
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The Survivor
James Herbert

The story of a man who must confront the dreadful truth about his miraculous survival 
of a deadly airplane crash

One of the worst crashes in airline history. 300 dead. One survivor. Keller walked out of the 
flaming wreckage, driven on by unseen forces, seeking the answer to his own survival. Now 
the dead are buried in the town of Eton and its inhabitants are trying to forget. Until the 
town is forced to face the shocking, dreadful evil that is now buried in the old graveyard. A 
truth Keller does not want to know but will be forced to confront.

James Herbert was Britain’s number one bestselling writer of chiller fiction, with 23 novels 
having sold more than 54 million copies worldwide.

Horror • 272 Pages • 5.5 x 7.75 • Ages 18 & Up • 9781509865468   
Replaces: 9780330522649 • October • $8.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US   
Pan Macmillan/Pan Books

The Spaces in Between
Count Collin van Reenan

A gripping story that puts the “real” in magical realism, for fans of The Miniaturist and 
The End of Mr. Y

Paris, 1968: Nicholas finds himself broke, without papers, and on the verge of being de-
ported back to England. Seeking to stay in France, he takes a three-month contract as an 
English tutor to the 17-year-old Imperial Highness Natalya. It is the perfect solution; free 
room and board, his wages saved, and a place to hide from police raids. All that is asked 
of Nicholas is to obey the lifestyle of the Victorian household and not to leave the house’s 
grounds. It should have solved all his problems. The Spaces in Between details the experi-
ence of Nicholas as he finds himself an unwitting prisoner within an aristocratic household, 
apparently frozen in time, and surrounded by macabre and eccentric personalities who seem 
determined to drag him to the point of insanity. Much deeper runs a question every reader 
is left to ponder—if this tale is fact and not fiction, then what motivation could have driven 
his tormentors?

Collin van Reenan has worked as a police officer in London and Paris, and as an interpreter 
for the police and the courts.

Fiction • 288 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781910453483 • January • $14.95 (Can $19.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • RedDoor Publishing
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The Hyena and the Hawk
#3

Adrian Tchaikovsky

“A brilliantly conceived and executed shape-changer Bronze Age saga featuring a heart-
breaking heroine.” —Publishers Weekly starred review of The Tiger and the Wolf

“Tchaikovsky cannily leaves enough unfinished business to lure fantasy fans through 
many more emotional struggles and sweeping battles struggles to come.” —Publishers 
Weekly starred review of The Bear and the Serpent

Book Three in a gripping fantasy trilogy by Adrian Tchaikovsky, Clarke-Award  
winning author of Children of Time and the Shadows of the Apt series

From the depths of the darkest myths, the soulless Plague People have returned. Their pale-
walled camps obliterate villages, just as the terror they bring with them destroys minds. In 
their wake, nothing is left of the true people: not their places, not their ways. The Plague 
People will remake the world as though they had never been. The heroes and leaders of the 
true people—Maniye, Loud Thunder, Hesprec and Asman—will each fight the Plague People 
in their own ways. They will seek allies, gather armies and lead the charge. But a thousand 
swords or 10,000 spears will not suffice to turn back this enemy. The end is at hand for ev-
erything the true people know.

Adrian Tchaikovsky is the author of the Shadows of the Apt series, which includes Empire 
in Black and Gold, Dragonfly Falling, and Blood of the Mantis, and of Children of Time, 
the winner of the 30th Anniversary Arthur C. Clarke Award for Best Science Fiction Novel.

Fantasy • 496 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781509830299 • January • $14.95 • Trade Paper   
Rights: US • Pan Macmillan/Pan Books

Smile of the Wolf
Tim Leach

An epic story of exile and revenge, and a fantastic evocation of 11th-century Ireland life

Eleventh-century Iceland. One night in the darkness of winter, two friends set out on an 
adventure but end up killing a man. Kjaran, a traveling poet who trades songs for food and 
shelter, and Gunnar, a feared warrior, must make a choice: conceal the deed or confess to 
the crime and pay the blood price to the family. But their decision leads to a brutal feud: one 
man is outlawed, free to be killed by anyone without consequence; the other remorselessly 
hunted by the dead man’s kin. Set in a world of ice and snow, this is an epic story of exile and 
revenge, of duels and betrayals, and two friends struggling to survive in a desolate landscape, 
where honor is the only code that men abide by.

Tim Leach’s first novel, The Last King of Lydia, was shortlisted for the Dylan Thomas Prize.

Fiction • 416 Pages • 5.75 x 9 • 9781788544108 • September • $27.95 • Cloth   
Rights: US • Head of Zeus
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THE BERNICIA CHRONICLES

Cross and the Curse
#2

Matthew Harffy

A gripping, action packed historical thriller and second installment in the The 
Bernicia Chronicles

AD 634, Anglo-Saxon Britain: warlords battle across Britain to become the first king 
of the English. After a stunning victory against the native Waelisc, Beobrand returns 
a hero. His valor is rewarded with wealth and land by Oswald, king of Northumbria. 
He retires to his new estate with his bride only to find himself surrounded by enemies 
old and new. With treachery and death on all sides, Beobrand fears he will lose all 
he holds dear. On a quest for revenge and redemption, he accepts the mantle of lord, 
leading his men into the darkest of nights and the bloodiest of battles.

Matthew Harffy is the author of the Bernicia Chronicles. 

Fiction • 400 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781786696274 • Replaces: 9781786693150  
January • $12.95 (Can $16.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada   
Head of Zeus/Aria

Serpent Sword
#1

Matthew Harffy

“Nothing less than superb.” —Historical Novel Society, Editor’s Choice

The first action-packed historical thriller in The Bernicia Chronicles

AD 633, Anglo-Saxon Britain: Beobrand is a young man with a shadowy past. As 
an outsider in the kingdom of Bernicia, he is compelled to join his brother, Octa, as 
a warrior in the household of King Edwin. He must learn to fight with sword and 
shield to defend the war-ravaged kingdoms of Northumbria. In a period of great 
upheaval for Dark Age Britain, all he finds is death and war. Men and women strive 
to seize control of their destinies in a time of despair, and the land is rife with danger 
as warlords vie for supremacy and dominion. Among the blood and the betrayals, 
Beobrand learns of his brother’s near-certain murder. Inexperienced but ruthless, Beo-
brand must form his own allegiances and learn to fight as a warrior with sword and 
shield. Driven by a desire for vengeance and a relentless pursuit of his enemies, he 
faces challenges which transform him from a boy to a man who stands strong in the 
clamor and gore of the shieldwall. As he closes in on his kin’s slayer, can Beobrand 
mete out the retribution he craves without sacrificing his honor . . . or even his soul?

Matthew Harffy is the author of the Bernicia Chronicles. 

Fiction • 400 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781786693105 • Replaces: 9781786692405 
October • $12.95 (Can $16.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada   
Head of Zeus/Aria
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THE BERNICIA CHRONICLES

Killer of Kings
#4

Matthew Harffy

The fourth installment in The Bernicia Chronicles, perfect for fans of  
Bernard Cornwell

Beobrand has land, men and riches. He should be content. And yet he cannot find 
peace until his enemies are food for the ravens. But before Beobrand can embark 
on his bloodfeud, King Oswald orders him southward, to escort holy men bearing 
sacred relics. When Penda of Mercia marches a warhost into the southern kingdoms, 
Beobrand and his men are thrown into the midst of the conflict. Beobrand soon finds 
himself fighting for his life and his honor. In the chaos that grips the south, dark se-
crets are exposed, bringing into question much that Beobrand had believed true. Can 
he unearth the answers and exact the vengeance he craves? Or will the blood-price 
prove too high, even for a warrior of his battle-fame and skill?

Matthew Harffy is the author of the Bernicia Chronicles. 

Fiction • 400 Pages • 5.5 x 9 • 9781786696243 • February • $27.95 (Can $37.95)  
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus

Blood and Blade
#3

Matthew Harffy

The third installment in The Bernicia Chronicles, an action-packed series  
of historical thrillers set in Anglo-Saxon Britain

Oswald is now King of Northumbria. However, his plans for further alliances and 
conquests are quickly thrown into disarray when his wedding to a princess of Wessex 
is interrupted by news of a Pictish uprising. Rushing north, Oswald leaves Beobrand 
to escort the young queen to her new home. Their path is fraught with danger and 
uncertainty, Beobrand must try to unravel secrets and lies if they are to survive. Mean-
while, old enemies are closing in, seeking brutal revenge. Beobrand will give his blood 
and blade in service to his king, but will that be enough to avert disaster and save his 
kith and kin from the evil forces that surround them?

Matthew Harffy is the author of the Bernicia Chronicles. 

Fiction • 400 Pages • 5.75 x 9 • 9781786696212 • September • $27.95 (Can $37.95) 
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus/Aria
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MASTER OF WAR

Gate of the Dead
#3

David Gilman

In the third installment, Blackstone is recalled from Italy to serve the crown once 
more—and it will cost him dearly

Tuscany, 1358: Thomas Blackstone has built a formidable reputation in exile, fighting as 
a mercenary amid the ceaseless internecine warring of Italy’s City States. But success has 
bred many enemies, and when a dying man delivers a message recalling him to England, 
it seems almost certain to be a trap. Yet Blackstone cannot disobey—the summons is at 
the Queen’s demand. On his journey, Blackstone will brave the terrors of the High Alps 
in winter, face the Black Prince in tournament, confront the bloody anarchy of a popular 
revolt and submit to trial by combat. And every step of the way, he will be shadowed by 
a notorious assassin with orders to dispatch him to Hell.

David Gilman enjoyed many careers, including firefighter, soldier and photographer, be-
fore turning to writing full time. He is an award-winning author and screenwriter.

Fiction • 480 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781788544474 • Replaces: 9781781852927   
September • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus

Defiant Unto Death
#2

David Gilman

In the second Master of War adventure, Thomas Blackstone takes to the battlefied 
once more as the Black Prince takes the fight to the French

France: 1356. Ten years ago, the greatest army in Christendom was slaughtered at Crécy. 
Archer Thomas Blackstone stood his ground and left that squalid field a knight. He has 
since carved out a small fiefdom in northern France, but the wounds of war still bleed 
and a traitor has given the King of France the means to destroy the English knight and his 
family. As the traitor’s net tightens, so the French King’s army draws in. Blackstone will 
stand and fight. He can’t defy his destiny: Master of War.

David Gilman is the author of such young adult titles as The Devil’s Breath.

Fiction • 480 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781788544467 • Replaces: 9781781851920   
September • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus

Master of War
#1

David Gilman

Amid the carnage of the 100 Years’ War—the bloodiest conflict in medieval war-
fare—a young English archer confronts his destiny.

England, 1346: for Thomas Blackstone the choice is easy—dance on the end of a rope for a 
murder he did not commit, or take up his war bow and join the king’s invasion of France.
As he fights his way across northern France, Blackstone will learn the brutal lessons of 
war—from the terror and confusion of his first taste of combat, to the savage realities of 
siege warfare. Vastly outnumbered, Edward III’s army will finally confront the armored 
might of the French nobility on the field of Crécy. It is a battle that will change the history 
of warfare.

David Gilman had a varied career including firefighter, soldier, and marketing manager, 
before turning to writing full time. He is an award-winning author and screenwriter.

Fiction • 544 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781788544450 • Replaces: 9781781850596   
September • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus



The Last Horseman
David Gilman

An epic historical adventure set during the Boer War

South Africa, 1900. The search for his missing son takes Joseph Radcliffe from the streets 
of Dublin, smoldering with rebellion, to the trackless veld of South Africa and the bloody 
brutality of the Anglo-Boer War. As a former cavalryman in the U.S. army, Radcliffe is no 
stranger to war, but 800 miles north of Cape Town, under fire from Boer commandos and 
distrusted by the British forces, he will find his survival skills tested to the hilt. The Last 
Horseman is an epic tale of heroism and treachery, love and loyalty, set against the backdrop 
of a conflict that shook an empire to its core.

David Gilman enjoyed many careers, including firefighter, paratrooper and photographer, 
before turning to writing full time. He is an award-winning author and screenwriter.

Fiction • 384 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781784974565 • December • $12.95 (Can $16.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus

Scourge of Wolves
#5

David Gilman

Episode five of the gritty historical fiction series, as Thomas Blackstone fights to enforce 
English rule on France at the height of the Hundred Years’ War

Winter, 1361: After two decades of conflict, Edward III has finally agreed a treaty with 
the captive French King, John II. In return for his freedom, John has ceeded vast tracts of 
territory to the English. But for five long years mercenary bands and belligerent lords have 
fought over the carcass of his kingdom. They will not give up their hard-won spoils to honor 
a defeated king’s promises. If the English want their prize, they’ll have to fight for it. As he 
battles to enforce Edward’s claim, Thomas Blackstone will see his name blackened, his men 
slaughtered, his family hunted. He will be betrayed and, once again, he’ll face the might of 
the French army on the field. But this time there will be no English army at his back. He’ll 
face the French alone.

David Gilman enjoyed many careers—including firefighter, paratrooper, and photographer—
before turning to writing full time. He is an award-winning author and screenwriter.

Fiction • 464 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781784974527 • Replaces: 9781784974503 • October  
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus

Viper’s Blood
#4

David Gilman

With the English army at the gates of Paris, Blackstone faces his deadliest mission yet

Provoked by the Dauphin’s refusal to honor the terms of his father’s surrender, Edward 
III has invaded France with the greatest army England has ever assembled. But the English 
lion’s attempts to claw the French crown from its master are futile. After defeats at Crecy 
and Poitiers, the Dauphin will no longer meet the English in the field. Mired down in costly 
sieges and facing a stalemate, Edward’s great army is forced to agree to a treaty. But peace 
comes at a price. The French request that Blackstone escort their King’s daughter to Italy to 
see her married to one of the two brothers who rule Milan—the same brothers who killed 
Blackstone’s family to revenge the defeats they suffered at his hand. Blackstone, the French 
are certain, will never leave Milan alive.

David Gilman enjoyed many careers, including firefighter, soldier, and photographer, before 
turning to writing full time. He is an award-winning author and screenwriter.

Fiction • 512 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781784974480 • Replaces: 9781784974466 • October  
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus
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VINDOLANDA

Encircling Sea
#2

Adrian Goldsworthy

From historian Adrian Goldsworthy, the second installment in his authentic, 
action-packed series set on the northern frontier of the Roman Empire

AD 98: The bustling army base at Vindolanda lies on the northern frontier of Britan-
nia and the entire Roman world. In just over 20 years time, the Emperor Hadrian will 
build his famous wall. But for now defenxes are weak as tribes rebel against Rome, 
and local druids preach the fiery destruction of the invaders. It falls to Flavius Ferox, 
Briton and Roman centurion, to keep the peace. But it will take more than just a sol-
dier’s courage to survive life in Roman Britain.

Adrian Goldsworthy is an acclaimed historian of Ancient Rome. He is the author of 
several bestselling books, including Caesar: Life of a Colossus, How Rome Fell, and 
Pax Romana.

Fiction • 400 Pages • 5 x 8 • 9781784978181 • February • $14.95 (Can $19.95)  
Trade Paper Also available as Cloth, ISBN: 9781784978167$29.95   
Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus

Vindolanda
#1

Adrian Goldsworthy

“An instant classic of the genre. No historian knows more about the Roman 
army than Adrian Goldsworthy, and no novelist better recreates the Classical 
World. Flavius Ferox, Briton turned Roman Centurion is a wonderful, charis-
matic hero. Action and authenticity combine in a thrilling and engrossing novel.” 
—Harry Sidebottom, author, Fire and Sword

A hugely authentic historical novel, written by one of Britain’s leading historians

AD 98: The bustling army base at Vindolanda lies on the northern frontier of Britan-
nia and the entire Roman world. In just over 20 years time, the Emperor Hadrian will 
build his famous wall. But for now defenxes are weak as tribes rebel against Rome, 
and local druids preach the fiery destruction of the invaders. It falls to Flavius Ferox, 
Briton and Roman centurion, to keep the peace. But it will take more than just a sol-
dier’s courage to survive life in Roman Britain.

Adrian Goldsworthy is an acclaimed historian of Ancient Rome. He is the author of 
several bestselling books, including Caesar: Life of a Colossus, How Rome Fell, and 
Pax Romana.

Fiction • 416 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9781784974701 • Replaces: 9781784974688  
September • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada   
Head of Zeus



Glory of Rome
#8

Douglas Jackson

Gaius Valerius Verrens, once the friend of emperors and sometime Hero of Rome,  
returns to the furthest reaches of the Empire—to Britannia—in his eighth adventure

77AD. Gaius Valerius Verrens is an honored member of Emperor Vespasian’s inner circle, 
but the enmity between him and Vespasian’s son Domitian means that danger is never far 
away. Meanwhile, in the outer reaches of the Empire, in Britannia, trouble is brewing. The 
governor, Gnaeus Julius Agricola is preparing to march north and Valerius is Agricola’s chief 
legal adviser and deputy governor. It’s the opportunity he seeks to move his family out of 
reach of Domitian’s wrath. But Britannia is where Valerius cut his military teeth—and he 
will soon discover that the ghosts of his past are more dangerous perhaps than Domitian. 
The massacre of a Roman garrison and suspicious death of the legate of the Ninth Legion 
throw Agricola’s preparations into confusion. Now his eyes turn west to Mona, the Druids 
Isle, where the Celtic priesthood still harbors hopes of ridding Britannia of Roman rule. But 
to deal with the druids Agricola needs a soldier he can trust at the head of the “unlucky” 
Ninth. So a reluctant Valerius must put aside his scrolls and pick up his sword once more and 
march beside the eagle of the Ninth. It’s only as he stands on the shoreline opposite Mona 
that he understands any glory his new legion wins is likely to be fleeting and tainted—and 
that he has placed his family in deadly peril.

Douglas Jackson is the author of Caligula and Claudius as well as the Gaius Valerius 
Verrens series.
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The Warrior with the Pierced Heart
#2

Chris Bishop

The second book in the exciting and atmospheric Shadow of the Raven series 

Monk turned warrior Matthew marches ahead of King Alfred to Exeter, to herald the King’s 
triumphant return to the city, marking his great victory at Edington. It should have been a 
journey of just five or perhaps six days but, as Matthew is to find to his cost, in life the road 
you’re given to travel is seldom what you wish for—and never what you expect. Chris Bishop 
deposits readers into the middle of Saxon Britain, where battles rage and life is cheap. An 
early confrontation leaves Matthew wounded, but  found and tended by a woodland-dwell-
ing healer he survives, albeit with the warning that the damage to his heart will eventually 
take his life. Matthew faces many challenges as he battles to make his way back to Chippen-
ham to be reunited with King Alfred and also with the woman he wants to make his wife. 
This is an epic tale of triumph over adversity as we will the warrior with the pierced heart to 
make it back to those he loves, before it is too late.

Chris Bishop is also the author of Blood and Destiny.
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Cow
Beat Sterchi
Translated by Michael Hofmann

Now in paperback, an extraordinary Swiss-German novel about a magnificent cow  
and the Spanish immigrant worker who looks after her

Cow is the story of a Spanish agricultural laborer, Ambrosio, who goes to Switzerland as a 
guest worker. He is bound for a village in the Swiss highlands, and the novel begins as he is 
about to spend a summer working for Farmer Knuchel. It ends in the abattoir of the neigh-
boring city, at the end of the seven hard years of labor that have destroyed him. There he 
sees the once magnificent lead cow on Knuchel’s farm, now a sad, condemned creature in the 
abattoir. Cow was acclaimed as a contemporary classic on first publication. Now more than 
ever it must be read as a book of archaic power about man, his work and his food and, most 
importantly, as a damning indictment of the relationship between man and the animal world.

Beat Sterchi is a Swiss teacher and author based in Berne.
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Bogmail
A Tale of Murder

Patrick McGinley

“A rich and loving novel, Bogmail is full of wonder.” —New York Magazine

A slice of crazed, rural, Irish gothic: this tale of murder in a small Irish village in  
Donegal is a classic of modern Irish literature

A rediscovered classic of Irish literature, this darkly comic tale, first published in 1978, tells 
of murder and its consequences. Set in a remote village in the northwest of Ireland, Roarty, 
a publican and former priest, kills his lecherous bartender and buries him in a bog. When 
Roarty begins to receive blackmail letters, matters quickly spiral out of his control. Alive with 
the loquacious brio of his pub’s eccentric regulars, and full of the bleak beauty of the Donegal 
landscape, Patrick McGinley’s rural gothic novel is a modern masterpiece.

Patrick McGinley’s eight novels include That Unearthly Valley and Goosefoot, which was 
made into a film.
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Breakout at Stalingrad
The Classic Novel of the Eastern Front

Heinrich Gerlach

The original rediscovered version of the epic World War II novel

Stalingrad, November 1942. Lieutenant Breuer dreams of returning home for Christmas. 
Since August, the Germans have been fighting the Soviets for control of the city on the Vol-
ga. Between November 19 and 23 a Soviet counterattack encircles the Sixth Army. Some 
300,000 German troops will endure a hellish winter on the freezing steppe. When Field 
Marshal Paulus surrenders on February 2, 1943, just 91,000 German soldiers remain alive. 
Breakout at Stalingrad has an extraordinary story behind it. Its author was imprisoned by 
the Soviets at Stalingrad. In captivity, he wrote a novel based on his experiences, which the 
Soviets confiscated. He resorted to hypnosis to remember his narrative, and in 1957 it was 
published as The Forsaken Army. Fifty-five years later Carsten Gansel came across the orig-
inal in a Moscow archive.

Heinrich Gerlach served as a lieutenant in the 14th Panzer Division at Stalingrad. Wounded 
and then captured by the Soviets, he wrote Breakout at Stalingrad while being held in captiv-
ity in the USSR. He died in 1991. 
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Black Lily
Philippa Stockley

Set in a London devastated by the Great Plague and the Great Fire, Black Lily begins in 
the 1660s and moves rapidly through three generations

When Turkish immigrant Theocritos Koros makes multiple fortunes, first by slaving and 
then by rebuilding the city; anglicizes his name to John Crace, gentrifies, and achieves power 
as a cruel magistrate, his life becomes entangled with two very different but strong-headed, 
intelligent women battling their way through a society pitted against them. Zenobia, born 
in poverty, marries her way to money; but this comes at a price and with devastating con-
sequences. Lily, a former black slave brought to London as a “toy” on a sugar and slave 
ship, makes a living as a madam—until the women’s lives are thrown together by the pivotal 
John Crace. Mystery, poison, twists and turns; rape; a world of politics, prisons, perverts 
and painters—and carefully researched historical details—is powerfully evoked, building to 
a series of catastrophic conclusions. London’s festering but rich possibilities as a rapidly 
changing multinational city are convincingly drawn through pungent characters and milieux 
that range from plague pits to pastry kitchens, and Pickled Herring wharf.

Philippa Stockley is the author of A Factory of Cunning and The Edge of Pleasure.
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A Child Called Happiness
Stephan Collishaw

“Tense, vivid, effortlessly real… a novel of dramatic width and ambition.” —Guardian

A story of love and consequences that spans generations

Three days after arriving in Zimbabwe, Natalie discovers an abandoned newborn baby on a 
hill near her uncle’s farm. 115 years earlier, the hill was home to the Mazowe village where 
Chief Tafara governed at a time of great unrest. Faced with taxation, abductions, and loss of 
their land at the hands of the white settlers, Tafara joined forces with the neighboring villages 
in what becomes the first of many uprisings. A Child Called Happiness is a story of hope, 
resilience, and reclamation, proving that the choices made by our ancestors echo for many 
generations to come.

Stephan Collishaw is the author of The Last Girl, which was chosen by the Independent on 
Sunday as one of its Novels of the Year. In 2004 Stephan was selected as one of the British 
Council’s 20 best young British novelists.
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The Cardinal’s Man
M.G. Sinclair

“Gritty and lively . . . a colourful depiction of 17th century France.” —Carol Birch, 
author, Jamrach’s Menagerie

A spellbinding tale of France in the time of Richelieu with a very different kind of hero—
three foot four inches of brazen pluck, with the wit of Tyrion Lannister

It’s over a century before the Revolution and France is under siege. The Thirty Years’ War has 
spread across Europe, alliances are stretched to breaking point and enemies advance on every 
side. And while Louis XIII sits on the throne, the real power lies with the notorious Cardinal 
Richelieu. Now, with Richelieu’s health failing and France in grave danger, salvation may yet 
be found in the most unlikely form. Sebastian Morra, born into poverty and with terrible de-
formities, is a dwarf on a mission. Through a mixture of brains and luck, he has traveled far 
from his village to become a jester at the royal court. And with a talent for making enemies, 
he is soon drawn into the twilight world of Cardinal Richelieu, where he discovers he might 
just be the only man with the talents to save France from her deadliest foes.

M.G. Sinclair is a debut novelist.
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Norton’s Philosophical Memoirs
The Story of a Man, as Told by His Dog

Håkan Nesser

Håkan Nesser’s charming, whimsical and celebratory volume to his beloved dog Norton

Now don’t start getting ideas. I am not a philosopher. I’m a dog. But I look like a philos-
opher, they say, and I’m not sure the distinction is as great as you might think. I was born 
somewhere on the plains west of Uppsala, Sweden. In the beginning I was blind and tumbled 
around with my siblings. We pooped and bit each other and nursed, and our mother—who 
I must admit was kind of a bitch—tried to raise us to the best of her ability. Without all that 
much success, I must say too. When I was about two months old I was adopted. Two long-
legged humans, a man and a woman, came and picked me up, loaded me in a car and drove 
into town. This is the story of the 11 years we spent together.

Håkan Nesser is the award-winning author of the Inspector Van Veeteren series, which in-
cludes Mind’s Eye and Borkmann’s Point. His books have been translated into more than 
20 languages. 
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False Lights
K.J. Whittaker

“Georgette Heyer meets William Boyd. . . . Intrigue, murder, love and betrayal— 
I couldn’t put it down.” —Diney Costeloe

Alternative history set in French-occupied England, perfect for fans of Poldark and 
Sarah Waters

Napoleon has won the Battle of Waterloo and England is under French occupation. A half-
drowned girl washes up on a Cornish beach, escaping French soldiers after the murder of 
her black sea captain father. An aristocratic soldier-spy, haunted by his part in the defeat 
at Waterloo, plans to spring the Duke of Wellington from captivity. Together, they become 
enmeshed in a web of treachery and espionage stretching from London to the Scilly Isles.

K.J. Whittaker is the Carnegie-nominated author of six YA novels under the name Katy  
Moran, including Bloodline. 
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Estocada
#3

Graham Hurley

“Hurley has written a cracking thriller.” —Times

Third in Hurley’s War Within series of critically acclaimed World War II thrillers

1937. As the Reich’s most celebrated fighter ace, Dieter Merz’s fame brings him into contact 
with the top echelons of the Nazi regime. All he wants to do is fly, but for how long can he 
deny the toxic nature of Hitler’s rule? Scotsman and ex-marine Tam Moncrieff is recruited by 
a nameless intelligence agency in London to go to Germany and sound out Hitler’s resolve. 
Does he really intend to invade Czechoslovakia? Do his generals support him? Can the march 
to war be stopped? As duty collides with conscience, fate will bring both men together. These 
are desperate times calling for desperate measures. To avoid war a killing strike is needed: la 
estocada. The question is, who is the matador, who is the bull?

Graham Hurley is the author of the critically acclaimed series of crime novels featuring DI 
Joe Faraday and DC Paul Winter.
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An Isolated Incident
Emily Maguire

A humane and beautifully observed tale of everyday violence, the media’s obsession 
with pretty dead girls, and the myth of closure, shortlisted for the Miles Franklin  
Literary Award and the Stella Prize

When 25-year-old Bella Michaels is brutally murdered in the small town of Strathdee, the 
community is stunned and a media storm descends. Unwillingly thrust into the eye of that 
storm is Bella’s beloved older sister, Chris, a barmaid at the local pub, whose apparently 
easygoing nature conceals hard-won wisdom and the kind of street-smarts that only experi-
ence can bring.

Emily Maguire is the author of five novels, including Taming the Beast, and two works of 
non-fiction.
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The Lost Pages
Marija Pericic

“To frame The Lost Pages as being about Brod is clever and interesting. The Kafka we 
meet here is almost the opposite of the one we have come to expect.” —Australian

Winner of the 2017 The Australian/Vogel’s Literary Award, a stunning novel of friend-
ship, fraud and betrayal within a compelling literary rivalry

It is 1908, and Max Brod is the rising star of Prague’s literary world. Everything he desires—
fame, respect, love—is finally within his reach. But when a rival appears on the scene, Max 
discovers how quickly he can lose everything he has worked so hard to attain. He knows 
that the newcomer, Franz Kafka, has the power to eclipse him for good, and he must decide 
to what lengths he will go to hold onto his success. But there is more to Franz than meets 
the eye, and Max, too, has secrets that are darker than even he knows, secrets that may in 
the end destroy both of them. The Lost Pages is a richly reimagined story of Max Brod’s life 
filtered through his relationship with Franz Kafka. In this inspired novel of friendship, fraud, 
madness, and betrayal, Marija Pericic writes vividly and compellingly of an extraordinary 
literary rivalry.

Marija Pericic lives in Melbourne where she teaches English as a foreign language. The Lost 
Pages is her first novel.
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Tale of a Tooth
Allie Rogers

“I found myself engrossed in a vibrant, moving tale of one family’s struggle to get by. 
This is a book about survival, about the pluck and power of a singular child and the 
fundamental importance of friendship.” —Alison Smith, author, Name All the Animals, 
on Little Gold

Four-year-old Danny’s life drastically changes when his mother meets someone special, 
in this entirely original novel

Four-year-old Danny lives with his mother, Natalie, in a small Sussex town. Life is a strug-
gle and when they are threatened with losing their benefits, salvation appears in the form 
of a Job Center employee named Karen. But Karen’s impact is to reach far beyond this one 
generous gesture, as she and Natalie embark on an intense relationship. Told in the voice of 
an intelligent, passionate and unusual child, Tale of a Tooth is an immersive and compelling 
look at the impact of domestic abuse on a vulnerable family unit.

Allie Rogers is the author of Little Gold. Her short fiction has been published in several mag-
azines and anthologies including Bare Fiction, Queer in Brighton and The Salt Anthology 
of New Writing. 
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The Wardrobe Mistress
Patrick McGrath

“Ghosts of the theatre and the spectre of fascism haunt cold and grimy London in this 
atmospheric tale from a master of the grotesque.” —Guardian

A haunting novel about grief, love, secrets and fascism from the acclaimed author of 
Asylum, Trauma and Spider

January 1947. London is in ruins, there’s nothing to eat, and it’s the coldest winter in living 
memory. To make matters worse, Charlie Grice, one of the great stage actors of the day, has 
suddenly died. His widow Joan, the wardrobe mistress, is beside herself with grief. Then one 
night she discovers Gricey’s secret. Plunged into a dark new world, Joan realizes that though 
fascism might hide, it never dies. Her war isn’t over after all.

Patrick McGrath is the author of two short story collections and nine novels, including 
the international bestseller, Asylum. His novel Trauma was shortlisted for the Costa Novel 
Award and Spider was filmed by David Cronenberg from McGrath’s adaptation. He lives in 
Manhattan and London.
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An Unsuitable Match
Joanna Trollope

“The Roman poet Horace once said that the exceptional writer was one who could 
wield ordinary words so skillfully that, in his hands, the ordinary was made new. But 
for the fact that Horace said it more than two thousand years ago, he might have been 
speaking of Joanna Trollope. Here is a writer who marshals simple prose and constructs 
stories around everyday people, but in her hands the humdrum is made strikingly 
fresh.” —Washington Post Book World

“The matchless Joanna Trollope works both sides of the Atlantic in her novel Girl from 
the South . . . [Her] pitch-perfect ear and measured insights make for an elegant read.” 
—O: The Oprah Magazine on Girl from the South

Dealing with one’s own emotions is one thing—but facing a parent’s rollercoaster of a 
love life is quite another

Rose Woodrowe is getting married to Tyler Masson—a wonderful, sensitive man who is 
head-over-heels in love with her. The only problem? This isn’t the first time for either of 
them. And when you marry later in life there are a lot more people to consider. Like Rose’s 
daughter, Laura, who remembers her mom’s first marriage and doesn’t want her to get hurt 
again. Or the twins, Emmy and Nat, who are used to their mom being there for them when-
ever and for whatever they need. And then there’s Tyler’s children: Mallory, a young actress 
who craves her father’s attention; and Seth, whose San Francisco bakery is just taking off and 
needs all the money he can get. Rose and Tyler are determined to get it right this time, but in 
trying to make everyone happy, can they ever be happy themselves?

Joanna Trollope is the author of 20 previous highly acclaimed and bestselling novels, includ-
ing City of Friends, Girl from the South, Marrying the Mistress, and The Other Family. She 
has chaired the Whitbread and Orange Awards.
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The Greek Escape
Karen Swan

“A former fashion editor, Swan brings an eye for detail to her descriptive prose. Offer 
this to fans of Sophie Kinsella’s Shopaholic series who may be looking for more sophis-
tication.” —Booklist on The Paris Secret

“The Paris Secret had me from the moment I started reading. Filled with a smart and 
sympathetic protagonist, a touch of romance, a smidgen of history, plenty of intrigue 
and suspense galore.” —Diane Chamberlain, author, The Silent Sister

A scorching novel from the author of The Paris Secret and The Rome Affair

Running from heartbreak, Chloe Marston leaves her old life in London for a fresh start in 
New York. Working at a luxury concierge company, she makes other people’s lives run 
perfectly, even if her own has ground to a halt. But a terrible accident forces her to step into 
a new role, up close and personal with the company’s most esteemed and powerful clients. 
Charismatic Joe Lincoln is one of them and his every wish is her command, so when he asks 
her to find him a secluded holiday home in the Greek Islands, she sets about sourcing the 
perfect retreat. But when Tom, her ex, unexpectedly shows up in Manhattan and the stability 
of her new life is thrown off-balance again, she jumps at the chance to help Joe inspect the 
holiday house; escaping to Greece will give her the time and space to decide where her future 
truly lies. Tom is the man she has loved for so long but he has hurt her before—can she give 
him another chance? And as she draws closer to Joe, does she even want to? As magnetic 
as he is mysterious, there’s an undeniable chemistry between them that she can’t resist. But 
whatever her heart is telling her, she’s in over her head—another client’s wife has mysteri-
ously disappeared and seriously allegations about Joe threaten more than just her happiness. 
Who can she trust? And will Chloe uncover the truth in time? 

Karen Swan is the author of The Paris Secret and The Rome Affair.
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What Kitty Did Next
Carrie Kablean

Based on Jane Austen’s much-loved characters, the story of one young woman’s struggle 
to overcome the obstacles of her time and place and truly find herself

England, 1813. Nineteen-year-old Catherine Bennet lives in the shadow of her two eldest 
sisters, Elizabeth and Jane, who have both made excellent marriages. No one expects Kitty 
to amount to anything. Left at home in rural Hertfordshire with her neurotic and nagging 
mother, and a father who derides her as “silly and ignorant,” Kitty is lonely, diffident and at 
a loss as to how to improve her situation. When her world unexpectedly expands to London 
and the Darcy’s magnificent country estate in Derbyshire, she is overjoyed. Keen to impress 
this new society, and to change her family’s prejudice, Kitty does everything she can to im-
prove her mind and manners—and for the first time feels liked and respected. However, one 
fateful night at Pemberley, a series of events and misunderstandings conspire to ruin Kitty’s 
reputation. Accused of theft—a crime worse almost worse than murder among the Georgian 
aristocracy—she is sent back home in disgrace. But Kitty has learnt from her new experiences 
and what she does next does next will not only surprise herself, but everyone else too.

Carrie Kablean is a journalist. 
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Girl in Between
Anna Daniels

Life can be tricky when you’re a girl in between relationships, careers and cities . . . and 
sometimes you have to face some uncomfortable truths

Lucy Crighton has just moved in with some gregarious housemates called Brian and Denise 
. . . who are her parents. She’s also the proud mother of Glenda, her beloved 10-year-old . . 
. kelpie. And she has absolutely no interest in the dashing son of her parents’ new next-door 
neighbor . . . well, maybe just a little. She also has to deal with her mother’s obsession with 
Cher, her father’s unsolicited advice, and the fact there’s probably more cash on the floor 
of her parents’ car than in her own bank account. Thank goodness her best friend, Rosie, is 
around to cushion reality, with wild nights at the local Whipcrack hotel, escapades in Japa-
nese mud baths, and double dating under the Christmas lights in London. But will Lucy work 
out what she really wants to do in life and who she wants to share it with? 

Anna Daniels has enjoyed great success as a comedic storyteller on Australian TV and radio. 
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An Italian Holiday
Maeve Haran

A novel about romance, friendship, and all there is to love about Italy

Sunshine, warmth, lemon blossom . . . Springtime in glorious Southern Italy can go to your 
head. Especially if you are escaping an overbearing husband, the embarrassingly public loss of 
your company, an interfering mother who still tries to run your life or the pain of a husband’s 
affair with a girl young enough to be his daughter. As the Italian sun ripens the lemons in the 
groves that tumble down the hillsides and the Mediterranean dazzles beneath them, assertive 
Angela, extrovert Sylvie, unconfident Claire and mousy Monica find burgeoning friendship 
and begin to blossom in quite unexpected ways. Packed with memorable characters—from 
the acid-tongued Grand Old Man of Modern Art who lives next door—to the aspiring gigolo 
who thinks nothing of a 40 year age gap, this novel is a witty and entertaining reminder of 
why going a little mad in the sun can sometimes be exactly what you need.

Maeve Haran is an Oxford law graduate, former television producer and novelist. Her books, 
which include the acclaimed The Lady and the Poet, have been translated into 26 languages, 
and two have been shortlisted for the Romantic Novel of the Year award. 
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After the Peace
#2

Fay Weldon

“Lively . . . wry social satire.” —New York Times on Before the War

From the delectable, witty and mischievous mind of Fay Weldon comes this telling 
account of family life as we live it now

This is the story of the Honourable Michaela Dilberne, daughter of Robert, 11th Earl of 
Dilberne, Cynthia Sinclair and Rita Boniface. Yes, that’s right. Three parents. Or, in fact, 
four, if you wish to count Cynthia’s husband Clive. Though he played little part in it. It all 
begins with a loving couple, their intefering neighbor, a test tube and a turkey baster. These 
days, anything can happen.

Fay Weldon published her first novel, A Fat Woman’s Joke, in 1967, and has gone on to 
write over 30 works. In 2001, she received a CBE for services to literature.
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Death of a She Devil
Fay Weldon

“Funny, waspish and acute . . . A fierce retrospective on the achievements of the wom-
en’s movement—and its cost—and a defiant hurrah for grumpy old women.”—Times

The author’s most famous literary creation returns in the sequel to The Life and Loves 
of a She Devil

“The women of the world gave up romance, subservience and submission, and once empow-
ered, took to hard work, truth and reality. Much good has it done them.” Ruth Patchett, the 
original She Devil, is now 84, and keen to retire. But who can take up her mantle? Enter Ty-
ler Patchett, our new kind of heroine and Ruth’s grandson. He’s an ultra-confident, 23-year-
old man: beautiful, resentful and unemployed. Tyler won’t be satisfied until he can transition 
into the ultimate symbol of power and status. A woman. In Fay Weldon’s 1983 classic, The 
Life and Loves of a She Devil, women fought men for power and won. In 2017, men take a 
decisive step to get their power back.

Fay Weldon is now recognized as one of our most important and distinctive literary voices. 
She published her first novel, A Fat Woman’s Joke, in 1967, and has gone on to write over 
30 works. In 2001, she received a CBE for services to literature.
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That Girl
Kate Kerrigan

Three young women leave Catholic Ireland for the freedom of swinging 60s London,  
all in search of a new beginning

Hanna flees the scene of a terrible crime in her native Sligo. If she can just vanish, re-invent 
herself under a new name, perhaps the police won’t catch up with her. London seems the 
perfect place to disappear. Lara has always loved Matthew and imagined happy married life 
in Dublin. Then comes the bombshell—Matthew says he wants to join the priesthood. Hu-
miliated and broken-hearted, Lara heads to the most godless place she can find, King’s Road, 
Chelsea. Matthew’s twin sister, Noreen, could not be more different from her brother. She 
does love fiancé John, but she also craves sex, parties and fun. Swinging London has it all, 
but without John, Noreen is about to get way out of her depth. All three girls find themselves 
working for Bobby Chevron—one of London’s most feared gangland bosses—and it’s not 
long before their new lives start to unravel.

Kate Kerrigan is the author of Ellis Island, City of Hope, and Land of Dreams. 
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The Concubine’s Child
Carol Jones

An evocative, multi-generational tale of a family haunted by the death of a young concu-
bine in 1930s Malaysia

In 1930s Malaysia, 16-year-old Yu Lan is in love with her best friend, Ming, whose father 
owns one of the busiest kopi shops in Petaling Street. But Ming’s family don’t see the apoth-
ecary’s daughter as a suitable wife—for Yu Lan’s father, Lim, spends more time playing 
mahjong than selling herbal remedies. It’s not long before Lim makes a terrible decision that 
will change Yu Lan’s life forever, selling her as a concubine to the wealthy, ageing Towkay 
Chan who is desperate for a male heir. The consequences of Lim’s betrayal resonate through 
four generations and into the present day, where Yu Lan’s great-grandson, Nick, is searching 
for his lost family history. His wife, Sarah, begins to be very afraid of what he will find as 
past and present meld into one.

Carol Jones is the author of several young adult novels as well as children’s non-fiction.
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The Actresses
Barbara Ewing

At a drama school reunion, recriminations spiral into an accusation of rape, in this time-
ly reissue of a 1997 novel 

They all met again at the Drama School Reunion: the Hollywood celebrity, the out-of-work 
soap star, the understudy, the Shakespearian hero, the plodding small part player. Thirty-six 
years ago the Academy’s principal spoke of the great parts awaiting them. What he did not 
say, was that before they reached the age of 40, there would be almost no parts for the ac-
tresses. Because they had stopped being young. But: once an actress, always an actress and on 
that hot, summer’s day it is clear that age does not wipe out ambition. Or desire. Or memory. 
So that when the Reunion culminates in an accusation of rape that dominates every news-
paper in the country, the past—sweet, cruel, tragic—comes flooding back, and the actresses 
become the stars of the story. Perceptive, funny, shocking, and wise, this novel could only 
have been written by somebody who has been there.

Barbara Ewing is an actress, playwright and novelist. Her movies include Dracula Has Risen 
from the Grave (1968) alongside Christopher Lee. 
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Miss Mary’s Daughter
Diney Costeloe

A gritty and heartrending drama set in 19th-century Cornwall

After her mother’s death, 20-year-old Sophie Ross is left orphaned in London. With no mon-
ey and little chance of an income, she tries to get work as a governess to avoid destitution. 
Now alone in the world, she only has the company of her erstwhile nursemaid and faithful 
friend, Hannah. But unbeknown to Sophie, her mother instructed Hannah to post a letter to 
Trescadinnick House in Cornwall upon her death. The letter will be the catalyst that changes 
Sophie’s life forever as she learns of her mother’s romance, marriage and then ultimate rejec-
tion by her own father and the estranged family she left behind in Cornwall. The Penvarrow 
family welcome Sophie and Hannah into their fold, but tensions rise and family secrets are 
revealed as Sophie attempts to rebuild her life and find happiness.

Diney Costeloe is the author of The Throwaway Children, The Runaway Family, The Lost 
Soldier, The Sisters of St Croix and The Girl With No Name.
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Summer of Love
Caro Fraser

Set in 1950s London and Kent. The dark days of the war are over, but the family secrets 
it held are only just dawning.

In the hot summer of 1949, a group of family and friends gather at Harry Denholm’s country 
house in Kent. Meg and Dan Ranscombe, emerging from a scandal of their own making; 
Dan’s godmother, Sonia and her two young girls, Laura and Avril, only one of whom is So-
nia’s biological daughter. Among the heat, memories, and infatuations, a secret is revealed to 
Meg’s son, Max, and soon a terrible tragedy unfolds that will have consequences for them all. 
Afterwards, Avril, Laura and Max must come of age in a society still reeling from the war, 
haunted by the choices of that fateful summer. Cold, entitled Avril will go to any lengths to 
take what is hers. Beautiful, naive Laura finds refuge and love in the London jazz clubs, but 
Max, with wealth and unrequited love, has the capacity to undo it all.

Caro Fraser is the author of the Caper Court novels, based on her own experiences as a lawyer. 
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The Summer House Party
Caro Fraser

“Fraser skilfully combines many narrative threads to build a great big satisfying saga full 
of passionate love, ghastly betrayal and, as Britain tips inexorably into conflict, thrilling 
drama.” —Daily Mail

In the gloriously hot summer of 1936, a group of people meet at a country house party. 
Then a shocking death puts an end to their revelry, changing everything in an instant.

In the gloriously hot summer of 1936, a group of people meet at a country house party. 
Within three years, the country will be engulfed in war, but for now time stands still as they 
sip champagne on the lawn, engaging in casual flirtations and carefree conversation. Then 
a shocking death puts an end to their revelry, changing everything in an instant. For all of 
them, that summer house party will be a turning point. The mistakes made during that fateful 
weekend will change their lives forever.

Caro Fraser is the author of the Caper Court novels based on her own experiences as a law-
yer, including Errors of Judgment and An Immoral Code.
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Shadows in Heaven
Nadine Dorries

A rags to riches story of family secrets set in rural Ireland and 1950s Liverpool

1921, Ireland. Mary Kate Shevlin was never going to make a good life for herself in Bally-
mara. As an eight-year-old girl, she was cursed by the local gypsy woman who wanted to 
ruin the Shevlin family business. As a young woman, Mary Kate falls pregnant out of wed-
lock by a much older man, publican and moneylender Michael Donnelly. His domineering 
and vindictive nature cause Mary Kate to flee with her unborn child to Liverpool. Met with 
prejudice and suspicion, Mary Kate is forced to work in a brothel to keep her poverty at bay. 
She eventually finds love in the arms of a handsome client who shares her dream of a new, 
prosperous beginning. But the man and the curse she left behind in Ballymara refuse to let 
her go. In a time of conflicting emotions and social divide, Mary Kate tried to live a good 
life—but one man threatens to undo it all.

Nadine Dorries is the author of The Four Streets and The Ballymara Road. 
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A Place to Remember
Jenn J. McLeod

A multi-generational contemporary romantic saga set in a cattle ranch in Australia

Running away for the second time in her life, 27-year-old Ava believes the cook’s job at a 
country B&B is perfect, until she meets the owner’s son, John Tate. The young fifth-genera-
tion grazier is a beguiling blend of man, boy and terrible flirt. With their connection imme-
diate and intense, they begin a clandestine affair right under the noses of John’s formidable 
parents. Thirty years later, Ava returns to Candlebark Creek with her daughter, Nina, who is 
determined to meet her mother’s lost love for herself. While struggling to find her own place 
in the world, Nina discovers an urban myth about a love-struck man, a forgotten engagement 
ring, and a dinner reservation back in the eighties. Now she must decide if revealing the truth 
will hurt more than it heals.

Jenn J. McLeod is the author of Other Side of the Season.
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In White Ink
Elske Rahill

A collection of stories from a new Irish voice—stories sustained by the experience of 
motherhood, that bring the psychological and physical reality of pregnancy, childbirth, 
mothering and nurture alive

These remarkable stories are sustained by the experience of motherhood. Here is a bleak 
realism about relations between men and women, the expectation and the failure, the deeper 
currents of misogyny and sexism, the violence of inequality and poverty: harsh and neces-
sary snapshots of our condition. In the title story, an isolated young mother is locked in to 
a custody battle with her abusive husband; “Right to Reply” shows three generations of 
women confronting the terrible legacy of their family’s past; in “Toby,” a woman obsessed 
with hygiene finally snaps, when she finds her home is infested with fleas. The precision of 
Rahill’s prose, the stoicism of her unflinching narrative gaze, reveal characters caught up in 
violently emotional situations. Elske Rahill’s ruthless clarity is balanced by a compassionate 
identification with the humanity of the victims.

Elske Rahill is the author of a novel, Between Dog and Wolf.
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ONE LOVE, TWO STORIES

How to Fall in Love Again
Kitty’s Story

Amanda Prowse

After Anna, there was Kitty. This is her story.

Kitty Montrose lives an idyllic life in the Scottish Highlands. An adored only child, she 
swims in the Italianate pool of their ancestral home and delights in the closeness she shares 
with her horse-riding mother and her beloved dad. As a young teen, the perfection of her 
world is shattered when her mom is diagnosed with severe clinical depression. The illness 
takes up residence in their home like a dark monster lurking in every corner. Kitty finds 
solace and escape in the arms and bed of her friend Angus. Soon they are married, with a 
baby on the way. But what happens when Angus turns cold and unfeeling? Kitty needs a 
knight in shining armour. Can her old flame, Theo Montgomery, help her to discover her 
perfect life? Or is it too late for them both?

Amanda Prowse is the author of A Little Love and My Husband’s Wife.
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Theo: One Love, Two Stories
Amanda Prowse and Amanda Prowse

Paired with Anna: One Love, Two Stories, this is one of two companion novels 
which tell the story of one couple from both sides

There are two sides to every love story. Anna Cole grew up in care, and wants to start 
a family of her own. Theo Montgomery had a loveless childhood, and wants to find his 
soulmate. Then, one day, Theo meets Anna, and Anna meets Theo. Each shows the other 
how to love. And each shows the other what heartbreak feels like. This is Theo’s story. 

Amanda Prowse is the author of 16 novels in dozens of languages, including The Food of 
Love, A Little Love, and The Art of Hiding. 
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Anna: One Love, Two Stories
Amanda Prowse

Paired with Theo: One Love, Two Stories, this is one of two companion novels which 
tell the story of one couple from both sides

There are two sides to every love story. Anna Cole grew up in care, and wants to start 
a family of her own. Theo Montgomery had a loveless childhood, and wants to find his 
soulmate. Then, one day, Theo meets Anna, and Anna meets Theo. Each shows the other 
how to love. And each shows the other what heartbreak feels like. This is Anna’s story. 

Amanda Prowse is the author of 16 novels in dozens of languages, including The Food of 
Love, A Little Love, and The Art of Hiding. 
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Last of the Summer Moët
#2

Wendy Holden

Second in the laugh-out-loud series about Laura Lake, for fans of Bridget Jones and The 
Devil Wears Prada

Laura Lake, now deputy editor of glossy mag Society, gets promoted to the hot seat when 
her boss is carted to rehab. But life at the top involves job-sharing with evil Clemency. And 
who does Laura share the free goodies with now that her reporter sort-of boyfriend has gone 
to ground? Not her close mate Caspar, the new James Bond, who’s living it large in L.A. 
Nor Lulu, Laura’s international glamourpuss BFF, who’s just bought Riffs, a rock star’s 
country mansion, and left Knightsbridge for Britain’s poshest village. But not everything in 
the guitar-shaped garden is lovely; Lulu’s attempts to join the community are blocked by the 
snobbish locals. Meanwhile, in L.A., Caspar’s romance has hit the fan and his horrid film 
star ex is trashing his reputation. Only Laura can save him, by pretending to be his girlfriend 
at the BAFTAs.

Wendy Holden is a former journalist whose books include Bad Heir Day, Farm Fatale,  
Marrying Up, and Gossip Hound.
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The Hot Guy
Mel Campbell and Anthony Morris

A pop culture-packed rom-com offering both the male and female perspectives—along 
with awkward Ricky Gervais-style comedy

Adam, a serious cinema nerd, has no idea that he is the Hot Guy—a man so ridiculously 
attractive there’s a Facebook group dedicated to seducing him. Cate, a sports publicist who 
loves to crack a joke, is feeling down about her newly single status when her friends suggest 
the perfect pick-me-up: a night with the Hot Guy. But that one night leaves both Cate and 
Adam wanting. Is a genuine connection possible with a guy this phenomenally smokin’? 
Written by two film critics, and packed with movie-related humor, The Hot Guy is a funny, 
warm, savvy, and genuine rom-com, with characters you won’t want to kick out of bed.

Mel Campbell is a journalist, critic, copywriter and editor. Anthony Morris is a journalist 
and film critic.
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Happy Days of the Grump
Tuomas Kyrö

A funny, uplifting and life-affirming tale of grumpiness, perfect if you loved A Man 
Called Ove, The Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold Fry or The Secret Diary of Hendrik 
Groen, 83¼ Years Old

The Grump, at 80 years old, is more focused on death than life; building his own coffin and 
keen to write his will in ink—who can trust technology, after all?—he knows that everything 
was much better in the old days. But when the Grump finds himself in hospital after falling 
down his basement steps, his life passes before his eyes. Thinking of the people closest to him 
and reflecting on the changes to the world, he starts to see things a little differently. But can 
an old Grump learn new love? With warm humor and a loving look at family and relation-
ships, this book is sure to bring a smile to even the grumpiest faces.

Tuomas Kyrö is the author of The Beggar and the Hare.
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The Hurtle of Hell
An Atheist Comedy Featuring God and a Confused Young Man from Hackney

Simon Edge

“Genuinely funny and deeply poignant.” —Daily Express on The Hopkins Conundrum

“A merry page-turner.” —Spectator on The Hopkins Conundrum

An atheist comedyfeaturing God and one very confusedyoung man 

When gay, pleasure-seeking Stefano Cartwright is almost killed by a wave while at the beach, 
his journey up a tunnel of light convinces him that God exists after all, and he may need to 
change his ways if he is not to end up in hell. When God happens to look down his celestial 
telescope and see Stefano, he is obliged to pay unprecedented attention to an obscure planet 
in a distant galaxy, and ends up on the greatest adventure of his multi-eon existence. The 
Hurtle of Hell combines a tender, human story of rejection and reconnection with an utterly 
original and often very funny theological thought-experiment, in an entrancing fable that is 
both mischievous and big-hearted.

Simon Edge has written for the Daily Express, Attitude, and Private Eye, as well as working 
as a spin doctor and a publicist for the Green Party.
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Merde in Europe
Stephen Clarke

“Stephen Clarke brings some much-needed humour to Britain’s EU referendum debate 
in this entertaining novel. . . . Clarke considers both sides of the argument and makes 
the debate much more accessible.” —France Magazine

One Brit in Brussels, two French Women, and a whole lot of merde. A hilarious new 
novel from the bestselling author of A Year in the Merde.

An Englishman, Paul West, goes to Brussels to work for a French MEP. There he gets an in-
sider’s view of what really goes on in the massive madhouse that is the EU Parliament. With 
the referendum on the horizon, things are even more hysterical than usual. When the Brexit 
result comes in, Paul has to make a decision. If he wants to work in Europe, should he apply 
for a French passport? But can an Englishman really become French? Can he sing the blood-
thirsty “Marseillaise?” Can he even pronounce the word “Marseillaise?” And as Paul con-
templates his own personal Brexit, the whole of Brussels seems to be going into meltdown.

Stephen Clarke’s five Merde novels, A Year in the Merde, Merde Actually, Merde Happens, Dial 
M for Merde and The Merde Factor have been bestsellers all over the world—including France. 
He is also the author of Talk to the Snail, an insider’s guide to understanding the French.
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Judge Walden: Back in Session
#2

Peter Murphy

From Peter Murphy, former Crown Court Judge, comes the second in the series that 
shines an irreverent, satirical light on the world of wigs, gowns and old-world courtesies 
in the British criminal courts. If you enjoyed Rumpole of the Bailey, you’ll love Walden 
of Bermondsey!

Resident judge Charlie Walden is back, to preside over five new cases from the Bermondsey 
Crown Court. Retired resident judge Peter Murphy takes us back to the world of criminal 
trials in South London, with Charlie keeping the peace between his fellow judges—Marjorie, 
“Legless” and Hubert—while fighting off attacks of the Grey Smoothies, the civil servants 
who seem intent on reducing the court’s dwindling resources to vanishing point in the name 
of “business cases” and “value for money.” Fortunately, he has Jeanie and Elsie’s lattes and 
ham and cheese baps, and newspaper vendor George’s witty banter, to sustain him in the 
mornings; and in the evenings, the Delights of the Raj, or La Bella Napoli, to enjoy with the 
Reverend Mrs. Walden.

Peter Murphy spent a career in the law, as an advocate, teacher, and judge. He has worked 
both in England and the U.S., and served for several years as counsel at the Yugoslavian War 
Crimes Tribunal in The Hague. He is the author of the Ben Schroeder thrillers.
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Eyes Too Dry
A Graphic Memoir About Heavy Feelings

Alice Chipkin and Jessica Tavassoli

“Eyes Too Dry is an extraordinary work about dealing with depression, helping people 
who suffer it, and the effects it can have on everyone. But it’s also a celebration of 
friendship and a testament to the therapeutic power of art and creativity..” —vice.com

A nonfiction graphic novel about two housemates dealing with the toll mental illnesses 
can take

Meet Tava, a 24-year-old medical student in a deep depression. Alice, her friend and house-
mate, is trying to figure out how to support her. Time unravels, leaving both women bewil-
dered at the emotional landscapes that have opened before them. Eyes Too Dry started out 
as a series of private conversations between the authors by way of a comic-in-correspon-
dence. Their decision to make this work public was fueled by their struggle to find stories and 
artwork that spoke to their experiences of encountering depression, suicidal ideation, and 
emotional weight. In a world that tells us to “keep calm and carry on,” they are offering a 
narrative that is vulnerable, honest, and uncertain. They hope to add new ways to talk about, 
visualize and relate to these complex emotions.

Alice Chipkin and Jessica Tavassoli are two queer women living in Melbourne, Australia. 
Chipkin’s roots are in education, writing, and photography, and Tavassoli’s are in drawing 
and medicine.
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The Promised Land
Poems from Itinerant Life

André Naffis-Sahely

Arresting reports of hardship, hope, 21st-century exile and the open road from a debut 
poet who has known them all

Flitting from the mud-soaked floors of Venice to the glittering, towering constructions of 
the Abu Dhabi of his childhood and early adulthood, from present-day London to North 
America, André Naffis-Sahely’s bracingly plain-spoken first collection gathers portraits of 
promised lands and those who go in search of them: laborers, travelers, dreamers; the hope-
ful and the dispossessed.

André Naffis-Sahely was born in Venice in 1985 to an Iranian father and an Italian mother, 
but raised in Abu Dhabi. His poetry has been featured in Ambit, Areté, The Best British 
Poetry 2014, New Poetries VI, PN Review and Swimmers, and his nonfiction writing has ap-
peared in such publications as the Economist, The Times Literary Supplement, New States-
man and The White Review. He has been awarded fellowships from MacDowell Colony and 
Dar al-Ma’mûn. 
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A BLACK HORSE WESTERN

Trouble at Painted River
Matt Cole

Outlaw Birch Hamilton was born Birch Kent, a bastard boy who was thrust into a life of crime 
at the age of 16. Now he was attempting to do the near impossible—break out of Yuma Terri-
torial Prison. Once out, his plans are two-fold: to return home to see his beloved mother, and to 
be reunited with the woman he has loved since his youth. He also intends to settle a score with 
the meanest man he ever knew—his father. But with bounty hunters and the law on his trail, 
and his outlaw partner Molly Floyd at his side, Birch’s plans prove far from straightforward.

Matt Cole is the author of more than 20 novels, including Hell Paso, Shadow Peak, and Trou-
ble at Painted River. He lives in Florida.
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Battle Mountain
Matt Cole

Clay Parker and his cohorts have waited five years to get the money they stole from a bank, 
which they believe has been hidden by one of their own—and he has just been released from 
prison. Now Hugh Donahoe is meeting up with his daughter Mena. When his old gang mates 
kill him, the money is not found, and the gang suspects that Mena has hidden it in a trunk, 
which is being carried by Glen Maddox and his mule freighters across the Nevada plains. 
Parker devises a plan to attack the mule train, but is unprepared for the grit of Glen Maddox 
and his freighters.

Matt Cole is the author of more than 20 novels, including Hell Paso. He lives in Florida.
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Black Hills Gold
Will DuRey

Since the signing of the Laramie Treaty six years earlier, the tribes of the Plains have practiced 
their nomadic lifestyle within the boundaries of the lands set aside for their use. While the 
Americans, the wasicun, stay out of the tribal lands the tenuous peace is maintained. One 
word, however, uttered at a riverside meeting, raises Wes Gray’s concern that white men might 
breech the borders of the Great Sioux Reservation and bring with them the turmoil of war. The 
object of their trespass, to gain that for which men will risk all: gold.

Will DuRey is a western fiction writer and the author of The Hanging of Charlie Darke.
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Bounty by Chance
J. L. Guin

Jeremiah Hackett is a young man searching for a future. On his quest, he teams up with huck-
ster George Finimin, a tonic salesman. When Finimin is murdered, Jeremiah dedicates himself 
to finding the killer.  But things do not prove straightforward for Jeremiah, and he needs to 
mature and learn some harsh lessons before he can finally achieve his aim.

J. L. Guin is the author of numerous western short stories and a growing number of novels. He 
lives in northern California.
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A BLACK HORSE WESTERN

The Legend of Link Bonner
Shorty Gunn

Link Bonner never wanted to gain a reputation as a fast hand with a six-gun and the will to use 
it. But sometimes circumstances drive the lives of men even beyond their own desires. Bonner 
was such a man, always in the middle of trouble he was not looking for.  It took a woman to 
change Bonner and losing her made life and death of little consequence to him. But the man he 
was also changed the West for the better. Without his kind, many more innocent people would 
have died. To the end he fought for what he thought right, down to the last bullet.

Shorty Gunn is the author of several Black Horse Westerns. He lives in mountain country in 
northern California.
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The Way of the Gun
Ralph Hayes

Fired from the Provost ranch and humiliated in front of the whole bunkhouse, Duke Latham 
swears vengeance on the owner Maynard Provost. Pursuing a life of crime and violence at the 
head of a small gang of outlaws, six months later Latham kidnaps Provost’s beloved daughter 
Dulcie. Provost’s ranch hands scour the country searching for the girl, but in vain. Then fate 
throws them, and Provost himself, into the path of notorious bounty hunter Wesley Sumner, 
known as “Certainty” because of his countrywide reputation for never failing to find and kill 
his man. Sumner is persuaded by the desperate father to take up the search.

Ralph Hayes is an author. He lives in Michigan.
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The Gunman and the Angel
George Snyder

Beautiful Mandy Lee enjoys an elegant and genteel life in North Carolina, but hides an uncon-
ventional past. Raised by gunfighter Dan Quint, Mandy is quick on the draw and harbors a 
burning need for revenge against Monte Steep, the man who murdered her family. And when 
she learns that Dan, who has his own reasons for hunting Steep, has finally tracked him down, 
she has to decide whether to forego her life of luxury and her rich fiancé to rejoin Dan on his 
quest for vengeance.

George Snyder is the author of more than 53 books and dozens of short stories and articles. 
He lives in California.

Fiction • 160 Pages • 4.75 x 7.25 • 9780719825866 • February • $16.95 (Can $22.95)   
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press/Robert Hale

Dry Gulch Outlaws
George Snyder

Link Bonner has tracked and killed two of the Carp brothers who raped and murdered his 
young Pawnee bride. When he gets word of the others, he leaves Emma Fitzgerald behind in 
Fort Union and heads for Yuma. But Emma has tracked him down and now intends to march 
straight into his heart. Eventually only Spike Carp remains with his gang of cutthroat Mexican 
bandits, and Spike intends to repeat with Emma what he and his brothers did to Yana. Against 
all the odds, Emma and Link must face the killers.

George Snyder is the author of more than 53 books and dozens of short stories and articles. 
He lives in California.

Fiction • 160 Pages • 4.75 x 7.25 • 9780719826221 • February • $16.95 (Can $22.95)   
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press/Robert Hale
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Why Will No-One Publish My Novel?
Tips and Advice on How to Write

Fay Weldon

“Queen of words—she’s a tribal elder.” —Caitlin Moran, author, How to Be a Woman

A collection of tips and advice for budding writers from a literary lioness

As the author of over 30 novels, stories and screenplays, Fay Weldon has a lifetime of wis-
dom to impart on the art of writing. In the course of 30 accessible essays, Weldon attempts 
to answer the title’s question—why will no one publish your novel?—and steers the reader 
on the way to becoming a writer. Full of her trademark wit, this book will delight and amuse 
at the same time as offering up useful tips for all those who yearn to write.

Fay Weldon is recognized as one of Britain’s most important and distinctive literary voices. 
She published her first novel, A Fat Woman’s Joke, in 1967, and has gone on to write over 
30 works. In 2001, she received a CBE for services to literature.

Writing • 240 Pages • 5.31 x 7.87 • 9781788544610 • September   
$27.95 (Can $37.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus/Apollo

The Creative Writing Coursebook
40 Authors Share Advice and Exercises for Fiction and Poetry

Edited by Julia Bell and Paul Magrs

A comprehensive guide for improving your creative writing, including contributions 
from David Lodge, Malcolm Bradbury, Maureen Freely and Patricia Duncker

This coursebook takes aspiring writers through three stages of practice: Gathering— 
getting started, learning how to keep notes, making observations and using memory; Shap-
ing—looking at structure, point of view, character and setting; and Finishing—being your 
own critic, joining workshops, finding publishers. The exercises and activities throughout 
encourage writers to develop their skills. Contributions from 40 authors provide a unique 
and generous pool of information, experience and advice. This is the perfect book for people 
who are just starting to write as well as for those who want some help honing work already 
completed. It will suit people writing for publication or just for their own pleasure, those 
writing on their own or writing groups.

Julia Bell is the author of the novel Massive. Paul Magrs is the author of The Story of 
Fester Cat. 

Writing • 416 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781509868278 • Replaces: 9780333782255 • February 
$26.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan/Macmillan UK



Craic Baby
Dispatches from a Changing Language

Darach Ó Séaghdha

“Full of familiarity, of nostalgia, of humour and warmth. The author’s voice brings the 
book and the language to life with rich stories, with quirks, with colour and poignancy.” 
—Sara Baume, author, Spill Simmer Falter Wither

More Irish words and issues connected to the language, in the same style as Motherfoclóir

What do we talk about when we talk about Irish? When we talk about saving or supporting 
a language do we mean the musical combination of syllables, or something more profound? 
How do new words enter a language, and what is the relationship between that strange 
dialect called Hiberno-English and its parent language? Craic Baby picks up exactly where 
Motherfoclóir left off and explores the very new and very old parts of the Irish language 
from a personal perspective. While Motherfocloir was steeped in memory and a father-son 
relationship, Craic Baby hinges on the beginnings of a father-daughter relationship, and how 
watching a child learn to communicate changes how you think about language.

Darach O’ Seaghdha is the creator of popular twitter account @theirishfor, and the author 
of Motherfoclóir.

Language & Linguistics • 256 Pages • 5.5 x 9 • 9781788545259 • November   
$18.95 (Can $24.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus

Motherfoclóir
Dispatches from a Not So Dead Language

Darach O’ Séaghdha

A humorous investigation of the Irish language, now in paperback

Motherfoclóir [focloir means “dictionary” and is pronounced like a rather more vulgar En-
glish epithet] is a book based on the popular Twitter account @theirishfor. As the title sug-
gests, Motherfoclóir takes an irreverent, pun-friendly and contemporary approach to the 
Irish language. The translations are expanded on and arranged into broad categories that 
allow interesting connections to be made, and sprinkled with anecdotes and observations 
about Irish and Ireland itself, as well as language in general. The author includes stories 
about his own relationship with Irish, and how it fits in with the most important events in 
his life. This is a book for all lovers of the quirks of language.

Darach O’ Séaghdha is the author of popular twitter account @theirishfor, whose followers 
include Dara O’Briain, Ed Byrne, Marian Keyes, Colm Toibin, and Gerry Adams.

Language & Linguistics • 160 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781786691873   
Replaces: 9781786691866 • November • $12.95 (Can $16.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus
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Quid Pro Quo
What the Romans Really Gave the English Language

Peter Jones

“What did the Romans ever do for us? Well, besides the sanitation, the roads, etc, they 
left us Latin, and in this wonderfully informative survey, Peter Jones guides us through 
the ways in which their language has percolated through our own. Jones wears his 
learning lightly and there’s an arresting insight or a fascinating historical anecdote on 
every page.” —Mail on Sunday

A surprising, witty, and entertaining journey through the Latin roots of the English language

Peter Jones takes the reader on a fascinating journey along the highways and byways of Ro-
man life and culture, telling the amazing stories behind the original Latin meanings and uses 
of hundreds of our everyday words. Taking in every aspect of the ancient world, including 
science, religion, military matters, politics and literature, Jones shows just how much the 
English language owes to the ancient Romans and the role Latin has played in the creation 
of our vast vocabulary.

Peter Jones has written a regular column, “Ancient & Modern,” in the Spectator for many 
years and is the author of various books on the Classics, including Latin Crosswords, Learn 
Latin, Reading Latin, and Reading Ovid.

Language & Linguistics/History • 352 Pages • 6 x 8.5 • 9781782399339   
Replaces: 9781782399315 • September • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: US & Canada • Atlantic Books

The Little Book of Big Ideas
150 Concepts and Breakthroughs that Transformed History

Daniel Smith

This concise, accessible and multi-faceted book provides an essential introduction  
to 150 of the most important principles of Western thought

An exploration of some of the most important and enduring ideas in human history—from 
religion, science, philosophy, medicine, psychology, politics, economics and art—each pre-
sented in brief, accessible form. “Big” ideas are those concepts and theories that have radi-
cally transformed our understanding of the world we live in, our place in that world and the 
ways we have shaped the past and will shape the future.  Topics covered range widely and 
include Creation Mythology, Existentialism, The Elements, Relativity, Space Travel, Geom-
etry, Ethics, Behaviourism, Genetics, Warfare, The Nation State, Anarchism, Capitalism, 
Classical Art and Architecture, The Renaissance—and much more. 

Daniel Smith is a non-fiction author and editor who has written across a range of subjects, includ-
ing politics, economics and social history. He is the author of the How to Think Like . . .  series, 
which has been published in 20 languages and sold over 413,000 copies worldwide. 

History/Philosophy • 304 Pages • 5 x 7 • 9781782438298 • September   
$16.95 (Can $22.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara



Create Your Own Universe
How to Invent Stories, Characters and Ideas

The Brothers McLeod

An immensely helpful guide for anyone who has ever wanted to create a comic, graphic 
novel, animation, film, television series, or book

If you have ever wanted to create a comic, graphic novel, animation, film, television series, 
or even a book, then Create Your Own Universe is here to help you get started. A fun, 
imaginative and interactive guide to creating your own characters and worlds, this is a great 
starting point for producing your own stories. Be inspired and collect information on all 
your characters, locations and background story, with everything you need to know about 
the world or place in which your story is set. Start with fun ways to think about making 
up characters, then pick your favorites and create worlds—maps of towns, illustrations of 
where your characters will live—using words, drawings or even scrapbooking. You’ll finally 
be able to combine this all together and start bringing your stories to life.

The Brothers McLeod are illustrator-animator Greg and screenwriter Myles. They have 
written and directed series for the BBC; worked with Hit, Entertainment One, Disney, 
ITV, Channel 4, Aardman, the Royal Shakespeare Company and more; and in 2011 won a 
BAFTA for their work with BBC Learning. They are the coauthors of Here’s a Brilliant Idea.

Writing • 224 Pages • 6 x 7.75 • 115 B/W Illustrations • 9781910552490 • September  
$9.99 (Can $12.99) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara/LOM Art

Freedom to Express Yourself
An Inspirational Notebook

Amnesty International

A striking notebook exploring themes of freedom through inspirational quotes  
and illustrations

In partnership with Amnesty International UK, this striking notebook explores themes of 
freedom through inspirational quotes and illustrations. Focusing on ideas such as safety, 
home, family and much more, the book will feature artwork from a rich variety of illustra-
tors and there is plenty of empty space for inspired readers to fill however they like. With a 
diverse collection of quotes, from Bob Marley to Malala Yousafzai, and Mahatma Gandhi 
to Harper Lee, this notebook explores and encourages discussions around human rights. 
Featuring illustrations from Sir Quentin Blake, Chris Riddell, David Shrigley, Meera Lee 
Patel and many more.

Amnesty International is the world’s largest human rights organization, with over 8 million 
supporters worldwide. 

Writing • 128 Pages • 6.75 x 9 • 9781910552544 • September • $16.95 (Can $22.95)   
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara/LOM Art
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Pick Up a Pen
Draw and Doodle With Every Kind of Pen

Frances Moffatt

A playful, quirky, doodly exploration of the humble pen, full 
of practical ways to make amazing art using markers, ink 
pens, quills, and even ballpoints

A cute, quirky practical art book, Pick Up A Pen is a guide to 
making the most of pens, from creating perfect calligraphic script 
with pen and ink to making masterpieces with a Sharpie. It cov-
ers drawing techniques such as crosshatching and scumbling 
that’ll help you raise your sketchbook game, and is packed with 
ideas for what to draw and when. It introduces the world’s great-
est artists working in pen, and explores what your doodles say 
about you. On top of the arty bits, the book also contains nifty 
pen hacks and handwriting tips, and it delves into the history 
of the pen with some fascinating facts–did you know that an 
estimated 15 million pens are sold every day? Stuffed with tips, 
tricks and an enormous sense of fun, Pick Up A Pen will help you 
perfect your pen and ink techniques and discover that markers 
really are magic!

Frances Moffatt is an illustrator specializing in fashion and 
beauty. Her work was selected for the Association of Illustrators 
IMAGES 35 annual in the ‘New Talent’ category, and for the 
‘Talent’ portfolio section of the D&AD website.

Art • 128 Pages • 9 x 7.5 • 175 B/W Illustrations  
9781911042938 • September • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Cloth  
Rights: US & Canada • Pavilion/Portico



The Road to Mexico
120 Vibrant Recipes from California and Mexico

Rick Stein

“He’s done more to teach my children to cook than I have  
. . .  [he] has a knack for pulling together the dishes that  
best sum up countries and regions.” —Diana Henry,  
author, Simple

Rick Stein brings his expertise and joie de vivre to the hottest 
food trend

Rick Stein brings his unrivaled enthusiasm and trusted expertise 
to the fresh, flavorful food of Mexico and California. No one 
better captures the food essence of a country and brings the best 
recipes into our kitchens like Rick. Starting in San Francisco and 
Baja California, and working his way down to the southernmost 
tip of Mexico, Rick Stein cooks, eats and experiences Mexican 
food at its very best and most diverse. Whether it’s the farmers’ 
markets of California, full of sourdough bread, new season gar-
lic and a profusion of citrus fruit; the prawns, snapper and tuna 
of the Pacific or the glorious street food and colorful markets 
of Mexico with their avocados, chillies, tomatillos, cheese and 
corn, this is a part of the world packed with natural, healthy 
and satisfying ingredients. Showcasing Rick’s authentic style, 
with recipes like Ensenada Fish Tacos with Chilli; Deep Fried 
Coconut Prawns; and Slow Cooked Pork Tacos; this cookbook 
will encourage anyone to try out the bold food of these sunshine 
states. Includes metric measures.

Rick Stein is a chef, restaurateur, television host, and author. 
His other titles include Rick Stein’s Far Eastern Odyssey, Rick 
Stein’s French Odyssey, and Rick Stein’s Seafood, which won the 
coveted James Beard Foundation Cookbook of the Year Award.

Cooking • 320 Pages • 7.75 x 10 • 150 Color Photos  
9781785942006 • October • $42.95 • Cloth   
Rights: US • BBC Books
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Prue
My Favourite Recipes from a Lifetime of Cooking and Eating

Prue Leith

A treasure trove of fantastic recipes from the founder of Leith’s School of Food and 
Wine and Great British Bake Off judge Prue Leith

Great British Bake Off judge Prue Leith draws on a life-long passion for food with 100 rec-
ipes from her own kitchen table. Whether it’s Halibut with Green Linguine, Fast Roast Teri-
yaki Lamb or Slow-cooked Rat-a-tat-touille, these are delicious, fuss-free dishes that Prue 
has cooked countless times for family and friends. Inside are quick-to-whip-up suppers and 
dinner party showstoppers that are as much a pleasure to cook as to eat. Expect firmly estab-
lished favorites, lazy leftovers, exciting new flavor combinations and fresh takes on classic 
dishes. There’s also a chapter of sweet treats inspired by Prue’s time on Bake Off—every one 
guaranteed to be “worth the calories.” This is Prue’s first cookbook in 25 years, and she has 
woven intimate and witty stories from her life around many of the recipes. Celebrating the 
food we all want to make at home, Prue gives an unparalleled view into the cooking life and 
style of a beloved cook.

Prue Leith has been at the top of the British food scene for nearly 60 years. She is founder 
of the renowned Leith’s School of Food and Wine, a caterer, restaurateur, teacher, TV cook, 
food journalist, novelist, cookbook author, and a judge on The Great British Bake Off.

Cooking • 288 Pages • 7.5 x 9.75 • 90 Color Photos • 9781509891481 • January • $34.95  
Cloth • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan/Bluebird

East by West
Simple Recipes for Ultimate Mind-Body Balance

Jasmine Hemsley

“We’re obsessed with Jasmine and Melissa Hemsley’s book Good + Simple because it’s, 
well, good and simple.” —Harper’s BAZAAR on Good and SImple

Featuring 140 delicious recipes from around the world, East by West champions the 
ancient Ayurvedic philosophy of eating to nourish, sustain and repair for ultimate mind-
body balance

With a focus on listening to your body, eating when you’re hungry, being conscious of what 
you’re eating when you’re eating it and choosing foods that are right for your mood from 
day to day, East by West is a modern take on the Ayurvedic principles. With classic Ayurve-
dic comfort dishes from Golden Milk to Kitchari and great family sharing dishes Sesame 
Roast Chicken to Saffron Millionaire Cheesecake, the book has something for every taste 
from super simple to simply special. A global range of recipes, together with simple mindful 
rituals and a classic cleanse to revisit when your energy levels need a boost help the book 
bring Ayurveda to life in a fresh and friendly way. Includes dual measures.

Jasmine Hemsley is the co-founder of the Hemsley + Hemsley brand and cafe at Selfridges, 
and author of The Art of Eating Well and Good + Simple. 
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The Modern Kebab
Le Bab

Over 60 delicious recipes for proper kebabs and mezze using fresh, seasonal ingredients 
and simple methods

Scrap the greasy kebab made from unknown and unexciting ingredients, and instead indulge 
in delicious, flavor-packed dishes made the right way and using the best ingredients. With 
over 60 accessible recipes including ideas for Mezze, Basics, Kebabs, Mains and Cocktails, 
these dishes can be made at home and paired together to create a feast for your family and 
friends and fit for any occasion. Focusing on provenance, seasonality and technique, Le Bab 
have reinvented the classics as well as creating completely ingenious new combinations—
from Cauliflower Pastilla, Endive and Pomegranate Salad; and Merguez and Chickpea Ragu; 
to kebabs that include Grilled Mackerel with Dill, Pickle and Fennel; Spring Chicken with 
Sprouting Broccoli and Harissa Mayo; and Winter Pork with Beetroot Relish, Charred Cab-
bage and Crackling. There are recipes suitable for vegetarians and vegans, along with a wide 
variety of both meats and fish. The Modern Kebab comes from chefs who trained in Michelin 
starred kitchens and wanted to share their love of the flexibility and flavors of the kebab. 
Includes metric measures.

Le Bab is a kebab renaissance project founded by Stephen Tozer and Ed Brunet. Originally 
a street food operation, they have since opened a restaurant off Carnaby Street in London. 
They have reinvigorated kebabs with provenance, seasonality and technique honed in Mi-
chelin-starred kitchens.

Cooking • 128 Pages • 6.5 x 8.75 • 70 Color Photos • 9781785036422 • October   
$16.95 • Cloth • Rights: US • Ebury Press

Bethlehem
Beautiful Resistance Recipes

Abdelfattah Abusrour and Manal Odeh

A culinary journey to Bethlehem, this evocative book brings a taste of Palestine  
to your kitchen

The beautifully spiced “upside-down” dish, Maqlouba, and rosewater-scented ma’moul date 
cookies are just some of the perfect dinner party recipes in Bethlehem that have been handed 
down through generations of Palestinians. From healthy, warming soups to mouth-watering, 
syrupy “helwa” sweets, the authors have gathered recipes and interviews from the residents 
of Aida refugee camp, Bethlehem to give the reader a glimpse into daily life there as Pales-
tinian land and culture is being rapidly eroded. This beautiful cookbook features the well-
loved Palestinian recipes for breads and pastries; meze salads and dips, vegetable dishes and 
a range of interesting ways to cook and stuff leaves such as vine and mallow leaves. Includes 
metric measures.

Dr Abdelfattah Abusrour was born and raised in Aida camp. He and a group of friends es-
tablished Alrowwad in Aida camp, Bethlehem. He is also lecturer at Bethlehem University, 
actor, playwright, and artist. Manal Odeh runs the women’s unit in Alrowwad center and 
is a math teacher.

Cooking • 192 Pages • 7.75 x 9.75 • 90 Color Photos • 9781908531841 • September  
$29.95 (Can $39.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Gilgamesh Publishing
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Diet Cheats Cookbook
Cook Smart, Satisfy Cravings, and Lose Weight Forever!

Heather Thomas

Cheat your way to weight loss and keep it off forever

With 100 easy recipes, including Diet Cheat versions of your favorite dishes—from Caesar 
Salad to Pizza—this is the perfect cookbook for both those who want to lose weight and 
keep the weight off. You will find you have more choice than you ever thought possible! 
The key to losing weight effectively is a long-term eating plan that’s simple to follow. This 
book supplies it. Full of healthy swaps, smart choices and easy tweaks, along with quick and 
easy recipes that enable you to eat delicious food and good-sized portions that leave you 
feeling fuller for longer. From the handy color-coded food lists at the beginning of the book, 
choose freely from tasty and healthy “green” foods; “amber” foods are for eating in mod-
eration—higher in fat and calories but still nutritious; and “red” foods are to be regarded 
with caution—they are treats only. As well as the delicious recipes, these lists give you the 
knowledge and confidence to plan meals and eat the foods you love while keeping the weight 
off. Includes dual measures.

Heather Thomas is the author of The Avocado Cookbook and 1001 Recipes You’ve Always 
Wanted to Cook.

Cooking • 128 Pages • 6.5 x 8.25 • 60 Color Photos • 9781785037689 • October   
$16.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Ebury Press

The Hot Sauce Cookbook
60 Fiery Recipes

Heather Thomas

The must-have cookbook for the hottest food trend around

Addicted, obsessed, devoted. No meal is safe from a hot sauce addict. They’ve got it every-
where, in their fridge, in their pantry, even in their bag, swag! These 60 recipes are sure to 
satiate cravings at every mealtime. No longer relegated to the side of the plate, hot sauce is 
now the star of the show! So, dive into this cookbook for fantastically fiery dishes including 
Chilli-fried eggs, Hot Sauce Buffalo Wings, Sriracha Buttered Shrimp, Harissa Chicken Sha-
warma Wraps, Crunchy Thai Salad, and even sweet treats such as Chilli Chocolate Brownies 
and Mexican Hot Chocolate for die-hard hot sauce addicts. Includes dual measures.

Heather Thomas is the author of The Avocado Cookbook, The Chickpea Cookbook and, 
The Sweet Potato Cookbook.

Cooking • 112 Pages • 6.75 x 7.75 • 60 Color Photos • 9781785038389 • October   
$16.95 • Cloth • Rights: US • Ebury Press



National Trust Book of Crumbles
60 Delicious and Comforting Crumble and Cobbler Recipes

Laura Mason

Sixty recipes for delicious crumbles and cobblers, sweet and savory

Following on from the hugely successful National Trust Book of Scones, this book is a salute 
to Britain’s ultimate comfort food—crumbles. From classic recipes like apple and blackberry 
or rhubarb crumble to exciting new variations like crumble cheesecakes and microwavable 
mug crumbles for the time-challenged, this is everything you need. Plus there is a section 
on how to make classic accompaniments such as jam and custard, and interesting historical 
cooking trivia is sprinkled throughout to help you pass the time while your crumbles are in 
the oven. Includes dual measures. 

Laura Mason is a highly respected food historian. Her books include The National Trust 
Book of Afternoon Tea, The Picnic Cookbook, Good Old-Fashioned Roasts, The National 
Trust Farmhouse Cookbook and The National Trust Complete Country Cookbook.

Cooking • 128 Pages • 5.5 x 7.5 • 60 Color Illustrations • 9781911358473 • January  
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • National Trust

The One Pot Cook
Hattie Ellis

“Perfect for anybody who feels slightly unsure about their skills in the kitchen. . . . 
Beautifully illustrated and cleverly curated, the 150 one pot recipes will become instant 
family favorites.” —Great British Food Magazine

Forget expensive gadgets, forget fancy foams: 150 one pot recipes to feed family and 
friends with maximum flavor and minimum fuss

It’s time to get back to home cooking and real food. Cooking has become far too complicat-
ed. Award-winning food writer Hattie Ellis thinks it’s time to rekindle our love for the simple 
One Pot meal: good food, great flavor, no fuss. Whether you want quick, tasty suppers, or 
leisurely weekend feasts, The One Pot Cook has 150 mouthwatering recipes to suit all tastes. 
These include family favorites such as Cottage Pie and Hot Pot; treats from distant shores 
such as Beef Rendang and Gumbo; and desserts to make the meal complete such as Apple 
Charlotte and Toffee Banana Tarte Tatin. So grab a pot, sharpen your knives and get ready 
to become a One Pot Cook. Includes metric measures.

Hattie Ellis is the author of Honey, Sweetness and Light: The Mysterious History of the 
Honeybee, and Tea. She was shortlisted for the Andre Simon food writing awards in 2014 
and is the recipient of two Guild of Food Writers awards.

Cooking • 272 Pages • 6.75 x 9.25 • 40 Color Illustrations • 9781786691118   
Replaces: 9781781851265 • October • $22.95 (Can $30.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus
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What to Eat & How to Eat It
99 Super Ingredients for a Healthy Life

Renée Elliott

An essential title for anyone who wants to take better care of their health, their family’s 
well-being and the environment

This is a modern encyclopedia of 99 superfood ingredients carefully curated by Renée, re-
sulting in a definitive guide to incorporating the most nutritional foods into everyday meals. 
Each entry offers notes on benefits, selection, preparation, and cooking, plus thoroughly us-
able and delicious recipe suggestions that are quick to prepare, simple to cook, and reward-
ing to eat. The health benefits of each ingredient are also indicated—whether they support 
your digestive system, help protect joints, promote immunity, support a healthy heart, or are 
superb for growing hair and skin. This book is an invaluable guide for anyone who wants to 
eat well and live better. Includes dual measures.

Renée Elliott is an entrepreneur and organic pioneer who founded Planet Organic, the UK’s 
first organic supermarket.

Cooking • 256 Pages • 7.5 x 10 • 50 Color Photos, 50 Color Illustrations • 9781911216186 
September • $29.95 (Can $39.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Pavilion

Fresh Vegan Kitchen
Delicious Recipes for the Vegan and Raw Kitchen

David Bailey and Charlotte Bailey

Irresistible vegan food from award-winning vegan street food pioneers

David and Charlotte Bailey have taken the street market scene by storm with their vibrant, 
healthy vegetarian and vegan cuisine. Their food is all about maximizing the potential and 
flavor of plant-based ingredients. Discover enticing egg- and dairy-free dishes from regions 
such as Asia and India, as well as innovative twists on Spanish tapas, Middle Eastern mezze, 
Chinese dim sum, and more. This collection of recipes includes Thai Coconut Curry, Israeli 
Chickpea Pancakes, Moroccan Vegetable Patties, and Chinese Tofu Rolls. You can even 
treat yourself to mouthwatering sweet treats and make classic desserts, from Pineapple and 
Coconut Cheesecake to Chocolate Mousse. Includes dual measures.

David and Charlotte Bailey run Wholefood Heaven, a food truck, which won Best Main 
Dish at the British Street Food Awards for their Buddha Bowl.

Cooking/Health • 176 Pages • 9 x 9 • 50 Color Photos • 9781911624073   
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Vegetables All’Italiana
Anna Del Conte

A brand new collection of recipes from celebrated cook Anna Del Conte, containing 
many previously unpublished recipes

Organized in an A–Z format from asparago to zucchina, Anna presents classic dishes along-
side her own personalized recipes. These range from classic recipes such as insalata caprese, 
parmigiana di melanzane, courgette fritters, and squash ravioli with sage butter to more 
adventurous dishes such as tomato cappuccino. While Anna embraces classic Italian flavors, 
she ensures that the vegetable in the dish is at the heart of each recipe in her signature style. 
This is a celebration of vegetables that praises the flavor and texture of each individual root, 
squash, herb, and pulse to teach a new generation of cooks how to enjoy fresh seasonal pro-
duce at any time of year. Includes dual measures.

Anna Del Conte is the author of Italian Kitchen, Cooking with Coco, Gastronomy of Italy 
and Anna Del Conte on Pasta.
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Naturally Delicious Snacks & Treats
Over 100 Healthy Recipes

Gracie Tyrrell and Sophie Tyrrell

A fresh and flavorful approach to making snacks and treats at home

Sophie and Grace Tyrrell, founders of Squirrel Sisters, have revolutionized healthy snacking. 
Now, you can bring their expert knowledge into your own home and make nutritious and 
delicious treats to enjoy at any time of day. Split into chapters including Breakfast Time, 
On-the-Move, and Sweet Tooth, recipes span from fruit and nut bars to energy balls, bakes, 
and brownies. Included are recipes for the sister’s signature energy bars, expanding to savory 
party treats including popcorn, samosas and savory cheese soufflés. Treats with a healthy 
twist range from beetroot brownies to mini éclairs, and even healthy cocktails! Using ev-
eryday kitchen appliances, the sisters demonstrate how to create clever flavor combinations 
that don’t break the bank. This is a modern, exciting book to inject new life into your diet—
snacking never tasted so good. Go on, treat your health! Includes dual measures.

Sophie and Gracie Tyrrell created the Squirrel Sisters snack bars. Includes dual measures.
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Bart’s Fish Tales
A Fishing Adventure in Over 100 Recipes

Bart van Olphen

Winner of Edward Stanford Travel Writing Awards “Travel Cookery Book of the Year”

In this unique and comprehensive book Bart van Olphen travels around the world to visit 
the most sustainable fisheries. He recounts his journey where he lived, fished and cooked 
with the men, women and children of the world’s fishing communities. Highlighting fish-
ermen who responsibly catch their fish and are an example to the rest of the world, Bart’s 
enthusiasm for environmentally responsible fishing is prevalent throughout his recipes, un-
derlining both how easy it is to cook delicious fish dishes, but also to help ensure that future 
generations can continue to enjoy them. More than 100 recipes pulled from all over the 
world cover everything from a simple supper to a celebratory feast. From French classics like 
Salmon Gravlax and Salt-cod Brandade to Spanish Boquerones (pickled anchovies), Canadi-
an Crab Cannelloni and Sardinian Fregola Vongole (a pasta dish made with fresh clams) to 
Nasi Goreng (an Indonesian prawn stir-fry) and cooking with sea vegetables like samphire 
and seaweed to creating the perfectly zesty Ceviche, Bart offersstep-by-step instructions for 
preparing and cooking simple and more complicated fish dishes. Includes dual measures.

Bart van Olphen was presented with the title of the world’s most sustainable seafood entre-
preneur in 2008. He presents on Jamie Oliver’s Food Tube Network and regularly appears 
on Jamie & Jimmy’s Friday Food Fight.

Cooking • 416 Pages • 7.5 x 10 • 250 Color Photos • 9781911595069   
Available • $44.95 (Can $60.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Pavilion

Super Green Simple and Lean
140 Smoothies, Salad & Bowl Recipes

Sally Obermeder and Maha Koraiem

Take your Super Green Life to the next level

In their new cookbook, Super Green Simple and Lean, Sally Obermeder and Maha Koraiem 
have created brand new smoothie recipes, monster salads, nourishing bowls and satisfying 
snacks that will help you to make healthy living faster, easier and more delicious than you 
ever thought possible. Their nutritious, easy to make recipes will help you to lose weight, 
gain energy and feel fantastic. Sally and Maha can’t wait for you to join them in feeling fab! 
Includes dual measures.

Sally Obermeder is an Australian television host who also co-founded and runs the lifestyle 
blog SWIISH.com with her sister Maha. Maha Koraiem is the co-founder and director of  
SWIISH.com and a certified Health and Nutrition Coach. They are the coauthors of Super 
Green Smoothies.

Cooking • 256 Pages • 6.5 x 9.5 • 100 Color Photos • 9781760292027   
January • $19.95 (Can $26.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan • Allen & Unwin
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Classic Nordic Recipes
Simple Meals the Swedish Way
Second edition

Berit Öström

A collection of Nordic favorites, from savory gravlax to the silky soft semolina bake, 
from pickled herring to sticky gooey chocolate cake

There is a lot of interest, as well as research, into what is generally known as the Nordic Diet. 
It has been compared to the Mediterranean Diet for its health properties, and recognized as 
a healthy diet better suited to a colder, northern climate. In Classic Nordic Recipes, Swedish 
native Berit Öström shares the classics and family favorites that she still cooks and loves 
today. The Number One rule of a Smörgåsbord is not to try and sample everything at once 
but to take your time; the same philosophy applies to the delectable recipes in this book. 
From mains to drinks, desserts and fermented favorites, there’s something for everyone and 
something for all occasions to enjoy. Includes dual measures.

Berit Öström is a native of Stockholm, Sweden but now calls Melbourne, Australia home.
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Rights: US & Canada • Wilkinson Publishing

Diabetes Recipes
Healthy Ideas for Balancing Blood Sugar

Jess Lomas

Skips the jargon to provide realistic ways for people with diabetes to reclaim their health 
and their life

With an emphasis on balancing blood sugar levels while still enjoying delicious food, this 
book provides an introduction to the main nutritional approaches to treating diabetes and 
provides recipes for breakfasts, main meals, desserts and snacks that both people with and 
without diabetes can enjoy. The diagnosis of diabetes can be a scary and confusing time, not 
just for the diagnosed individual but also for their family. Suddenly food is not just for fuel 
or pleasure but something that can put your very life in danger as you learn how to navigate 
the blood sugar maze. This book provides a range of health recipes and ideas to remove the 
fear and empower you to create enjoyable and nourishing food. Includes dual measures.

Jess Lomas is the author of Diabetes Recipes, Low Sugar: Collected Edition and Sugar Detox.
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Trade Paper

Also available:
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$24.95 

Trade Paper

Cooking for Family & Friends
100 Lean Recipes to Enjoy Together

Joe Wicks

“His philosophy is simple: train hard and fuel your body. It’s perfect if you’re looking 
for a combination of food and fitness inspiration.” —Harper’s Bazaar

Eat more, build muscle, burn fat, and get social with The Body Coach Joe Wicks

Do you find it tricky to balance being healthy with cooking for a crowd? Author Joe Wicks, 
aka The Body Coach, presents this gorgeous book featuring more than 100 delicious and nu-
tritious recipes that are perfect for sharing with the special people in your life. Joe has helped 
hundreds of thousands of people to transform their bodies and feel amazing with his effective 
workouts and simple recipes. All of the recipes here are organized into reduced-carb and post 
workout chapters, just like Joe’s first three Lean in 15 cookbooks. This makes it a perfect 
addition for those already familiar with Joe’s eating structure (carbs following workouts or 
on active days) but the meals are also enjoyable and tasty for all, whether you are following 
Joe’s plan or not. Cooking for Family & Friends is a beautifully photographed collection 
of Joe’s easy favorites and crowd-pleasers, such as Roast Chicken with Celeriac Mash and 
Bacon Greens, BBQ Ribs with Dirty Corn, and Tandoori Chicken Thighs with Chapattis. All 
the recipes are big on flavor and packed with the hero ingredients you need to impress your 
friends, fuel your workout and burn fat. Includes metric measures.

Joe Wicks, aka The Body Coach, has helped countless people achieve new levels of fitness 
and fat loss with his 90 Day Shift, Shape and Sustain program and his Instagram account. 
He is also the author of Lean in 15: 15-Minute Meals.

Cooking • 240 Pages • 8 x 10 • 109 Color Photos • 9781509820252 • November   
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The Fat-Loss Plan
100 Quick and Easy Recipes with Workouts

Joe Wicks

“He is the JK Rowling of food and exercise books.” —Times

Are you fed up with restrictive dieting? Do you feel you’ve tried everything before and failed? 
Then this plan is for you. Joe Wicks offers 100 brand-new delicious recipes and five speedy, 
effective HIIT workouts. The Fat-Loss Plan can motivate everyone on their way to achieving 
a fit, lean, and healthy body. Inside the book is a combination of reduced-carb, post-work-
out, and snacks and sweet treat recipes that are  filling and fuel you with energy for your day 
and your workout—including Steak Taco with Lime Salsa, Lamb Kofte Tagine and Veggie 
Super Bowl. Joe makes it simple for you to prep and eat well every day of the week. Start 
your journey to better health and fitness now.

Joe Wicks, aka The Body Coach, has helped countless people achieve new levels of fitness 
and fat loss with his 90 Day Shift, Shape and Sustain program and his Instagram account. 
He is also the author of Lean in 15:The Shift Plan, Lean in 15: The Shape Plan, and Lean in 
15 : The Sustain Plan.

Fitness/Cooking • 240 Pages • 7.5 x 9.75 • 200 Color Photos • 9781509836079 • September 
$24.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan/Bluebird
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MY COOL

My Cool Bike
An Inspirational Guide to Bikes and Bike Culture

Chris Haddon

Celebrates the new golden age of bikes

My Cool Bike celebrates a love affair with bikes and bike culture. As the individual 
stories in the book show, a bike is a way of seeking solitude—a leisurely trip taken at 
one’s own pace, only relying on pedal power. For some the bike is much more than an 
accessory for the daily commute: there are the plucky few who have have embarked 
on life-changing momentous global journeys; while for others bike ownership offers 
the chance to be part of a loyal, passionate and strong-minded community of fellow 
enthusiasts embarking on club excursions. Among this collection of cool bikes are 
classic racing bikes, hightech machines that use the latest in material science and 
aerodynamics, eccentric bikes designed for specific purposes, and rarities coveted by 
serious collectors. Themes include: Urban, Commercial, Touring and Sporting, Vin-
tage and Eccentric, Custom bikes, Eco and community bikes, Workshops, shops and 
cafés and Accessories including fashion.

Chris Haddon is a multi-disciplinary designer with almost 20 years experience. He 
has a huge passion for all things retro and among his collection of vintage caravans is 
his studio which is a converted 1960s Airstream.
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My Cool Shed
An Inspirational Guide to Stylish Hideaways and Workspaces

Jane Field-Lewis

Celebrating the humble and not so humble shed, from artists’ studios to stylish 
beach huts

This beautifully packaged book celebrates the humble and not so humble shed—from 
artists’ studios to beach huts, My Cool Shed outlines the diverse ways of these small 
spaces and the unique ways in which owners are styling them make this title a delight 
for anyone interested in design. My Cool Shed features 35 sheds, including small 
cabins, garden rooms, beach huts. Modern architectural mini masterpieces and other 
small spaces are given purpose by their owners to pursue their hobbies, careers, cre-
ative endeavors or just to find some peace and solitude. The book includes high-quali-
ty, stylish photography to show a wide range of well styled and elegant sheds, cabins, 
dens and hidewaways in attractive locations. The owners’ stories and accompanying 
style notes offer insight as well as inspiration. This is not a “how to” book, although 
a sourcebook will be included, but more of a “feel good” book and provider of design 
and lifestyle inspiration.

Jane Field-Lewis is a London-based stylist working in photography, film and TV. 
She is the author of the ‘my cool’ series of lifestyle and interior books. She is also the 
author of The Anatomy of Sheds.
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My Tiny Veg Plot
Big Ideas for Small Spaces

Lia Leendertz
Photographer Mark Diacono

Packed with ways to slot veg into your balcony, roof terrace, window box,  
or even front stoop

Food can be grown just about anywhere, and lack of space should not put you off 
growing and enjoying the taste of your own fresh vegetables. This book offers solu-
tions and inspirations for these tricky spots that we frequently overlook or neglect, 
and highlights some unusual growing spaces such as a minuscule balcony in Bristol, 
an innovative installation of hexagonal polytunnels full of salad leaves in Amiens, 
France, and an ingenious self-sufficient growing system that provides a wealth of 
vegetables in an old swimming pool in Phoenix, Arizona. Filled with practical advice, 
inspiration and planting and design ideas, My Tiny Veg Plot tells you how to pre-
pare your beds whatever the size and situation; there is advice on filling containers, 
creating ingenious planters, using planting mediums, soil and water and which fruit 
and vegetables will thrive in which spot. My Tiny Veg Plot contains straightforward 
information on what to grow and how to grow it, from seed to ready to eat.

Lia Leendertz is a regular contributor to the Guardian and Telegraph. Mark Diacono 
is an award-winning writer and photographer.
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My Tiny Indoor Garden
Big Ideas for Small Spaces

Lia Leendertz
Photographer Mark Diacono

A modern gardening book showing you how to transform every nook and cranny 
into a sensational green space

My Tiny Indoor Garden is bursting with exciting ideas and savvy solutions to help 
you transform any indoor nook or cranny into a peaceful plant paradise. Whether 
you’re looking for a mini kitchen garden or a sun-loving terrarium, we’ve unearthed 
an amazing collection of indoor and covered spaces. Among the 20 gardens featured 
in the book you’ll find a jungle in a south London sitting room, a colorful cacti col-
lection and a conservatory come orchid house. Each indoor gardener shares their 
small-scale expertise, from using an array of bottles and jars to create a display of tiny 
botanical treasures to turning an antique chair into a lavish plant pot. In addition, 
practical projects will help you make the most of every inch, whether you decide to 
master the art of kokedama or create your own terrarium. Blur the line between your 
indoor space and the great outdoors, get inspired, let your imagination grow and 
enjoy your tiny indoor garden.

Lia Leendertz is a regular contributor to the Guardian and Telegraph. Mark Diacono 
is an award-winning writer and photographer.
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Gardening Across the Pond
Anglo-American Exchanges, from the Settlers in Virginia to Prairie Gardening

Richard Bisgrove

“Deliciously wicked.” —Washington Post Book World on A Factory of Cunning

Explores transatlantic gardening influences and attempts to answer that thorny  
question—is the English cottage garden an American invention?

For 400 years there has been a special relationship between Britain and what is now the U.S. 
in many aspects of life, not least in gardening. From the early settlers taking their familiar 
English plants to the New World and early plant-hunters bringing back exciting new plants 
for English gardens to the 21st-century English infatuation with “prairie gardening,” ideas 
and plants have been crossing and re-crossing the Atlantic. This book investigates this inter-
change. It begins with the Tradescants plant-hunting in 17th-century Virginia and moves on 
to the influence of the 18th-century English landscape garden on Thomas Jefferson, Andrew 
Jackson Downing and Frederick Law Olmsted, and to the Quaker connection of John Bar-
tram in Philadelphia and Peter Collinson in London—bringing American plants to furnish 
those gardens. In the 19th century Anglophile Americans plundered Europe as a whole in 
their search for culture (including horticulture) while in the 20th century the balance of in-
novation moved to the U.S., with Thomas Church’s “room outside” and James van Sweden’s 
“bold romantic garden.” In the 21st century, with transatlantic travel commonplace, the ebb 
and flow continues unabated, with prairie landscapes in the 2012 London Olympic Park and 
Gertrude Jekyll gardens in the U.S.

Richard Bisgrove served on the National Trust’s Gardens Panel for nearly 20 years. His 
books include The Gardens of Gertrude Jekyll.
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The Story of the English Garden
Ambra Edwards

A celebration of the unique character of the English garden, its evolution and the history 
that shaped it

From tiny medieval gardens to vast Georgian parks, from Victorian glasshouses crammed 
with exotic specimens to the elegant outdoor “rooms” of the Edwardians and the functional, 
ecologically aware gardens of today, this book explores the love affair between the English 
and their gardens for over 500 years. It’s a fascinating story about passion—and power and 
politics too. The book is beautifully illustrated throughout and includes new photography 
of some of the most influential gardens in the world, including Sissinghurst. Drawn from the 
National Trust’s extensive archives, The Story of the English Garden is the definitive guide to 
Europe’s greatest collection of historic gardens—a rich celebration of World Heritage sites, 
rare and exotic plants and groundbreaking architectural design.

Ambra Edwards is an environmental campaigner and award-winning writer, three times 
named the Garden Media Guild’s Journalist of the Year. Her work appears regularly in the 
Telegraph, Guardian, and leading garden journals.
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Great British Gardeners
From the Early Plantsmen to the Chelsea Medal-Winners

Vanessa Berridge

From “Capability” Brown to Beth Chatto,  the colorful history of British gardening 
through 28 inspiring figures

British gardening history began even before the Romans, who brought Mediterranean plants 
which still flourish across Britain. Gardening grew in the 16th century and a distinctively 
British style became a major export in the 18th century. Today, the annual Chelsea Flower 
Show is an international festival, and British garden designers are in demand all over the 
world. This book traces the history of British gardening over 450 years through the stories of 
28 key figures, showing what drove them, and their role in the evolution of Britain’s gardens. 
Their work shows changes in taste and society down the centuries. Familiar names are fea-
tured, such as “Capability” Brown, Humphry Repton, Gertrude Jekyll, Vita Sackville-West 
and Christopher Lloyd, together with less well-known figures such as John Gerard, whose 
Herball of 1597 inspired generations of plantsmen, the Tradescants, pioneer plant hunters, 
and JC Loudon, 19th-century champion of smaller gardens. In the present day, there is Beth 
Chatto, advocate of the right plant in the right place, and John Brookes, who did for garden-
ing what Elizabeth David did for cooking. Their achievements provide a colorful history and 
and inspiration to every gardening enthusiast.

Vanessa Berridge is the author of The Princess’s Garden.
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Picardy
An Australian Garden Inspired by a Passion for All Things French

Marian Somes

This rich and evocative memoir is not only an uplifting story of creating a French idyll 
in an Australian landscape, but a beautifully written account of how a garden changed 
their lives

When Bryce and Marian Somes took a whistle-stop tour of France in 1986, they couldn’t 
have imagined the lasting effect it would have on their future.Having tried to coax various 
gardens to flourish along on the harsh Western Australian coastline and later moving on 
from suburban gardening in Melbourne, the Someses found 26 acres of bare but beckoning 
land in Victoria’s Gippsland in 1992 and set about creating what Bryce lovingly referred 
to as a French folly. The ever-expanding garden, which now includes an olive grove and 
vineyard in addition to the orchard and extensive perennial and picking gardens inspired by 
Monet’s Giverny, surround a rustic rammed earth farmhouse and barn that are also contin-
ually evolving.

Marian Somes and Bryce Somes lived in their family home in Richmond until quite recently, 
working only part time developing their French garden property in Neerim South, Picardy.
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You Should Have Been Here Last Week
Sharp Cuttings from a Garden Writer
Second edition

Tim Richardson

“A hugely entertaining read with pieces that provide just the right amount of venom.” 
—Gardens Illustrated

An amusing and thought-provoking compendium of stories, anecdotes, writings, and 
reflections from an acute, knowledgeable, and irreverent commentator

A career spent traveling the world looking at gardens, and meeting their sometimes eccen-
tric custodians, has resulted in a fund of unlikely experiences and encounters. There was, 
for example, that alligator-infested American garden, or the time our hero set up his tent 
in the woods at Great Dixter in a thunderstorm, only to find he was not where he thought 
he was. On a more serious note, the book contains some of Tim Richardson’s most influen-
tial and provocative columns as well as articles and essays on specific gardens, places, and 
landscape themes.

Tim Richardson is a garden columnist in the Daily Telegraph and the author of many books, 
including Great Gardens of America and New English Garden. He is a trustee of the Garden 
History Society, sits on the National Trust’s gardens advisory panel, wrote Oxford Universi-
ty’s first garden history course, and is a passionate advocate of fringe gardening.
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The Generous Gardener
Private Paradises Shared

Caroline Donald

What do the famous actor, the bestselling novelist, the international musician and the 
sexy calendar girl have in common? Like millions of us, they love their gardens. 

What do the famous actor, the bestselling novelist, the international musician and the mod-
el have in common? Like millions of us, they love their gardens—and with good reason, 
too. Gardening is an art form through which everyone from lords to labourers can express 
themselves. In the words of that grande dame of gardeners, Penelope Hobhouse, “Garden-
ing makes people happy.” And, as gardening editor of the Sunday Times, Caroline Donald 
has been allowed beyond the gate of many a private paradise both in Britain and abroad 
to share this passion. Included in The Generous Gardener are the stories, in words and 
pictures, of more than forty private gardens, including those belonging to Jim Carter and 
Imelda Staunton, Jilly Cooper, William Christie, Harrison Birtwhistle, Kelly Brook, Natasha 
Spender, Catherine FitzGerald and Dominic West, Julian and Isabel Bannerman, Penelope 
Hobhouse, Bob Flowerdew, Roy Lancaster, Luciano Giubbilei, and Dan Pearson..

Caroline Donald has been gardening editor of the London Sunday Times since 2000. A 
writer and editor with a particular interest in the cross-pollination of gardening, design and 
the arts—both high and domestic—she has also curated successful series of garden talks at 
Messum’s gallery in Wiltshire and Durslade, the Somerset outpost of the international art 
gallery Hauser & Wirth. She has an unruly cottage garden in Somerset, UK.
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The Pottery Gardener
Flowers and Hens at the Emma Bridgewater Factory

Arthur Parkinson

A stunning gardening book full of inspiration, tips and advice

The Emma Bridgewater factory in Stoke-on-Trent is a mecca for lovers of its iconic pottery, 
known for its designs featuring florals and farmyard animals. Today, it is a thriving visitor 
attraction; but tucked within is a walled garden bursting with nectar-rich, jazzy-toned flow-
ers and hen houses of rare-breed chickens. In this beautiful book, the site’s gardener, florist 
and poultry keeper Arthur Parkinson descriptively and visually shares his work. Inspired by 
his friend and idol, gardener and florist Sarah Raven, and childhood hen-keeping pen pal 
the late Dowager Duchess of Devonshire, Parkinson’s creation is one of resplendent flowers, 
platoon feather-legged hens, handwritten blackboards, flower arranging and wasteland foli-
age foraging carried out in one of the most unlikely places a garden could happen to exist: a 
working pottery. With seasonal tips on container planting in your own garden, plant profiles 
and helpful guides to keeping fowl and arranging home-grown flowers, The Pottery Garden-
er is sure to delight gardeners, hen fanciers and Bridgewater fans alike.

Arthur Parkinson trained at the Royal Botanical Gardens of Kew, before working for Sarah 
Raven at Perch Hill, East Sussex. He is now head gardener at the Emma Bridgewater Factory 
garden. His garden has been featured in The Guardian, Garden News, Gardenista and Staf-
fordshire Life. Emma Bridgewater founded her ceramics company in 1985 when she realized 
there was a gap in the market for beautiful, practical pottery. 
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Botanical Art with Scientific Illustration
Sarah Jane Humphrey

With a strong emphasis on understanding the natural word, this lovely guide shows 
scientific illustrators how to recreate the natural world

Botanical and scientific illustration share many common themes—the meticulous observa-
tion, the crucial composition, the precision of rendering, and the accuracy of color are all 
intrinsic to this niche genre of art. In this beautiful book, Sarah Jane Humphrey explains 
the techniques of the botanical artist, but also introduces ideas for scientific illustration, so 
that the illustrator has a fuller understanding when rendering the natural world. Detailed 
instruction on all aspects of illustration is given, from application and materials to research 
and field trips. There is practical advice on using monochrome and color theory to bring your 
illustration to life. Illustrated with more than 200 of the author’s exquisite illustrations, it is 
an invaluable companion for both beginners and experienced artists, as well as a source of 
inspiration and joy.

Sarah Jane Humphrey is a botanical and scientific illustrator. Her work has been commissioned 
by the Royal Horticultural Society, the Royal College of Physicians, and the Eden Project.
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Painting Landscapes
Kevin Scully

A practical, informative, and well-illustrated guide to painting the landscape

This book takes readers through the fundamental concepts and techniques necessary for paint-
ing the natural world. It presents a practical information and advice for both beginners and 
more experienced painters, and will help them develop their knowledge and skill both in the 
studio and also when working en plein-air. From initial planning through to finished paintings, 
artists are shown how to tackle this vast and exciting subject.

Kevin Scully is the author of Painting Still Life in Gouache and Drawing and Painting  
on Location.

Art • 128 Pages • 8.75 x 11 • 165 Color Illustrations • 9781785003837 • October   
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Painting Flowers
A Creative Approach

Sian Dudley

For those new to flower painting, as well as those seeking a new approach

This book encourages artists to experiment and play when painting, to enjoy the process of 
creating a painting, and to develop their own style as they render either a single stem or a full 
floral abstract. Moving from the tight constraints of botanical illustration, it encourages a loos-
er style for a more personal and interpretation of the subject.

Sian Dudley is a watercolor artist and teacher. 

Art • 176 Pages • 8.75 x 11 • 273 Color Illustrations • 9781785003714 • September   
$32.95 (Can $43.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press

Botanical Illustration
The Complete Guide

Leigh Ann Gale

Learn how to create botanical art, as well as how to develop your own style in the genre

Learn the processes and methods behind this beautiful art genre with the help of this guide. 
It highlights the importance of the requisite skills of close observation, accurate drawing, and 
attention to detail, and offers step-by-step instructions to a range of subjects.

Leigh Ann Gale is a professional botanical artist and a qualified tutor of botanical illustration.

Art/Science • 192 Pages • 8.75 x 11 • 391 Color Illustrations • 9781785004278 • November  
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Life Drawing on the iPad
Julian Vilarrubi

A practical illustrated guide to painting and drawing the human figure on the iPad

This practical guide shows artists how an Apple iPad and stylus can transform the way you 
paint and draw the human figure. As an accessible and convenient device, the iPad can stimu-
late the practical materials you know while discovering and exploring further possibilities to 
bring our subject and ideas to life. Combining the skills of rendering the human figure with the 
potential of the iPad, this book is a must-have for all artists new to this medium and all iPad 
owners keen to start painting the body.

Julian Vilarrubi is an award-winning artist known for landscape paintings in oils and acrylics.

Art/Computer: Animation  & Graphic Design • 160 Pages • 8.75 x 11 • 169 Color Illustrations 
9781785004179 • November • $32.95 (Can $43.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press
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Aran Design
The Creative Knitter’s Handbook

Rita Taylor

The history and heritage of this traditionally-designed and patterned style of knitwear

This book delves into the history and heritage of Aran knitwear, offering traditional designs 
and patterns, while providing inspiration for innovative adaptations. Written for the dedicated 
knitter, this beautifully illustrated book includes the history of Aran knitting; recommended 
materials and equipment; a dictionary of stitches; how to plan an initial design; and more. 

Rita Taylor is the author of Knitting: 200 Q&A and Crochet: 200 Q&A.

Crafts & Hobbies • 192 Pages • 8.5 x 10.25 • 153 Color Photos, 11 B/W Photos,  
59 Line Drawings • 9781785004070 • October • $45.00 (Can $60.95) • Cloth   
Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press

Making Frames
A. Linnette Bell

An essential and practical guide to framing artworks of all types

This book explains how to measure the artwork, cut a window mount, attach the image, cut 
the molding, and make the frame before preparing the backing board and glass for assembly. 
Having explained the basic process, it then describes more advanced techniques, such as using 
different mounts and framing other three-dimensional items.

A. Linnette Bell has been a professional picture framer for more than 30 years. She teaches 
picture framing widely and has developed courses for the UK School of Framing.

Art • 128 Pages • 6.75 x 9.5 • 353 Color Photos • 9781785003950 • September   
$18.95 (Can $24.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press

Hand Spinning
Essential Technical and Creative Skills

Pam Austin

Celebrates the joy, meaning, and fulfillment that working with fleece and fiber can bring

This beautiful book explains how to spin unique yarn using natural raw materials such as 
fleece, flax, and silk. It includes more than 200 supporting images and clear step-by-step in-
structions on spinning methods, fiber preparation, color skills, dying, yarn structure, art, and 
yarn design.

Pam Austin has been spinning for more than 30 years.

Crafts & Hobbies • 128 Pages • 8.5 x 10.25 • 204 Color Photos, 14 Color Illustrations 
9781785003738 • November • $45.00 (Can $60.95) • Cloth   
Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press

Making Charcoal and Biochar
A Comprehensive Guide

Rebecca Oaks

Learn about making charcoal on a small scale and for commercial production

This book offers chapters on the heritage skills of earth burns, the enduring popularity of metal 
kilns, and the future represented by the charcoal retort. Biochar—or small particle charcoal—
has been heralded as a “super substance” that can increase soil fertility and productivity while 
locking up carbon into the ground. Covering business essentials such as legislation and mark-
ing, there are also chapters on why charcoal is in the ascendancy from the ubiquitous barbecue 
to recent research into biochar from carbon sequestration.

Rebecca Oaks is co-author of Coppicing and Coppice Crafts and Greenwood Crafts.

Crafts & Hobbies • 176 Pages • 7.5 x 9.75 • 195 Color Photos • 9781785003998 • October  
$44.95 (Can $60.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press



Brutalism
Post-War British Architecture
Second edition

Alexander Clement

Studies, critically analyzes, and considers the future for the recognizable architectural form

The term “Brutalism” is used to describe a form of architecture that appeared, mainly in Eu-
rope, from around 1945-1975, and aroused extremes of emotion and debate. This book con-
tinues the debate to the modern day, studying a number of key buildings and developments 
in the fields of civic, educational, commercial, leisure, private, and ecclesiastical architecture. 
It is now possible to view the movement with a degree of rational reappraisal, study how the 
style evolved and gauge its effect on Britain’s urban landscape.

Alexander Clement is a design historian. He has written for the Oxford New Dictionary of 
National Biography and Antiques Magazine.

Architecture • 176 Pages • 7.5 x 9.75 • 160 Color Photos, 4 B/W Photos, 12 Line Drawings 
9781785004230 • Replaces: 9781847972309 • October • $36.95 (Can $49.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press

Architectural Illustration
Peter Jarvis

An artistic guide filled with detailed instructions and step-by-step examples

This practical book looks at the fundamental principles that underpin architectural illustration: 
to represent architectural design and the built environment in a way that the general public can 
understand. Focusing on watercolor, it explains the process from site sketching to finished ren-
dering, and will be invaluable for artists, illustrators, architects, builders, and planners.

Peter Jarvis is an award-winning artist and illustrator specializing in architectural illustration. 

Architecture/Art • 192 Pages • 8.75 x 11 • 270 Color Photos • 9781785004032 • September 
$36.95 (Can $49.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press

3D Printing for Model Engineers
A Practical Guide

Neil Wyatt

Filled with real-world examples and applications of 3D printing 

3D Printing for Model Engineersis the first truly comprehensive guide to 3D printing in the 
context of other creating engineering-based hobbies. It covers using 3D Computer Aided De-
sign; 3D printing materials and best practice; joining and finishing 3D printed parts; making 
your own metal castings from 3D printed parts; and building your own 3D printer.

Neil Wyatt is the editor of Model Engineers’ Workshop and the author of The Mini-Lathe.

Computer: Applications & Software/Engineering • 144 Pages • 8.5 x 10.25  
446 Color Illustrations • 9781785004254 • January • $32.95 (Can $43.95)   
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press
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The Essential Guide to Tap Dance
Derek Hartley

An authoritative guide to one of the most popular and inclusive dance forms of the  
21st century

From the propulsive rhythm of the African dancer, to the swinging ragtime of the American 
jazz age, tap dancing has evolved into a unique blend of cultural expression, improvisation 
and creativity, open to all ages and abilities. With clear step-by-step instructions, The Essen-
tial Guide to Tap Dance covers basic steps such as the shuffle, pick up and paddle, before 
building these into traditional combinations such as the time step and shim sham. Additional 
material includes the history and development of tap dancing; rhythm and musicality; learn-
ing the language of tap dancing; the role of improvisation and choreography and finally, the 
basic steps to advanced techniques. This is the perfect companion to instruct the beginner 
tap dancer and expand the more experienced dancer’s technique, offering full-color pictures, 
helpful instruction and essential notes on this vibrant and accessible dance form.

Derek Hartley is an international authority on tap dancing, with more than 35 years’ experi-
ence as a professional dancer, choreographer, and teacher. He is a leading lecturer in theater 
arts, choreography, jazz, and tap history.

Dance • 144 Pages • 7.5 x 9.75 • 138 Color Photos, 3 B/W Photos, 5 Line Drawings  
9781785003899 • October • $36.95 (Can $49.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press

Scenic Construction for the Stage
Key Skills for Carpenters

Mark Tweed
Foreword by Sir Kenneth Branagh

Constructing scenery for the theater and how to start out and improve as a scenic carpenter

This book details the progression from interpeting design, model boxes and drawings, to 
material selection, fabrication and finishing. It also includes advice for developing accuracy, 
finish and consistency; tool selection and sharpening; CDM, Health and Safety; practical 
workshop mathematics and geometry, and how to fit ironmongery. It thoroughly covers how 
to start out and improve as a scenic carpenter, building a solid repertoire of reliable tech-
niques and working practices for professional results. 

Mark Tweed is head of construction at the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art where he teaches 
scenic carpentry, project management and CAD, and supervising construction for public pro-
ductions. Sir Kenneth Branagh is an actor, director, producer, and screenwriter.

Theater/Technology • 224 Pages • 7.5 x 9.5 • 350 Color Photos, 34 Line Drawings  
9781785004513 • November • $42.95 (Can $57.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press

Directing for the Stage
Richard Williams

An essential reference for drama students, actors, and all interested in the directing role

What is the role of a director? Tyrannical dictator or creative persuader? Why does the au-
dience matter when interpreting a play? How do you get the best out of actors? This book 
answers these questions and offers practical guidance on the crucial moments of creating 
a stage production, including budgeting, auditions, rehearsals, opening night, and beyond. 
From knotty discussions on Shakespeare, to when to call a coffee break, all aspects of the 
director’s art are examined.

Richard Williams has directed plays worldwide in London’s West end, New York, Canada 
and Japan, and held the role of Artistic Director in four major theater companies across the 
UK. He now teaches at Drama Centre London.

Drama • 160 Pages • 7.5 x 9.75 • 31 Color Photos, 19 B/W Photos, 7 Line Drawings  
9781785003790 • September • $36.95 (Can $49.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press



An Introduction to Storytelling
Christine Willison

A unique insight into the ancient art of storytelling, and a practical guide for anyone 
wanting to build their skills

Roughly 30,000 years ago, something incredible happened, changing the world forever: an 
ape-like creature painted a story onto a cave wall. This became the most important invention 
for that species. It enabled education, science, therapy, politics, religion, ambition, and innu-
merable forms of entertainment. So while other humanoid apes passed into extinction, this 
kind—homo sapiens—adapted and rose to lordship over the planet. Whether you’re telling 
or listening to a story, you are exercising the heart of all that sets us apart from every other 
animal: the imagination. This book will share with you the benefits of doing so, while also 
providing tips for finding, telling, and using stories in your own life.

Christine Willison was the chair of The Society for Storytelling from 2012-2017.

Performing Arts • 256 Pages • 6.25 x 9.25 • 40 B/W Illustrations • 9780750987554  
October • $23.95 (Can $31.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • The History Press

Circus Mania
The Ultimate Book for Anyone Who Ever Dreamed of Running Away with the Circus

Douglas McPherson

“Full of stories and anecdotes that give readers a good sense of the thrills and dangers 
associated with the big top.” —Booklist

“Lively, fact-filled, well-researched . . .  takes readers inside the teeming world of tra-
peze daredevils, clowns, animal handlers and other performers with centuries of ‘circus 
blood’ coursing in their veins.” —Publishers Weekly

Now bigger and better in its second edition, a history of the circus from its origins in the 
Roman times to the modern day

wo hundred and fifty years after Philip Astley invented the circus it has never been more 
diverse and captivatingl. There are traditional family circuses for kids and arty shows for 
adults, circuses in tents and circuses in theatres, circuses with animals and circuses without, 
comedy-based circuses and cabaret-style hybrids on the burlesque circuit. What all circuses 
have in common are the extraordinary skills, dedication and lifestyle of those involved—a 
unique strain of performers who blend the discipline of sports stars with the razzmatazz of 
showbiz; itinerant entertainers who have often had circus blood in their families for gener-
ations; world-class gymnasts who risk death twice daily, serve on the tea stand in between 
shows and help take down the big top afterwards. Circus Mania is a journey into this unique 
world, each chapter an access-all-areas pass to a different circus, talking to the trapeze flyers, 
clowns, animal trainers and showpeople and offering insight into the development of this 
traditional entertainment from the earliest times.

Douglas McPherson is a journalist who writes for the Daily Telegraph and the Stage.

Performing Arts • 232 Pages • 5.5 x 8.5 • 29 Color Photos, 6 B/W Illustrations  
9780720619874 • Replaces: 9780720613520 • September • $19.95 (Can $26.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Peter Owen Publishers
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How to Crowdfund Your Film
Tips and Strategies for Filmmakers

Stephen Follows

“Stephen drills down on data to discover truths about the film industry. Totally worth  
a read.” —Ted Hope, Head of Production, Amazon Original Movies

“Stephen’s research is brilliant. No-one is doing data-driven analysis of the film industry 
quite like Stephen Follows. His detailed research and reporting about the film industry is 
unique and invaluable.” —Jonathan Wolf, managing director, American Film Market 

The most up-to-date, comprehensive resource on crowdfunding films

Crowdfunding is a major source of funding for independent films and over $250 million 
has been raised for films on Kickstarter alone. This book will guide you through every stage 
of planning, creating and running your film crowdfunding campaign. This book is based 
on extensive data research and interviews which include data research on over 50,000 film 
crowdfunding campaigns, interviews with over 50 filmmakers who have run crowdfunding 
campaigns, and interviews with some of the top people at major crowdfunding platforms 
and services.

Stephen Follows is a writer, producer and storytelling consultant. His work has been fea-
tured in outlets such as the New York Times, Times, Telegraph and Guardian, and he has 
taught at the National Film and Television School, Met Film School, NYU and Filmbase. 
He has won the Virgin Media Shorts, the Reed Film Competition and ICVA Awards, and 
been nominated at the British Independent Film Awards, Viral Video Awards, and LA Movie 
Awards. His production company Catsnake is located in Ealing Studios.

Film/Business • 256 Pages • 7.5 x 9.75 • 50 B/W Illustrations • 9780857301833   
November • $29.95 (Can $39.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada   
Oldcastle Books/Creative Essentials

Billy Bragg
Still Suitable for Miners

Andrew Collins

“Love me or hate me. It’s a great read.” —Billy Bragg

An updated edition of Billy Bragg’s official biography, with a new chapter that covers 
the death of Margaret Thatcher, Corbynism, the Labour Party and Donald Trump

He was a punk. He was a soldier. He was a flag-waver for both the Labour Party and the 
miners. He is Billy Bragg, best known as a passionate protest folk singer and a tireless pro-
moter of political and humanitarian causes all across the world. Billy’s life encapsulates so 
much about his generation: born in the late ‘50s, passions forged by punk, politics shaped 
by Thatcherism, hope provided by the end of the Cold War and ideology galvanized by what 
he sees as a post-ideological 21st century. Serious about compassion and accountability, he 
likes a laugh too, and is enduringly popular. Billy Bragg is a much-loved songwriter and 
performer whose campaigning has spanned four decades and shows no sign of relenting. 
Still Suitable For Miners is his official story, updated with a new chapter covering the 2017 
elections, Brexit and Corbynism.

Andrew Collins is a writer and broadcaster. Having worked for NME, Empire and Q, he is 
now Film Editor of Radio Times, co-writer of BBC sitcoms Grass and Not Going Out, and 
author of Where Did It All Go Right? and Heaven Knows I’m Miserable Now.

Biography/Music • 400 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9780753552711 • Replaces: 9780753506912  
November • $16.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Virgin Books



Standing in the Wings
The Beatles, Brian Epstein and Me

Joe Flannery

“That rare thing: a Beatles book with something new to say. . . Flannery gives a fasci-
nating account of what Liverpool was like in the ‘40s and ‘50s.” —Goldmine Magazine

An in-depth account of The Beatles’ rise to fame, written by the man who saw it all 

Joe Flannery has been described as the “Secret Beatle,” and as the business associate and 
partner of Brian Epstein, he became an integral part of The Beatles’ management team during 
their rise to fame in the early 1960s. This book is Flannery’s account of this fascinating era, 
which included the controversial dismissal of Pete Best from the group, Brian Epstein’s fragil-
ity, and the importance of the Star Club in Hamburg. Not simply a biography, this book also 
considers issues to do with sexuality in 1950s Liverpool, the vagaries of the music business 
at that time and the hazards of personal management in the swinging sixties. At its heart, 
Standing in the Wings provides an in-depth look at Flannery’s personal and professional re-
lationship with Epstein and his close links with the Fab Four. Shortly before John Lennon’s 
murder in 1980, it was Flannery who was one of the last people in the UK to talk to the 
great man. Indeed, Flannery remains one of the few “Beatle people” in Liverpool to have the 
respect of the surviving Beatles, and this is reflected in this timely and revealing book.

Joe Flannery was the manager for The Beatles and Jimi Hendrix. Mike Brocken developed 
the world’s first Masters level program concerning The Beatles’ impact on music and society. 
Philip Norman is the author of Shout!: The Beatles in Their Generation.

Music/Autobiography • 288 Pages • 6.14 x 9.21 • 32 B/W Photos • 9780750987608  
Replaces: 9780752490090 • September • $21.95 (Can $27.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • The History Press

AC/DC
For Those About to Rock

Paul Elliott

A biography of the group considered by millions of fans to be the greatest hard rock 
band of them all

From their formation in Sydney, Australia in 1973 by brothers Angus and Malcolm Young, 
AC/DC have made the most visceral and single-minded rock, and it has served them well, 
with more than 200 million records sold. The basic blueprint that AC/DC laid down on their 
early albums with Bon Scott—hard, no-nonsense, riff-driven rock’n’roll—has sustained them 
all the way through to their latest album, 2014’s Rock Or Bust. Angus and Malcolm held 
AC/DC together after the death of singer Bon Scott in 1980. And now, so many years later, 
even without Malcolm around, Angus doesn’t look like he’s about to give up on the band. 
Illustrated with rare and unseen photographs, this handsome biography from an acclaimed 
rock biographer is a fitting salute to rock’s royal family.

Paul Elliott started writing about rock in 1985 as a contributor to Sounds, and has since 
worked for Kerrang!, Q, Vox, Heat, Blender, Metal Hammer and various other titles. His 
books include Black Sabbath: The Vault and Kiss: Hotter than Hell. He currently writes for 
Classic Rock and MOJO.

Music/Biography • 240 Pages • 9.75 x 11.5 • 200 Color Photos, 50 B/W Photos  
9781786750396 • December • $34.95 (Can $46.95) • Cloth   
Rights: US & Canada • Palazzo Editions
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Shine Like it Does
The Life of Michael Hutchence

Toby Creswell

The real story of a complex man whose star is still shining two decades after his death

Ultra-shy INXS front man, Jim Morrison poser wannabe, chameleon, promiscuous sex god? 
Who was Michael Hutchence? Toby Creswell casts aside hype and stereotypes to get close 
to the real man, talking to others who knew him, and who loved and respected the sensitive 
person he was, as well as those who followed his growth as an artist. This is a warm, heartfelt 
biography, a tribute that helps us understand how an insecure vocalist from Sydney’s suburbs 
grew into an accomplished lyricist, and ultimately, a despairing wanderer in search of a real 
home and family. 

Toby Creswell is the author of 1001 Songs: The Great Songs of All Time and a former editor 
of Rolling Stone Australia. 

Biography & Autobiography/Music • 272 Pages • 6 x 9.25 • 10 Color Photos, 6 B/W Photos 
9781760407360 • October • $17.95 (Can $23.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada  
Bonnier Publishing Australia/Echo

Ariana
The Biography

Danny White

An unflinching portrait of a pop sensation and inspiring, uncompromising woman

Ariana Grande captured the hearts of many fans with her One Love Manchester concert. Less 
than two weeks after a terrorist killed 22 people at her Manchester show, the petite princess 
stood tall at her tribute concert that united a shaken nation. But who is Ariana Grande? This 
candid book traces the pop star’s story from her childhood in Florida, through her teenage 
years on Broadway and Nickelodeon, and onto her gleaming pop career which has seen her 
described as “the new Mariah Carey.” This unauthorized biography tells her story in full 
for the first time, and reveals how her smooth transition from a squeaky-clean teenage pop 
product to a sophisticated, bold artist was powered by a restless and resilient personality. 

Danny White is the author of 1D: The One Direction Story. 

Music/Biography • 224 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 16 Color Photos • 9781782439745   
September • $12.95 (Can $16.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara

Reveal: Robbie Williams
Chris Heath

“I’d read both of Chris’s books on the Pet Shop Boys, and loved both of them and  
I believe that I’m entertaining and slightly interesting. I knew that he’d do an amazing 
job and he did.” —Robbie Williams

The uncensored and compelling portrait of the man as you’ve never seen him before

More than 12 years ago, Robbie Williams and Chris Heath published a ground-breaking 
memoir, Feel, about Robert P. Williams’ rise to fame. Robbie has subce released six solo al-
bums, reunited with his old band Take That, and played a sold-out run at Wembley Stadium. 
In Reveal, author Chris Heath has been working closely with Robbie for many years to create 
a personal and raw account of fame, fortune, family, and music. It is a vivid and detailed 
story of Robbie’s real highs and lows, and is unprecedented in its intimacy and honesty.

Chris Heath is the author of the Pet Shop Boys’ Literally and Robbie Williams’s previous 
biography, Feel. He has written for Details, Rolling Stone, and GQ.

Biography/Music • 512 Pages • 7.75 x 5 • 9781911600275 • Replaces: 9781911274919  
September • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Blink Publishing



The Story of Trojan Records
Laurence Cane-Honeysett

The only complete history of the Jamaican music label, 50 years after its founding

Founded in 1968, as part of a deal with Island Records, Trojan’s mission was to bring  
Jamaican music to the world. Over the subsequent half a century it has done just that, releas-
ing many of the defining albums of ska, rocksteady, dub, and reggae from artists including 
The Upsetters, Jimmy Cliff, Desmond Dekker, The Maytals, Dennis Brown, John Holt, Lee 
“Scratch” Perry, and Bob Marley and the Wailers, as well as the hugely popular Tighten Up! 
compilations. The Story of Trojan Records is the definitive history of the label and a land-
mark publication for reggae enthusiasts. 2018 is the 50th anniversary of Trojan. It is made 
up of 12 chapters, 26 artist bios, 20 producer bios, extensive monologues from interviews, 
and thousands of images, many of which have not been previously published but never been 
collectively published.

Laurence Cane-Honeysett is a former illustrator, musician, and journalist who joined Trojan 
Records in the early 1990s, since which time he has worked for the company in almost every 
capacity, from archivist and official historian to label manager. He has written definitive 
articles on some of Jamaican music’s greatest stars and penned essays for more than 500 
music collections.

Music • 288 Pages • 10 x 10 • Four-color Interior • 9781785630781 • October   
$42.95 (Can $57.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Eye Books

Contract in Blood
A History of UK Thrash Metal

Ian Glasper

The definitive account of UK thrash, packed with hundreds of new and exclusive  
interviews, unseen photography and firsthand accounts of the scene, from artists  
spanning over 35 years of fast, aggressive and inescapable music

For decades, UK thrash metal has been the most underrated and overlooked member of the 
metal family. Criminally ignored, and considered secondary to its American, German and 
Brazilian equivalents, the genre has nevertheless continued to survive and thrive, rising from 
the ashes on more than one occasion. The UK’s thrash scene has generated a wealth of amaz-
ing music, often in the face of adversity and apathy, and Contract In Blood tells the whole 
story—warts ‘n’ all. From humble DIY beginnings in backstreet pubs to misrepresentation 
in the music press and being misunderstood by major labels on the world stage and beyond. 
Featuring Venom / Onslaught / Sabbat / Evile / Xentrix / Slammer / Gama Bomb / Acid 
Reign / Re-Animator / Lawnmower Deth / English Dogs / Mutant / Virus / D.A.M. / Sacri-
lege / Deathwish / Toranaga / Warfare / Pitiful Reign / Hydra Vein / Shrapnel / Hellbastard 
/ Sylosis / Metal Messiah / SSS / Purgatory / Send More Paramedics / Warhammer / Tortoise 
Corpse / Anihilated / Suicide Watch / Cerebral Fix / Seventh Angel / Holosade / Metal Duck 
/ Atomkraft / Decimator / Pendemia / Reign of Fury / Amnesia / Obliteration / Drunken State 
/ Adrenicide and more than 50 other unsung UK metal anti-heroes.  

Critically acclaimed music historian Ian Glasper’s name has become synonymous with docu-
menting the UK’s thriving, aggressive musical underground. His previous titles, The Day the 
Country Died, Burning Britain, Trapped in a Scene, and Armed with Anger have all become 
cult classics, and the last words on their respective genres.

Music • 650 Pages • 6 x 9 • 9781909454675 • September • $24.95 (Can $33.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Cherry Red Books
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Me and Mr Welles
Travelling Europe with a Hollywood Legend

Dorian Bond

A unique memoir featuring one of the most legendary Hollywood figures of all time

In late autumn 1968, callow youth Dorian Bond was charged with traveling to Yugoslavia 
to deliver cigars and film stock to legendary Hollywood director Orson Welles. The pair 
soon struck up an unlikely friendship, and Welles offered Bond the role of his personal 
assistant—as well as a part in his next movie. No formal education could prepare him for 
the journey that would ensue. This witty and fascinating memoir follows Welles, with Bond 
in tow, across Europe during the late 1960s as they travel through Italy and France visiting 
beautiful cities, staying at luxury hotels, eating in legendary restaurants, and reminiscing 
about Winston Churchill and Franklin Roosevelt, among others, and famous movie stars 
like Rita Hayworth, Laurence Olivier, Marlene Dietrich, Richard Burton, Elizabeth Taylor, 
Charlton Heston and Steve McQueen. Set against the backdrop of the student riots of ‘68, 
the Vietnam War, the Manson killings, the rise of Roman Polanski, the Iron Curtain, and 
Richard Nixon’s presidency, Me and Mr Welles brings to life a fascinating period in history 
. . . and one of cinema’s most charismatic characters.

Dorian Bond is the author of Famous Regiments of the British Army, and was the personal 
assistant to Orson Welles.

Film/Autobiography • 224 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 20 B/W Photos • 9780750985864  
September • $16.95 (Can $22.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • The History Press

The 007 Diaries
Filming Live and Let Die

Roger Moore

Out of print for over 40 years, The 007 Diaries introduces Roger Moore’s James Bond 
Diary to a new generation of fans

To tie in with the release of his first James Bond film, Live and Let Die, Roger Moore agreed 
to keep a day-by-day diary throughout the film’s production which was published just ahead 
of the premiere in July 1973. From the previous October, when he was unveiled as the new 
007, through to his first scenes on location in New Orleans and his final shot in New York, 
Moore describes his whirlwind journey as cinema’s most famous secret agent. Taking in the 
sights of Jamaica before returning to Pinewood Studios, Moore’s razor wit and unique brand 
of humor is ever present. With tales from every location, including his encounters with his 
co-stars and key crew members, Moore offers the reader an unusually candid, amusing and 
hugely insightful behind-the-scenes look into the world’s most successful film franchise. Nev-
er before, and never since, has a 007 himself written such a book, and this new, limited edi-
tion will introduce the next generation of Bond fans to Roger Moore’s extraordinary legacy.

Roger Moore had an extraordinary career that spanned seven decades, from early television 
to the golden age of Hollywood and on to international superstardom. Dashing, handsome 
and every inch the archetypal English gentleman, he was unforgettable as The Saint, as Lord 
Brett Sinclair in The Persuaders and, of course, as James Bond, making seven blockbusting 
films as arguably the most debonair of the 007s.

Film/Autobiography • 224 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 20 Color Photos • 9780750987592   
October • $24.95 (Can $33.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • The History Press



Watching Skies
Star Wars, Spielberg and Us

Mark O’Connell

A unique memoir, full of ‘80s nostalgia, that explores the golden age of Hollywood cinema

From the untold magic (and fear) of an uncle’s VHS recording of Close Encounters of The 
Third Kind to childhood crushes on Christopher Reeve, bedroom remakes of Return of The 
Jedi, meeting Darth Vader in a department store, the profound trauma of losing every Star 
Wars figure on the island of Crete, and the terror of watching Poltergeist way too young, 
Watching Skies is about how Hollywood helped a kid from the frozen planet of Britain come 
to terms with a broken home and a lack of siblings, and how that 1980s Californian galaxy of 
BMX bikes, M&Ms, Atari arcade games and a backyard full of Star Wars toys was ultimately 
just too far, far away.

Mark O’Connell is the author of Catching Bullets: Memoirs of a Bond Fan, which was short-
listed for the 2013 Polari First Book Prize.

Memoir/Film • 288 Pages • 6.25 x 9.25 • 20 Color Photos • 9780750970198 • September  
$27.95 (Can $37.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • The History Press

Saturday Night at the Movies
The Extraordinary Partnerships Behind Cinema’s Greatest Scores

Jennifer Nelson

A fascinating analysis of the world’s greatest director–composer partnerships

A powerful score can make a movie truly extraordinary. The alchemy between composer 
and director creates pure cinematic magic, with songs and melodies that are recognizable 
and memorable. So what is their secret? Saturday Night at the Movies goes behind the scenes 
to reveal 12 remarkable partnerships, and how they have created the music that has moved 
millions. Discover how these collaborations began and what makes them so effective: the dy-
namic personalities, the creative chemistry, the flashes of genius. The best scores come from 
sound and image working together to bring the director’s vision to life, but many scores also 
stand alone as towering achievements of composition that have shaped the face of modern 
music. Featuring such luminaries as Alfred Hitchcock and Bernard Herrmann, Christopher 
Nolan and Hans Zimmer, and James Horner and James Cameron, this book explores the 
creation of film favorites such as Back to the Future, Fargo, Edward Scissorhands and more.

Jennifer Nelson is executive producer at Classic FM. 

Music/Film • 256 Pages • 6.25 x 9.25 • 10 B/W Photos • 9781783963669 • October   
$24.95 (Can $33.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Elliott & Thompson

The Times on Cinema
The Times on Cinema explores the history of film journalism through The Times’ exten-
sive archive of reviews and interviews

The Times on Cinema opens the Times’ and the Sunday Times’ vast archives of reviews and 
coverage of Hollywood’s most treasured films. Featuring many of cinema’s most revered 
critics, including Philip French, Dilys Powell, Tom Shone and Kate Muir, whose award-win-
ning journalism has often determined the success or failure of a film, the book spans seven 
decades of film criticism. Editor and critic Brian Pendreigh also compiles a selection of the 
most infamously scathing reviews ever to grace the pages of the Times, as well as a collection 
of legendary interviews with iconic actors, actresses, directors and producers, who lay bare 
the secrets to their successes. Featuring a range of rare film stills from the Times’ collection, 
The Times on Cinema is the first book of its kind to make use of such an extensive archive, 
and is the perfect gift for all cinephiles.

Brian Pendreigh was film correspondent, and latterly cinema editor, of the Scotsman for 10 
years before becoming a freelance film journalist in 1997. He now writes regularly on film for 
the Guardian, Sunday Times, and Herald. His books include On Location: The Film Fan’s 
Guide to Britain and Ireland, Mel Gibson and His Movies, and Ewan McGregor.

Film • 320 Pages • 6.14 x 9.21 • 32 Color Photos • 9780750985444 • December   
$32.95 (Can $43.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • The History Press
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TRAVELLER’S GUIDES

Mars
The Traveller’s Guide

Colin Stuart

One day, humans will travel to Mars . . . and they’ll want this travel guide

Learn everything you need to know about a trip to the red planet. From essential 
preparations for your journey, through the local climate and landscape, things to 
do, places to visit, and the background, culture, and natural history of the latest 
“must-visit” destination for mankind. Activities for your trip include  sandboarding,  
hiking up Olympus Mons, glacier ice trekking, and a visit to the magnificent oxygen 
factories of the Tharsis Bulge. Also included are lists of “What Not To Miss,” “Top 
Ten Favourite Excursions,” and “What To Do On a 2-Day Visit or a 7-Day Visit.” 
Get ready ahead of the rush with this invaluable guide.

Colin Stuart is a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society. He has written for the 
Guardian, Observer, New Scientist, BBC Focus, and European Space Agency. In 
2014 he was runner-up in the European Astronomy Journalism Prize.

Science • 160 Pages • 5.25 x 7 • 60 B/W Photos, Two-color Interior   
9781786750624 • December • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Cloth   
Rights: US & Canada • Palazzo Editions

Centre of the Earth
The Traveller’s Guide

Dougal Jerram

What if we could tunnel to the center of the Earth? A guide to the journey.

This book tells you everything you need to know about a trip to the planet’s core, 
with the proposed journey to be made using an ingenious Centre-Pod drilling vehicle. 
Starting with your first entry through the earth’s mantle, at a boundary in the tectonic 
plates, you’ll travel through the geological layers to reach the twin layers of the earth’s 
core. Activities for your trip include exploring a volcano, hunting for diamonds under 
the cratons, discovering what it’s like at the hypocenter of an earthquake, and riding 
up a mantle plume on your return journey. Also included are lists of “What Not To 
Miss At The Earth’s Core,” “Top Ten Favourite Excursions,” and “The Centre of the 
Earth in Popular Culture.”

Dougal Jerram holds a Professor II research position at the Centre for Earth Evolution 
and Dynamics at the University of Oslo.

Science • 160 Pages • 5.25 x 7 • 80 B/W Photos, Two-color Interior   
9781786750594 • December • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Cloth   
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Our Human Story
Louise Humphrey and Chris Stringer

Demystify the fascinating cast of characters who hold the secrets to humankind’s evolu-
tionary history

Our Human Story is a guide to our fossil relatives, from what may be the earliest hominins 
such as Sahelanthropus, dating back six to seven million years, through to our own species, 
Homo sapiens. Over the past 25 years there has been an explosion of species’ names in the 
story of human evolution, due both to new discoveries and to a growing understanding 
of the diversity that existed in the past. Drawing on this new information, as well as their 
own considerable expertise and practical experience, Louise Humphrey and Chris Stringer 
explain in clear and accessible language what each of the key species represents, and how it 
contributes to our knowledge of human evolution.

Louise Humphrey is a researcher in human origins at the Natural History Museum, special-
izing in reconstructing life history from the skeleton and dentition. Chris Stringer is the Nat-
ural History Museum’s research leader in human origins. He is the author of The Complete 
World of Human Evolution and Lone Survivors.

Science/History • 160 Pages • 6.75 x 9 • 100 Color Photos, 75 Color Illustrations,  
Four-color Interior • 9780565093914 • November • $18.95 (Can $24.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: US & Canada • Natural History Museum, London

This Is Going to Hurt
Secret Diaries of a Junior Doctor

Adam Kay

“Painfully funny. The pain and the funniness somehow add up to something entirely 
good, entirely noble and entirely loveable.” —Stephen Fry

A comedian’s memoir about his grueling years as a junior doctor—hilarious and alarming

Welcome to 97-hour weeks. Welcome to life and death decisions. Welcome to a constant tsu-
nami of bodily fluids. Welcome to earning less than the hospital parking meter. Wave good-
bye to your friends and relationships. Welcome to the life of a junior doctor. Scribbled in 
secret after endless days, sleepless nights and missed weekends, comedian and former junior 
doctor Adam Kay’s This Is Going to Hurt provides a no-holds-barred account of his time on 
the NHS front line (with a foreword attempting to explain the National Health Service to a 
non-UK audience). Hilarious, horrifying and heartbreaking by turns, this is everything you 
wanted to know—and more than a few things you didn’t—about life on and off the hospital 
ward. And yes, it may leave a scar.

Adam Kay is an award-winning comedian and writer for TV and film, including Mitchell & 
Webb and Very British Problems. He previously worked for many years as a junior doctor. 

Memoir/Medical • 256 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781509899470 • November • $14.95   
Trade Paper • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan/Picador
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Psychogeography
Second edition

Merlin Coverley

A fully revised, updated and expanded edition, exploring the term’s origins and its contin-
ued popularity through the works of such writers as Robert McFarlane and Rebecca Solnit

In recent years the term “psychogeography” has been used to illustrate a bewildering array 
of ideas from ley lines and the occult, to urban walking and political radicalism. But where 
does it come from and what exactly does it mean? This book examines the origins of psycho-
geography in the Paris of the 1950s, exploring the theoretical background and its political 
application in the work of Guy Debord and the Situationists. Psychogeography continues to 
find retrospective validation in much earlier traditions, from the visionary writing of William 
Blake and Thomas De Quincey to the rise of the flâneur and the avant-garde experimentation 
of the Surrealists. These precursors to psychogeography are discussed here alongside their 
modern counterparts, for today these ideas hold greater currency than ever through the pop-
ularity of writers and filmmakers such as Iain Sinclair, Will Self and Patrick Keiller. From 
the urban wanderer to the armchair traveller, psychogeography provides us with new ways 
of experiencing our environment, transforming the familiar streets of our everyday experi-
ence into something new and unexpected. Merlin Coverley conducts the reader through this 
process, providing an explanation of the terms involved and an analysis of the key figures 
and their works.

Merlin Coverley is a writer and bookseller. He is the author of two Pocket Essential guides—
Utopia and London Writing—as well as The Art of Wandering, Occult London, and South.
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Replaces: 9781842433478 • November • $16.95 (Can $22.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Oldcastle Books

South
Second edition

Merlin Coverley

From the beaches of Tahiti to the streets of Buenos Aires, from Naples to New Orleans, 
this wide-ranging study throws light on the ways in which the idea of the South, in all 
its forms, has come to exert such a powerful hold on our collective imaginations

Artists and writers from the colder climes of northern Europe have long felt the lure of the 
South of the continent. Goethe was revitalized by his encounters with Mediterranean culture 
on his journey to Italy. Nietzsche took flight southwards to begin his life anew, while DH 
Lawrence sought the health-giving southern sun in Sicily and Sardinia. But across the cen-
turies, other outposts of the South have provoked a similar obsession. The South Seas cast a 
spell over figures such as Herman Melville, Robert Louis Stevenson and Paul Gauguin. The 
American Deep South and the southermost reaches of Latin America have been celebrated 
in the works of writers as diverse as John Muir, Jack Kerouac and Jorge Luis Borges, while 
the Great White South of the Antarctic has provided the backdrop to the darkest imaginings 
of Coleridge, Poe and Lovecraft. Moving between geography and mythology, literature and 
history, this book examines the idea of the South as a symbol of freedom and escape, as well 
as the depository for many of our deepest unconscious fears and desires. 

Merlin Coverley is a writer and bookseller. He is the author of two Pocket Essential guides—
Utopia and London Writing—as well as The Art of Wandering and Occult London.

Cultural Studies/Regional Studies • 256 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9780857301390   
Replaces: 9781843447252 • November • $16.95 (Can $22.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: US & Canada • Oldcastle Books



Tamed
Ten Species that Changed our World

Alice Roberts

“A masterpiece of evocative scientific storytelling.” —Brian Cox, author, Why Does 
E=MC2?

“Epic and joyous, a landmark in the story of us.” —Adam Rutherford, author, A Brief 
History of Everyone Who Ever Lived

For readers of Yuval Noah Harari’s Sapiens, Alice Roberts’s groundbreaking new book 
reveals how taming our most important animals and plants changed these species—and 
us—forever

In Tamed, Alice Roberts uncovers the deep history of 10 familiar species with incredible 
wild pasts: dogs, apples and wheat; cattle, potatoes and chickens; rice, maize and horses—
and, finally, humans. She reveals how becoming part of our world changed these animals 
and plants, and shows how they became our allies, essential to the survival and success of 
our own species. Enlightening, wide-ranging and endlessly fascinating, Tamed encompasses 
thousands of years of history and archaeology alongside cutting-edge genetics and anthro-
pology. Yet it is also a deeply personal journey that changes how we see ourselves and the 
species on which we have left our mark.

Alice Roberts is an anthropologist, writer and broadcaster. Her previous books include The 
Complete Human Body and The Incredible Unlikeliness of Being, and she hosts such BBC 
series as The Incredible Human Journey and Origins of Us. Tamed was a Book of the Year 
2017 for the Economist and Mail on Sunday. 

Science • 368 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781786090010 • November • $16.95 • Trade Paper  
Rights: US • Random House UK/Windmill Books

The Wisdom of Trees
A Miscellany

Max Adams

“[A] fascinating, if quirky, exposition of all things woody. . . . The book is a celebration 
of the plant from which it is made.” —Independent

A passionate and informative celebration of trees and of man’s ingenuity in exploiting 
their resources

A passionate and informative celebration of trees and of man’s ingenuity in exploiting their 
resources: the perfect gift for anyone who cares about the natural worldTrees are marvels of 
nature, still-standing giants of extraordinary longevity. In a beautifully written sequence of 
essays, anecdotes, and profiles of species from yew to scots pine, Max Adams explores both 
the amazing biology of trees and humanity’s relationship with wood and forest across the 
centuries. Embellished with images from John Evelyn’s classic Sylva (1664), this beautifully 
designed gift book offers both a natural and a cultural history of trees, and will delight any-
one who cares about the natural world and our interaction with it.

Max Adams is the author of The Prometheans and The King in the North. He is a teacher  
of woodland and tree histories and a woodland manager.

Nature • 288 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 50 B/W Illustrations • 9781788542807   
Replaces: 9781781855461 • October • $15.95 (Can $20.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus
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A Sweet, Wild Note
What We Hear When the Birds Sing

Richard Smyth

A cultural history of the enduring love of birdsong

In this fascinating account, Richard Smyth asks what it is about birdsong that we so love. 
Exploring the myriad ways in which it has influenced literature, music, science, and our very 
ideas of what it means to be human, Smyth’s nuanced investigation shows that what we hear 
says as much about us, our dreams and desires, as it does about the birds and their songs. At 
a time when our birdsong is growing quieter, with fewer voices, more thinly spread, A Sweet, 
Wild Note is a celebration of the complex relationships between birds, people, and the land; 
it is also a passionate call to arms lest our trees and hedgerows fall silent.

Richard Smyth is a regular contributor to Bird Watching magazine, and he writes and reviews 
for the Times, Guardian, Times Literary Supplement, Literary Review, New Statesman, and 
BBC Wildlife. He is the author of English History: Strange But True.

Nature/Animals • 208 Pages • 7.75 x 5 • 6 B/W Illustrations • 9781783963775   
Replaces: 9781783963140 • February • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Elliott & Thompson

Venom
The Heroic Search for Australia’s Deadliest Snake

Brendan James Murray

This historic search for Australia’s deadliest snake is a gripping, incandescent tale  
of heroism and tragedy, offering the glimmering possibility of reconciliation

In the early years of the 20th century, an awareness was growing among European Austra-
lians of an unexpected threat, one that seemed the very embodiment of the dark, ominous 
power of the Australian bush. To the Indigenous people of the Guugu Yimithirr nation, it 
was nguman; to the whites it was the taipan, an eight foot, lightning fast venomous snake 
whose bite meant certain death. Venom is an examination of European settlers’ troubled and 
often antagonistic relationship with the land, seen through the lens of the desperate scramble 
for an antivenom, and highlighted by the story of George Rosendale, a taipan bite victim of 
the Guugu Yimithirr nation.

Brendan Murray is a writer whose short stories have twice received National Literary Awards 
from the Fellowship of Australian Writers. Brendan was joint winner of the 2017 Ned Kelly 
Award for Best True Crime for The Drowned Man.

Nature • 384 Pages • 6 x 9.25 • 9781760405694 • November • $17.95 (Can $23.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Bonnier Publishing Australia/Echo

An Elephant in My Kitchen
Françoise Malby-Anthony

From Lawrence Anthony’s wife comes a sequel to bestseller The Elephant Whisperer

A blonde, chic Parisienne, Francoise never expected to find herself living on a South African 
game reserve. But when she fell in love with renowned conservationist Lawrence Anthony 
her life took an unexpected turn. Lawrence died in 2012 and Francoise was left to run Thula 
Thula without him, even though she knew very little about conservation. She was short on 
money, poachers were capitalizing on the chaos of Lawrence’s death, and one of their ele-
phants was charging Land Rovers on game drives and terrifying guests. How Francoise sur-
vived and Thula Thula thrived is beautifully described in this charming, funny and poignant 
book. If you loved Lawrence’s The Elephant Whisperer, or just want to spend time with some 
remarkable animals, then you won’t want to miss this sparkling book.

Francoise Malby-Anthony founded the Thula Thula game reserve in 1998 with her late hus-
band, the renowned conservationist and bestselling author Lawrence Anthony. When Law-
rence died in 2012, Francoise took over the running of the reserve and is equally passionate 
about conservation. She was the driving force behind setting up a wildlife rehabilitation 
center at the reserve to care for orphaned animals.

Memoir/Animals • 320 Pages • 6 x 9.25 • 9781509864898 • November • $24.95   
Cloth • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan/Sidgwick & Jackson



The Farmyard Set
A Celebration of Friends on the Farm

Hannah Dale

A celebration of our favorite farmyard animals

Readers of The Country Set and Flying the Nest should dust down their wellingtons once 
again and come and meet The Farmyard Set. This handsome and lavishly illustrated gift 
book features 50 of farming’s best-loved creatures, brought to life by award-winning artist 
Hannah Dale. Among them are old favorites, such as the Jersey cow and the Gloucester Old 
Spot, the Indian Runner duck and the Shetland pony, known for their charm and striking 
appearance. Descriptions and helpful facts illuminate these evocative paintings.

Hannah Dale runs Wrendale Designs, a stationery and gift design company which specializes 
in endearing illustrations depicting British wildlife. Hannah lives in rural Lincolnshire and 
her work is inspired by the beautiful surrounding countryside.

Animals • 128 Pages • 5 x 6.5 • 120 Color Illustrations • 9781849945042 • January   
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Pavilion

Cats of the National Trust
Amy Feldman

A glimpse into the private world of the National Trust’s most famous cat-lovers

From Sir Winston Churchill to Ellen Terry; Beatrix Potter to Vita Sackville-West: many of 
the National Trust’s former residents were cat-lovers. Cats of the National Trust explores 
these feline fanatics and the animals (or animal objects) with which they filled their homes. 
We’ll meet Sir Winston Churchill, who requested that a marmalade cat with a white bib and 
four white socks should always be in (comfortable) residence at Chartwell, Kent. Thomas 
Hardy’s “Snowdove” is buried at Max Gate, Dorset; Hardy wrote “Last Words to a Dumb 
Friend” in eulogy. Discover Victorian actress Ellen Terry, who transported “Boo-boo” be-
tween her homes in London and Smallhythe, Kent, and Betty Hussey, who crammed Scotney 
Castle full of feline objects; her last cat, a tortoiseshell named Puss, still roams the halls 
today. Together with modern-day examples, Cats of the National Trust is an amusing and 
heart-warming guide to National Trust pets—and the people who revered them.

Amy Feldman is an editor at the National Trust and the author of several National Trust prop-
erty guidebooks. She currently has one cat: energetic but endearing tuxedo-patterned Puffin.

Animals • 112 Pages • 5 x 6.5 • 70 Color Photos • 9781911358367 • September   
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • National Trust
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The Golden Tail
And Other Stories

Yasmine Zahran

Moving true stories of our feline companions

There is no shortage of literature about cats. Their lives, their psychology, and the way they 
touch their human friends emotionally and spiritually have all been popular themes through 
the ages. But rarely if ever do we encounter accounts where the author intuits the minds of 
her feline friends with such remarkable grace and intimacy. True stories, but fleshed with a 
passionate humanity and understanding, these tales will stay with you—haunting echoes of 
personal tragedy and joy that are at once searing and uplifting.

Yasmine Zahran worked at UNESCO for a number of years and established, directed and 
taught at the Postgraduate Institute of Archaeology in Jerusalem. She divides her time be-
tween Paris and Ramallah, where she writes and researches, besides traveling extensively to 
visit archaeological sites.

Animals • 100 Pages • 5.75 x 8.25 • 9781908531551 • October • $14.95 (Can $19.95)  
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Gilgamesh Publishing

Cats
A Feline Compendium

Fenella Smith

A lighthearted look at our feline friends and their most amusing (and infuriating) habits

Over 140 entries delightfully illustrate a wealth of cat breeds followed by an extensive cat 
dictionary. British Shorthair: “An old-fashioned sort of Brit. Reserved, mild-tempered, quiet 
and faithful. Probably the sort of cat that would host a very exclusive and polite cocktail 
party. Most often comes in a delightful blue hue.” Catanchored: “A cat that is unafraid of 
anything and remains impassive and immovable even when spotted by a dog (much to the 
dog’s confusion and alarm).”

Fenella Smith is the author of Breeds: A Canine Companion. The Brothers McLeod are 
BAFTA-winning illustrator-animators.

Humor/Pets • 160 Pages • 5.5 x 7.5 • 9781910931363 • October • $16.95   
Cloth • Rights: US • Random House UK/Square Peg



How to Survive Being a Dog Owner
Clive Whichelow and Mike Haskins

You won’t find a more loyal and loveable friend than you will in your dog. But if you’re go-
ing to cope with its boundless energy, its insatiable appetite and its total disregard for social 
niceties, you’re going to need survival skills: Think positively! You will get more exercise 
than ever before (whether you like it or not). Reassure yourself! The “mad puppy” behavior 
should wear off after 15 years or so. This mischievous little book will help guide you through 
your role as a dog owner with tongue-in-cheek advice and cheeky illustrations.

Clive Whichelow and Mike Haskins coauthor the How to Survive series.

Humor • 96 Pages • 4.25 x 6 • 9781786852632 • October • $11.95 (Can $15.95)   
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale

How to Survive Being a Cat Owner
Clive Whichelow and Mike Haskins

Cats are cuddly, furry, purry and loveable. They also happen to be the keepers of their own 
destiny—and utterly untrainable. So, if you’re going to make it as a cat owner, you’re going 
to need survival skills. Reassure yourself: You’ll never have a more loyal companion (as long 
as you’re feeding it). Think positively: If the cat claws holes in your curtains, at least it wasn’t 
your legs. This mischievous little book will help see you through your years as a cat owner 
with tongue-in-cheek advice and cheeky illustrations.

Clive Whichelow and Mike Haskins coauthor the How to Survive series.

Humor/Pets • 96 Pages • 4.25 x 6 • 9781786852649 • October • $11.95 (Can $15.95)   
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale

Cats Getting Stuck!
Ebury Press

They say curiosity killed the cat . . . it actually just got him very stuck!

Cats may have intelligence that far exceeds our own . . . but it doesn’t stop them from getting 
completely stuck, often in the most ridiculous places. Cats Getting Stuck documents some of 
the funniest scrapes felines have got themselves into, from wrestling with hangers to getting 
wedged into glass jars, or the results of overambitious climbing! But whenever they’re caught 
with their paws in a twist, they style it out as though they WANTED to get tangled up in 
some window blinds. We can but stand back and laugh (then untangle them).

Humor/Pets • 128 Pages • 5.75 x 5.75 • 60 Color Photos • 9781785036309 • November  
$13.95 • Cloth • Rights: US • Ebury Press
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Llama-Rama
Ewen Ramshorn

A funny, gifty collection of all things llama

Llamas: handsome, hirsute, hilarious! This photographic and illustrated collection of llamas 
and alpacas will have you spitting with laughter. Get ready to llive, llaugh, llama!

Ewen Ramshorn is a gift book author.

Humor/Animals • 96 Pages • 4.75 x 6.25 • 45 Color Photos • 9781786853493 • September  
$11.95 (Can $15.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale

Sloth Life
Don’t Hurry, Be Happy

Forrest Greenwood

Sloths: cute, cuddly and so impossibly chilled! Get ready to hang out with nature’s laziest, 
craziest creatures with this photographic and illustrated collection of sloths. It’ll have you 
slowed down and feeling mellow in no time!

Forrest Greenwood is a gift book author. 

Humor/Animals • 96 Pages • 4.75 x 6.25 • 45 Color Photos • 9781786855541 • September  
$11.95 (Can $15.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale

Fancy Frenchies
Impawsably Stylish Bulldogs

Pop Press

The collection of photos of costumed French Bulldogs that you never knew you needed

The best-dressed French Bulldogs on the planet, captured for pawsterity. Meet Batbull, 
Frenchie the Pooh, Snoop Frenchie French and many, many more mostly stylish, always 
adorably funny Frenchies in costumes.

Humor/Pets • 96 Pages • 5.75 x 5.75 • 45 Color Photos • 9781785038556 • October   
$13.95 • Cloth • Rights: US • Ebury Press/Pop Press



Tinder Nopes
Holly Dalton

Unfortunately you can’t swipe left on these conversations . . . 

Online dating was invented to make finding a potential match a breeze—you can do it from 
the comfort of your own home! In your pajamas! But for some people, the instant, no- 
effort-required nature of online dating (and the fact that you can’t get punched in the face for 
a dodgy chat-up line) brings out their worst side. From cringe-worthy conversation starters to 
lines that ramp up the rudeness from 0-100 in nanoseconds, the best of the worst ever chat-up 
fails are collected here for your reading pleasure.

Holly Dalton is a humor book author. 

Humor • 160 Pages • 5 x 7 • Four-color Interior • 9781786852113 • November   
$12.95 (Can $16.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale

Just the Tip
Sex Tips for Chicks by Gay Dudes

Lost the Plot

A hilarious, dirty and wonderfully informative book full of sex tips for straight women, 
inspired by advice from an international panel of gay men

Ever wondered: How to give the perfect blow job? Where a guy should blow his load? What 
sleep chemistry is? You are not alone. There are only so many sex-related questions you can 
ask Google before your browser history explodes and you’ve scarred your retina with too 
many dodgy, and frankly quite disturbing, image search results. Worry no more, we went 
directly to the experts on everything “man-junk” to bust some myths, get some tips and learn 
a lot more.Featuring many tips from mild to wild, a nice take-home message from the book 
is that at the end of the day everything comes back to the importance of chemistry. Nothing 
is off limits. This book covers a range of basic, adventurous and taboo topics, including: eti-
quette, kissing, spooning, the penis, hand jobs, balls, blow jobs, the perineum, butt play, sex, 
anal sex, and play time. The perfect gift for any friend (or soul mate).

Lost the Plot offers fun, edgy, and beautiful books by millennials for millennials.

Sexuality/Humor • 208 Pages • 5.25 x 8 • 9781921997983 • October   
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Lost the Plot

#Single
Dating in the 21st Century

Lost the Plot

From bad pick-up lines to death threats and awkward sex-capades, #single is a hilarious 
snapshot of some of the most ridiculous real-life online dating conversations

This book is a must read if you match any of the following criteria: You are currently online 
dating. You have online dated. You will online date in your future. You are a smug couple. 
You worry your child is a spinster/bachelor for life. You like to laugh. You are a Jewish 
mother. You like to breathe and live and stuff. Is it a perfect match? Swipe right (okay, click) 
and add it to your cart.  #single is based on the popular blog TinderTuesday.com with 20,000 
weekly visitors. 

Lost the Plot offers fun, edgy, and beautiful books by millennials for millennials.

Humor • 168 Pages • 5.25 x 8 • Two-color Interior • 9781921997990 • November   
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Lost the Plot
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Bad News
Hilarious Typos, Marvellous Misprints and Epic Headline Fails

Richard Benson

“Try our herbal remedies. You can’t get better.”

Laugh out loud at this selection of the funniest faux pas, silliest slips and most blatant bloop-
ers that ever made it into print (and some that didn’t), from newspaper headlines to menus, 
and from small ads to social media. You’ll be checking everything you type after reading this!

Richard Benson is the author of the phenomenally successful F in Exams series. 

Humor • 128 Pages • 5 x 7 • 9781849539296 • Replaces: 9781849531818   
October • $12.95 (Can $16.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale

Last Minute Rooms in Bethlehem
And Other Great Internet Search Histories of the Past

Dale Shaw

A hilarious compendium of the great events from world history told through internet 
search histories (“Trying to eat cherries with wooden teeth,” “Why are cherry trees so 
dumb?,” “Revenge on cherry trees,” “Can Presidents pass laws about fruit?”)

From God “Best Size for a Bang?” via Dickens “Things Urchins Say,” Henry VIII “Breaking 
Bad News to women from Cleeves” and Karl Marx “Cheating at Monopoly,” here are the 
greatest moments from history as told through internet search histories.  Dale Shaw’s take 
on all the funniest moments from the past makes the perfect gift for any history buff who 
wants a chuckle.

Dale Shaw is a television and radio writer, journalist, screenwriter, performer and musician. 
He is the author of Letters of Not and F*ck this Journal. He has written for That Mitchell 
and Webb Sound as well as for the Guardian, Index, Huffington Post, BBC Online, Wash-
ington City Paper and more.

Humor • 192 Pages • 5.25 x 8 • 85 B/W Illustrations • 9780752266299   
October • $13.95 • Cloth • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan/Boxtree

Pride and Prejudice & Emojis
Jane Austen

What would Austen’s literary masterpiece have looked like if she had emojis?

Mr. Darcy *heart eyes emoji* Lizzie Bennet. But will she swipe right? Delight in Austen’s 
intelligent wit and piercing social commentary, distillled and translated into the beautiful, 
modern language of emoji. Because there is no enjoyment like reading. Except maybe texting.

Jane Austen started writing Pride & Prejudice in 1796 when she was just 22 years old. If she 
had lived in the 21st century she undoubtedly would have had a smartphone. Unfortunately 
back then she only had the English language to work with.

Humor/Classics • 128 Pages • 5.25 x 7.25 • 60 Color Illustrations • 9781785037375  
October • $16.95 • Cloth • Rights: US • Ebury Press/Pop Press



Game Over
The Games We Loved to Play and the Consoles Time Forgot

Dan Whitehead

A nostalgic and humorous look at old computer games, consoles and technologies that 
have helped to shape gaming as we see it now

Remember the days of bad graphics, glitchy software and seemingly pointless games? What 
were we thinking? How did we cope? This humorous yet fond look at gaming of old is sure 
to have gamers shaking their heads in wonder and chuckling at the craziness of what we had 
to put up. And yet there is no denying that many of the games we played back in that golden 
era have helped to shape the world of gaming and brought us to where we are now. Each 
spread focuses on a different game, console or trend in gaming so the book can be picked up 
and opened at any place for a laugh-a-minute.

Dan Whitehead is the author of the Edgar Allen Poe graphic novel Nevermore, licensed pub-
lications such as The Official Star Wars Episode II Annual and two official Lord of the Rings 
movie poster magazines. His work can be found regularly on Eurogamer.net.

Games • 176 Pages • 6.75 x 6.75 • 100 Color Illustrations, Four-color Interior  
9781787410954 • September • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Cloth   
Rights: US & Canada • Studio Press

Ozzy Man’s Mad World
A Collection of the Greatest WTF Moments on Earth (So Far)

Ozzy Man

“Ozzy Man always finds a way to spice up the banal, put some panache into the  
otherwise monotonous and regularly rouse your spirits over something stupid.”  
—Bam Margera

A book that reviews the bizarreness that is daily life on Earth . . . OzzyMan style

Meet Ozzy Man. He loves his sport, he loves his wildlife, he loves strange things on the in-
ternet, and he’s obsessed with Game of Thrones. The foul language in his YouTube videos 
may make some viewers blush, but to his legion of fans, his commentary is deep, profound 
and full of wisdom. Ozzy Man’s Mad World is a literary exploration of his favorite moments 
on Earth so far-or at least the ones he’s managed to critique. Part nature book, part sports 
book, part news-and-viral-entertainment book, this is Ozzy Man’s take on living in a mad 
world. Relive the best of Ozzy Man Reviews from his first three years of hard yakka (a.k.a. 
taking the p*ss). And once you’ve made it to the end, you can brush up on your vocabulary 
with Ozzy Man’s hand-picked glossary of Australian words and phrases. Yeah nah, this is a 
must-have book to flick through on the dunny.

Ozzy Man Reviews started a YouTube channel and Facebook page in April of 2014. He 
had no long-term goals, no savings, no girlfriend, and no proper direction in life overall. He 
was so incredibly hopeless he didn’t even cook his 2-minute noodles. He would eat them dry 
with the beef or chicken or shrimp flavor sprinkled on top (this gourmet meal is best served 
with a fucken tawny port or beer). He eventually bloody graduated with a master’s degree 
in Internet Communications. He still has no long-term goals, but he does have some savings 
and a wife now.

Humor • 168 Pages • 6 x 8.5 • 9781760631185 • November • $15.95 (Can $20.95) • Trade Paper 
Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan • Allen & Unwin
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All I Got for Christmas Was This Lousy Joke Book
Nick Harris

Look no further for the perfect Christmas present for the biggest joker in your life

When you’re feeling disappointed or just a little blue, there’s nothing like good a laugh at 
some groan-worthy jokes to raise the spirits—and that’s what you’ll get with this whopping 
compendium. With all-time classic subjects such as bankers, the battle of the sexes, and Doc-
tor, Doctor, as well as fun wordplay and one-liners, this bumper crop of mirth is guaranteed 
to turn that frown upside down!

Nick Harris is the author of A Seal Walks into a Club and A Dyslexic Walks Into a Bra.

Humor/Seasonal • 384 Pages • 5 x 7 • 9781782438816 • November • $9.95 (Can $12.95)  
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara

How to DAD Volume 2
Jordan Watson

Well-known for his funny videos on Facebook and YouTube, Jordan Watson shares his 
best stories and tricks

OK, hurry up and grab me. We don’t have long before the publishers realize I’m not one 
of those fancy parenting-help people. In here, you’ll find some sort-of helpful tips, some 
pictures, some words and a few crack-up dad tales. I might not be a fancy parenting person, 
but I am a black belt in Dadding. Yes, that’s a thing. It’s totally a thing. I’m still making silly 
parenting videos, I’m still non-PC and I’m still a DAD. This is How to DAD: Volume 2.

Jordan Watson is married and has two young daughters. He created his first hilarious video 
“How to hold a baby” for a friend who was about to be a dad for the first time. That vid-
eo went viral, and since then his videos have been shared hundreds of thousands of times, 
around the world.

Humor • 160 Pages • 6 x 9.5 • 80 Color Photos • 9781760631505   
September • $15.95 (Can $20.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Allen & Unwin/A&U New Zealand

The Very Embarrassing Book of Dad Jokes 2
Because Your Dad Still Thinks He’s Hilarious

Ian Allen

Lame laughs, pathetic puns and rubbish riddles from the nation’s least funny fathers

You can’t keep a good Dad joke down. At the Sunday lunch table, at the pub, at the work-
place, dads all over the nation are still churning out the lamest, most pathetic jokes you’ve 
ever heard. And we’ve gathered them all in this book. Back by popular demand, The Very 
Embarrassing Book of Dad Jokes 2 is an all-new collection of Dad joke favorites. With 1000 
rib-tickling jokes for every occasion, this book makes it easier than ever to have a laugh—or, 
more likely, a groan—with Dad.

Ian Allen is a father of three teenagers and a funny man indeed. He has been a freelance editor 
for the past 15 years and during that time Ian has worked on dozens of joke books, a handful 
of which were even intended to be comical. 

Humor • 224 Pages • 5.5 x 8 • 50 Color Photos, 50 B/W Illustrations • 9781911622116  
October • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Pavilion/Portico



The Little Book of Mr & Mrs Questions
The Ultimate Relationship Test

Pop Press

The cute, fun essential companion for bachelorette parties, offering hundreds  
of questions, plus games inspiration

What’s the first thing she does in the morning? Who gets the last word in an argument? Was 
it love at first sight? How well do you really know your other half? This playful quiz book 
is designed for bachelorette parties but also works as a hilarious one-on-one challenge for 
couples to test how well they really know each other. Also includes instructions on how to 
play and results section, plus other fun, easy game inspiration based on the most popular 
bachelorette games played around the world.

Games/Weddings • 160 Pages • 4.75 x 6.5 • 15 Line Drawings • 9781785037757 • October 
$11.95 • Cloth • Rights: US • Ebury Press/Pop Press

Walker’s Manly Exercises
Donald Walker

First published in 1834, a hilarious Victorian book containing advice on manly exercises 
for gentlemen

For gentlemen leading sedentary lives, Donald Walker has just the pep talk you need. If you 
haven’t yet discovered the vast array of benefits that arise from physical exertion, then let 
Walker be your guide. As well as helping to prolong life and improve its happiness, active ex-
ercises can help you to achieve a beauty of form, elegant air and graceful manners. Through a 
combination of manly exercises such as leaping, skating and climbing trees, you can acquire 
the physique you desire and become the envy of all gentlemen. Tips include the correct way 
to walk at different paces—slow, moderate and quick, the best liquids to consume—primarily 
cold beer and cider, and permitted vegetable matter—including biscuits and stale bread. 

Donald Walker was a Victorian author. He helped to introduce British society to an unfamil-
iar topic in the early 19th century: physical education.

Humor • 176 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9780241349151 • October • $21.95 • Cloth   
Rights: US • Penguin UK/Michael Joseph

Walker’s Exercises for Ladies
Donald Walker

First published in 1836, a hilarious Victorian book of exercises “calculated to preserve 
and improve beauty”

For ladies leading sedentary lives, Donald Walker has just the pep talk you need. If you hav-
en’t yet discovered the vast array of benefits that arise from physical exertion, then let Walker 
be your guide. As well as helping to prolong life and improve its happiness, active exercises 
can help you to achieve a beauty of form, elegant air and graceful manners. Through a com-
bination of ladylike exercises such as dancing and dumb-bells, you can become the envy of 
all ladies. Tips include the posture and deportment that will enhance beauty, the correct man-
ner of curtsy and what to do with one’s hands when in company, and dangerous activities 
to avoid, from badminton to billiards, Lavishly illustrated throughout, this guide has been 
brought back to life so that modern ladies can exercise the Victorian way.

Donald Walker was a Victorian author of several books, including Walker’s Manly Exercises 
and Exercises for Ladies. He helped to introduce British society to an unfamiliar topic in the 
early 19th century: physical education.

Humor • 288 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9780241349168 • October • $21.95 • Cloth   
Rights: US • Penguin UK/Michael Joseph
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Baby Tips for Grandparents
Simon Brett

The nine months is up and the new baby is finally here! But what do you do when your 
darling child calls to ask you to play babysitter? You’ve been through it all before and then 
some, but with the help of this quirky little book you’ll be sailing through those unexpected 
play dates with your nerves and your furniture intact. With top tips on navigating the new 
grandparental responsibilities and pithy one-liners about the truths of grandparenting, Baby 
Tips for Grandparents is the perfect gift for any new nan or grandad.  

Simon Brett is the author of several detective series. His books include The Body on the 
Beach and Death on the Downs. 

Humor • 96 Pages • 4.75 x 6.25 • 40 Color Illustrations • 9781786850461   
Replaces: 9781849532846 • October • $9.95 (Can $12.95) • Cloth   
Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale

Baby Tips for Dads
Simon Brett

Congratulations! Now what?

The nine-month wait is over; your little bundle of joy is in your arms, but what happens now? 
Whether you are a new dad or the seasoned father of a budding bunch, this nifty little book 
is guaranteed to keep you smiling through the tears, tantrums and mountains of diapers. Full 
of no-nonsense definitions, tips on how to handle friends and relatives, and pithy one-liners 
about the brutal truths of parenting, Baby Tips for Dads is the perfect funny gift for any new 
dad. 

Simon Brett is the author of several detective series. His books include The Body on the 
Beach and Death on the Downs. 

Humor • 96 Pages • 4.75 x 6.25 • 40 Color Illustrations • 9781786850454   
Replaces: 9781849532839 • October • $9.95 (Can $12.95) • Cloth   
Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale

Top Tips for Weddings
Vicky Edwards

From engagement to honeymoon, tips to make it all run smoothly

There’s a lot to think about between the moment you say “Yes!” and the moment you say 
“I do.” With advice on everything from picking the ideal venue to creative ideas for your 
wedding cake, this handy guide is the perfect companion to planning your big day. Whether 
you know exactly what you want or you don’t know where to start, this book gives you ev-
erything you need to plan the wedding of your dreams.

Vicky Edwards is the author of Fifty Thrifty Tips for Your Dream Wedding.

Weddings • 160 Pages • 4 x 5.25 • 9781786854926 • October • $11.95 (Can $15.95)   
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale
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The Wicked Wit of Princess Margaret
Karen Dolby

A glorious collection of the life and legendary witty ripostes of the rebellious younger 
sister of Queen Elizabeth II

Celebrate the rapier-like wit of the royal rebel, the late, great Princess Margaret—or “Ducky” 
as she was known behind closed doors. Even as a child, Princess Margaret  was noted for 
her theatrical and witty demeanor. Her sister, now Queen Elizabeth II, remarked that parties 
were always better with Margaret in attendance as she made everyone laugh. She made John 
Lennon blush and Pablo Picasso was infatuated with her—and she made no secret of her 
intolerance for the dim-witted, the disobedient or the boring—and her one-liners are legend-
ary: On considering that Elizabeth would one day be Queen, Margaret’s response was one 
of sincere commiseration, “Poor you,” she told her. Attending a high-society party in New 
York, the hostess asked politely how was the Queen? “Which one?” Margaret replied coolly, 
“My sister, my mother, or my husband?”

Karen Dolby is the author of The Wicked Wit of Queen Elizabeth.

Humor • 172 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9781782439585 • November • $14.95 (Can $19.95)  
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara

Debrett’s A to Z of Modern Manners
Jo Bryant and Lucy Hume

From asparagus to zebra crossings, via emojis, mansplaining and oversharing, Debrett’s 
A-Z of Modern Manners provides a comprehensive review of traditional codes of conduct

Revised and updated 10 years after it was first published, this new edition of Debrett’s A-Z 
of Modern Manners provides a wealth of practical and lighthearted advice for the digital age. 
From avocados to Zumba, via humblebragging, selfies, and vaping, this is an indispensable 
guide to the bewildering world of contemporary conduct. Learn how to deploy an emoji, 
navigate a message group, and online-date with distinction, without neglecting such timeless 
social minefields as remembering names, hosting a dinner party, and giving up your seat. 

Jo Bryant is an etiquette expert and wedding consultant. She worked at Debrett’s for over 
10 years and has edited 15 books on etiquette and modern manners. Lucy Hume is head 
of content at Debrett’s and has edited People of Today, The Debrett’s 500 and Debrett’s 
Wedding Handbook. 

Reference • 288 Pages • 5 x 7.25 • 24 B/W Illustrations • 9781999767020 • November  
$22.95 (Can $30.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Debrett’s
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THE WIT AND WISDOM OF...

The Wit & Wisdom of the Husband
Emotional Rescue

From marital bliss to man flu, husbands are jolly good fellows, and this tip-top collection  
of retro photos and frightfully funny captions capture everything to love about marriage. 

Emotional Rescue creates greeting cards with black and white retro photographs.

Humor • 56 Pages • 4.75 x 6.75 • 25 B/W Photos • 9781787411654 • November   
$9.95 (Can $12.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Studio Press

The Wit & Wisdom of the Wife
Emotional Rescue

From marital bliss to margaritas, wives are awfully wonderful and this tip-top collection  
of retro photos and frightfully funny captions capture everything to love about marriage. 

Emotional Rescue creates greeting cards with black and white retro photographs.

Humor • 56 Pages • 4.75 x 6.75 • 25 B/W Photos • 9781787411661 • November   
$9.95 (Can $12.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Studio Press

The Wit & Wisdom of Grandma
Emotional Rescue

From cakes to cuddles, grandmas are just spiffing and this tip-top collection of retro photos  
and frightfully funny captions captures everything to love about being a grandparent. 

Emotional Rescue creates greeting cards with black and white retro photographs.

Humor • 56 Pages • 4.75 x 6.75 • 25 B/W Photos • 9781787413184 • February   
$9.95 (Can $12.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Studio Press

The Wit & Wisdom of Grandad
Emotional Rescue

From radio to railways, grandads are just spiffy and this tip-top collection of retro photos  
and frightfully funny captions captures everything to love about being a grandparent. 

Emotional Rescue creates greeting cards with black and white retro photographs.

Humor • 56 Pages • 4.75 x 6.75 • 25 B/W Photos • 9781787413191 • February   
$9.95 (Can $12.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Studio Press



THE WIT AND WISDOM OF...

The Wit & Wisdom of Wine
Emotional Rescue

From the first sip to the last drop, wine is spiffingly jolly, and this sozzled collection of retro 
photos and frightfully funny captions capture everything to love about a bottle of plonk. 

Emotional Rescue creates greeting cards with black and white retro photographs.

Humor • 56 Pages • 4.75 x 6.75 • 25 B/W Photos • 9781787412071 • September   
$9.95 (Can $12.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Studio Press

The Wit & Wisdom of Prosecco
Emotional Rescue

From parties to proposals, Prosecco is a delight and this tip-top collection of retro photos 
and frightfully funny captions captures everything to love about a glass of bubbly. 

Emotional Rescue creates greeting cards with black and white retro photographs.

Humor • 56 Pages • 5 x 7 • 25 B/W Photos • 9781787413177 • September   
$9.95 (Can $12.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Studio Press
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The Wit & Wisdom of Beer
Emotional Rescue

From the first swig to the last drop, beer is jolly yummy, and this sozzled collection of 
retro photos and frightfully funny captions capture everything to love about a pint of 
giggle water. 

Emotional Rescue creates greeting cards with black and white retro photographs.

Humor • 56 Pages • 4.75 x 6.75 • 25 B/W Photos • 9781787412064 • October   
$9.95 (Can $12.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Studio Press
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A Genial Senior’s Companion to Ageing
Peter Buckman

A heartfelt and humorous guide to embracing the aging process

While there are endless books on being young, there are precious few on how to embrace 
the aging process. We don’t think we’re old until suddenly we can’t do something that until 
now has never been a problem. We don’t feel we’re old because our habits and reactions were 
formed when we were younger, and as they served us well we see no reason to change them. 
But growing older inevitably brings new challenges and The Genial Senior’s A-Z of Ageing is 
here to help anyone face the later years of their life with a refreshing, reassuring and humor-
ous approach. A is for age, ailments and ambition; L for lists, loneliness and luck; T is for 
technology and tolerance: The Genial Senior’s A-Z of Ageing is the perfect gift for anyone 
approaching the later years of their life.

Peter Buckman is an English writer and literary agent. He has been involved in the publishing 
industry for many years; he was on the editorial board of Penguin Books, and a commission-
ing editor for the New American Library in New York City.

Self-Help • 256 Pages • 5 x 8.25 • 9781788540308 • November   
$22.95 (Can $30.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus/Anima

Wrinklies Worldly Wit & Wisdom
Alison Rattle and Allison Vale

Wisdom on aging from John Cleese, Lauren Bacall, Steve Martin, Joanna Lumley, 
Groucho Marx, and many others

This compilation of over 1500 amusing and insightful quotations from well-known writers, 
politicians, film stars, artists, musicians, and philosophers covers every topic of discussion—
from love and marriage, sex and Viagra, to dressing inappropriately, entering retirement, 
families, and the march of technology. Whether you’re just getting your grey hairs or you’re 
a venerable member of the golden generation, this collection is the perfect source of insight 
and advice.

Allison Vale and Alison Rattle are coauthors of Remember the Alamo? and You Know You’re 
Middle-Aged When.

Humor • 192 Pages • 5 x 8 • 9781911610137 • November • $16.95 • Cloth   
Rights: US • Prion

The Unofficial Donald Trump Annual 2019
Adam G. Goodwin, Dicken Goodwin, and Jonathan Parkyn

Hilarious spoof annual featuring Donald Trump, the leader of the free world we all love 
to hate

It would be fair to say that 2018 was quite a year for the Donald, and what better way to 
commemorate his rise to glory than with The Unofficial Donald Trump Annual 2019. Fea-
tures include: “Don Loves Vlad” photo story; Lil’ Kim’s Don’t Be a Dotard Game; Despot 
DataFax; Pin the Quiff on the Donald game; Melania’s fashion tips; The My Missile’s Bigger 
Than Your Missile game; Cut-out-and-keep Trump masks to scare your children; plus quiz-
zes, tips, puzzles, posters and much, much more. Smart!

Adam G. Goodwin and Jonathan Parkyn are a TV comedy writing team. Together with Dick-
en Goodwin, they coauthored The Brexshit Book and What the Trump?!

Humor/Political Science • 80 Pages • 8.5 x 11.25 • 80 Color Illustrations • 9781911622079  
November • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Pavilion/Portico



The Little Book of Drinking Games
Quentin Parker

The perfect gift for students, 21st birthdays, or anyone who enjoys a good drinking game

Liven up the party with this heady collection of drinking games! Choose from brain-bog-
gling classics such as Fuzzy Duck and Twenty-One or dizzying games of pure chance like 
TV Drinking and Vodka Roulette—whichever you play, you’re guaranteed to be gleeful and 
giggly by the end!

Quentin Parker is the author of The Little Book of Cocktails.

Games • 128 Pages • 4.25 x 5.75 • Two-color Interior • 9781786852991   
Replaces: 9781849535861 • October • $9.95 (Can $12.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale

Baking Hacks
Tips and Tricks for Foolproof Baking

Aggie Robertson

Fun kitchen tips for experienced and novice bakers alike

Have you ever experienced the heart-wrenching grief of a brownie stuck to its tin? Does the 
thought of separating egg yolks from their whites bring you out in a cold sweat? Do you 
dream of one day serving up a batch of fresh cookies, perfectly uniform in size? These and 
dozens of other baking dilemmas are solved with Baking Hacks, your trusty guide to making 
culinary creativity that little bit easier. Whether you’re a dab hand with a whisk looking for 
some time-saving hints, or a newcomer to the world of baking who wants simple ways to 
impress, this handy manual is packed with foolproof tips and nifty tricks to help you and 
your cakes rise to any occasion.

Aggie Robertson is the author of Beauty Hacks.

Cooking • 192 Pages • 5 x 7 • Two-color Interior • 9781786852168 • October   
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale

The Little Book of Coffee
Summersdale

“What goes best with coffee? Another cup.” —Henry Rollins

There are more ways to enjoy your java than there are coffee beans on the tree, so whether 
you like your coffee topped with artisan foam or black as the night sky there’s something 
for everyone! Bringing together the finest blend of recipes, clever statements and quips from 
connoisseurs the world over, this book celebrates the majestic coffee bean.

Cooking • 160 Pages • 4 x 5.25 • 9781786852618 • September   
$11.95 (Can $15.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale
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The Science of Food
An Exploration of What We Eat and How We Cook

Marty Jopson

“A delightful cheese soufflé of a book. Light and tasty but enough content to satisfy the 
appetite for information.” —PopularScience.co.uk

A mouth-watering tour of the 21st century kitchen and the everyday food miracles that 
we all take for granted

Ever wondered what modified starch is and why it’s in so much of the food we buy? What 
do instant mashed potatoes and freeze-dried coffee have in common? What’s the real truth 
behind the five-second rule? And as the world population grows and the pressure on agricul-
ture to produce more cost-effective and sustainable products increases, what could the future 
hold for both farmers and consumers? From mind-boggling microbiology to ingenious food 
processing techniques and gadgets, The Science of Food takes a look at the details that mat-
ter when it comes to what we eat and how we cook, and lays bare the science behind how it 
all works. By understanding the chemistry, physics and biology of the food we cook, buy and 
prepare, we can all become better consumers and happier cooks!

Marty Jopson has a PhD in Cell Biology and is the resident scientist on BBC One’s The One 
Show. He is the author of The Science of Everyday Life. 

Cooking/Science • 224 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781782438380 • October   
$16.95 (Can $22.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara

Outwitting Housework
101 Cunning Stratagems to Reduce Your Housework to a Minimum

Barty Phillips

This entertaining and practical collection of housework tips and tricks will help you 
enjoy life more by doing less around the home

Entertaining and packed full of time-saving tips, Outwitting Housework is an essential guide 
to making your house gleam without breaking a sweat. Household expert Barty Phillips 
shares her clever tips for avoiding chores wherever possible, revealing her sanity-saving 
shortcuts and creative advice for keeping those boring tasks to a minimum. Discover what 
basic tools of the trade you need and how to use them to bring sparkle, shine and a sense of 
calm to your home. Learn how to do effective minimal tidying, train errant family members 
and engage technology to help save you even more effort. Armed with these cunning and 
creative stratagems, you’ll soon be drying off those rubber gloves and doing something much 
more fun instead.

Barty Phillips is the author of The Home Office Planner and Home Design Guide.

Home Improvement • 224 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781782439141 • October   
$12.95 (Can $16.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara



Calm
Thoughts and Quotations for Every Day

Summersdale

Immerse yourself in the words of the world’s best writers, leaders and thinkers with this 
beautiful book of motivational words and quotes. Inspire your heart, free your mind, and 
bask in the glow of positive thinking.

Body/Mind/Spirit • 96 Pages • 4 x 5.25 • 9781786852427 • Replaces: 9781849533829  
November • $11.95 (Can $15.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale

Inspiration
Thoughts and Quotations for Every Day

Summersdale

Immerse yourself in the words of the world’s best writers, leaders and thinkers with this 
beautiful book of motivational words and quotes. Inspire your heart, free your mind, and 
bask in the glow of positive thinking.

Self-Help • 96 Pages • 4 x 5.25 • 9781786852403 • Replaces: 9781849533850   
November • $11.95 (Can $15.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale

Wisdom
Thoughts and Quotations for Every Day

Times UK

Immerse yourself in the words of the world’s best writers, leaders and thinkers with this 
beautiful book of motivational words and quotes. Inspire your heart, free your mind, and 
bask in the glow of positive thinking.

Self-Help • 96 Pages • 4 x 5.25 • 9781786852410 • Replaces: 9781849533836   
November • $11.95 (Can $15.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale

Happiness
Thoughts and Quotations for Every Day

Summersdale

Immerse yourself in the words of the world’s best writers, leaders and thinkers with this 
beautiful book of motivational words and quotes. Inspire your heart, free your mind, and 
bask in the glow of positive thinking.

Self-Help • 96 Pages • 4 x 5.25 • 9781786852434 • Replaces: 9781849533843   
November • $11.95 (Can $15.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale
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Inspiration for Artists
Emily Darcy

“Painting completed my life.” —Frida Kahlo

Discover a wealth of inspiring words in this helpful little book. Filled with the wit and 
wisdom of some of the world’s most renowned artists, it’s sure to bring your vision and 
creativity to life.

Emily Darcy is the author of the Inspiration For series. 

Self-Help • 160 Pages • 4 x 5.25 • Two-color Interior • 9781786850560   
Replaces: 9781849532150 • September • $9.95 (Can $12.95) • Cloth   
Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale

Inspiration for Musicians
Emily Darcy

“Don’t play what’s there. Play what’s not there.” —Miles Davis

Explore a wealth of inspiring words in this spirited little book. Filled with the wit and 
wisdom of some of the world’s most renowned personalities, it’s sure to help get you in 
tune with your creative side.

Emily Darcy is the author of the Inspiration For series. 

Self-Help • 160 Pages • 4 x 5.25 • Two-color Interior • 9781786850584   
Replaces: 9781849532167 • September • $9.95 (Can $12.95) • Cloth   
Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale

Inspiration for Writers
Emily Darcy

“If my doctor told me I had only six minutes to live, I wouldn’t brood. I’d type a little 
faster.” —Isaac Asimov

Uncover a wealth of inspiring words in this rousing little book. Filled with the wit and 
wisdom of some of the world’s most renowned authors, it’s sure to spark your creativity 
and get the words flowing.

Emily Darcy is the author of the Inspiration For series. 

Self-Help • 160 Pages • 4 x 5.25 • Two-color Interior • 9781786850577   
September • $9.95 (Can $12.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale
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You Rock
Summersdale

“Just be yourself. There is no one better.” —Taylor Swift

Everyone needs a boost once in a while and this bright little book, bursting with inspiring 
quotes and uplifting statements, is the perfect pick-me-up. It’s the perfect gift to let your fa-
vorite person know to keep doing what they’re doing and be who they are, ‘cause they rock!

Self-Help • 160 Pages • 4 x 5.25 • 9781786852564 • September • $11.95 (Can $15.95)   
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale

Girl Power
Summersdale

“Girls should never be afraid to be smart.” —Emma Watson

The Spice Girls knew it way back in the day, and we still know it: girls rock. Who run the 
world? Rebel girls, that’s who. This book is perfect for any time you’re in need of a shot of 
wisdom to remind you that independent women kick ass. With quotes from Oprah, Malala 
Yousafzai, Beyoncé, Tina Fey, Amy Poehler, Michelle Obama, Adele, Caitlin Moran and many 
more, this book lets the world hear us roar.

Self-Help • 128 Pages • 5.75 x 4.5 • 9781786853516 • September • $11.95 (Can $15.95)  
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale

You’re a Star
Summersdale

“Nothing can dim the light that shines from within.” —Maya Angelou

Some people shine especially bright in our lives. Say thank you to them with this sparkling con-
stellation of uplifting quotes and grateful statements. With choice words from celebrities and 
sages past and present, tell someone what they deserve to know—you’re a star!

Self-Help • 160 Pages • 4 x 5.25 • 9781786852021 • September • $11.95 (Can $15.95)   
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale

You Are Awesome AF
Pop Press

Be confident. Be courageous. Be extraordinary. Because you are AWESOME AF! 

Empowering, inspiring and full of badass attitude, this small book is big on motivational man-
tras and awe-inspiring photography to help you take on the world. It features 120 quotes 
alongside inspiring photography, including words of wisdom from Beyoncé, Sheryl Sandberg, 
Malala Yousafzai, Jennifer Lawrence, Tina Fey, Serena Williams and other amazing women 
with attitude.

Humor • 128 Pages • 5.55 x 5.55 • 60 Color Photos • 9781785036835 • October • $13.95  
Trade Paper • Rights: US • Ebury Press/Pop Press
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The Little Book of Self-Care
The Tiny Everyday Habits that Will Transform Your Life

Mel Noakes

A practical guide to integrating basic and personal self-care into your daily life

Step back from the overload this New Year and find some time for yourself. You are import-
ant too. With encouraging reminders, inspiring thoughts, easy wins and practical advice, The 
Little Book of Self Care will help you identify your needs so you can relax, refuel and find 
calm in your hectic life. This book will tell you why mindset is key, how to nourish instead 
of punish yourself, how to exercise and sleep and why it is important to go slow sometimes. 
You live your whole life being you, so why not be your own best friend?

Mel Noakes is a health coaches who has written for The Huffington Post and HATCH.

Self-Help • 224 Pages • 4.75 x 6.5 • 50 Line Drawings • 9781785037313 • October   
$13.95 • Cloth • Rights: US • Ebury Press

The Little Book of Hygge
Jonny Jackson and Elias Larsen

A pocket-sized book of practical tips and inspiring quotes for maximum coziness

“Fear less, hope more; eat less, chew more; hate less, love more; and all good things are 
yours.” —Scandinavian proverb

Hygge—the now familiar Danish word for warmth, coziness, peace and harmony—is some-
thing we all aspire to. This charming little book, filled with comforting quotes and simple 
tips, will help you kindle this coziness in your own life. Light a candle, snuggle up and cele-
brate the things that make life good.

Elias Larsen and Jonny Jackson are the coauthors of The Joy of Hygge and The Little Book 
of Lagom. 

Self-Help • 160 Pages • 4 x 5.25 • Two-color Interior • 9781786852076 • October   
$11.95 (Can $15.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale

She Believed She Could So She Did
Summersdale

“Above all, be the heroine of your life.” —Nora Ephron

Inside every girl is a diamond core of strength that helps them achieve anything they put their 
mind to. Tap into your magic with this beautiful collection of inspirational quotations and 
life-affirming statements.

Self-Help • 160 Pages • 4 x 5.25 • 9781786854889 • September   
$11.95 (Can $15.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale



The Green Hedge Witch
Second edition

Rae Beth

In this charming book with something magical for everyone, learn how to develop a 
relationship with those spirit presences which dwell in or can be psychically contacted 
through nature

Rae Beth, author of the bestselling Hedge Witch, here blends the ancient traditions of hedge 
witchcraft with our modern concerns for the natural world. Working in liminal places and 
with wild spirits, she shows how we can both help to heal the human relationship with the 
natural world and cast spells of increase for threatened species. The Green Hedge Witch is 
based in the knowledge that we are part of nature, not apart from Her, and that this gives 
us our power and potential as well as our responsibilities. And therefore, by the use of rites, 
spirit journeys, and elven help, we can work heartfelt healing magic. This is a book for the 
budding spellcaster as well as the experienced hedge witch.

Rae Beth is a hedge witch and fay with many lifetimes of magical experience behind her. She 
is the author of Hedge Witch, The Hedge Witch’s Way, and Spellcraft for Hedge Witches.

Nature/Spirituality • 176 Pages • 5.5 x 8.5 • 10 B/W Illustrations • 9780719826450  
Replaces: 9780709085850 • October • $18.95 (Can $24.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press/Robert Hale

Calling Us Home
Chris Lüttichau

“Essential reading for anyone who cares about spirit, and spiritual activism. Read it, 
practice it, share it.” —Manda Scott, author, The Crystal Skull

Now in paperback, a blueprint for happiness which interweaves practical teachings, 
history, anecdote and ancestral wisdom

From a respected shamanic teacher, a blueprint for happiness which interweaves practical 
teachings, history, anecdote, and ancestral wisdom. Alongside consciousness, meditation, 
and mindfulness, shamanism, with its vision of the interconnectedness of all life, is undergo-
ing an unprecedented revival in the western world. With personal stories from the author’s 
35-year study of shamanism and the earth-wisdom teachings, and clear, practical tools, this 
book offers a path leading to the transformation of ourselves, of our reality and consequently 
the course of our lives. 

Chris Lüttichau is the author of Animal Spirit Guides.

Body/Mind/Spirit • 384 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781784979775 • Replaces: 9781784979751  
November • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus
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Drink Less in 7 Days
Georgia Foster

If you enjoy a drink, but would like to reduce your intake, this is the book for you

Increased alcohol consumption in society today is rarely out of the news. But it seems that 
most therapies and therapists offer an all-or-nothing solution—give up completely or give in 
to the drink. However, for those of us who would like to reduce our intake without giving 
up completely, clinical hypnotherapist Georgia Foster offers a middle way—and even better, 
it takes just seven days! Georgia is a world-leading therapist, specializing in overdrinking 
behavior (as well as anxiety and self-esteem and other issues). Her drink less courses have a 
high success rate (95% of attendees report reduced alcohol consumption) and here she shares 
the secrets of this success. Georgia uses short questionnaires and tick boxes to help the reader 
establish how they currently relate to alcohol and then gives simple, practical steps to help 
the reader take back control of their drinking.

Georgia Foster has been working as a clinical hypnotherapist since 1995.

Self-Help • 208 Pages • 5.5 x 8.5 • 9781910453575 • February   
$17.95 (Can $23.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • RedDoor Publishing

The 28 Day Alcohol-Free Challenge
Andy Ramage and Ruari Fairbairns

How to be happier, healthier and more productive by quitting booze for a month

An illustrated day-by-day guide packed with inspiration and practical help, The 28 Day Al-
cohol-Free Challenge is the only book you need to reset your drinking habits and discover a 
hangover-free world of quality time to achieve your goals. Drawing on their own experiences 
of ditching the drink, and bringing together the collective experience of the thousands of peo-
ple they have helped, Andy and Ruari bring you unparalleled insight into how you can make 
your break from alcohol an empowering, life-changing experience.

Andy Ramage and Ruari Fairbairns started their website One Year No Beer to connect with 
like-minded people who no longer wanted to deal with the adverse effects of drinking alcohol. 

Self-Help/Health • 224 Pages • 6 x 8 • 9781509857258 • September   
$14.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan/Bluebird

Quit Alcohol (For a Month)
Helen Foster

Holistic support and practical help for giving up alcohol for a month, with a 28-day 
program to optimize the benefits

Tired of hangovers and splitting headaches? Want to save the cash you spend on cocktails? 
More and more people are attempting a “dry spell” every year. But how do you actually 
give up booze for more than a few days without falling off the wagon? The health benefits 
are obvious, but there are a lot of people who need help to ease the transition. It’s not about 
willpower alone—it’s about changing habits and being ready for the multiple challenges that 
lie ahead. This book offers an effective, 360-degree approach to getting the most out of a 
dry spell, with all the emotional, psychological and practical support you need in a handy 
guidebook format.

Helen Foster is a health journalist whose previous books include The Good Carb Diet Plan, 
Eat All Day Diet, Detox, and Easy GI Diet. 

Self-Help • 224 Pages • 5.25 x 7.5 • 9781785041389 • October   
$13.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Random House UK/Vermilion



Woman of Substances
A Journey into Addiction and Treatment

Jenny Valentish

“Will resonate with women readers who have never really questioned the role that  
patriarchy has played in their drinking habits.” —Vice

“A compelling blend of the sociology, psychology and physiology that drives female  
addiction, seasoned by the author’s self-serrating humour and remarkable skill.”  
—Marc Lewis, author, The Biology of Desire

Drawing together neuroscientific research and memoir, a journalist explores the  
gendered experience of drug and alcohol addiction

Journalist Jenny Valentish takes a gendered look at drugs and alcohol, using her own story to 
light the way. Mining the expertise of 35 leading researchers, clinicians and psychiatrists, she 
explores the early predictors of addictive behavior, such as trauma, temperament and impul-
sivity. Drawing on neuroscience, she explains why other self-destructive behaviors—such as 
eating disorders, compulsive buying and high-risk sex—are interchangeable with problemat-
ic substance use. From her suburban childhood to her chaotic formative years in the London 
music scene, we follow her journey to Australia, where she experiences firsthand treatment 
facilities and AA groups, and reflects whether or not they are meeting the needs of women. 
Woman of Substances is an insightful, rigorous and brutally honest read. 

Jenny Valentish is a journalist and author. She is a consultant for Australia’s National Drug 
& Alcohol Research Centre, ambassador for Monash University’s Brain & Mental Health 
Laboratory, and board member of SMART Recovery Australia.

Autobiography/Health • 384 Pages • 5 x 8.25 • 9781788541633 • September   
$26.95 (Can $35.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus

The Quit Smoking Colouring Book
Lost the Plot

The perfect gift for that friend or loved one who just won’t give up the death sticks

Equal parts disgusting, insulting, offensive and confronting, The Quit Smoking Colouring 
Book is a funny take on a perilously unfunny situation. Visually stunning illustrations to 
color in confront your dirty habit head on; with images like tongue cancer or a beautifully 
detailed hole in the throat. Along with humorously impolite prose, this book is also littered 
with thought-provoking facts, like how smoking can waste 7,200 hours in five years. It is 
also filled with inspiring information and delightful poetry, for example: “If your teeth are 
quite brown and smell like a bum, if you’re down in the dumps ‘bout your bloody gums, 
if you’re sick of your mouth looking like an ass, then tell the next ciggie, ‘Thanks, but I’ll 
pass.’” Stub out the stick, pick up a pen and with every stroke you’ll be one step closer to 
living a healthier life. 

Lost the Plot offers fun, edgy, and beautiful books by millennials for millennials.

Games/Self-Help • 84 Pages • 9.25 x 9.25 • 9781921997976 • November   
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Lost the Plot
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A Manual for Heartache
How to Feel Better

Cathy Rentzenbrink

“I devoured A Manual for Heartache in one sitting . . . a kind, honest and wise book 
about how to make a friend of sadness.” —Rachel Joyce, author, The Unlikely Pilgrim-
age of Harold Fry 

“A book that could change the life of someone whose hands it finds its way into at the 
right moment. I wish I could go back and give it to my younger self at various points in 
my own life. A copy should be issued to every teenager in school . . . It delivers that most 
important of messages: You are not alone.” —Alice Adams, author, Invincible Summer

A wise and inspiring book that provides hope during times of suffering and grief

When Cathy Rentzenbrink was still a teenager, her happy family was torn apart by an un-
thinkable tragedy. Here she describes how she learned to live with grief and loss and find joy 
in the world again. She explores how to cope with life at its most difficult and overwhelming 
and how we can emerge from suffering forever changed, but filled with hope. This is a mov-
ing, warm and uplifting book that offers solidarity and comfort to anyone going through a 
painful time, whatever it might be. It’s a book that will help to soothe an aching heart and 
assure its readers that they’re not alone.

Cathy Rentzenbrink is a journalist and the author of the memoir The Last Act of Love, 
which was shortlisted for the Wellcome Book Prize.

Social Science • 176 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781509824465 • January • $12.95   
Trade Paper • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan/Picador

Every Third Thought
On Life, Death and the End Game

Robert McCrum

“Thoughtful, subtle, elegantly clever and oddly joyous, Every Third Thought is  
beautiful.” —Kate Mosse

A brilliant, wise, compassionate and consoling account of death and dying 

In 1995, at the age of 42, Robert McCrum suffered a dramatic and near-fatal stroke, the 
subject of his acclaimed memoir My Year Off. Ever since that life-changing event, McCrum 
has lived in the shadow of death, unavoidably aware of his own mortality. And now, 21 
years on, he is noticing a change: his friends are joining him there. Death has become his 
contemporaries’ every third thought. The question is no longer “Who am I?” but “How long 
have I got?” and “What happens next?” This book takes us on a journey through a year and 
towards death itself. As he acknowledges his own and his friends’ aging, McCrum confronts 
an existential question: in a world where we have learnt to live well at all costs, can we make 
peace with what Freud calls “the necessity of dying?” Searching for answers leads him to 
others for advice and wisdom, and this book is populated by the voices of brain surgeons, 
psychologists, cancer patients, hospice workers, writers and poets. Witty, lucid and provoc-
ative, this book is an enthralling exploration of what it means to approach the “end game,” 
and begin to recognize, perhaps reluctantly, that we are not immortal. Deeply personal and 
yet always universal, this is a book for anyone who finds themselves preoccupied by matters 
of life and death. It is both guide and companion.

Robert McCrum was Faber & Faber’s editor-in-chief for nearly 20 years. He is associate 
editor of the Observer, author of Wodehouse: A Life, and co-author of The Story of English.

Memoir/Social Science • 256 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781509815296   
Replaces: 9781509815289 • November • $14.95 • Trade Paper   
Rights: US • Pan Macmillan/Picador



How to Grieve Like a Champ
Lianna Champ

A powerful guide to positive grieving by a grief recovery specialist and funeral director 
with 40 years of experience

Author Lianna Champ has nearly 40 years’ experience in funeral care and bereavement 
counselling. She is passionate about improving our relationship with death and dying, teach-
ing us that if we live well we can die well. This beautifully presented book is both comforting 
and practical. Designed with the knowledge that most grieving people have a short attention 
span, the book clearly presents essential information and inspirational words to support 
and guide the reader through the challenges of bereavement in easily digestible chunks, with 
plenty of white space.

Lianna Champ began working at a local funeral home and at the age of 15. More than 30 
years later she runs one of the leading funeral homes in the North of England. Lianna is a 
qualified civil minister, and grief recovery specialist, offering an 8-week program to help 
bereaved individuals. She has worked in all areas of bereavement, including, most recently, 
with the relatives of those involved in the traumatic Manchester terror.

Self-Help • 208 Pages • 5 x 7 • 9781910453551 • October • $14.95 (Can $19.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • RedDoor Publishing

Somebody’s Daughter
Zara Phillips

A moving personal journey of discovery, recovery and adoption

Zara H. Phillips seemed to live a charmed life—backing singer to the stars with an incredi-
ble career here and across the Atlantic—but her smile masked a difficult childhood and the 
reality that she was adopted as a baby in the 1960s. Her life soon spiraled and as a teenager 
she suffered from drug and alcohol addiction, as she struggled to find her birth parents and 
her true identity. Somebody’s Daughter is a fascinating and revealing account of how a 
beautiful woman’s life has been dominated by her adoption and how it has affected her and 
those around her. Hard-hitting and emotional, Zara’s memoir explores the needs of adopted 
children, with her characteristic warmth and wit, and the true journey it takes to find where 
you belong.

Zara Phillips is a singer, performer, and nationally recognized speaker on adoption and 
addiction issues. In 2008, she directed and produced an adoption documentary, Roots Un-
known, which won Best Homegrown Documentary at The Garden State Film festival in New 
Jersey. This led to her writing her first book, Mother Me. In 2009 she co-wrote a song and 
made a video with Darryl McDaniels from RUNDMC called “I’m Legit” to raise awareness 
on the emotional impact of adoption. In 2013, Zara debuted a one woman show, “Beneath 
My Father’s Sky,” which won for Best Direction in the United Solo Festival in New York, 
and has since been performed in Los Angeles, San Francisco and New Jersey. Zara writes 
articles for various adoption magazines, regularly talks and facilitates workshops and events 
related to adoption issues, and still performs her music at clubs in NYC and New Jersey.

Autobiography • 288 Pages • 7.75 x 5 • 9781786065667 • October • $14.95 (Can $19.95)  
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • John Blake/AdLib
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Straight Jacket
Overcoming Society’s Legacy of Gay Shame

Matthew Todd

“This is an essential read for every gay person on the planet.” —Elton John

Straight Jacket is a revolutionary clarion call for gay men, the wider LGBT community, 
their friends and family. Part memoir, part ground-breaking polemic, it looks beneath the 
shiny facade of contemporary gay culture and asks if gay people are as happy as they could 
be—and if not, why not? Meticulously researched, courageous and life-affirming, Straight 
Jacket offers invaluable practical advice on how to overcome a range of difficult issues. It 
also recognizes that this is a watershed moment, a piercing wake-up-call-to-arms for the gay 
and wider community to acknowledge the importance of supporting all young people—and 
helping older people to transform their experience and finally get the lives they really want.

Matthew Todd is the editor of the UK’s bestselling gay magazine, Attitude. In 2011 he was 
named Men’s Magazine Editor of the Year by the British Society of Magazine Editors and 
Stonewall Journalist of the Year. He has written for the Guardian, Observer, Telegraph 
and Sun. 

LGBT Studies • 400 Pages • 5 x 7.8 • 9780552778404 • October • $16.95 • Trade Paper  
Rights: US • Transworld Publishers/Black Swan

Danger Music
Eddie Ayres

A remarkable memoir about the power of music and the courage to be oneself

Eddie Ayres has a lifetime of musical experience, from learning the viola as a child in England 
and playing with the Hong Kong Philharmonic for many years, to learning the cello in his 
thirties and landing in Australia to present an extremely successful Australian morning radio 
show. But all of this time Eddie was Emma Ayres. In 2014 Emma was spiraling into a deep 
depression, driven by anguish about her gender. She quit the radio, traveled, and decided on 
a surprising path to salvation—teaching music in a war zone. Emma applied for a position 
at Dr. Sarmast’s renowned Afghanistan National Institute of Music in Kabul, teaching cello 
to orphans and street kids. In Danger Music, Eddie takes us through the bombs and chaos 
of Kabul, into the lives of the Afghan children who are transported by Bach, Abba, Bee-
thoven and their own exhilarating Afghan music. Alongside these epic experiences, Emma 
determines to take the final steps to secure her own peace; she becomes the man always there 
inside—Eddie.

Eddie Ayres accepted a position teaching cello, viola and double bass to Afghanistan’s chil-
dren in 2016 at the world-renowned Afghanistan National Institute of Music. Amid the 
chaos and unpredictability of life in war-savaged Kabul, Emma realized she had to accept 
her future and returned to Australia to begin transitioning from female to male. In 2016, 
Emma became Eddie.

Biography/LGBT Studies • 304 Pages • 6 x 9.5 • 9781760290696 • October   
$19.95 (Can $26.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan • Allen & Unwin
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Closer
Find Happiness in Your Life and Relationships With the 7 Principles of Connectedness

Peter Charleston

Learn how to connect and develop meaningful relationships with others in our  
electronic-rife world

In a world dominated by electronic communications, instant messaging, online identities, 
and busy lives, we are losing touch with each other and our relationships are lacking real 
meaning. Most of the problems we face today are directly related to our inability to con-
nect emotionally with each other. Rates of depression and anxiety, isolation and loneli-
ness, relationship conflict and neighborhood complaints are at an all-time high. It’s in our 
nature to relate and connect with each other. Yet very few people know how to connect 
on an emotional level. They just don’t have the skill to create authentic and meaningful 
relationships. This book shows how. Closer creates a practical framework for establishing 
a good relationship with yourself, and amazing relationships with others, by tapping into 
the emotional needs that underlay all interactions. It provides a unique way of tapping into 
the unconscious drivers behind the relationships you want to improve, repair, or strengthen. 
Using this understanding of emotional needs, the reader can improve their own and others’ 
satisfaction in the relationship. The framework is easy to learn and can be implemented im-
mediately for positive results. It’s a highly effective way of significantly improving personal 
and professional relationships.

Peter Charleston is a psychotherapist, an organizational trainer, and coaching psychologist.

Self-Help • 288 Pages • 6 x 9.25 • 9781760409890 • November • $17.95 (Can $23.95)  
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Bonnier Publishing Australia/Echo

Conflicts
A Better Way to Resolve Them

Edward de Bono

How to use lateral thinking to find lasting and satisfying solutions to conflicts

In today’s world we use an out of date thinking system to navigate our way through modern 
society, especially when it comes to conflicts and disagreements. Conflicts argues that in-
stead of our age old system of debate we should adopt what de Bono calls a “design idiom” 
and use lateral thinking to navigate a feud. If two parties think their argument is best, we 
should be introducing a third party role. De Bono explains how this concept of triangular 
thinking and map making is the way forward. By highlighting how the current system holds 
us back and offering practical alternatives De Bono paves the way for a fundamental shift 
in conflict resolution.

In 1967 Edward de Bono invented the now commonly used term “lateral thinking” and, for 
million of people worldwide, his name has become a symbol of creativity and new thinking. 
He has written numerous books, including Six Thinking Hats and Lateral Thinking. 

Self-Help • 224 Pages • 5.25 x 8.5 • 9781785041891 • February • $21.95 • Trade Paper 
Rights: US • Random House UK/Vermilion
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Generation Cherry
Powerful Strategies to Give You a Second Bite of the Cherry

Tim Drake

“An important addition to the whole argument against age stereotyping.” —Lynda 
Gratton, author, The 100-Year Life

A toolkit for people approaching retirement, or finding themselves let go from their 
job—how to retain a sense of control in your life, and still live positively

Many people in their fifties or sixties (and even their forties and seventies) have moved from 
being the gilded generation, to finding themselves with a reduced income or a skinny pen-
sion. Whether such changes are down to choice or circumstance, this powerful new book 
from thought leader Tim Drake, shows us how we can have a second bite of the cherry and 
make a new future work for us. Taking a second bite is more important than ever now that 
we live in a society where the idea of what “work” entails is changing, and where jobs, re-
dundancy and retirement are evolving as concepts. Many of us feel far too young to leave our 
jobs or retire, and many more of us will find it financially challenging to do so. From the Four 
Autonomies to the Seven Insidious Excuses Forcefully Rejected by Highly Effective People, 
Drake proposes that we take positive, conscious, control of our lives. We can then really 
develop our sense of autonomy, lose our fixed mindsets and open ourselves up to a growth 
mindset. This will enable us to adapt and flourish, and can take a second bite of the cherry. 
Only then can we move into a new and improved future whatever age we are.

Tim Drake is a consultant and mentor to leading companies and executives. 

Career • 224 Pages • 6.25 x 9.25 • 9781910453209 • October • $16.95 (Can $22.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • RedDoor Publishing

You Can Be as Young as You Think
Six Steps to Staying Younger and Feeling Sharper

Tim Drake and Chris Middleton

A scientifically sound blueprint for successful anti-aging, through training your brain to 
think and feel young

In this fast-moving, fast-changing world, it is important that we remain vital, relevant and 
useful. Growing old gracefully, where physically and mentally we quietly fade into obscurity, 
is no longer an option and the expectation that we will stay younger for longer has never 
been greater. A “Young” brain is the antidote to aging and this book shows you exactly you 
how you can get one. Through six easy-to-follow and life-changing steps, you’ll find out that 
aging is all in the mind and discover how, by developing a younger brain, you can live a more 
fulfilled, rewarding, successful and happy life. The book contains an enlightening Brain Age 
Calculator which will examine your thinking and reveal the true age of your brain, then the 
authors will take you step-by-step through the principles behind their Six Wisdoms of Youth 
and coach you in systematically training your brain to think and feel young.

Tim Drake is a consultant and mentor to leading companies and executives. Chris Middle-
ton has been researching social change and segmentation for the past decade. Through his 
company, Futures Coaching, he helps individuals and companies adjust to future challenges.

Self-Help • 235 Pages • 5.25 x 7.75 • 9781910453278 • October • $8.95 (Can $11.95)  
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • RedDoor Publishing



Demystifying Diversity
A Handbook to Navigate Equality, Diversity and Inclusion

Jiten Patel and Gamiel Yafai

An essential and readable reference for all managers

An engaging and comprehensive tour of the world of diversity in the workplace. Authori-
tative, yet witty and well told, this important book is a vital navigational tool for anyone 
getting to grips with the importance of diversity across the spectrum of today s society. De-
mystifying Diversity is aimed at anyone with a line management responsibility at any level of 
management, business professionals and HR practitioners.

Having headed up the diversity practices of two of the UK’s largest Recruitment Resourcing 
Agencies, Gamiel Yafai is now Managing Director of a highly successful diversity consultan-
cy. An accomplished diversity and inclusion strategist, with strong experience of Public, Pri-
vate, Education and Third Sectors, Jiten Patel is Managing Director of a successful diversity 
consultancy. Recent awards include Diversity Champion of the Education Sector 2015, at the 
prestigious Excellence in Diversity Awards.

Business • 112 Pages • 5 x 6.25 • 9781908531896 • September • $22.95 (Can $30.95)  
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Gilgamesh Publishing

The Grid
The Decision-making Tool for Every Business (Including Yours)

Matt Watkinson

“With the possible exception of Warren Buffett, everyone needs to read this book.”  
—Rory Sutherland, Vice Chairman, Ogilvy Group

The fundamental, inseparable elements behind every successful business

The Grid provides the mental scaffolding to help you evaluate and refine product and service 
ideas; reduce risk by considering the broader impact of strategic decisions; identify the root 
causes behind business challenges; anticipate the impact of changes in the market and turn 
them to your advantage; and collaborate more effectively across teams. This is a straightfor-
ward, holistic, universally-applicable approach to business, suitable for big or small compa-
nies. The Grid will bring clarity and confidence to your business decision-making. 

Matt Watkinson’s first book, The Ten Principles Behind Great Customer Experiences, won 
the CMI’s Management Book of the Year Award in 2014.

Business • 352 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781847941886 • Replaces: 9781847941879 • October 
$16.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Random House UK/Random House Business

Think Small
The Surprisingly Simple Ways to Reach Big Goals

Owain Service and Rory Gallagher

“Science meets self-improvement, delivered with a rare combination of humanity and 
attention to the evidence. Prepare to discover how behavioural science can transform 
your job, your waistline, or even your marriage. Bravo!” —Tim Harford, author, The 
Undercover Economist

Simple and practical ways for you to achieve your goals

Working inside the world’s first Nudge Unit, Owain Service and Rory Gallagher know the 
huge impact that small changes, based on a scientific understanding of human behavior, can 
have, whether you’re trying to save money, be a better manager or get more people to vote in 
the next election. Think Small takes these successful approaches and translates them into an 
easy, simple framework that has the potential to make a big difference to all our lives.

Owain Service is the managing director of the Behavioural Insights Team and a former depu-
ty director of the Prime Minister’s Strategy Unit. Rory Gallagher is the managing director of 
the Behavioural Insights Team’s operations in the Asia-Pacific region. 

Business • 240 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9781782439233 • Replaces: 9781782436324 • October 
14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara
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SMART SKILLS

Business Writing
Patrick Forsyth

“Patrick has a lucid and elegant style of writing, which allows him to present 
information in a way that is organised, focused and easy to apply.” —Professional 
Marketing Magazine

Learn how to achieve a competitive edge with your business writing

Breakdowns in communication are common enough, but when messages are put in writ-
ing, things can quickly go from bad to worse. A badly written message can return to haunt 
you; now or in the future. Business Writing offers proven, practical advice on how to 
put together a clear message in a manner that readers will want to read. It will help you 
recognize the dangers of poor writing, prepare and write an effective message fast, match 
your style to methods you use, be persuasive where necessary and deal with all types of 
documentation from a “simple” email to a long report. This guide includes checklists, ex-
amples and exercises, and allows you to tackle anything that must be put in writing with 
confidence that it will be effective, engaging, memorable and also reflect positively on you.

Patrick Forsyth is the author of more than 50 business books, including Outstanding 
Confidence in a Week. 

Business/Management • 152 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781787198227   
February • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Legend Times Group/Legend Business

Negotiation
Anthony Jacks

Get the most out of negotiations whether with existing or new clients, one-off or long 
term projects

In the current challenging work and business environment, the importance of each nego-
tiation is paramount. This book will provide you with all you need to know, not just for 
the negotiation itself, but for the set-up, preparation and after the negotiation has been 
completed. A must for any employee, manager, freelancer or business owner.

Anthony Jacks began his career in publishing and has run Touchstone Training &  
Consultancy since 1990, specializing in the improvement of marketing, management and 
communications skills.

Business/Management • 130 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781787198647   
Replaces: 9781908248046 • February • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Legend Times Group/Legend Business

Presentations
Frances Kay

All you need to know to get the most out of presentations

This guide is a must for any employee, manager, freelancer or business owner. Good pre-
sentation skills are essential for any person to succeed in business whether to secure new cli-
ents, showcase new projects, staff motivation or for business planning. Getting them right 
can make or break your career and project. This easy to follow, succinct book provides all 
you need to know to get ahead.

Frances Kay is an author, researcher, coach and consultant. She has been the editor of The 
Good Retirement Guide since 2008.

Business/Management • 130 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781787198661   
Replaces: 9781908248084 • February • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Legend Times Group/Legend Business



In the Zone
How Champions Think and Win Big

Clyde Brolin

The secrets of peak performance and how to gain a champion’s mindset, packed with 
more than 100 exclusive interviews with the world’s top sports stars

How do champions suppress their fear of failure and find the belief to win? What separates 
those who live their dreams from those who don’t? What exactly is “The Zone,” and how 
do you get there? Drawing on more than 100 exclusive interviews with the world’s elite stars 
of sports including Novak Djokovic, Jessica Ennis-Hill, Sebastian Vettel, Felix Baumgartner, 
Michael Phelps, Michael Johnson, and more, Clyde Brolin sets out to discover the secrets of 
true success. In the Zone investigates with intelligence and clarity the mental traits that make 
champions, and reveals how anyone can reach the magical state of mind where sport’s great-
est achievements happen . . . The Zone.

Clyde Brolin spent a decade working in Formula 1 before moving on to the wider world of 
sports. His first book, Overdrive, was shortlisted for Best New Writer at the British Sports 
Book Awards.

Sports/Psychology • 320 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781911274575 • Replaces: 9781911274827  
January • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Blink Publishing

Conquer the Web
The Ultimate Cybersecurity Guide

Edited by Jonathan Reuvid

Tons of malicious content flood the internet which can compromise your system and 
your device be it your laptop, tablet or phone—here’s what to do about it

How often do you pay by Paypal? How often do you sit at a coffee shop and log onto their 
free wifi? How often do you use social media on the train or buses? If you believe that using 
antivirus will keep you safe, you are probably wrong. This is the ultimate guide to protect 
your data on the web. From passwords, to opening junk emails, to online profiles and cyber 
bullying, this book will guide you and give you solutions to be savvy online.

Jonathan Reuvid’s other titles include Managing Cybersecurity Risk and Growing Business 
Innovation. 

Computer: Internet/Business • 256 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781787198623   
November • $22.95 (Can $30.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Legend Times Group/Legend Business

Going Global
Developing Your Business for a Global Market

Edited by Jonathan Reuvid

An essential guide for businesses to expand their goods, services, processes and intellec-
tual properties into the global market

Globalization is a process of interaction and integration among the people, companies, and 
governments of different nations, a process driven by international trade and investment and 
aided by information technology.This title is an essential guide for business to expand their 
goods, services, process and IP’s into the global market.

Jonathan Reuvid worked as an economist for the French national oil company, then in in-
vestment banking, before taking up senior line and staff positions in industry including gen-
eral management of a Fortune 500 multinational covering most Western European countries. 
Subsequently, Jonathan Reuvid engaged in joint venture development in China and a parallel 
career in business book publishing. He is author of or consultant editor for more than 30 titles.

Business/Management • 288 Pages • 7.5 x 9.75 • 9781787198609   
October • $59.95 (Can $80.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Legend Times Group/Legend Business
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Official Leeds United 
Annual 2019
9781912595112

Official Manchester 
City Annual 2019
9781912595136

Official Celtic  
Annual 2019
9781912595037

Match! Goal Machines 
Annual 2019
9781907823541

Official Aston Villa 
Annual 2019
9781912595013

Mirror Sport Formula 
One Annual 2019
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Annual 2019
9781912595051
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Annual 2019
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Annual 2019
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Hotspur Annual 2019
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Covers for 2019 editions of the annuals are not available yet.  
Covers shown on the page are for 2018 editions.

2019 SOCCER ANNUALS

Soccer • 64 Pages • 7.5 x 11.25 • January • $14.95 (Can $19.95)   
Cloth • Rights: US, Canada & South America • Aspen Books
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Annual 2019
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United Annual 2019
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2019
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Annual 2019
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Official Arsenal  
Annual 2019
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Annual 2019
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Covers for 2019 editions of the annuals are not available yet.  
Covers shown on the page are for 2018 editions.

2019 SOCCER ANNUALS
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No Helmets Required
The Remarkable Story of the American All Stars

Gavin Willacy

The remarkable story of 20 young American football players, convinced to compete 
internationally in rugby—despite never having heard of the game

In 1950s Los Angeles, entrepreneur Mike Dimitro convinced a group of young American 
athletes to fly around the world playing rugby league, a game that was entirely new to them. 
Miraculously, the American All Stars competed with the best Australia, New Zealand, and 
France had to offer, and shocked the locals with some stunning victories. This story tells not 
only of the media circus and celebrity adventures, but also the All Stars’ fights and flings, 
tragic illnesses, and farcical court cases. Dimitro’s mission to establish a rugby league in the 
United States failed in spectacular fashion—though one All Star went on to win the Super 
Bowl, one became a Hollywood stuntman, and another an Olympic champion.

A sports reporter for 20 years, Gavin Willacy now works in sports management and writes 
freelance for titles such as Rugby League World, League Express, When Saturday Comes, the 
Sunday Times and the Independent.

Football • 304 Pages • 5.5 x 8.5 • 9781785314025 • Replaces: 9781909178472 • October  
$16.95 (Can $22.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Pitch Publishing

Manchester City FC
Stats, Facts and Moments

David Clayton

Everything you ever needed to know about Manchester City FC updated to include the 
entire 2017-2018 season

Up to date as of May 2018 (taking in the last game of the club), this book is packed full of 
fascinating facts, figures, trivia, stats, stories and anecdotes all relating to the long and color-
ful history of the Blues. From the most memorable matches and the men who helped shaped 
the club’s history to the more gruesome games and the unsung heroes, this book tells the 
tales that have seen the club become the world-class force it is today. This ultimate guide to 
Manchester City trivia is a book no self-respecting Citizen should be without.

David Clayton is the author of more than 20 books on the Blues, and has edited the official 
City magazine for over a decade.

Soccer • 256 Pages • 5 x 8 • 9781445684994 • October • $14.95 (Can $19.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Amberley Publishing

Pelé: His Life and Times
Harry Harris

“A good read for soccer enthusiasts.” —Library Journal

Now updated, the first fully authorized life of world’s greatest living soccer player

With exclusive access to Pelé, award-winning sports writer Harry Harris charts his meteoric 
rise from humble beginnings in Brazil to his first international at the age of 16. Superb ath-
leticism, speed of thought and execution, and astonishing ball control helped him become the 
only player to have appeared in three World Cup-winning sides, and to have scored more 
than 1,200 goals in his senior career, a feat that is now unlikely ever to be equaled, let alone 
surpassed. Pelé remains the best soccer player of all time, despite the extraordinary exploits of 
Cristiano Ronaldo, Lionel Messi, Neymar, and legends such as Diego Maradona and Johan 
Cruyff. Now revised and updated to bring the story completely up to date, this is a tribute 
to a world-class sporting hero, a great sportsman and, to this day, an inspiration to millions.

Harry Harris was Group Chief Football Writer at the Express, and a holder of the coveted 
Sports Story of the Year award. 

Soccer/Biography • 288 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 12 Color Photos • 9781786068828   
Replaces: 9781566492621 • October • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • John Blake



Dog Rounds
Death and Life in the Boxing Ring

Elliot Worsell

A raw and unflinching exploration of boxing and death from a top sports writer

March 2016: boxer Chris Eubank, Jr. stops his opponent Nick Blackwell in round 10 of 
a British title fight. Blackwell dies momentarily in the back of an ambulance, before being 
brought back to life. He remains in a coma for seven days. The lives of the protagonists 
and the witnesses are changed forever. Author Elliot Worsell was ringside that night and in 
the dressing rooms after. What he saw and heard would transform his view of the sport he 
loves and force him to question his own complicity. Here, Worsell goes in search of boxers 
who have killed in the ring. He talks to George Khalid Jones, Ray “Boom Boom” Mancini, 
Gabriel Ruelas, James Crayton, and referee Kenny Bayless. Spending time with these boxers, 
Worsell reveals the extent of the devastation left behind. 

Elliot Worsell has written for The Ring, Boxing News, Boxing Monthly, UFC 360, Fighters 
Only, and the Huffington Post. His first book was Making Haye: The Authorised David 
Haye Story.

Boxing • 304 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781788700252 • Replaces: 9781911274797 • January  
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Blink Publishing

The Mad and the Bad
Boxing Tales of Murder, Madness and Mayhem

Thomas Myler

Tales of the hard lives of some of the sport’s most talented athletes

Boxing has always had its wacky warriors and masters of menace. Eight-times married con-
man Kid McCoy took his own life. The fearless Stanley Ketchel was shot dead by a jealous 
farm worker. The enigmatic Battling Siki used to parade a lioness down the boulevards of 
Paris, while the unpredictable Chris Eubank enraged the establishment with his eccentric 
lifestyle. Mean and moody Sonny Liston died in mysterious circumstances. The brilliant Aar-
on Pryor fell victim to drugs. Roberto Duran once knocked over a horse in anger, while 
beer-guzzling Tony Galento threatened to “moider da bums.” Here, Thomas Myler brilliant-
ly brings to life all these and many more unforgettable fighters.

Thomas Myler is the author of Close Encounters with the Gloves Off, New York Fight 
Nights, and The Sweet Science Goes Sour. 

Boxing • 320 Pages • 5.5 x 8.5 • 9781785313950 • October • $16.95 (Can $22.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Pitch Publishing

Rocky Marciano
The Brockton Blockbuster

John Jarrett

The incredible life story of the former world heavyweight champion

Say hello to Rocky Marciano, the world’s only undefeated heavyweight champion, a guy 
called Rocky Marciano. With just a 67-inch reach, two left feet and under six feet tall, Mar-
ciano blasted his way to 49 wins, 43 inside the distance. You could knock him down but 
you couldn’t knock him out. Marciano KO’d Jersey Joe Walcott in a 1952 thriller to become 
world champion. Defending his title five times, he brought the million-dollar gate back to 
boxing in 1955 when he crushed Archie Moore in his final fight. He then criss-crossed the 
U.S. making public appearances, for cash only. He built a network of friends, businessmen 
and Mob guys who willingly paid his way and flew him around. And that’s how he died, 
hitching a ride in a plane that crashed in an Iowa cornfield in 1969, on the eve of his 46th 
birthday. His mantra was, “If you want to live a full life, then live dangerously.” Rocky did 
that, all right!

John Jarrett is the author of Champ in the Corner: The Ray Arcel Story and Toy Bulldog: 
The Fighting Life. 

Boxing • 256 Pages • 6.5 x 9.5 • 9781785313813 • September • $24.95 (Can $33.95)   
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Pitch Publishing
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Jenson Button: Life to the Limit
My Autobiography

Jenson Button

Jenson Button tells his full story for the first time 

Jenson Button is one of the greatest racing drivers of his generation. His 17 years in Formula 
1 have seen him experience everything from nursing underpowered cars around the track to 
winning World Championships and everything in between. Jenson’s World Championship 
victory for the unsponsored and unfancied Brawn GP team is one of the most extraordinary 
against-the-odds sports stories of the century. Jenson’s book lifts the lid on the often hidden 
world of Formula 1. He reveals his relationships with some of the biggest names in Formula 
1: Lewis Hamilton, Michael Schumacher, Fernando Alonso as well some of the most colorful 
characters like Flavio Briatore, Ron Dennis, Frank Williams and serial winner Ross Brawn. 
Above all, he puts you right inside the cockpit, in the driving seat, traveling at over 200 miles 
per hour, battling the fear of death, showing you what happens when it goes wrong at high 
speed and allowing you to experience the euphoria of crossing the line first.

Jenson Button has been in Formula 1 for 17 years, appearing in 309 grands prix. 

Biography/Sports • 352 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781911600381 • Replaces: 9781911600350  
September • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Blink Publishing

Road Racer
It’s in My Blood

Michael Dunlop

What it was like growing up as part of a motorcycle dynasty

Michael Dunlop is the greatest road racer on the planet. Brother of William, an accomplished 
rider himself, son of the late Robert and nephew of the late, great Joey Dunlop, for Michael, 
racing has always been in his blood. For the first time Michael talks in depth about his family 
story, how he got involved in the family business and how he manages to keep getting back 
on his bike despite all he knows of the deadly risks he encounters every time he crosses the 
start line. The death of his uncle during a competition in Estonia in 2000 was followed just 
eight years later by the death of his father at the North West 200. But, despite these tragic 
losses, Michael was undeterred and, two days after his father’s death, returned to the North 
West. And won. The following year Michael won his first TT, joining both his father and 
uncle in the record books, and he hasn’t looked back since. 

Michael Dunlop is a Northern Irish professional motorcycle racer. 

Autobiography/Sports • 288 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781782439097 • Replaces: 9781782437796 
October • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara

The Power and The Glory
Senna, Prost and F1’s Golden Era

David Sedgwick

A fierce battle for F1 supremacy, which popularized the sport as never before

Set amid the glamour and bravado of 1980s Formula 1, The Power and the Glory tells 
the story of a rivalry unsurpassed in motor-racing history. By the mid-80s Alain Prost had 
firmly established himself as leader of the F1 pack. Winning Grands Prix almost at will, the 
French ace radiated invincibility. But then came the emergence of Ayrton Senna, sparking a 
decade-long battle for supremacy out on the track. Although completely at odds in terms of 
character and background, the two men were driven by the same burning desire: to become 
Formula 1’s heavyweight champion of the world, its undisputed king. Senna and Prost would 
both go on to win multiple world championships in what was a golden era for F1 racing. 
Their Suzuka showdowns of 1988-90 attracted record worldwide audiences and popularized 
the sport as never before. An intimate portrait of two unique competitors, The Power and the 
Glory is a supercharged story of acrimony and sheer ambition.

David Sedgwick is a contributor to Motorsport.com, Flux Magazine, Comment Central and 
Theatre Professional. 

Motor Sports • 320 Pages • 6.5 x 9.5 • 9781785313653 • September • $24.95 (Can $33.95) 
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Pitch Publishing



This Girl Ran
Tales of a Party Girl Turned Triathlete

Helen Croydon

The hilarious and inspiring story of a glamorous party girl turned adventurous endur-
ance athlete

If you had told Helen two years ago that she would be getting up at 6 a.m. on Sundays to 
swim in a freezing reservoir and spending her Saturday nights unshowered and covered in 
mud in a pub, she would have spat out her champagne. But when everyone around you starts 
settling down, what else is a glamorous party girl to do but to launch herself into the world 
of endurance sport? For someone who didn’t even own a pair of flat shoes (and definitely no 
waterproofs), Helen would soon find she had a lot to learn. Join Helen on her hilarious and 
soul-searching journey as she swaps a life of cocktail bars and dating for the challenges and 
exhilaration of triathlons, trail runs, obstacle races, long-distance cycles and ocean swims… 
and sets herself the seemingly impossible goal of qualifying as a Team GB triathlete.

Helen Croydon is the author of Sugar Daddy Diaries and Screw the Fairytale. In 2016 she 
competed for Team GB in the age-group World Championship triathlon.

Memoir/Sports • 320 Pages • 5.10 x 7.80 • 9781786852175 • September  
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale

Chasing Points
A Season on the Pro Tennis Circuit

Gregory Howe

A rare behind-the-scenes glimpse into the life of a touring tennis professional from the 
perspective of a real underdog

At 34 years of age, Gregory Howe quit teaching to chase his childhood dream of becoming 
a world-ranked tennis professional. He started his year-long journey in the minor leagues, 
playing across four continents, as far afield as Bangkok, Kampala and Lahore, initially strug-
gling against younger, fitter aspiring pros. Breaking through to the elite Association of Tennis 
Professionals (ATP) tour, he got within volleying distance of some of the greats of the modern 
game. Eventually, he managed to juggle competing on the ATP tour with holding down a 
nine-to-five job. Along the way he encountered almost everything the tennis world has to 
offer, from rising stars racing to the top, to players whose hopes are slowly being shattered.

Gregory Howe still regularly plays competitive tennis.

Tennis • 256 Pages • 5.5 x 8.5 • 9781785313837 • February   
$19.95 (Can $26.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Pitch Publishing

Golf’s Strangest Rounds
Extraordinary but True Stories

Andrew Ward

A fascinating collection of stories from the stranger side of the fairway

Golf’s Strangest Rounds is an absorbing collection of bizarre tales from the lengthy annals of 
the sport’s history. There are stories of tragedy, eccentricity, tactical slip-ups and ones that 
defy categorization altogether—meet “Mysterious Montague,” for example, of the world’s 
best golfers but a man who refused ever to compete in a tournament. You’ll find plenty of 
golfing greats here—Gene Sarazen, Chip Beck, Greg Norman, Nick Faldo—all of whom have 
played their parts in irrational finishes, record rounds and famous freak shots. The tales with-
in these pages are bizarre, fascinating, hilarious and, most importantly, true.

Andrew Ward is the author of Football’s Strangest Matches, Bridge’s Strangest Games and 
Horse Racing’s Strangest Races.

Golf/Sports • 256 Pages • 5 x 8 • 50 B/W Illustrations • 9781911622000   
Replaces: 9781910232934 • November • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Cloth   
Rights: US & Canada • Pavilion/Portico
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The Travel Survival Guide
Get Smart, Stay Safe

Lloyd Figgins

Provides practical, up-to-date advice on safe travel worldwide, drawing upon real-life 
experiences

The rewards you can reap from exploring this amazing planet are incalculable. Every year, 
more and more of us are discovering the joy, the excitement, the sheer sense of adventure in 
roaming the world. But travelling, particularly to the more remote and volatile corners of 
the globe, can be a dangerous business. If you don’t prepare properly—by looking for po-
tential hazards and learning how best to deal with them—you may wish you’d never started 
out. Written by international security expert Lloyd Figgins, using his experience of over 80 
countries, this unique new travel guide is essential reading for anyone planning an overseas 
trip, whether on business, as a tourist or gap-year traveler. If you want no-nonsense, easy-
to-follow, practical advice on how to recognize the warning signs, how to prevent problems 
and cope with emergencies (should they occur), this is the book for you.

Lloyd Figgins is a travel risk expert, author and speaker. He is a former police officer, soldier 
and expedition leader who has worked in over 80 countries, including some of the world’s 
more hostile and remote regions. A Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society and interna-
tionally respected authority on the subject of travel risk and crisis management, he often 
provides commentary in the media and makes regular appearances on the BBC, Fox News, 
ITV and Sky News.

Travel • 188 Pages • 5.5 x 8 • 9781841657929 • November • $12.95 (Can $16.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Pavilion/Portico

Europe by Rail
The Definitive Guide
15th edition

Nicky Gardner and Susanne Kries

“An alluring combination of evocative writing . . . and practical advice.” —Independent

Whether you are making a long “grand tour” or just planning a couple of weekend 
breaks, Europe by Rail is the perfect guide

This book is shaped around 50 key routes which span mainland Europe. Each route can be 
followed in its entirety or used as a building block in a longer itinerary. Beyond the main 
routes, there are pointers to branch lines and less frequented railways. You’ll find immensely 
useful tips about how to plan journeys, what tickets to buy and where to stop off along the 
way. There are special sections for rail pass holers, including Interrail and Eurail, as well 
as information on night and cruise trains. The country guide summarizes key information 
about traveling by train through each of the 48 countries listed. With its nicely opinionated 
style and lots of cameo accounts of travel history, there’s plenty here for armchair travelers 
too. The geographical scope extends from Arctic Scandinavia to the Mediterranean, from 
Portugal to Ukraine and Russia.

Nicky Gardner and Susanne Kries are coeditors of hidden europe magazine.

Travel • 512 Pages • 5.25 x 8.5 • 98 Color Photos • 9783945225011   
Replaces: 9781848485532 • November • $24.95 (Can $33.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • hidden europe publications
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COMPANION GUIDES

Qatar
A Companion

David Chaddock

The much-needed companion for expatriates or adventure travelers visiting Qatar

The visitor to Qatar could have no better companion than David Chaddock. Having 
been resident in Qatar long before the modern boom which brought such a huge 
influx of foreign business travelers and tourists and which has changed the skyline 
beyond recognition, he is well placed to guide the visitor round the capital’s fast 
evolving architecture and highways, and to highlight the must see places to visit in 
modern Doha. David is also well connected in the local business community, and he 
has helped a great many foreign companies find a footing in this sometimes bewilder-
ing new environment. This essential travel guide—the only up-to-date such book on 
Qatar—will be a lifeline for visiting business travelers and for new expatriates alike.  

David Chaddock moved to the Middle-East in 1976. He has lived in six different 
countries in the region, and worked in most of the others, developing new markets for 
British, American and French industrial manufacturing companies.

Travel • 192 Pages • 5 x 8.25 • 20 Color Photos • 9781908531063 • January   
$22.95 (Can $30.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Gilgamesh Publishing

Kurdistan (KRG)
A Companion

Parwez Zabihi and Yvonne van der Bijl

Companion Guides serve destinations that tend to be overlooked by traditional 
travel guide series—the much-needed companion for expatriates or adventure 
travelers venturing into new lands

The Northern Region of Iraq is home to the nation’s Kurdish population—a minority 
which suffered horrendous oppression under Saddam Hussein’s regime. Today it has 
emerged from its troubled history to become the most prosperous part of the country 
and indeed a beacon to the surrounding region. Its substantial oil reserves, coupled 
with stable and practical political management, have resulted in a safe working en-
vironment. Increasing numbers of business travelers and expatriates, augmented by 
a flow of adventure travelers who come to experience the dramatic mountain land-
scapes, will provide a strong market for this, the only, travel guide to Kurdistan.

Parwez Zabihi is editor of an English language photography magazine in Kurdistan 
and is associate adviser to Rezhyar Arts, an organization devoted to developing the 
Arts in Kurdistan. Yvonne van der Bijl is a writer and photographer and has published 
three earlier travel guides on Guatemala, Bolivia and Morocco. 

Travel • 192 Pages • 5 x 8.25 • 20 Color Photos • 9781908531018 • September  
$22.95 (Can $30.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Gilgamesh Publishing
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From Source to Sea
Notes from a 215-Mile Walk Along the River Thames

Tom Chesshyre

The first modern narrative of walking the entire length of the Thames

Over the years, authors, artists and amblers aplenty have felt the pull of the Thames, and now 
Tom Chesshyre is following in their footsteps. He’s walking the length of the river from the 
Cotswolds to the North Sea—a winding journey of over 200 miles. Join him for an illuminat-
ing stroll past meadows, churches and palaces, country estates and council estates, factories 
and dockyards. Setting forth in the summer of Brexit, and meeting a host of interesting char-
acters along the way, Chesshyre explores the living present and remarkable past of England’s 
longest and most iconic river.

Tom Chesshyre is a travel writer for the Times, and has visited over 90 countries. 

Travel • 320 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781786852861 • Replaces: 9781849539210 • October  
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Summersdale

Icy Graves
Exploration and Death in the Antarctic

Stephen Haddelsey

Highlighting the true heroism of Antarctic explorers, the dangers they face and the 
equipment used to prevail

It is no secret that the Antarctic is one of the most dangerous, forbidding places for explorers 
to step foot in. The terrain is treacherous, the wildlife predatory and the climate fatal if not 
adequately prepared for. For the first time, Icy Graves uses a selection of the tragic losses of 
such famous explorers as Arthur Farrant, Belgrave Ninnis and Robert Falcon Scott to plot 
the forward progress of Antarctic exploration and sensitively tells, often in their own words, 
the stories of the men and women who have fallen in what Sir Ernest Shackleton called the 
“White Warfare of the South.”

Stephen Haddelsey has been elected a fellow of the Royal Geographical and Royal Histor-
ical societies. He is currently working with the UK Antarctic Heritage Trust as Director of 
Project South Ice, and is the author of several books, including Ice Captain: The Life of J.R. 
Stenhouse, and the Manitoba award-winning Operation Tabarin.

Biography • 256 Pages • 6.14 x 9.21 • 16 B/W Photos • 9780750982559 • October   
$32.95 (Can $43.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • The History Press

House of Snow
An Anthology of the Greatest Writing About Nepal

Introduction by Ed Douglas

The most comprehensive collection of writing about Nepal in print—includes Jan Mor-
ris, Jon Krakaeur, Dervla Murphy, Barbara Crossette, Jamling Tenzing Norgay, Michael 
Palin, Samrat Upadhyay, Jeff Greenwald, Maurice Herzog, and more

House of Snow includes over 50 excerpts of fiction and non-fiction inspired by the breath-
taking landscapes and rich cultural heritage of this fascinating country. Here are explorers 
and mountaineers, poets and political journalists, national treasures and international stars 
such as Michael Palin amd Jon Krakauer, Laxmi Prasad Devkota and Manjushree Thapa—all 
hand-picked by well-known authors and scholars of Nepali literature including Samrat Upa-
dhyay, Michael Hutt, Isabella Tree and Thomas Bell.

Ed Douglas is a mountaineer, a journalist and the author of Tenzing: Hero of Everest. Ran-
ulph Fiennes is an elite soldier, athlete, mountaineer, and renowned explorer, and the author 
of 19 books of both fiction and nonfiction, including Killer Elite and Race to the Pole.

Travel • 592 Pages • 6 x 9.25 • 9781788541534 • Replaces: 9781784974589 • October  
$24.95 (Can $33.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus



Urban Outlaw
How I Became an Unlikely Entrepreneur by Breaking All the Rules

Magnus Walker

“Magnus is a fascinating guy . . . a modern renaissance man.” —Jay Leno

A compelling tale of succeeding through pure instinct and determination by a man who 
was brave enough to follow his own path

Magnus Walker is one of life’s originals. Serial entrepreneur, fashion designer, TV presenter, 
motivational speaker and one of the world’s most prolific Porsche collectors, the dread-
locked, tattooed hoarder of individual creativity is a very modern incarnation of success. 
Raised in the urban decay of Thatcher’s Britain, Sheffield-born Magnus Walker left school 
with just two O levels and drifted for several years before buying a one-way ticket to Amer-
ica. Now, 30 years and three successful businesses later, by following his instincts, rejecting 
convention and pursuing his passions Magnus has succeeded against all the odds. Here, for 
the first time, is the full story of his journey from a boy with little hope to an anti-estab-
lishment hero. Along the way we’ll witness his potent combination of inspiration and graft, 
discover his motivations and his ambitions, and come to understand his philosophy and the 
keys to his success.

Magnus Walker established Serious Clothing, outfitters to Madonna, Alice Cooper, Motley 
Crue, and a host of rock stars, before developing properties in downtown L.A. and expand-
ing into the film location business. Today he is one of the world’s most prominent collectors 
and modifiers of Porsche 911s.

Biography & Autobiography • 272 Pages • 5 x 7.8 • 9780552173391 • October   
$16.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Transworld Publishers/Corgi

Long Way Back
Charley Boorman

The bestselling author of Long Way Round details his recovery from a major accident

On February 16, 2016, Charley Boorman suffered a major traffic accident in Portugal. His 
world crashed down after he smashed his right ankle and causing severe damage to his left 
fibia and tibia. It was unclear if he would ever walk properly again, let alone ride a motor-
bike. Charley recounts the ambulance ride, the numerous operations in a Portugese hospital, 
the medivac flight back to London, and his journey of recovery. As his inability to walk for 
several months provokes introspection, Boorman recounts his childhood, where his passion 
for motorbikes began, and the formative influences in his life—from his father, a famed 
director, to his longtime friend Ewan McGregor, and Sean Connery’s son Jason, who intro-
duced him to bikes. These touchstones give him strength on the long way back to health.

Charley Boorman has toured the world on his motorbike, sometimes accompanied by close 
friend Ewan McGregor, with whom he produced the TV series and accompanying books 
Long Way Round and Long Way Down. Further solo adventures include Race to Dakar, By 
Any Means, and Extreme Frontiers. He has been a UNICEF ambassador since 2009

Memoir/Travel • 320 Pages • 5 x 8 • 9780749579258 • Replaces: 9780749577018  
September • $15.95 (Can $20.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • AA Publishing
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London’s Strangest Tales
Extraordinary but True Stories

Tom Quinn

Extraordinary but true stories from over a thousand years of London’s history

London’s Strangest Tales takes a walk on London’s weirder side with an absorbing collection 
of curious tales from one of the world’s greatest cities. This fascinating book is packed with 
amazing things you didn’t know about Britain’s capital, like the fact that it’s still forbidden to 
run, carry an umbrella or whistle in the Burlington Arcade, and the fat lamppost at the corner 
of Trafalgar Square that is secretly a tiny prison cell. And did you know that the entrance to 
Buckingham Palace you see from the Mall is actually the back door and not the front? The 
stories within these pages are bizarre, fascinating, hilarious and, most importantly, true. This 
brand new edition, redesigned in splendid hardback for 2018, is a brilliant alternative guide 
to the city, whether you’re a visitor, a daily commuter or one of its 8 million inhabitants.

Tom Quinn has written five titles in the best-selling Strangest series.

History • 256 Pages • 5 x 8 • 50 B/W Illustrations • 9781911622024   
Replaces: 9781910232880 • October • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Cloth   
Rights: US & Canada • Pavilion/Portico

London’s 100 Most Extraordinary Buildings
New edition

David Long

A beautifully illustrated gift book to explore the most extraordinary buildings of London 
on foot or from the armchair

London’s 100 Most Extraordinary Buildings reveals the stories behind the capital’s strang-
est and most enigmatic buildings. While some are open to the public—if you know who to 
ask—others are strictly off limits, which only heightens the sense of mystery around them. 
Still others are so familiar that few ever stop to consider how curious they actually are. South 
of the river, for example, the city’s widest building at nearly 1,000 feet has been favorably 
compared to the Winter Palace. Elsewhere you can find an arts center built of old shipping 
containers, a Victorian explorer lying dead in a tent, acres of secret government underground 
offices, and even a private tunnel used for running cable cars under the Thames. 

David Long has been a writer and journalist for more than 30 years, and has regularly ap-
peared in the Times, Sunday Times and Evening Standard. Previous titles include London 
Underground and The Little Book of London.

History • 224 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 30 B/W Illustrations • 9780750987615 • September  
$21.95 (Can $29.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • The History Press

London’s 100 Strangest Places
New edition

David Long

A beautifully illustrated gift book to explore the hidden history of curious London on 
foot or from the armchair

London’s 100 Strangest Places takes a sideways look at the capital, revealing the hidden 
stories, curious histories and sometimes comic associations behind dozens of sometimes quite 
familiar places. Typical examples include extensive networks of tunnels running beneath 
high-street pavements, secret transport networks, streetlamps powered by sewer gas, a street 
where you can legally drive on the right and even a Nazi memorial sited among the heroes 
and adventurers of the British Empire. This book forms the very best possible start for anyone 
who wishes to get off the beaten track and under the skin of the hidden city that is mod-
ern-day London.

David Long has been a writer and journalist for more than 30 years, and has regularly ap-
peared in the Times, Sunday Times and Evening Standard. Previous titles include London 
Underground andThe Little Book of London.

History • 224 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 30 B/W Illustrations • 9780750987639 • September  
$21.95 (Can $29.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • The History Press



Oxford Film Locations
A Walking Guide to Harry Potter and Others

Phoebe Taplin

Highlights the architecture that makes Oxford the perfect film location

Harry Potter, A Fish Called Wanda, Inspector Morse, Downton Abbey and X-Men are just 
a few of the films that have become synonymous with the world renowned University City 
of Oxford. This new Pitkin souvenir guide highlights key sites that have become famously 
linked to these internationally successful and much loved films and TV specials. Not limited 
to Oxford city center, this guide will also include the often-used film location Blenheim Pal-
ace, located just outside Oxford. With 15 individual walks around Oxford, and information 
on both architecture and filming history, this guide will become a must-have souvenir for 
every visitor to Oxford.

Phoebe Taplin is an experienced author, who specializes in culture, heritage and travel. 
Phoebe has written several Pitkin heritage publications and now combines her passion for 
walking and films in our new Film Location Series.

Film/Travel • 32 Pages • 7 x 9.5 • 25 Color Photos • 9781841657936 • October   
$8.95 (Can $11.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Pavilion/Pitkin Publishing

Ireland the Best
The Insider’s Guide to Ireland

John McKenna and Sally McKenna

Based on the celebrated Scotland the Best, a personal guide to the most fantastic things 
to do and see in Ireland

This fully comprehensive and independent guide to Ireland gives you only the very best rec-
ommendations, whatever your budget. Discover stunning scenery, landscapes and historical 
highlights. Find the best coastal walks, city strolls and sight-seeing spots. Eat at the best local 
cafés and regional restaurants. Great advice on where to sleep, from wild camping to bou-
tique hotels. Explore the true culture of Ireland and discover local, hidden gems.

John McKenna has written about Ireland’s food culture for almost 30 years, and has won 
many national and international awards, including the André Simon Special Award. He is the 
curator of the annual The 100 Best Restaurants in Ireland, published since 1992. The Wall 
Street Journal described him as “Ireland’s most authoritative food writer.” Sally McKenna 
is a photographer, cooking editor, filmmaker and the publisher of the McKennas’ Guides.

Travel • 448 Pages • 5.25 x 8.25 • 9780008248819 • September • $24.95 • Trade Paper  
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins
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Great Scottish Journeys
Twelve Routes to the Heart of Scotland

Keith Fergus

A unique and captivating exploration of Scotland’s highways and byways

This stunning collection of photographs shows Scotland in all its glory, taking in the most iconic 
routes from across the country. Weave through panoramic vistas, mountainous landscapes, pic-
turesque forests and craggy coastlines. Working with The Scots Magazine, Keith Fergus takes 
you on some of the finest journeys around the country, with sumptuous photography and fasci-
nating facts about the locations you’ll pass along the way. This is Scotland as it should be seen, 
and is an essential collection for lovers of photography and adventure alike.

Outdoor writer and photographer Keith Fergus has written hundreds of articles for The 
Scots Magazine. His images have also appeared in books, newspapers, magazines, calendars 
and brochures. Under the banner of Scottish Horizons, Keith publishes a range of calendars 
and greeting cards and is also the author of 15 books.

Photography/Travel • 256 Pages • 6.75 x 8.5 • 256 Color Photos, 12 Maps   
9781785301421 • October • $24.95 (Can $33.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Black & White Publishing

A-Z of Edinburgh
Places-People-History

Lisa Sibbald

Explore the city of Edinburgh in this fully illustrated A-Z guide to its history, people 
and places

Edinburgh has long had a proud and distinctive identity as the capital city of Scotland. 
Throughout its history it has been renowned as a home of science, education, literature 
and culture, and today the city hosts the world-famous Edinburgh Festival every year. It’s 
the home of the Scottish Parliament and is a leading financial center. Its beautiful architec-
tural heritage, with the medieval Old Town alongside the elegant Georgian New Town, is 
matched by its remarkable natural setting, with the skyline of the city dominated by the 
extinct volcano of Arthur’s Seat. In this book local author Lisa Sibbald takes the reader on 
a fascinating A–Z tour of the city’s history, exploring its streets and byways, to tell the story 
of its buildings, places and people along the way. 

Lisa Sibbald is an arts and theatre reviewer.

History • 96 Pages • 6.5 x 92.13 • 100 Color Photos • 9781445679754 • September   
$22.95 (Can $30.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Amberley Publishing
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2019 Collins Handy Road Atlas Scotland
Collins Maps

This handy A5 sized road atlas has extremely clear, route planning maps of Scotland. Scale of 
main maps: 1:625,000 (9.9 miles to 1 inch). Places of tourist interest are highlighted. Layer 
coloring shows land height. Road network is classified and color coded. Detailed street maps 
of Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen. Street maps of Dundee, Inverness and Perth city centers. 
Distance calculator chart highlights distances between major towns. Transport connections 
section listing airports and details of vehicle ferries into and within Scotland. Covers the whole 
of Scotland and part of northern England, down to Kendal and Scarborough in the south.

Collins UK has been publishing educational and informative books for almost 200 years.

Travel • 72 Pages • 5.75 x 8.25 • Four-color Interior • 9780008276393 • October   
$7.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins

Collins Discovering London: The Illustrated Map
Dominic Beddow

This hand-watercolored map  contains individual paintings of all the main sites and landmarks, 
shop-by-shop street maps, theatres and cinemas, comprehensive travel information and index. 
At a scale of 1:8,250 (7.5 inches to 1 mile). Coverage extends from Regent’s Park in the north 
to Battersea in the south, and from Kensington in the west to Tower Bridge in the east. Features 
hop-by-shop street maps for Oxford Street, Bond Street, Covent Garden, Portobello Road, 
King’s Road, Brompton Cross, Exmouth Market, Beauchamp Place, St. Christopher’s Place 
and South Molton Street, Knightsbridge, Jermyn Street and Kensington. 

Explore the world through accurate and up-to-date mapping with Collins UK.

Travel/Reference • 1 Pages • 4.5 x 8 • Four-color Interior • 9780008214166   
Replaces: 9780008104559 • September • $7.95 • Folded • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins

2019 Collins Handy Road Atlas Britain and Ireland
Collins Maps

This easy-to-use, handy A5 sized road atlas with popular lie-flat spiral binding fits neatly into 
your glove box, briefcase or bag. Maps of Britain are at 9.9 miles to 1 inch (1:625,000) and 
Ireland is covered at 15.8 miles to 1 inch (1:1,000,000). There are more detailed urban area 
maps at 4.5 miles to 1 inch (1:285,000) to aid route planning in these busy areas. Includes more 
detailed maps of London, Manchester, Merseyside and West Midlands; Park & Ride locations 
(for bus and rail); and distance calculator chart highlighting distances between major towns.

Collins UK has been publishing educational and informative books for almost 200 years.

Travel • 80 Pages • 6 x 8.25 • Four-color Interior • 9780008276409   
Replaces: 9780008214579 • October • $7.95 • Spiral • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins

Collins Discovering Glasgow: The Illustrated Map
Dominic Beddow

This map displays delightful watercolor mapping, with individual paintings of all the main 
sights and landmarks in the city. Covers the center of Glasgow from the Botanic Gardens in 
the north and the new Riverside Museum to the west to the 12th century Cathedral and the 
gritty Barras Market to the east. Further mapping stretches southwest to Pollok Park and the 
Burrell Collection. The map features historical and contemporary anecdotes; popular areas at 
larger scale, hundreds of shops, restaurants, cafés and bars; comprehensive travel information 
and index; shop by shop street maps of Buchanan Street and the Merchant City; and railway 
stations, bus routes, taxi ranks and car parks. 

Dominic Beddow produces informative maps of cities, which are checked on foot, bicycle or 
scooter and then peppered with useful description, whimsy, humor and historical anecdote.

Reference/Travel • 1 Pages • 4.5 x 8 • Four-color Interior • 9780008266912   
Replaces: 9780007493821 • September • $7.95 • Folded • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins
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2019 Collins Road Map Ireland
Collins Maps

Full color map of Ireland at 9 miles to 1 inch (1:570,240), with clear, detailed road network 
and counties and new administrative areas shown in color. Main features: New administrative 
areas shown in color. Clear, detailed road network. Town and city names, rivers, lakes, spot 
heights, railway lines and canals clearly shown. City/town center street plans of Belfast, Cork, 
Dublin, Dún Laoghaire, Galway, Limerick Londonderry/Derry and Waterford showing places 
of interest. Full index to place names. Mileage chart. Car ferry routes. Key in English, French 
and German. 

Collins UK has been publishing educational and informative books for almost 200 years.

Travel • 1 Pages • 5.5 x 9.75 • Four-color Interior • 9780008272722   
Replaces: 9780008211592 • October • $7.95 • Folded   
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins

2019 Collins Road Map Scotland
Collins Maps

Full color map of Scotland at 8.7 miles to 1 inch (1:550,000) with clear, detailed road network 
and administrative areas shown in color. The map covers the whole of Scotland and part of 
Northern England on one side. It is ideal for business users with its political coloring of local 
council areas. Administrative areas shown in color. Clear, detailed road network and road 
distances. Town and city names, rivers, railway lines and canals are clearly shown. 7 city/town 
center street plans showing places of interest. Index to place names. Mileage chart. Car ferry 
routes. Key in English, French and German.

Collins UK has been publishing educational and informative books for almost 200 years.

Travel • 1 Pages • 5.5 x 9.75 • Four-color Interior • 9780008272739   
Replaces: 9780008214593 • October • $7.95 • Folded   
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins

2019 Collins Road Map Britain
Collins UK

Full color map of Great Britain at 8.7 miles to 1 inch (1:550,000), with clear, detailed road 
network and administrative areas shown in color. Features: counties and local council areas 
shown in color; town and city names, rivers, railway lines and canals clearly shown; 16 city/
town center street plans; index to place names; mileage chart; car ferry routes; and key in En-
glish, French and German. Northern England, Scotland and the Isle of Man are on one side 
with Southern England and Wales on the other.

Collins UK has been publishing educational and informative books for almost 200 years.

Travel • 1 Pages • 5.5 x 9.75 • Four-color Interior • 9780008272715   
October • $7.95 • Folded • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins

Whisky Map of Scotland
Collins UK

All of Scotland’s operational whisky distilleries and whisky-related places of interest locat-
ed on one map

The map includes over 100 distilleries and whisky-related places of interest, an insert map of 
malt whisky areas, a photographic guide to how whisky is made, a selection of labels of blend-
ed Scotch whisky brands, a “Did you know?” section with interesting facts, and world maps of 
main export markets. The index lists visitor facilities, telephone numbers and websites. Scotch 
whisky is unique among national drinks—synonymous with Scotland, it cannot be produced 
elsewhere in the world. 

Collins UK has been publishing educational and informative books for almost 200 years.

Reference • Pages • 5 x 10 • 9780008225070 • Replaces: 9780007513307  
November • $7.95 • Flat • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins
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Collins Arabic Dictionary: Essential Edition
9780008270681 • $12.95   

Collins French Dictionary: Essential Edition
9780008270728 • $9.95   

Collins German Dictionary: Essential Edition
9780008270742 • $9.95   

Collins Italian Dictionary: Essential Edition
9780008270759 • $9.99   

Collins Japanese Dictionary: Essential Edition
9780008270711 • $12.95   

Collins Russian Dictionary: Essential Edition
9780008270704 • $12.95   

Collins Spanish Dictionary: Essential Edition
9780008270735 • $8.95   
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COLLINS GEM

Collins Russian Dictionary: Gem Edition
Fifth edition

Collins Dictionaries

Fully revised and updated, this dictionary is the perfect choice for anyone needing a por-
table up-to-the-minute reference, suitable for travelers to Russia and for business users, 
students and the general user. Includes all the latest words reflecting changes in modern 
lifestyle, with many new words added from the fields of technology and the environment, 
as well as all the features you would expect from a Collins dictionary: an easy-to-read 
layout, special treatment of difficult words, and fully revised notes about life and culture 
in Russia. Also in this dictionary is a handy business language supplement, ensuring you 
have all the up-to-date business vocabulary you need at your fingertips. 

Collins UK has been publishing educational and informative books for almost 200 years.

Reference • 768 Pages • 3.25 x 4.5 • 9780008270803 • Replaces: 9780007289615  
September • $9.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins

Collins Latin Dictionary: Gem Edition
Third edition

Collins Dictionaries

Extensive coverage of Latin in a compact, durable and portable format for maximum ease 
of use. Comes with a grammar and Latin verse supplement and details on Roman life and 
culture. Extensive coverage of Latin for exams, general reference and legal requirements. 
A handy supplement of Latin verb conjugations, noun declensions, verbal nouns and ad-
jectives, and irregular verbs is the ideal revision aid. The clear layout ensures that you 
can find the information you want quickly and easily. Helpful supplements cover Latin 
grammar and verse plus information on key events in Roman history, numbers, dates and 
geographical names.

Collins UK has been publishing educational and informative books for almost 200 years.

Reference • 768 Pages • 3 x 4.25 • 9780008218614 • Replaces: 9780004707631  
September • $8.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins

Collins Arabic Dictionary: Gem Edition
Second edition

Collins Dictionaries

Offering learners at home, school or in the office extensive and up-to-date coverage of Ar-
abic and English in a compact, portable format. Designed for all levels of language learner, 
whether at home, at school, or at work, this is the ideal text for anyone who needs a wealth 
of reliable information in a portable format. It contains all the everyday words and phrases 
used in today’s Arabic and English that you will need to know. Easy-to-use and reliable, 
this two-way dictionary is both English-Arabic and Arabic-English. The clear layout en-
sures that you can quickly find the information you need. All Arabic words, phrases and 
translations are phonetically transcribed—ideal for beginners.

Collins UK has been publishing educational and informative books for almost 200 years.

Reference • 448 Pages • 3.25 x 4.5 • 9780008270810 • Replaces: 9780007324750  
September • $9.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins



Scots Dictionary
Collins Dictionaries

A highly popular and informative guide to the Scots language in an attractive format

Containing words and phrases from both literary and everyday language, this is the perfect 
wee dictionary of Scots for native and non-native speakers alike. By far the most popular 
guide to the language of today’s Scotland, it has nearly 1800 everyday words and phrases 
from all over Scotland clearly explained and with lots of helpful examples of usage. With its 
durable and eye-catching cover, this is a must for every bookshelf.

Collins UK has been publishing educational and informative books for almost 200 years.

Language & Linguistics • 224 Pages • 4.25 x 6 • 9780008285524   
January • $10.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins

Collins FLTRP English–Mandarin Chinese Dictionary
Collins Dictionaries

Written for intermediate to advanced learners and students working with English and 
Mandarin Chinese, this dictionary includes the latest coverage of contemporary English

This dictionary continues a successful collaboration between the two well-known publishing 
houses of Collins and the Foreign Language Teaching and Research Press. Working with an 
international team of linguists, both partners have mobilized their enormous documentary, 
lexicographical, and textual resources to present this in-depth analysis of the latest develop-
ments in the English and Chinese languages. It includes up-to-date coverage of everyday and 
technical vocabulary, including a wide range of specialist terminology, and provides users 
with thousands of usage examples based on Collins 4.5 billion word corpus, showing English 
as it is actually used in context. This dictionary also contains hundreds of extra language 
notes to help the user gain a more in-depth understanding of the way in which the English 
language is used by native speakers, and the usage differences between British and American 
English are clearly shown. Phonetics are shown using the International Phonetic Alphabet 
(IPA). Irregular inflected forms of English words are also shown in full. A range of supple-
ments include information on various aspects of language and culture in the UK and US.

Reference/Language  & Linguistics • 2300 Pages • 5.75 x 8.5 • 9780008251246   
September • $29.95 • Cloth • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins

Collins Italian Dictionary
Fourth edition

Collins Dictionaries

The ideal dictionary for all students of Italian with up-to-date vocabulary and cultural 
notes on Italian life

Includes the latest vocabulary from a wide range of fields, with special features about life 
and culture in Italy. The clear, easy to read layout with special treatment of complex words 
ensures the user finds the right translation quickly and easily. The extensive Language in 
Use section gives real-life examples of how Italian is used in a variety of contexts, including 
letters, e-mails and text messages; and an up-to-date Business & Finance section is ideal for 
those who need to use Italian professionally.

Collins UK has been publishing educational and informative books for almost 200 years.

Reference • 1760 Pages • 7.25 x 10.25 • 9780008298487 • Replaces: 9780007367832  
November • $70.00 • Cloth • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins
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The Times Comprehensive Atlas of the World
15th edition

Times Atlases

The latest edition of the world’s most prestigious and authoritative world atlas, contain-
ing up-to-date world maps and thematic information curated by experts in geography 
and cartography

The 15th edition contains over 200,000 place names, more than any other world atlas, which 
means even small villages are included in the index and on the maps. It is a benchmark of car-
tographic excellence, trusted by governments, media and international organisations as well as 
being a go to reference source for households across the country. It’s independent—apolitical 
and neutral, elegant in an attractive slipcase, and endlessly fascinating. Produced by the world’s 
leading atlas makers for over 100 years, it’s bought by over 1 million people worldwide.

Times Atlases are benchmark of cartographic excellence, trusted by governments, media and 
international organizations alike. 

Reference • 544 Pages • 12.5 x 18 • 320 Color Photos • 9780008293383   
Replaces: 9780007551408 • January • $225.00 • Cloth   
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Times Books UK

Collins World Atlas: Essential Edition
Fourth edition

Collins UK

Fully revised and updated reference atlas in the exciting Collins world atlas range

Key statistics, facts and flags for every country of the world are included in the introductory 
section giving the user quick access to essential facts. These are supplemented by internet 
links to the most appropriate websites which provide opportunities for the reader to inves-
tigate issues further. Several world ranking tables are given, including highest mountains, 
deepest lakes and largest countries, making this atlas ideal for quizzes and crosswords. With 
over 36,000 place names, this atlas gives the user a detailed reference map with extensive 
worldwide coverage at a great price.

Explore the world through accurate and up-to-date mapping with Collins UK.

Reference • 182 Pages • 9 x 12.25 • Four-color Interior • 9780008270377   
Replaces: 9780008102043 • September • $17.95 • Trade Paper   
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins



Atlas
A World of Maps From the British Library

Tom Harper

The most beautiful and significant maps in one of the world’s greatest collections

The British Library’s map collection is the national cartographic collection of Britain and 
numbers around four million maps dating from 15 CE to 2017 CE. These include road maps 
drawn for 13th century pilgrims and sea charts for 17th-century pirates. They include the 
first printed map to show the Americas and the last to show English-controlled Calais. They 
include the world’s biggest and smallest atlases. They include maps for kings and queens, 
popes, ministers, schoolchildren, soldiers, tourists. There are maps which changed the world. 
As well as comprehensively showcasing the varied and surprising treasures of the British 
Library’s “banquet of maps” for the first time, this book will examine the evolution of 
humanity’s perceptions of the world through maps. By looking at how this map collection 
was assembled principally over two and a half centuries but in reality over a millennium, 
the book comprises a cartographic history of the world, as well as vivid celebration of the 
world’s best map collection’s best maps.

Tom Harper is lead curator of antiquarian maps at the British Library and the coauthor of 
A History of the Twentieth Century in 100 Maps.

History • 224 Pages • 8.25 x 11 • 100 Color Photos, Four-color Interior • 9780712352918  
January • $44.95 (Can $60.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • British Library Publishing

The Colour of Time: A New History of the World,  
1850-1960

Dan Jones
Photographer Marina Amaral

A brilliant artist, working with a bestselling historian, uses digital techniques to bring 
vividly to life 200 photographs of the defining events and personalities of the modern world

From the mid-19th century, many of the most celebrated moments and personalities in mod-
ern history—from Gettysburg to Hiroshima, and from Lincoln to Churchill—have been cap-
tured for posterity by the camera lens. Marina Amaral uses digital techniques, underpinned 
by painstaking research, to colorize 200 such images embracing an entire century of world 
history. The results are revelatory, transforming the monochrome of early photography into 
the vibrant hues of real life. Statesmen and soldiers, as well as the faces of hundreds of ordi-
nary people, thus appear in dramatically vivid guise. The images are organized in 10 chrono-
logical chapters. Each image is accompanied by a 200-word caption by best-selling historian 
Dan Jones, telling the stories behind them. A fusion of amazing pictures and well-chosen 
words, The Colour of Time offers a unique—and often beautiful—perspective on the past.

Dan Jones is a historian and bestselling author of The Plantagenets, The Templars, and The 
Wars of the Roses. Marina Amaral is a Brazilian artist specializing in the colorization of 
historical photographs.

Photography/History • 448 Pages • 7.5 x 9.75 • 200 Color Photos • 9781786692689  
October • $36.00 (Can $48.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus
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Blood and Land
The Story of Native North America

J.C.H. King

“King sees through clear and intelligent eyes, with a scholarship that is deep, wide,  
and liberated from cliché or stereotype.” —W. Richard West, Jr., Founding Director, 
Smithsonian Museum of the American Indian

A dazzling, panoramic account of the history and achievements of Native North Americans

This history is about why no understanding of the wider world is possible without compre-
hending the original inhabitants of the U.S. and Canada: Native Americans, First Nations 
and Arctic peoples. Highly personal book and based on years of first-hand research, this 
book introduces a deeply complex story, of myriad identities and determined ethnicities—
from the desert Southwest to the high Arctic, from first contact between Europeans and 
Native Americans to the challenges of Native leadership today. King confronts the reader 
with the paradoxes, diversity and successes of Native North Americans. Their astonishing 
ingenuity and supple intelligence enabled, after centuries of suffering violence and disposses-
sion, a striking level of recovery and optimism in the 21st century. Beautifully illustrated and 
filled with arresting stories, Blood and Land looks well beyond the “feathers-and-failure” 
narratives beloved by historians to show us Native North America as it was and is.

J.C.H. King is currently the von Hügel Fellow at the Museum of Archaeology and  
Anthropology at the University of Cambridge. He has traveled extensively in North America, 
working with many different Native people to understand cultures and to explain difficult 
histories for a general public.

History • 672 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 182 B/W Photos, 12 Maps • 9780141976303   
Replaces: 9780241282359 • October • $21.95 • Trade Paper   
Rights: US • Penguin UK/Penguin

Old Japan
Secrets from the Shores of the Samurai

Antony Cummins

Discover the ancient ways of the Samurai and experience the stunning myth of Old Japan

In Antony Cummins’ new work, the hidden life of Old Japan is brought to the fore using 
newly translated original documents from the times of the Samurai. Find out what fate befell 
a convicted criminal (spoiler: it wasn’t pretty); why tipping even today is very rare in Japan; 
what a bunch of worms meant to the taxman; and much, much more. Bringing the myth and 
the mystery back to this nation of islands, alongside many quirky facts, Cummins provides 
unrivalled history and insight on a culture as fascinating as it is unique.

Antony Cummins has a Masters degree in Archaeology and is author of In Search of the Nin-
ja, Iga and Koka Ninja Skills, Samurai War Stories, Book of Ninja, Book of Samurai, True 
Path of the Ninja and Secrets of the Shinobi. Antony has appeared in such documentaries as 
Ninja Shadow Warriors, Samurai Head Hunters, Samurai Warrior Queens and Ancient Black 
Black Ops. He lives in the UK and often travels to Japan to research Japanese warrior culture.

History • 224 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 30 B/W Illustrations • 9780750984423 • November  
$21.95 (Can $29.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • The History Press



Philip the Arab
A Study in Prejudice

Yasmine Zahran

A biography of early Roman emperor Philip

Philip the Arab was Roman Emperor from 244 to 249. He came from Syria, and is remem-
bered for negotiating peace with the Sassanid Empire shortly before Rome came to celebrate 
its millennium. Among early Christian writers Philip had the reputation of being sympathetic 
to the Christian faith and it has even been claimed by some historians that he converted to 
Christianity, becoming the first Christian emperor. This biography, dramatically presented as 
a first person narrative, is a rare piece of research on a little-known Roman leader.

Yasmine Zahran worked at UNESCO for a number of years and established, directed and 
taught at the Postgraduate Institute of Archaeology in Jerusalem. She divides her time be-
tween Paris and Ramallah, where she writes and researches, besides traveling extensively to 
visit archaeological sites.

Biography/History • 215 Pages • 6 x 8.5 • 9781908531186 • November   
$19.95 (Can $26.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Gilgamesh Publishing

Septimius Severus
Countdown to Death

Yasmine Zahran

A biography of early Roman emperor Septimius Severus

Born in the province of Leptis Magna in Africa Septimius Severus was Roman Emperor from 
193 to 211. Severus seized power after the death of Emperor Pertinax in 193 during the Year 
of the Five Emperors. Once he had reaffirmed his rule over the Western Provinces, Severus 
waged a brief war in the East against the Parthian Empire, sacking their capital Ctesiphon in 
197 and expanding the eastern frontier to the Tigris. Late in his reign he traveled to Britain, 
strengthening Hadrian’s Wall and and re-occupying the Antonine Wall. In 208 he began 
the conquest of Caledonia (modern Scotland) but his ambitions were cut short when he fell 
fatally ill in late 210. With the succession of his sons, Severus founded the Severan Dynasty, 
the last dynasty of the Empire before the Crisis of the Third Century.

Yasmine Zahran, worked at UNESCO for a number of years and established, directed and 
taught at the Postgraduate Institute of Archaeology in Jerusalem (1991-1995).

Biography • 210 Pages • 5.25 x 8.5 • 9781908531179 • November • $19.95 (Can $26.95)  
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Gilgamesh Publishing

24 Hours in Ancient Rome
A Day in the Life of the People Who Lived There

Philip Matyszak

Discover what life in Ancient Rome was really like through 24 different characters, each 
met in one of the day’s 24 hours

Walk a day in a Roman’s sandals. What was it like to live in one of the ancient world’s most 
powerful and bustling cities—one that was eight times more densely populated than mod-
ern day New York? In this entertaining and enlightening guide, historian Philip Matyszak 
introduces us to the people who lived and worked there. In each hour of the day we meet a 
new character—from emperor to slave girl, gladiator to astrologer, medicine woman to wa-
ter-clock maker—and discover the fascinating details of their daily lives.

Philip Matyszak has written a number of titles on Ancient Rome, including Ancient Rome on 
Five Denarii a Day and The Greek and Roman Myths. He currently works at the University 
of Cambridge, teaching a course on Ancient Rome. He lives in British Columbia, Canada.

History • 272 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781782438564 • September • $16.95 (Can $22.95)   
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara
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COLLINS LITTLE BOOKS

English History
Collins UK

From Anglo-Saxon England to Brexit, this little book covers all of the main events in 
English history

A concise guide to English history and how England has come to be what it is today. Key 
events, people and places included. Beautifully produced, Collins Little Book of English 
History is a treasure in itself and makes a perfect gift for any England enthusiast.

History • 224 Pages • 4.25 x 6 • 9780008298135 • January • $10.95 • Trade Paper  
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins

English Cathedrals
Collins UK

A pocket-sized guide to England’s most famous cathedrals and abbeys

Historical background and architectural details for each of the cathedrals, accompanied 
by beautiful color photographs. Includes the major sites of world famous St. Paul’s Cathe-
dral and Canterbury Cathedral, home to the leader of the Church of England, and details 
of location, websites and opening times.

History • 224 Pages • 4.25 x 6 • 9780008298326 • January • $10.95 • Trade Paper  
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins

English Castles
Collins UK

A pocket-sized guide to England’s most dramatic castles and strongholds, all of which 
are open to the public

Historical background and architectural details for each of the castles are accompanied by 
a beautiful color photograph. Contains an introduction on England’s castles—history, de-
scription of classification of building type with examples. Includes details on the property’s 
custodianship, whether cared for by the National Trust or another body, a description of 
the gardens where relevant, location, website and phone number.

History • 224 Pages • 4.25 x 6 • 9780008298333 • January • $10.95 • Trade Paper  
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins
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PENGUIN MONARCHS

Aethelred the Unready
The Failed King

Richard Abels

A study of the King of the English from 978 to 1013, and 1014 to 1016

Richard Abels examines the long and troubled reign of Aethelred II the “Unraed,” the 
“Ill-Advised.” It is characteristic of Aethelred’s reign that its greatest surviving work 
of literature, the poem The Battle of Maldon, should be a record of heroic defeat. 
Perhaps no ruler could have stemmed the encroachment of wave upon wave of Viking 
raiders, but Aethelred will always be associated with that failure.

Richard Abels recently retired as Professor of History at the U.S. Naval Academy. He 
is the author of Alfred the Great. He lives in Annapolis. 

Biography/History • 112 Pages • 4.75 x 7 • 9780141979496 • February • $21.95  
Cloth • Rights: US • Penguin UK/Allen Lane

Henry I
The Father of His People

Edmund King

A wonderful portrait of Henry showing him as a strikingly charismatic and 
thoughtful man

The youngest of William the Conqueror’s sons, Henry I (1100-35) was never meant to 
be king, but he was destined to become one of the greatest of all medieval monarchs, 
both through his own ruthlessness and intelligence and through the dynastic legacy of 
his daughter Matilda, who began the Plantagenet line that would rule England until 
1485. A self-consciously diligent and thoughtful king, his rule was looked back on 
as the real post-invasion re-founding of England as a new realm, integrated into the 
continent, wealthy and stable. His life was dogged by a single great disaster, the death 
of his teenage heir William in the White Ship disaster. Despite astonishing numbers of 
illegitimate sons, Henry was now left with only a daughter. This fact would shape the 
rest of the 12th century and beyond.

Edmund King is the author of King Stephen, Peterborough Abbey, 1086-1310 and 
Medieval England from Hastings to Bosworth.

Biography • 176 Pages • 4.75 x 7 • 9780141978987 • November • $21.95   
Cloth • Rights: US • Penguin UK/Allen Lane
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PENGUIN MONARCHS

The acclaimed Penguin Monarchs series: short, fresh, expert accounts of England’s rulers—now in paperback.

Biography • 4.25 x 7.25 • $8.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Penguin UK/Penguin
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PENGUIN MONARCHS

The acclaimed Penguin Monarchs series: short, fresh, expert accounts of England’s rulers—now in paperback.
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Gwynne’s Kings and Queens
The Indispensable History of England and Her Monarchs

N. M. Gwynne

It is Mr. Gwynne’s belief that a certain amount of what you might read in other history 
books may well be wrong. It is his aim to show you why.

Do you know your Kings and Queens of England by heart? Can you tell your Ethelred from 
your Aethelbert? Your Marcia from your Matilda? Well, passionate educator Mr. Gwynne is 
back—and this time he is taking on the entirety of British history—so you will never be in the 
dark again. Within the pages of this little gem—bursting with our small island’s rich past—
he teaches us the history of England through her remarkable monarchs. Concise, thorough 
and utterly fascinating, this is the perfect book to be enjoyed by young and old, to be read 
at a time when, for many, harking back to our rich past seems much more preferable than 
living in the dreary present. And when it comes to the benefits of education, Mr. Gwynne is 
never wrong!

N. M. Gwynne is the passionate educator behind Gwynne’s Grammar and Gwynne’s Latin. 

History • 352 Pages • 5 x 8 • 9781785037849 • November • $16.95 • Cloth   
Rights: US • Ebury Press

Arthur and the Kings of Britain
The Historical Truth Behind the Myths

Miles Russell

A fresh look at the text which introduced for the first time some of the key figures in 
British myth and legend

Written in 1136 by Geoffrey of Monmouth, the Historia Regum Britanniae (History of the 
Kings of Britain) purported to chronicle the British monarchy from the arrival of the Trojan 
Brutus, grandson of Aeneas, through to the seventh century AD when the Anglo-Saxons had 
taken control of the land. The Historia was a medieval bestseller, and copies spread across 
the whole of western Europe. It went on to influence great works of art and literature, being 
the first to outline the story of King Arthur as well as laying the foundations for King Lear 
and Cymbeline. The Historia has long been dismissed as an unreliable piece of medieval 
propaganda and national mythmaking. A new examination of the text, however, shows that 
it is very much more than that. Miles Russell explains how individual elements of the Histo-
ria can be traced back to the first century BC, a time when Britain was making first contact 
with Rome. Geoffrey of Monmouth’s skill was to weave these early traditions together with 
folklore and material culled from post-Roman sources, in order to create a national epic. In 
doing so, he also created King Arthur, a composite character whose real origins and context 
are explained here. This important new work establishes Geoffrey of Monmouth as the man 
who preserved the earliest foundation myths of Britain. 

Miles Russell is a senior lecturer in archaeology. His research and publications focus on the pre-
historic and Roman periods and he is is currently involved in fieldwork across southern Britain. 

History • 336 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 15 Color Photos, 15 B/W Photos • 9781445682822  
Replaces: 9781445662749 • October • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Amberley Publishing



The Warrior Queen
The Life and Legend of Aethelflaed, Daughter of Alfred the Great

Joanna Arman

The story of a medieval Boudicca, Alfred the Great’s daughter, and her struggle to 
restore her people and reclaim their land

Æthelflæd, eldest daughter of Alfred the Great, has gone down in history as an enigmatic and 
almost legendary figure. To the popular imagination, she is the archetypal warrior queen, 
renowned for her heroic struggle against the Danes and her independent rule of the Saxon 
Kingdom of Mercia. In fiction, however, she has also been cast as the mistreated wife who 
seeks a Viking lover, and struggles to be accepted as a female ruler in a patriarchal society. 
The sources from her own time, and later, reveal a more complex, nuanced and fascinating 
image of the “Lady of the Mercians.” A skilled diplomat who forged alliances with neigh-
boring territories, she was a shrewd and even ruthless leader willing to resort to deception 
and force to maintain her power. Yet she was also a patron of learning, who used poetic 
tradition and written history to shape her reputation as a Christian maiden engaged in an 
epic struggle against the heathen foe. The real Æthelflæd emerges as a remarkable political 
and military leader, admired in her own time, and a model of female leadership for writers 
of later generations.

Joanna Arman is a PhD Student at the University of Winchester, researching Women and 
Feudalism in the Late Middle-Ages. 

Biography/History • 296 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 20 Color Photos, 20 B/W Photos  
9781445682792 • Replaces: 9781445662046 • September • $14.95 (Can $19.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Amberley Publishing

After the Conquest
The Family of William of Normandy Struggle for the Crown

Teresa Cole

England under the reign of King Henry I of England and Duke of Normandy

This is the story of the Norman dynasty after William the Conqueor and their divided realm. 
William the Conqueror’s youngest son Henry was never destined to be king. On his father’s 
death England and Normandy were carved up between his elder brothers William Rufus and 
Robert Curthose. Henry was left landless. Yet 20 years later Henry was master of both. The 
death of his brother, now King William Rufus, shot while hunting with Henry, may have 
been an accident, but Henry certainly acted swiftly to seize the crown. The defeat and im-
prisonment for life of Robert was certainly not accidental. Contemporaries considered Henry 
a harsh yet effective ruler. History has all but forgotten the achievements of his reign but it 
includes one of the great “what ifs” of history. Henry had always worked to truly unify his 
two realms and his only legitimate son, William Adelin, was integral to his plans. If William 
had not perished in the sinking of the White Ship, would England and Normandy still be 
united today?

Teresa Cole is the author of Henry V: The Life of the Warrior King & the Battle of  
Agincourt 1415.

History • 304 Pages • 6.14 x 9.21 • 15 Color Photos, 15 B/W Photos • 9781445667782  
October • $29.95 (Can $39.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Amberley Publishing
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Women in Medieval England
Lynda Telford

An inside look at the real lives of women in Medieval England

This fascinating book explores the status of women in medieval England, both before and af-
ter the Norman Conquest. The author starts by contrasting the differences in status between 
Anglo/Danish or Saxon women with those who fell under the burden of the feudal system 
imposed by the Normans. She covers such subjects as marriage and childbirth, the rights and 
responsibilities of wives, separation and divorce, safety and security and the challenges of 
widowhood. She also examines such issues as virginity and chastity and the pressures placed 
on women by religious groups.At a time when women’s rights were often disregarded, the 
author charts their struggles against the expectations of their menfolk and highlights the 
difficulties of everyday life within the context of legal and religious restrictions.The author 
describes the lives of women at all levels of society, both royal and noble as well as ordinary 
people, to paint a fascinating picture of their daily lives against the changing background of 
the times they lived in.

Lynda Telford is the author of Sulla: A Dictator Reconsidered.

History • 336 Pages • 6.25 x 9.25 • 15 Color Photos, 15 B/W Photos • 9781445668680  
September • $29.95 (Can $39.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Amberley Publishing

Medieval Woman
Village Life in the Middle Ages

Ann Baer

“Baer has crafted a persuasive and scrupulously detailed account, locating the universal 
in the specifics of one modest life.” —Kirkus Reviews

A unique approach to history, compressing decades of in-depth research on the Middle 
Ages into one single, immersive, compelling narrative

A year in the life of a peasant woman in medieval England is vividly evoked in this extraor-
dinary portrait of Marion, a carpenter’s wife, and her extended family. Based on years of 
research, Ann Baer brings to life the reality of a world that has been lost. Rising before dawn 
in a tiny village to a day of grueling hard work, Marion and her husband face the daily strug-
gle for survival. Starvation is never far away and travel to the next village is virtually unheard 
of. Existing without soap, paper or glass and with only the most basic of tools, sickness, fire 
and natural disaster ever threaten to engulf the small, tightly knit community. At the mercy 
of the weather and the Lord of the Manor, each equally unpredictable and inescapable, Mar-
ion’s life is burdensome but also displays an admirable dignity and fortitude in the face of 
adversity. The little village is at one with the natural world around it and each member has 
a role to play and a place in the hierarchy. Simple people, living unrecorded lives in remote 
villages not on the way to anywhere are brought back into focus in Medieval Woman. Ann 
Baer defines and celebrates the woman at the heart of the community.

Ann Baer is former director of the fine art publishers Ganymed Press. She hand-illustrated 
Medieval Woman, and has maintained a lifelong interest in medieval England.

History • 304 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 15 B/W Illustrations • 9781782438984   
Replaces: 9780871318749 • November • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara



King and Outlaw
The Real Robert the Bruce

Chris Brown

Discover the real personality behind the multi-million-dollar Netflix blockbuster  
Outlaw King

The iconic figure of Robert the Bruce has gone down through the centuries as one of the most 
remarkable leaders of all time. With equal parts tenacity and ruthlessness, he had himself 
crowned King of Scotland after murdering one of his most powerful rivals, and so began 
the rule of an indomitable military genius unafraid of breaking convention, and more than 
a few English heads. Indeed, it was under King Robert that the Battle of Bannockburn took 
place—a famous Scottish victory snatched by a tiny Scots force against a large, supposedly 
more sophisticated English foe. Here Chris Brown explores the life of Robert the Bruce, 
whose remarkable history has combined with legend, and brings to the fore the real story of 
the outlaw

Chris Brown teaches medieval history for St Andrews and Edinburgh universities, has ap-
peared as a consultant on numerous documentaries, and conducts heritage tours at the bat-
tlefield sites. He is the author of The Scottish Wars of Independence, Robert the Bruce: A 
Life Chronicled, and Bannockburn 1314: The Battle 700 Years On. 

History/Biography • 192 Pages • 7.75 x 5 • 10 B/W Illustrations • 9780750987929  
December • $21.95 (Can $29.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • The History Press

A Haverin’ History of Scotland
Norman Ferguson

A bonnie read on a dreich day

A Haverin’ History of Scotland takes an irreverent look at Scottish history. The book is a 
chronological narrative of Scotland’s long and impressive history, from the highs of Ban-
nockburn to the lows of Flodden, Culloden and the decision to cancel Taggart. It asks the 
serious, hard-hitting questions: is the Perthshire town where the Stone of Destiny resided 
pronounced Scone or Scone? How many trees did Bloody Mary have time to plant anyway? 
Why was footballer Alan Hansen not put in Edinburgh Castle’s dungeon for bumping into 
Willie Miller in the 1982 World Cup? And which dentist invented Irn Bru?

Norman Ferguson has been writing professionally for over 15 years. He started writing com-
edy for radio with BBC Radio 2, Radio 4, Radio Scotland and 5 Live. He has also written for 
TV comedy sketch shows such as Channel 4’s Smack the Pony. His comedy claim to fame is 
making Radiohead’s Thom Yorke laugh on Radio 1. He lives in Edinburgh.

History/Humor • 192 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 20 B/W Illustrations • 9780750986939  
September • $16.95 (Can $22.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • The History Press
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James I
Scotland’s King of England

John Matusiak

Paperback edition of a compelling popular biography of England’s first Stuart ruler

Few kings have been more savagely caricatured or grossly misunderstood than England’s 
first Stuart. Yet, as this new biography demonstrates, the modern tendency to downplay 
his defects and minimize the long-term consequences of his reign has gone too far. In spite 
of genuine idealism and flashes of considerable resourcefulness, James I remains a perplex-
ing figure—a uniquely curious ruler, shot through with glaring inconsistencies. A flawed, if 
well-meaning, foreigner in a rapidly changing and divided kingdom, his passionate commit-
ment to time-honored principles of government would, ironically, prove his undoing, as the 
shadow of the Thirty Years War descended upon Europe.

John Matusiak is the author of Henry VIII, Wolsey, The Tudors in 100 Objects and The 
Prisoner King.
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The Mythology of the Princes in the Tower
John Ashdown-Hill

When was the story of the murder of the “princes in the Tower” put out? What bones 
were found at the Tower of London, and when? Can DNA now reveal the truth?

When did the term “Princes in the Tower” come into usage, who invented it, and to whom 
did it refer? To the general public the term is synonymous with the boy King Edward V and 
his younger brother Richard, Duke of York, sons of Edward IV. Is this correct? Were those 
boys genuinely held against their will in the Tower? Would their mother, Elizabeth Widville, 
have released her young son Richard from sanctuary with her if she believed she would be 
putting his life in danger? By working exclusively with his own team of geneticists and ex-
ploring the mtDNA haplogroup of the living all-female-line collateral descendant of Edward 
V and his brother Richard, who has now been traced, John Ashdown-Hill answers these 
questions and more.

John Ashdown-Hill was Leader of Genealogical Research and Historical Advisor for the 
Looking for Richard Project and is the author of The Last Days of Richard III, the book that 
inspired the dig.
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The House of Beaufort
The Bastard Line that Captured the Crown

Nathen Amin

John of Gaunt’s illegitimate line whose role in Wars of the Roses led to the capture of 
the crown

The Wars of the Roses were a tumultuous period in English history, with family fighting fam-
ily over the greatest prize in the kingdom—the throne of England. But what gave the eventual 
victor of these brutal and complex wars, Henry Tudor, the right to claim the crown? What 
made his Beaufort mother the great heiress of medieval England, and how exactly did an 
illegitimate line come to challenge the English monarchy? This book uncovers the rise of the 
Beauforts from bastard stock of John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, to esteemed companions 
of their cousin Henry V, celebrated victor of Agincourt, and tracks their fall with the House 
of Lancaster during the 1460s and 1470s. The hopes and fortunes of the family gradually 
came to rest upon the shoulders of a teenage widow named Margaret Beaufort and her son 
Henry. From Margaret would rise the House of Tudor, the most famous of England’s royal 
houses and a dynasty that owed its crown to its forebears, the House of Beaufort. 

Nathen Amin runs the Henry Tudor Society.
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Europe in Flames
The Crisis of the Thirty Years War

John Matusiak

A new book on the Thirty Years War, published to coincide with its 400th anniversary

“War,” wrote Cardinal Richelieu, “is one of the scourges with which it has pleased God 
to afflict men.” Yet the prelate’s mournful observation scarcely begins to encapsulate the 
unspeakable horror of the greatest man-made calamity to befall Europe before the 20th cen-
tury. Claiming far more lives proportionately than either of the World Wars, it was a con-
test involving all the major powers of Europe, in which vast mercenary armies extracted an 
incalculable toll upon civilian populations as their commanders and the men who equipped 
them frequently grew rich on the profits. Rarely has such a perplexing tale been more in need 
of a new account that is both compelling and informed, and no less comprehensible than 
comprehensive.

John Matusiak is the author of Henry VIII, Wolsey and The Prisoner King.
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Sir Walter Raleigh
Maria Wingfield Digby

Engaging, detailed insight into the life of Sir Walter Raleigh, published to commemorate 
the 400th anniversary of his death

Pitkin is proud to introduce the tale of one man’s ascent from relatively humble origins to 
international legend. To many, Walter Raleigh was a pirate, traitor, scholar, colonizer, ex-
plorer, soldier, poet, adventurer, scientist, cartographer, botanist, fashionista and favorite 
of a queen. He is credited with introducing tobacco and potatoes to England. Although not 
everything he did resulted in success, his exploits never lacked ambition or self-confidence. 
He left his mark on England, parts of Europe and America.

Maria Wingfield Digby lives in Sherborne Castle, Sir Walter Raleigh’s home. Through the 
use of the Castle’s original documents and his personal possessions she sheds a new light on 
this intriguing character. 
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Everyday Life in Tudor London
Life in the City of Thomas Cromwell, William Shakespeare & Anne Boleyn

Stephen Porter

Life in the Tudor metropolis for both commoner and king alike is recreated

Tudor London was the very hub of English cultural and political life. The thriving metropolis 
had a strong royal presence, at the long established Tower of London and Westminster, and 
later at the palaces of Whitehall, Bridewell and St James’s, built by Henry VIII to host his glit-
tering court. Anne Boleyn was assigned a house in the Strand, with gardens running down to 
the river, while Elizabeth I stayed occasionally at Somerset House. Sir Walter Raleigh wrote 
poetry in his study in Durham House, overlooking the Thames and William Shakespeare 
lodged in Silver Street. Like today, streets and areas grew up with their own distinct person-
ality: Bankside and Shoreditch were the first theatre and entertainment districts where the 
Globe Theatre was built. Everyday Life in Tudor London vividly recreates this colorful city.

Stephen Porter is the author of The Great Plague and The Great Fire of London. 
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Scandalous Liaisons
Charles II and his Court

R. E. Pritchard

Tells the story of the most hedonistic, loose-living court in English history

Of Charles’s mistresses, everybody’s favorite was the perky Cockney actress, Nell Gwyn. 
Nell and the French aristocrat (and not-so-very secret agent) Louise de Keroualle were the 
two women he would remember on his deathbed. The court, a world of extravagant dis-
plays of wealth, was also a sexual merry-go-round of flirtation, cuckoldry and betrayals, 
occasional unwanted pregnancies and fierce duels, as ordinary people looked on, fascinated 
and appalled. Filled with flamboyant men and women and astonishing incidents, this book 
draws on a wealth of writing by contemporary observers, such as diaries and memoirs (from 
Pepys and the French Comte de Gramont), letters, gossip, biting satires and bawdy lampoons 
directed at everyone from bishops to promiscuous court beauties and poxed swaggerers. All 
this is set in the context of Restoration libertinism and political events such as Charles’s se-
cret deals with Louis XIV, the wars with the Dutch, court political intrigues and popular an-
ti-Catholic feeling. Based on contemporary sources and modern historical studies, Scandal-
ous Liaisons provides a richly varied and entertaining picture of a most extraordinary time.

R. E. Pritchard is the editor of Shakespeare’s England.
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Zealots
How a Group of Scottish Conspirators Unleashed Half a Century of War in Britain

Oliver Thomson

A page-turning account of often misunderstood events which draws attention to the 
bloodshed caused by religious extremism in Britain’s history

This is an innovative, controversial history of Scotland and Britain in the early modern 
period. Its originality lies in new research pin-pointing Fife, especially St Andrew’s, as the 
area where a group of men instigated not just Scotland’s wars of religion but also triggered 
three civil wars in England and Ireland. Oliver Thomson provides a detailed analysis of the 
church parishes and castles of Fife reveals a unique concentration of ex-mercenaries and 
rebel clergymen who together promoted the two Bishops Wars leading to a series of Scottish 
invasions of England, and consequentially all three of the English Civil Wars (The Wars of 
Three Kingdoms) and around 650,000 deaths.

Oliver Thomson is the author of Romanovs: Europe’s Most Obsessive Dynasty.
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Henrietta Maria
Dominic Pearce

The French wife and muse of Charles I was central to the narrative of the English Civil 
War and the Stuart Restoration. Henrietta Maria was an exceptionally courageous and 
spirited woman and a misunderstood Queen of England.

At the heart of the English Civil War stands the wife of Charles I, Henrietta Maria. She came 
to England in 1625 at the age of 15, undermined by her greedy French entourage, blocked 
by the forceful Duke of Buckingham and weighed down by instructions from the Pope to 
protect the Catholics of England. She was only a girl, and she had hardly a winning card 
in her hand; yet 15 years later she was the terror of Parliament. We see Henrietta Maria in 
the portraits of van Dyck, and hear her voice in the letters which she wrote to her husband 
and many others. She is a historic queen who inherited from her father, the great French 
statesman Henri IV, undying convictions about royal and divine authority and about just 
governance. There was always brutal violence in the background of her life from the early 
moments (her father was assassinated when she was six months old); she lived through civil 
war both in England and in France (the Fronde); she was tortured by the fate of Charles I; 
but her spirit—and her family—prevailed. Two of her children sat on the throne of England 
(Charles II and James II) and three of her grandchildren followed them (William III, Mary 
II and Anne). Her life is a story of elegance, courage, wit, energy and family devotion on a 
grand scale.

Dominic Pearce published a study of drawing in collaboration with Francis Hoyland called 
Greek Light. Henrietta Maria is his first biography.
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Nelson at Naples
Jonathan North

The forgotten crime of England’s greatest hero, in the midst of his affair with 
Lady Hamilton

During the wars which followed in the wake of the French Revolution, France’s armies 
turned on Britain’s last ally in Italy, the kingdom of Naples. The French chased out King 
Ferdinand and Queen Maria Carolina and established a revolutionary republic. It lasted six 
months before an Army of the Holy Faith besieged them. In June 1799, the revolutionaries 
capitulated, after a promise of safe escape to France. Shortly afterwards Horatio Nelson’s 
fleet sailed into the bay. At first, the admiral permitted the republicans and their families to 
troop down to the harbor. But then he struck, violating the treaty of surrender by seizing 
the would-be exiles in their transports. Hundreds of Neapolitans found themselves delivered 
up to a merciless enemy. In Italy the event became synonymous with betrayal, and Nelson’s 
honor was even questioned in his native land. This book concludes that Nelson did indeed 
commit a war crime. Not only that, but Sir William and Lady Hamilton encouraged him. 
Nelson’s subsequent affair with Emma Hamilton in Naples then became a pointed contrast 
to the ongoing slaughter in the bay.

Jonathan North is the author of Napoleon’s Army in Russia.
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Pastimes and Pleasures in the Time of Jane Austen
Sarah Jane Downing

A lavishly illustrated and engaging look at the social activities, games and hobbies 
during the Regency period in the time of Jane Austen

Just as the fashions of Jane Austen’s era define it as a unique moment in history, so do the 
pleasures and pastimes. Each occasion and activity brought the pleasure of choosing a new 
outfit, and the choice on offer to young men and women was, at the time, unparalleled. 
Showcasing the styles and fashion of the period, this book touches on a variety of themes 
including pleasure destinations such as parks and zoos, cultural activities such as the theatre, 
romantic pastimes such as dances held in spectacular settings, and many more. We are famil-
iar with many of the most popular places and activities from Jane Austen’s novels, but this 
book will put them into broader historical context, complementing them with an abundance 
of contemporary fashion plates and images.

Sarah Jane Downing is the author of Fashion in the Time of Jane Austen and Beauty and 
Cosmetics 1550-1950.
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Dresses and Dressmaking
From Late Georgians to the Edwardians

Pam Inder

The evolution of women’s fashion over the long 19th century

This book explores the history behind how woman’s clothing were manufactured and worn 
between the French Revolution and World War I. Including full-color photography of var-
ious outfits, including accessories and undergarments, the author puts the costumes into 
historical context, featuring information on those who created or wore them—a dress worn 
by a devout Quaker, a nursing dress worn by a farmer’s wife, a badly-made dress worn (and 
hated) by the daughter of a social reformer, a mourning outfit cobbled together from two 
separate dresses and an outfit worn by a teenage suffragette. Exploring fashion and how it 
reflects changes in trade, technological developments, social attitudes and lifestyle, as well as 
how fashion was portrayed by writers and cartoonists of the era, this is a fascinating, lavishly 
illustrated guide to the changes and developments in woman’s fashion.

Pam Inder spent 20 years working as a curator of costume and textiles in various museums, 
and has co-authored 10 books, including The Rag Trade: The People Who Made Our Clothes. 
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King of All Balloons
The Adventurous Life of James Sadler, the First English Aeronaut

Mark Davies

The fascinating world of the first Englishman to fly is a true homage to the desire  
to reach for the skies

James Sadler was an extraordinary English pioneer who overcame many obstacles to achieve 
his dream of flying. Born the son of an Oxford pastry cook in 1753, he defied his lowly up-
bringing to become the first Englishman to build an air balloon. When not flying he applied 
himself to engine design and the medical uses of gases, and kept busy as a chemist to the 
Navy; he designed cannon praised by Nelson, firearms for the British East India Compa-
ny and a prototype armored car. Aged 57, he became the first person to cross the Bristol 
Channel by air. Against the vivid backdrop of Georgian England, Mark Davies delves into 
the complex life of this adventurer, exploring the ups and the downs of his amazing career, 
from his first ascent to his support of the first Englishwoman to fly, and his eventual death 
in poverty. Sadler’s biography also encompasses the stories of his fellow aeronauts, be they 
courageous, inspired, risible or, occasionally, fatal. 

Mark Davies is an Oxford local historian and guide. Sir Richard Branson, founder of the 
Virgin Group, holds Guinness World Records for crossing the Atlantic by hot-air balloon in 
1987 and crossing the Pacific by hot-air balloon in 1999. Don Cameron MBE is a Scottish 
balloonist and founder of Cameron Balloons, the largest manufacturer of hot-air balloons 
in the world.
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From the Mill to Monte Carlo
The Working Class Englishman Who Beat the Monaco Casino and Changed  
Gambling Forever

Anne Fletcher

The only Monte Carlo gambler to devise an infallible and completely legal system  
to break the bank

This is the story of a man who went from Yorkshire mill worker to Monte Carlo millionaire. 
Joseph Hobson Jagger was not a gentleman or an aristocrat; he was a working class Victori-
an man who entered the textile mills to work when he was a child. What led a man like this 
to travel to the entirely alien world of the south of France at a time when most people still 
lived and died within a few miles of where they were born? The trains that took him to Mon-
te Carlo were relatively new and still dangerous, he did not speak French and he had never 
before left the north of England. His motivation was strong and desperate. Jagger, his wife 
and four children, the youngest of whom was only two, faced debtors’ prison, an institution 
which was brutal and harsh and from which many were never released. His business had 
failed and the only escape seemed to be a desperate gamble on the roulette tables. Jagger’s 
legacy is felt in casinos worldwide. The spirit levels on tables and moveable partitions in the 
wheels that were introduced after he broke the bank make it nearly impossible to win with 
his methods now, although many still try.

Anne Fletcher is a professional historian.The subject of this biography is her great great uncle 
Joseph Hobson Jagger. Her search for Jagger’s story started with only a photograph, a key 
and a newspaper article.
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A Most Deliberate Swindle
How Edwardian Fraudsters Pulled the Plug on the Electric Bus and Left Our Cities 
Gasping for Breath

Mick Hamer

“That London could have had electric buses a hundred years ago is extraordinary 
enough, but as Mick Hamer recounts with great panache, the reason it didn’t is even 
more extraordinary. This is a great tale, expertly told.” —Michael Palin

A fascinating investigative tale of intrigue and deception that reveals with electric buses 
never stood a chance

On a warm April morning in 1906 a crowd of expectant correspondents from London’s 
leading newspapers gathered at the Hotel Cecil in the Strand to view the new wonder of the 
age—the electrobus. This clean, green machine was gearing up to take on the noisy, polluting 
petrol vehicle, which was just starting to replace the horse-drawn omnibus and surely had 
the potential to be a game changer in terms of what it would mean to Londoners and other 
city-dwellers who were already choking on petrol fumes. Disastrously though, the London 
Electrobus Company was in the grip of a gang of greedy and fraudulent financiers, who sys-
tematically conned shareholders, looted the company’s coffers and drove the promise of the 
electrobus into the ground. Rammed with fascinating characters and vividly capturing the 
Edwardian era, A Most Deliberate Swindle uncovers one of the biggest frauds in history and 
reveals why a century later this historic scam has left us all gasping for breath.

Mick Hamer has been a freelance journalist for more than 35 years. For most of this time he 
was New Scientist’s transport consultant.
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Physicians, Surgeons and Rogues
Doctors and Medicine in Victorian Britain

Caroline Rance

The eventful lives of the men and women who treated the sick in Victorian Britain

Who was the Victorian doctor? A scientific hero responsible for world-changing medical ad-
vances, or an inept and traditionalist character with a fondness for leeches? A figure of both 
satire and reverence, the medical practitioner occupied a conflicted role in a society where 
progress and traditionalism were constantly at odds.The book will investigate the wide-rang-
ing experiences of the Victorian doctor, from the student’s first steps into the dissection room 
to the emergency midnight visits where anything could happen. Covering hospitals, crime, 
country life, quackery and more, Caroline Rance reveals the eventful lives of the men and 
women who treated the sick in Victorian Britain.

Caroline Rance is the author of The Quack Doctor: Historical Remedies For All Your Ills 
and What the Apothecary Ordered.
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Der Kapitän
U-Boat Ace Hans Rose

Markus F. Robinson and Gertrude J. Robinson

The biography of Germany’s most successful WWI convoy period U-boat Ace and 
WWII anti-fascist naval officer

Hans Rose was Germany’s fifth most successful U-boat Ace during World War I, and its most 
successful ace during the convoy period when attacks by U-boats were the most dangerous. 
This meticulously researched, lively biography examines German WWI submarine operations 
through his eyes. The authors convey a visceral sense of life aboard a wartime submarine, 
and provide a window into the dilemmas confronting German military officers as their nation 
spiraled into Nazism. Rose became Sea Commander of occupied Norway. This book is the 
only time the Rose family has agreed to make Hans Rose’s personal papers available to any 
researcher or biographer.

Markus F. Robinson is the author of numerous technical papers as well as being a fiction 
writer. Gertrude J. Robinson has published five books and over 50 articles in major journals. 
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Before Wallis
Edward VII’s Other Women

Rachel Trethewey

The women Edward VIII loved before Wallis Simpson dominated his life

Wallis Simpson was the woman who stole the king’s heart and rocked the monarchy—but 
she was not Edward VIII’s first or only love. There was Rosemary Leveson Gower, the girl he 
wanted to marry and who would have made the perfect match for a future king; the Prince’s 
long-term mistress, Freda Dudley Ward, who exerted a pull almost equal to Wallis over her 
lover, but abided by the rules of the game and knew she would never marry him. Then there 
was Thelma Furness, his twice-married American lover, who enjoyed a domestic life with 
him, but realized it could not last forever and demanded nothing more than to be his mis-
tress. In each love affair, Edward behaved like a cross between a little boy lost and a spoiled 
child. Each one of the three women in this book could have changed the course of history. 
In examining their lives and impact on the heir to the throne, we question whether he ever 
really wanted to be king.

Rachel Tretheway is a journalist. She reviews books for the Independent. 
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Dark Venus
Maud Allan and the Myth of the Femme Fatale

Wendy Buonaventura

How the Dance of the Seven Veils led to “the libel case of the century” 

Focusing on the late 19th and early 20th century obsession with woman as femme fatale, 
this book looks at beliefs about women’s bodies and sexuality. Dancer Maud Allan came to 
embody the image of the femme fatale. In 1918 she brought a libel case against an MP who 
accused her in print of lesbianism. There was a belief in some circles that “New Women” like 
Maud were a cause of the war. To others, she and her kind were a sinister fifth column. Allan, 
fondling on stage the severed head of John the Baptist whose death she had demanded as her 
prize for dancing, expressed elements of sexual perversion, including sadism, necrophilia and 
incest, that were truly terrifying to Edwardian society. This is a close examination of attitudes 
to women in the Belle Epoque and beyond. 

Wendy Buonaventura is a writer, dancer and choreographer. Her books include Serpent 
of the Nile: Women and Dance in the Arab World and Something in The Way She Moves: 
Dancing Women from Salome to Madonna.
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Testament of War
Literature, Art and the First Wold War

A. D. Harvey

The best single-volume analysis of the art and literature of the Great War

This text reviews the literature and the art of World War I and aims to examine the range of 
war poetry and fiction in English in its relation to German, French, Italian, Russian, Danish 
and Hungarian works. Before the First World War, few authors wrote about, or had expe-
rienced, war. War was not a proper subject for literature; while writers seldom served in 
the armed forces and were almost never in battle. This work discusses what sort of people, 
in various physical and psychological conditions, wrote about war; or painted it; how they 
handled the challenge of describing their experiences; what literary and artistic techniques 
they employed; and how other forms of creative talent were fostered by the war. It provides 
a contribution to an understanding of how literature and art relate to the psychological and 
social structures of the communities within which they are produced. 

A. D. Harvey is the author of half a dozen books, including Collision of Empires: Britain in 
Three World Wars, 1793-1945.
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Victory 1918
Celebrating the Armistice in Photographs

Mirrorpix

A pictorial celebration of one of the most important years of world history: 1918

Eleven o’clock on the morning of November 11, 1918 heralded the end of a frightful era of 
bloody fighting and loss that affected every corner of the globe. However, upon the signing 
of the Armistice, sadness and mourning was briefly set aside to celebrate the close of the final 
chapter of this ‘war to end all wars.’ While on the front lines, some spontaneous fraterniza-
tion did happen, the prevailing response was muted by sheer exhaustion; meanwhile, back 
home families rejoiced at the prospect of their men returning home—of there being a brighter 
future for their children. Here, using Mirrorpix’s formidable archive of contemporary imag-
es, we see fantastic scenes of jubilation, relief and homecoming, as well as commemoration 
of those lost and hints of what the future might hold.

Mirrorpix has granted access to its formidable photo archives to create this beautiful photo-
graphic history.
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Ordnance
Equipping the British Army for the Great War

Philip Hamlyn Williams

The story of the machine that kept the army supplied: ordnance on a vast scale

In August 1914, Kitchener’s ‘Contemptible Little Army’ was highly professional, but small 
and equipped with only what it could carry. Facing it was a force of continental proportions, 
heavily armed and well supplied. The task of equipping the British Army was truly herculean 
but had to be undertaken by the ordinary men and women left behind after all able men were 
called up to fight in the trenches. In time, the government recognized the need for skills of 
engineering and logistics and those who had survived the onslaught were brought back to 
work. Women had a key part to play. Ordnance is the story of these men and women and 
traces the provision of equipment and armaments from raw material through manufacture to 
the supply routes which put into the hands of our soldiers all the materiel that they needed 
to win the war.

Philip Hamlyn Williams is the author of War on Wheels.
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William Speirs Bruce
Forgotten Polar Hero

Isobel P. Williams and John Dudeney

A difficult man, a brilliant scientist, and a brave explorer

Bruce led the Scottish National Antarctic Expedition (1902-1904) as well as participating in 
or leading, many other polar expeditions from 1892 through to 1919. But he is now largely 
forgotten compared with Shackleton, Scott and Amundsen. In this book, expert authors re-
turn to primary sources to provide a new and controversial view of the relationship between 
Bruce and the then President of the Royal Geographical Society, Sir Clements Markham, and 
also draw new conclusions about Bruce’s personality, in particular suggesting that he was 
probably on the autism spectrum. Bruce was ahead of his time in dreaming of cooperating 
meteorological stations in the South, he can be considered the Father of Meteorology in the 
South Atlantic, and he had a lasting impact, publishing his work, under great difficulties, in 
six scientific volumes. 

Isobel P. Williams is the author of With Scott in the Antarctic. John Dudeney spent 40 years 
as a research scientist and then as the Deputy Director of the British Antarctic Survey. 
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To Free the Romanovs
Royal Kinship and Betrayal in Europe 1917-1919

Coryne Hall

Covers the murders but also the exciting escapes of the wider Romanov family

When Russia erupted into revolution, almost overnight the pampered lifestyle of the Imperial 
family vanished. Within months many of them were under arrest and they became “enemies 
of the Revolution and the Russian people.” None of them wanted to leave Russia; they ex-
pected to be back on their estates soon and live as before. When it became obvious that this 
was not going to happen a few managed to flee, but others became dependent on foreign 
relatives for help. After 35 years researching and writing about the Romanovs, Coryne Hall 
considers the end of the 300-year-old dynasty, and the guilt of the royal families in Europe 
over the Romanovs’ bloody end. Did the Kaiser do enough? Did George V? When the Tsar’s 
cousins King Haakon of Norway and King Christian of Denmark heard of Nicholas’s abdi-
cation, what did they do? Unpublished diaries of the Tsar’s cousin Grand Duke Dmitri give 
a new insight to the Romanovs’ feelings about George V’s involvement.

Coryne Hall is the author of Imperial Dancer: Mathilde Kschessinska and the Romanovs.
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The GAA and the War of Independence
Tim Pat Coogan

From a master Irish historian comes the stirring story of the close association between 
traditional Irish sports, the rise of Irish nationalism and Ireland’s coming to nationhood

The Gaelic Athletic Association (GAA) was founded in 1884 to promote Irish identity and 
revive the traditional sports of hurling, football and handball. After the turn of the century, 
the GAA became politicized, its club committees infiltrated by members of the Irish Repub-
lican Brotherhood. As Ireland drifted close to civil war in 1914, the Irish Volunteers drilled 
with hurley sticks in the absence of guns. Many of those interned after the 1916 Rising 
were GAA members and the British banned Gaelic games after 1918. After independence, 
Gaelic games would play a central role in nationalist Ireland. Tim Pat Coogan charts the 
relationship between Gaelic sports and Ireland’s national struggle in the period 1916-23: in 
so doing he writes another remarkable chapter in the many-stranded story of Ireland’s ascent 
to nationhood.

Tim Pat Coogan is Ireland’s best-known historical writer. His 1990 biography of Michael 
Collins rekindled interest in Collins and his era. He is also the author of The IRA, Long Fel-
low, Long Shadow, 1916: The Mornings After and The Twelve Apostles.
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Tank Manual
Normandy 1944

Amberley Archive

A unique collection of original documents on the tanks that landed at D-Day and won 
the Battle of Normandy

How do you aim a tank gun? What are the best tactics on the battlefield? How hot was it 
inside a World War II tank? How did it feel to take a hit from enemy fire? Allied victory in 
WWII was due in no small part to the tanks and their crews who fought after D-Day in 1944. 
In order to beat the effective Panzer tanks and overwhelm the occupying German forces in 
France, the Allied tanks arrived in their thousands by landing craft and even by glider. The 
Tank Manual gathers together original documents about the key Allied tanks in the Battle of 
Normandy. This is a unique collection of manuals for crew, training instructions and battle 
reports. Most were supremely practical, others betray the harsh reality of fighting conditions, 
and show readers the guidance tank crew had to hand as they went into battle. Tanks covered 
include the US Sherman Medium Tank and Stuart Light Tank, and the British Cromwell, 
Centaur and Churchill infantry tank.

Military/Transportation • 256 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9781445678351 • October   
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Amberley Publishing

Alarmstart East
The German Fighter Pilot’s Experience on the Eastern Front 1941-1945

Patrick G. Eriksson

Based on extensive recollections of veterans as well as primary documents

For anyone interested in the air war 1939-45, the information provided here is of inestimable 
value. There are no more than a handful of WW2 Luftwaffe members alive today. Patrick 
Eriksson had the foresight to record these experiences first-hand before it was too late. The 
recollections and views of the veterans are put within the context of the German aerial war 
history. By no means all the witnesses were from the ranks of the so-called “aces.” It was 
on the Eastern Front that, essentially, much of the Luftwaffe was destroyed, and this is the 
subject of the second in the author’s trilogy. Death wasn’t always in the air: “’Quick, get out 
of the plane, the airfield’s been overrun.’ German tanks ran over German wounded. Our ema-
ciated infantrymen threw away their rifles, fell into the snow after a few metres, and died.” 
(Pilot Hans Grunberg.) Towards the end in the Stalingrad pocket pilots were so starved they 
could no longer turn tightly in aerial combat without passing out.

Patrick G. Eriksson  is the author of Alarmstart.
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Codename Intelligentsia
The Life and Times of the Honourable Ivor Montagu, Filmmaker, Communist, Spy

Russell Campbell

The remarkable story of Ivor Montagu, and of left-wing politics and Soviet undercover 
activity in Britain between the wars

He was the son of a hereditary peer, one of the wealthiest men in Britain. At the age of 21 he 
founded The Film Society, and became a pioneering standard-bearer for film as art. He was 
a collaborator of Hitchcock, rescuing The Lodger and later producing his groundbreaking 
British thrillers The Man Who Knew Too Much, The 39 Steps, Secret Agent and Sabotage. 
He directed comedies from stories by H.G. Wells, worked in Hollywood with Eisenstein, and 
made documentaries in Spain during the Civil War. He lobbied for Trotsky to be granted asy-
lum in the UK, and became a leading propagandist for the anti-fascist and Communist cause. 
Under constant MI5 surveillance, he became a secret agent of the Comintern and a Soviet spy. 
This is the remarkable story of Ivor Montagu, and of the burgeoning cinematic culture and 
left-wing politics of Britain between the wars.

Russell Campbell is a former documentary filmmaker and professional script consultant, and 
currently a film professor.
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Operation Big
The Race to Stop Hitler’s A-Bomb

Colin Brown

The country house at the center of a secret mission to stop Hitler’s A-Bomb

Marcial Echenique, a Cambridge professor, recently became curious when he found wiring 
concealed under the floorboards of his country mansion, Farm Hall. In April 1945, Farm 
Hall housed 10 of Germany’s top nuclear physicists captured in daring raids. They were 
flown to England covertly in a mission code-named Operation Big. Every word they uttered 
was bugged by MI6. After the dropping of the atom bombs on Japan, these men would claim 
they could have developed A-bombs for the Third Reich, but did not “for the greater good 
of mankind.” Most believe this to have been a lie. But was there an even greater deception? 
Were they captured not to stop Hitler, but to stop Stalin? Did the U.S. drop the Bomb as 
a show of power not to the Japanese, but to the Soviets? Colin Brown guides us through a 
world of espionage, scientific discovery and questions of morality as he reveals the extraor-
dinary truth surrounding Hitler’s atomic bomb.

Colin Brown is the former Deputy Political Editor of the Independent and Political Editor of 
the Sunday Telegraph and the Independent on Sunday. He worked for 30 years as a lobby 
journalist at Westminster.
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Voices of the Scandinavian Waffen-SS
The Final Testament of Hitler’s Vikings

Jonathan Trigg

At the beginning of World War II, Nazi Germany invaded and occupied Denmark and Nor-
way, but left neutral Sweden alone. Less than a year later citizens from all three of those 
Scandinavian nations volunteered to join the Nazi Waffen-SS and go and fight on the new-
ly-formed Eastern Front against Stalin’s Soviet Union. By the end of the War in 1945 the 
number of Scandinavians who had fought in the Waffen-SS had reached the thousands. Ca-
sualties were high, but there were survivors and they returned home, often to face retribution 
and condemnation. This book is about the war they fought in their own words—their last 
testament before they are all gone. Many volunteered through a deep hatred of communism. 
Some, of course, simply believed in Hitler’s vision of a new world order, while others were 
just young men with a craving for adventure. Jonathan Trigg has interviewed some of the last 
living survivors who tell their story with absolute truthfulness.

Jonathan Trigg is the author of Hitler’s Vikings, Death on the Don, and Hitler’s Flemish Lions.
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SIGINT
The Secret History of Signals Intelligence in the World Wars

Peter Matthews

From LORENZ to ENIGMA, Room 40 to Bletchley, the story of the secret signals  
of both world wars

Communicating in the chaos of war is complicated, but vital. Signals intelligence makes 
it possible. In World War I, a vast network of signals rapidly expanded across the globe, 
spawning a new breed of spies and intelligence operatives to code, de-code and analyze 
thousands of messages. Signallers and cryptographers in the Admiralty’s famous Room 40 
paved the way for the code-breakers of Bletchley Park in World War II. In the ensuing war 
years the world battled against a web of signals intelligence that gave birth to ENIGMA, 
LORENZ and ULTRA, and saw agents from Britain, France, Germany, Russia, America 
and Japan race to outwit each other through infinitely complex codes. For the first time, the 
secret history of global signals intelligence in the world wars is revealed.

Peter Matthews is Secretary of the Foreign Press Association and regularly works with a wide 
range of international journalists. He has written numerous articles on military history and 
international relations. He served in the Army in Berlin post-WW2 and developed an active 
interest and role in Signals Intelligence.
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Lorenz
Breaking Hitler’s Top Secret Code at Bletchley Park

Jerry Roberts MBE

The story of the breaking of the Lorenz machine—more complex and secure than  
Enigma—in the words of the man who broke it

The breaking of the Enigma machine is one of the most heroic stories of World War II and 
highlights the crucial work of the codebreakers of Bletchley Park, which prevented Britain’s 
certain defeat in 1941. But there was another German cipher machine more complex and 
secure than Enigma, used by Hitler himself to convey messages to his top generals in the 
field. For 60 years, no one knew about Lorenz or “Tunny,” or the determined group of men 
who finally broke the code and thus changed the course of the war. Many of them went to 
their deaths without anyone knowing of their achievements. Here, for the first time, senior 
codebreaker Captain Jerry Roberts tells the complete story of this extraordinary feat of intel-
lect and of his struggle to get his wartime colleagues the recognition they deserve. The work 
carried out at Bletchley Park during the war to partially automate the process of breaking 
Lorenz, which had previously been done entirely by hand, is recognized as having kick-start-
ed the modern computer age.

Jerry Robert MBE was the last surviving Bletchley Park codebreaker until his death in 2014. 
A talented linguist and recruited as a German speaker, he worked at Bletchley Park on the 
Lorenz machine for four years and was part of a small but dedicated team of codebreakers. 
Paddy O’Connell is a radio presenter whose mother worked on Colossus at Bletchley Park. 
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X, Y & Z
The Real Story of How Enigma Was Broken

Dermot Turing

Spymasters. Spycraft. Imprisonment. Escapes. Betrayal. The untold story of Enigma and 
the men who broke it.

December, 1932: In the bathroom of a Belgian hotel, a French spymaster photographs se-
cret documents – operating instructions of the cipher machine, Enigma. A few weeks later a 
mathematician in Warsaw begins to decipher the coded communications of the Third Reich 
and lay the foundations for the code-breaking operation at Bletchley Park. The co-operation 
between France, Britain and Poland is given the cover name ‘X, Y & Z’. December, 1942: It 
is the middle of World War II. The Polish code-breakers are in France on the run from the 
Gestapo. People who know the Enigma secret are not supposed to be in the combat zone for 
fear of capture so MI6 devises a plan to exfiltrate them. If it goes wrong, if they are caught, 
they could give away the greatest secret of the war. X, Y & Z describes how French, British 
and Polish secret services came together to unravel the Enigma machine. It tells of how, under 
the very noses of the Germans, Enigma code-breaking continued in Vichy France. And how 
code-breakers from Poland continued their work for Her Majesty’s Secret Service, watching 
the USSR’s first steps of the Cold War. The people of X, Y and Z were eccentric, colorful and 
caught up in world events that they could watch not control. This is their story…

Dermot Turing is the author of Prof, the acclaimed biography of Alan Turing. He spent his 
career in the legal profession after graduating from Cambridge and Oxford, and is a trust-
ee of Bletchley Park. He has extensive knowledge of World War II code-breaking and is a 
regular presenter at major cryptology events, most recently presenting at the US National 
Security Agency’s Center for Cryptologic History. He lives in St Albans.
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Auschwitz
A History

Sybille Steinbacher

“The meaning of Auschwitz is in the details, which she provides with clinical precision.” 
—Publishers Weekly

“This brief volume has much to offer both laypersons and scholars interested in its 
history . . . a cogent, penetrating work.” —Kirkus Reviews

An exceptional book on the history of Auschwitz, now considered a standard work, 
from an expert in 20th century German history

At the terrible heart of the modern age lies Auschwitz. In a total inversion of earlier hopes 
about the use of science and technology to improve, extend and protect human life, Aus-
chwitz manipulated the same systems to quite different ends. In Sybille Steinbacher’s terse, 
powerful new book, the reader is led through the process by which something unthinkable 
to any European in the 1930s had become a sprawling, industrial reality during the course 
of the world war. How Auschwitz grew and mutated into an entire dreadful city, how both 
those who managed it and those who were killed by it came to be in Poland in the 1940s, and 
how it was allowed to happen, is something everyone needs to understand.

Sybille Steinbacher teaches at The University of Bochum. She is currently Visiting Fellow at 
Harvard University.
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Churchill
Military Genius or Menace?

Stephen Napier

A long overdue reassessment of the part Churchill played in WWII, and how his actions 
really affected those he led

Churchill has gone down in history as one of the greatest leaders the world has ever known. 
From the day the Second World War was declared he stood out as the only man wanting to 
take offensive action. But is this accolade deserved?The first few years of the war were noth-
ing short of disastrous, and author Stephen Napier shows how Churchill’s strategies - and 
his desire not to be the first British prime minister to surrender the nation - brought the war 
effort to the brink of ruin and back again. Did his series of retaliatory raids in response to 
a German accidental bombing help cause the Blitz? Were plans already at large for the US 
to join the war, with Churchill as the primary puppet master? Napier explores all this and 
more in a shocking examination of Churchill’s leadership using first-person accounts from 
his peers and his electorate.

Stephen Napier has studied World War II for more than 30 years. This work has been five 
years in the making and follows exhaustive research in the archives of Kew, Washington and 
Ottawa. His first book was The Armoured Campaign in Normandy.
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Nursing Churchill
Wartime Life from the Private Letters of Winston Churchill’s Nurse

Jill Rose

“These letters are of genuine historical importance to anyone interested in Churchill 
and the Second World War. They provide a fascinating, and occasionally moving, 
account of wartime Britain. . . .  I heartily recommend it.” —Andrew Roberts, author, 
Napoleon: A Life

A unique perspective on Churchill and life in wartime by the nurse charged with looking 
after the Prime Minister

In February 1943, when the course of World War II hung in the balance, 68-year-old Prime 
Minister Winston Churchill was stricken with pneumonia. Doris Miles, from St. Mary’s 
Hospital in London, was appointed as his private nurse. During her time with Churchill, 
she wrote regularly to her husband, a Surgeon-Lieutenant with the Royal Navy, about life at 
the center of Britain’s war effort, and about Churchill himself. With unrivaled intimacy, her 
observations show a very human and seldom-seen side of the great man and include many 
amusing anecdotes. She describes with wry humor their arguments and conversations, and 
life at Downing Street and Chequers. This is a poignant and insightful collection of letters 
that shows an ordinary person’s perspective of Churchill through a crucial period of the war, 
as well as how the war affected those at home, unfiltered by the lens of history. It is also a 
deeply moving love story, from a newly-wed young woman whose husband went to war. 

Jill Rose is a lawyer. Her mother and father both served in the war, in Downing Street and 
Washington respectively, and Jill has meticulously transcribed their letters. She lives in 
South Florida. 
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BRIXMIS
The Last Cold War Mission
New edition

Steve Gibson

The only first-hand account of BRIXMIS, the British Army’s most secret unit of the 
Cold War

BRIXMIS (British Commander-in-Chief’s Mission to the Group Soviet Forces of Occupation 
in Germany) is one of the most covert elite units of the British Army. They were dropped 
in behind “enemy lines” 10 months after World War II had ended and continued with their 
intelligence-gathering missions until fall of the Berlin Wall in November 1989. During this 
period Berlin was a hotbed of spying between East and West. BRIXMIS was established as 
a trusted channel of communication between the Red Army and the British Army on the 
Rhine. However, they acted behind the shadows to steal advanced Soviet equipment and 
penetrate top-secret training areas. Here Steve Gibson offers a new understanding of the 
complex British role in the Cold War.

Steve Gibson was commissioned into the Royal Engineers in 1983. He was selected for 
special duties training and posted to a unit in West Berlin, operating exclusively in East 
Germany between 1988 and 1990. A number of staff and military intelligence appointments 
followed before Steve left the Army in 1993, with the rank of Major and an MBE awarded as 
a direct result of his work in East Germany. Richard J. Aldrich is a professor of International 
Security at University of Warwick, and the author of The Hidden Hand: Britain, America, 
and Cold War Secret Intelligence.
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The Cold War
A New Oral History

Bridget Kendall

From a former BBC Moscow correspondent comes a riveting oral history of the Cold 
War, drawing on interviews with those who lived through its key events

In this meticulously researched account, Bridget Kendall explores the Cold War through 
the eyes of those who experienced it first-hand. Alongside in-depth analysis that explains 
the historical and political context, the book draws on exclusive interviews with individuals 
who lived through the conflict’s key events, offering a variety of perspectives that reveal how 
the Cold War was experienced by ordinary people. From pilots making food drops during 
the Berlin Blockade and Japanese fishermen affected by H-bomb testing to families fleeing 
the Korean War and children whose parents were victims of McCarthy’s Red Scare, The 
Cold War covers the full geographical and historical reach of the conflict. The Cold War is 
essential reading for anyone seeking to understand how the tensions of the last century have 
shaped the modern world, and what it was like to live through them.

Bridget Kendall was foreign correspondent for the BBC in Moscow during the collapse of 
the Soviet Union. Formerly the BBC’s diplomatic correspondent, she is now the first female 
master of Peterhouse College, Cambridge.
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Spitfire
Pilots’ Stories

Alfred Price

The adventures of 60 pilots and ground crewmen who flew or worked on the Spitfire 
during World War 2

When Spitfire at War first appeared in 1974, it enjoyed critical acclaim, for the aircraft had 
never been described in such terms and detail before. It was followed by a second volume in 
1985 and a third volume in 1990. All three volumes sold well and are hailed as classic works 
on the subject. These important works were long out of print until this collected volume ap-
peared in 2012. Now available in paperback, this single volume is the result of author Alfred 
Price’s “cherry-picking” among the choice cuts to produce the finest title on the mighty and 
beloved Spitfire.

Dr. Alfred Price joined the RAF as soon as he could, then volunteered for aircrew as an 
Air Electronics Officer and flew in Hastings transports and Vulcan bombers. He also in-
structed in electronic warfare and target penetration tactics. He left the RAF as a Flight 
Lieutenant in 1974, having logged over 4,000 flying hours, to pursue his dream of becom-
ing an aviation writer.
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Spitfire to Reaper
The Changing Face of Aerial Warfare - 1940-Present Day

Anthony Tucker-Jones

The remarkable evolution of aerial warfare from 1940 to the present day, from Spitfire 
to Reaper drone

Since the Luftwaffe’s 1940 Eagle Day attack on Britain, aerial warfare and its accompanying 
technology has changed almost beyond recognition. The piston engine was replaced by the 
jet and the pilot in some cases has been completely replaced by a computer. Carpet bombing 
became GPS and laser pinpointed. Whereas a bomber’s greatest enemy was once fighters and 
flak, these  dangers morphed into air-to-air and surface-to-air missiles. In this new book, 
Anthony Tucker-Jones charts the remarkable evolution of aerial warfare over time, from the 
iconic Supermarine Spitfire to the infamous unmanned Reaper drone

Anthony Tucker-Jones spent nearly 20 years in the British Intelligence community before 
establishing himself as a defense writer and military historian. He has written extensively on 
aspects of WWII warfare, including Hitler’s Great Panzer Heist and Stalin’s Revenge: Oper-
ation Bagration. He has also written Slaughter on the Eastern Front for The History Press. 
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Spitfire Stories
True Tales from Those Who Designed, Maintained and Flew the Iconic Plane

Jacky Hyams

Published in association with Imperial War Museums, a fascinating anthology of first-
hand stories from Spitfire heroes and heroines of World War II

The Spitfire is the world’s most iconic airplane. Yet the history of the Spitfire contains many 
hitherto hidden or little-known stories of the men and women behind the plane; not only 
the gifted creators and inventors, or the brave fighter pilots who triumphed in battle, but 
also the thousands of other people whose lives were affected by their personal connection to 
it—engineers, ground crew, factory or office workers, and their families. This book recounts 
the memories and stories of these people, from the birth of the Spitfire in the 1930s to the 
present day. Among these accounts is the extraordinary tale of the fighter pilot who only dis-
covered, 50 years on, the tragic truth of his last Spitfire flight, the businessman whose blank 
check changed the course of the war, the 95-year-old RAF engineer who was determined to 
be reunited with his beloved Spit before he died, and the little girl who inspired the plane’s 
creation—and went on to marry a movie star. Using documents, letters and photographs 
from the Imperial War Museums’ unparalleled archive, plus exclusive first-hand interviews, 
these stories of the Spitfire are a revelatory collection of small but significant histories, to be 
treasured by all who love and admire the iconic plane.

Jacky Hyams is the author of The Female Few: Spitfire Heroines of the Air Transport Auxil-
iary and Bomb Girls: Britain’s Secret Army.
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Convair
Martyn Chorlton

A fascinating, lavishly illustrated look at an iconic aircraft manufacturer of the 
Convair aircraft

Becoming the fourth largest aircraft manufacturer in the U.S. when Consolidated merged 
with Vultee in 1943, Convair quickly built a reputation for designing and building some of 
the largest and most powerful aircraft in the world. From the XA-41 ground-attack aircraft 
in 1944 through to the Cv660 airliner in 1967, Convair pushed the boundaries with every 
project they undertook. Successes included the enormous intercontinental B-36 Peacemaker, 
the world’s largest mass-produced piston-engined aircraft, and the Cv240 family of small 
airliners that continued to evolve up to the turn of the 21st century. The novelty of the tur-
boprop-powered Tradewind flying-boat, the glamour of the F-102 Delta Dagger and F-106 
Delta Dart and the brutish power and futuristic appearance of the B-58 Hustler are all trade-
mark Convair machines.

Martyn Chorlton is an ex-RAF photographer and the editor of Military Modelling magazine.
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Flying Boats
Air Travel in the Golden Age

Charles Woodley

Chronicling a glamorous era in air travel, when journeys took days and were things  
to be savoured

From the early 1930s until the end of that decade, long-distance air travel was the preserve 
of the flying-boat, which transported well-heeled passengers in ocean-liner style and comfort 
across the oceans. By the end of World War Two things had changed. The development of 
large landplane bombers had brought about the construction of long concrete runways which 
could be used after the war by a new generation of large transport aircraft. Commercial 
flying-boat services resumed in the post-war years but their days were numbered. This book 
covers the whole spectrum of passenger flying-boat services, from their golden age to their 
twilight years.

Charles Woodley is the author of Heathrow: The First 50 Years and BOAC: A History. A 
long-time member of Air-Britain, he founded and ran the Grampian Airtouring Society for 
over 10 years.
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British Airways: 100 Years of Aviation Posters
Paul Jarvis

Stunning posters that chart the development and romance of air travel, produced in 
association with British Airways

This collection of 200 posters from the archives of British Airways provides a stunning visual 
history of air travel from the earliest days to the present. Airline posters often evoked the 
glamour of air travel at a time when it was a novelty and the height of sophistication. In more 
recent years the very best creative talents of marketeers and designers have been employed 
to produce some memorable modern artwork.This richly illustrated collection is a must for 
anyone interested in aviation and anyone who appreciates design.

Paul Jarvis was the Assistant Company Secretary at British Airways between 1992 and 2003. 
Retiring in 2003 he volunteered for the honorary role as curator of the British Airways Her-
itage Collection. He is the author of British Airways: An Illustrated History. 
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50 Airliners that Changed Flying
Matt Falcus

The airliners that can truly claim to have changed the world of flight, from the early 
days of flying to the modern-age

The invention of the airplane was the dawn of a new way of traveling, its potential quickly 
realized as aircraft were developed to carry mail, and then passengers, over distances that 
would previously have taken many hours or even days. Successive aircraft in turn changed 
how we experience flight and how far we could go, introducing new standards of on-board 
service. Flying became an experience like no other; modern airliners offer unparalleled lev-
els of comfort and economic benefits for their operators with levels of automation hitherto 
unimagined. This book presents the exciting airliners which can genuinely claim to have 
changed air travel, from the early mail planes and piston liners through the emergence of the 
jet age, to the sleek and ultra-modern airliners of today.

Matt Falcus is a qualified pilot and the author of Airport Spotting Guides USA and World 
Airports Spotting Guides.
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Railways & The Raj
How the Age of Steam Transformed India

Christian Wolmar

“Instructive, inspiring and even endearing, Railways & The Raj is a captivating read.” 
—Shashi Tharoor, author, Inglorious Empire

The epic story of the British construction of the massive railway system in India

India was the jewel in the crown of the British Empire, with vast riches to be exploited and 
vast numbers of people to be subjugated. How better to achieve these aims than by build-
ing a rail network that facilitated the export of raw material and made it easier for troops 
to travel around the country to tackle uprisings? India joined the railway age late: the first 
line was not completed until 1853 but, by 1929, 41,000 miles of track served the country. 
This was not intended to modernize India for the sake of its people but rather was a means 
for the colonial power to govern the huge country under its control. The railways radically 
changed the nation but also unwittingly created the preconditions of independence. Their 
construction ultimately contributed to a stirring of nationalist opinion, as resentment grew 
among the Indian population over the conditions they endured when traveling by train and 
the barring of Indians from the better paid railway jobs. Despite the dubious intentions be-
hind the construction of the network, the Indian people quickly took to the railways, as the 
trains allowed them to travel easily for the first time. The Indian Railways network remains 
one of the largest in the world, serving more than 25 million passengers each day. In this 
expertly told history, Christian Wolmar reveals the full story of India’s railways, from its 
very beginnings to the present day.

Christian Wolmar is the author of The Subterranean Railway; Fire and Steam; Blood, Iron 
and Gold; and To the Edge of the World.
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Remembering Steam
The End of British Rail Steam in Photographs

Paul Hurley and Phil Braithwaite

Commemorating the anniversary of the end of steam railway traction in Britain 50 years ago

Fifty years ago this year mainline steam in Britain ceased to exist, the last official date being 
August 11, 1968. The plan by British Railways at the time was that after this there would be 
no more steam traction. A special dispensation was given for Britannia Class 4-6-2 number 
70013 Oliver Cromwell to travel under its own steam into preservation on the 12th and 
13th of that month, but we now know that those plans never made it to fruition, though 
eventually steam locomotives would return to the main lines on highly popular Specials. This 
evocative book looks back at those days and years leading up to the end of steam on Britain’s 
railways with many original photographs from the period.

Paul Hurley is a freelance writer who began his career in the Royal Navy then spent 28 years 
in the British Police, including working undercover on the Regional Crime Squad. He has 
since written some 26 books and numerous articles. Phil Braithwaite, a long-time railways 
enthusiast and photographer, served in the Merchant Navy before joining IBM as a comput-
er engineer, then changing career and running safaris in South Africa, where he set up a road 
and rail steam preservation group. In the UK he now tours a restored 12-ton live steam road 
roller and has written a number of articles on steam.
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The ‘Big Four’ of the White Star Fleet
Celtic, Cedric, Baltic & Adriatic

Mark Chirnside

Groundbreaking book exploring the impact of White Star Line’s ‘Big Four’—precursors 
to the ‘Olympic’ Class sisters

The White Star Line’s Celtic (1901), Cedric (1903), Baltic (1904) and Adriatic (1907), col-
lectively known as the ‘Big Four,’ served for a combined 110 years. Together they carried 
around 1.5 million passengers on the Liverpool to New York and Southampton to New 
York routes during their time in service. Arguably the most successful series of ships the 
company ever produced, they have been overlooked in maritime literature until now. Here 
Mark Chirnside relates the history of the ‘Big Four,’ in many ways the forerunners of the fa-
mous ‘Olympic’ class ships. Features including a gymnasium and Turkish and electric baths 
were tested on Adriatic before their use on Olympic, Titanic and Britannic. Charting their 
history from civilian passenger ships to armed merchant cruisers and troop ships in World 
War I, this book explores the adventures and experiences passengers and crew had on board 
over the decades.

Mark Chirnside is a well-known maritime researcher and author. He has previously written 
The ‘Olympic’ Class Ships: Olympic, Titanic & Britannic; RMS Olympic: Titanic’s Sister; 
RMS Majestic: The ‘Magic Stick’; RMS Aquitania: The Ship Beautiful and Olympic, Titanic 
& Britannic: An Illustrated History of the ‘Olympic’ Class Ships.
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Last of the Blue Water Liners
Passenger Ships Sailing the Seven Seas

William H. Miller

A pictorial history of the global scene for passenger liners leading up to the onset of the 
jet age

This nostalgic book follows the story of the last class-divided passenger ships that carried 
travellers from point to point. Not port-filled cruise ships, in those final years, spanning the 
1940s through the 1950s and into the 1960s, they carried Hollywood stars and even royalty 
on the Atlantic, businessmen to South America and Africa, migrants to Australia and New 
Zealand, and visitors returning to European homelands. This book nods to the Atlantic 
liners but also revels in the many other passenger ships, each divided by region, that plied 
trades around the world, vessels like the Antilles, Oslofjord, Kampala and Changsha. It is a 
nostalgic parade of a bygone age, a generation of ships all but swept away in the sixties and 
seventies as jet travel changed the world.

William H. Miller, or “Mr Ocean Liner,” has written scores of books on passenger ships and 
is an acknowledged world expert in his field. He has received the National Maritime History 
Award in the U.S., the Silver Ribband Award and he created the passenger ship database 
for the Ellis Island Immigration Museum. He has been a lecturer aboard 75 different ships, 
including over 100 trips with Cunard.
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A Photographic History of the Orient Line
Chris Frame, Rachelle Cross, Robert Henderson, and Doug Cremer

Stunning photographic history of the Orient Line that ran from London to Australia

The Orient Line’s beginnings can be traced back to 1797. Created for the purpose of operat-
ing a fleet of steamships between London and the Australian Colonies, it was a venture into 
the unknown, its success testament to the acumen of its founders, two of London’s oldest 
shipping firms, Anderson, Anderson & Co., and F. Green & Co. They had extensive shipping 
interests from the West Indies to South America and the Pacific Coast and owned and operat-
ed a fleet of famous clipper ships on the Australian wool trade, when their fleet would bring 
out emigrants to the colony and sail back laden with prime fleece. Cruise ships today owe a 
great legacy to the pioneering work done by the Orient Line when it developed and perfected 
seasonal cruising in 1889 from British ports.

Chris Frame and Rachelle Cross are the coauthors of 175 Years of Cunard and The Evolu-
tion of the Transatlantic Liner. Robert Henderson and Doug Cremer are the coauthors of A 
Photographic History of P&O Cruises. 
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Aurora
A Photographic Journey

Chris Frame and Rachelle Cross

A photographic tour around Aurora from bow to stern, top to bottom

One of Britain’s most loved cruise ships, Aurora entered service in 2000. Built by Meyer 
Werft and named by HRH The Princess Royal, she was specifically designed for the British 
cruise market and since entering service she has become a firm favorite for Britons. Her 
annual world cruises have made her famous all over the world. Aurora’s interior spaces are 
quintessentially British, and pay tribute to the long heritage of the P&O Line. From Ander-
son’s Lounge to the Curzon Theatre, Alexandria Restaurant to Uganda Room, Aurora is a 
much-loved modern classic. Written and photographed by well-known maritime historians 
Chris Frame and Rachelle Cross, this book is a must-have keepsake for anyone who has 
sailed aboard Aurora as well as those with a love of cruising.

Chris Frame and Rachelle Cross are respected maritime historians, having written over a 
dozen books and countless articles on ocean liners and cruise ships. 
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Holland America Cruise Ships
Ian Collard

A lavishly illustrated look at the cruise ships operated by Cunard, including many rare 
and unpublished images

The Holland America Line was founded in 1873 and operated a fleet of passenger and cargo 
vessels from the Netherlands to the east and west coasts of America. The company later ac-
quired the stock of the Europa-Canada Line and in 1964 became involved with the Swedish 
America Line, Axel Johnson and Wallenius Rederiana to form the Atlantic Container Line. 
In 1988 the company was purchased by the Carnival Cruise Line and the name was retained, 
continuing the history of this line. The company currently operate five different classes of 
ships. Utilizing many rare and unpublished images, Ian Collard offers a lavishly illustrated 
look at the cruise ships operated by the Holland America Line. Included here are images of 
the ships in many guises and liveries as the author offers an array of superb photographs of 
these iconic vessels.

Ian Collard is the author of The British Cruise Ship. 
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BRITAIN’S HERITAGE SERIES

1940s Fashion
Fiona Kay and Neil R. Storey

The perfect introduction to ‘40s fashion for anyone interested in the decade  
of make do and mend

Despite—or perhaps because of—the privations of war, the 1940s was one of the 
greatest decades for fashion in Britain. The mantra of ‘make-do and mend’ spawned 
a decade of creativity, and a generation who would not let austerity prevent them 
from looking good. Transatlantic, and military influences, were everywhere, and after 
the war was over Dior’s ‘New Look’ set the scene for the fashions of the prosperous 
1950s. Fashion in the 1940s is a profusely illustrated and fascinating guide to the 
changing styles in fashion, make-up, suits and styles through the war years and over 
the years of austerity from the legacies of the 1930s through make-do-and mend and 
knitted wonders to Demob suits, and the “New Look.” Interest in wartime fashion 
has never been higher, with thousands of people regularly dressing in 1940s styles, or 
using the styles of the decade as an influence for a modern wardrobe. Illustrated with 
a wealth of images not seen since the war years, this is the perfect introduction for 
anyone interested in remembering, or recreating, the style of the decade.

Fiona Kay and Neil R. Storey coauthored Newcastle Battalions on the Somme.
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Art Deco
Oliver Green

From cinemas to airport terminals, and hotels to private houses, the impact of art 
deco style

This book looks at the brief arc of art deco in Britain, with pointers to the best surviv-
ing structures and pieces of decoration that can still be found on the streets of Britain. 
Art deco refers to a striking range of decorative design styles that emerged in the early 
20th century, characterized by bold colors, geometric shapes, and sweeping curves. 
Art deco became particularly associated with leisure and entertainment in the jazz 
age, giving cinemas, hotels and department stores a touch of Hollywood glamour. By 
the 1930s deco was morphing into the smooth curves of streamlining, a style which 
emphasized the speed of modern cars, trains, and airliners. Art deco style disappeared 
with the outbreak of World War II after burning brightly for less than 15 years.

Oliver Green is a museums consultant, historian and lecturer. His previous books 
include Frank Pick’s London. 
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Fire in the Night
20 Years Since the Piper Alpha Disaster

Stephen McGinty

Combining interviews with survivors, witness statements and transcripts from the official 
inquiry into the disaster, the moving and vivid tale of what really happened

The fire was visible 70 miles away as a distant flame on the horizon. The heat was so intense 
that a helicopter could only circle at a perimeter of one mile. Flying at a height of 200 feet, 
the air crew saw that the flames extended high above the rotor blades. In the water surround-
ing the inferno, men’s heads could be seen bobbing as their yellow hard hats melted with 
the heat. At the center stood the Piper Alpha oil platform, once the world’s single largest 
oil producer. On July 6, 1988, its final day, it was ablaze with 226 men on board. Only 61 
would survive. Adapted as an award-winning BBC documentary for the 25th anniversary of 
the disaster, Fire in the Night tells the devastating story of that summer evening.

Stephen McGinty is an award-winning journalist and the author of Churchill’s Cigar.
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Pirates
Truth and Tale

Helen Hollick

A bestselling author of pirate-inspired adventure historical fiction examines the reality  
of the lives led by everyone’s favorite villains

Pirates have long fascinated people, yet it was a harsh life for those who went “on the ac-
count,” constantly overshadowed by the threat of death—through violence, illness, ship-
wreck, or the hangman’s noose. Helen Hollick explores both the fiction and fact of the Gold-
en Age of piracy, and there are some surprises in store for those who think they know their 
Barbary Corsair from their boucanier. Everyone has heard of Captain Morgan, but who 
recognizes the name of the aristocratic Frenchman Daniel Montbars? He killed so many 
Spaniards he was known as “The Exterminator.” The fictional world of pirates, represented 
in novels and movies, is different from reality. What draws readers and viewers to these no-
torious hyenas of the high seas? What are the facts behind the fantasy?

Helen Hollick is a USA Today-bestselling author of historical fiction, including Pendragon’s 
Banner and the Sea Witch series.
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Dictatorland
The Men Who Stole Africa

Paul Kenyon

A  heartbreaking portrait of the fate that so many African countries suffered after independence

The dictator who grew so rich on his country’s cocoa crop that he built a 35-story-high 
basilica in the jungles of the Ivory Coast. The austere, incorruptible leader who has shut 
Eritrea off from the world in a permanent state of war and conscripted every adult into the 
armed forces. In Equatorial Guinea, the paranoid despot who thought Hitler was the savior 
of Africa and waged a campaign of terror against his own people. Behind these stories of 
violence and excess lie the dark secrets of Western greed and complicity, the insatiable taste 
for chocolate, oil, diamonds and gold that have encouraged dictators to rule with an iron 
hand, siphoning off their share of the action into mansions in Paris and banks in Zurich and 
keeping their people in dire poverty.

Paul Kenyon is a BBC correspondent and BAFTA award-winning journalist and author.
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The Best of Times, The Worst of Times
A History of Now

Michael Burleigh

The acclaimed historian offers a dazzling tour d’horizon of the world as it is today and 
a surprisingly optimistic vision of the world as it might become

In the decades since the end of World War II, it has been widely assumed that the western 
model of liberal democracy and free trade is the way the world should be governed. Howev-
er, events in the early years of the 21st century—first, the 2003 war with Iraq and its chaotic 
aftermath and, second, the financial crash of 2008—have threatened the general acceptance 
that continued progress under the benign (or sometimes not-so-benign) gaze of the western 
powers is the only way forwards. And as America turns inwards and Europe is beset by 
austerity politics and populist nationalism, the post-war consensus looks less and less secure. 
But is this really the worst of times? In a forensic examination of the world we now live 
in, acclaimed historian Michael Burleigh sets out to answer that question. Who could have 
imagined that China would champion globalization and lead the battle on climate change? 
Or that post-Soviet Russia might present a greater threat to the world’s stability than ISIS? 
And while we may be on the cusp of still more dramatic change, perhaps the risks will—in 
time—bring not only change but a wholly positive transformation.

Michael Burleigh is a prize-winning author, and a commentator on global affairs who also 
runs a political risk advisory service. He is the author of Faraway Places, Small Wars, and 
The Third Reich: A New History, the latter for which he won the Samuel Johnson Prize. In 
2012 he won the Nonino International Prize for his life’s work.
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Gordon Brown: My Life, Our Times
Gordon Brown

The candid, poignant and deeply relevant story of former UK Prime Minister  
Gordon Brown

In describing his upbringing in Scotland as the son of a minister, the near loss of his eyesight 
as a student and the death of his daughter within days of her birth, Gordon Brown shares the 
passionately-held principles that have shaped and driven him, reminding us that politics can 
and should be a calling to serve. Reflecting on the personal and ideological tensions within 
Labour and its successes and failures in power, he describes how to meet the challenge of 
pursuing a radical agenda within a credible party of government. He explains how as Chan-
cellor he equipped Britain for a globalized economy while swimming against the neoliberal 
tide and shows what more must be done to halt rising inequality. In his behind-the-scenes 
account of the financial crisis and his leading role in saving the world economy from col-
lapse, he addresses the question of who was to blame for the crash and why its causes and 
consequences still beset us. From the invasion of Iraq to the tragedy of Afghanistan, from 
the coalition negotiations of 2010 to the referendums on Scottish independence and Europe, 
Gordon Brown draws on his unique experiences to explain Britain’s current fractured condi-
tion. And by showing us what progressive politics has achieved in recent decades, he inspires 
us with a vision of what it might yet achieve today. Riveting, expert and highly personal, this 
historic memoir is an invaluable insight into our times.

Gordon Brown served as Prime Minister of Britain from 2007 to 2010. He is now UN Spe-
cial Envoy for Global Education, Co-Chair of the World Economic Forum Infrastructure 
Investors Summit and a Distinguished Global Leader in Residence at New York University.
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Fayke Newes
500 Years of the War on Words from Henry VIII to Donald Trump

Derek Taylor

The history of the 500-year battle between those in power and the news media

“Fake news.” “Psycho.” “Enemy of the people.” The insults President Donald Trump and 
the media hurl at each other are, in fact, nothing new. Over many centuries, journalists have 
accused governments of being “horrible monsters,” with “guilty consciences,” while report-
ers have been branded “poisoners of the people” putting out “false fables.” Ever since the 
invention of the printing press, those in positions of power have seen mass communication 
as a dangerous threat, usurping their ability to tell people what to think, and capable of stir-
ring up discontent and even rebellion. Historian and international journalist Derek J. Taylor 
tracks the story of what’s been a long, bloody and messy war, and discovers that neither side 
has always had clean hands. He takes us from Henry VIII’s reign when writers and printers 
were executed, to the later struggles for the right to a free press, to the media’s battles with 
the governments of President Richard Nixon and Prime Minister Tony Blair. Taylor ends 
with the social media revolution, which has put mass communication in the hands of ordi-
nary people, as well as those of a certain U.S. president.

Derek J. Taylor studied law and history at Oxford, before joining ITN as an on-screen re-
porter. He reported five wars, and spent seven months in Iran during the Islamic revolution. 
In his later career, he worked for the BBC, then Associated Press of America as Chief Exec-
utive of their TV division. He is the author of Magna Carta in 20 Places and Who Do the 
English Think They Are?
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If Only They Didn’t Speak English
Notes From Trump’s America

Jon Sopel

“Jon Sopel may be the sanest man in America. He is certainly one of the most insightful. 
. . . Immensely enjoyable.” —Bill Bryson

The North America editor of the BBC sets out to answer his own country’s questions 
about the political extremism of the U.S.

As the BBC’s North America Editor, Jon Sopel has had a pretty busy time of it lately. In the 
18 months it’s taken for a reality star to go from laughingstock to leader of the free world, 
Jon has traveled the length and breadth of the United States, experiencing it from a perspec-
tive that most of us could only dream of: he has flown aboard Air Force One, interviewed 
President Obama and has even been described as “a beauty” by none other than Donald 
Trump. Reflecting on his journey across the continent to cover the most turbulent race in 
recent history, Jon Sopel lifts a lid on the seething resentments, profound anxieties and sheer 
rage that found its embodiment in a brash, unpredictable and seemingly unstoppable figure. 
In this fascinating, insightful portrait of American life and politics, Jon sets out to answer hs 
the rest of the world’s questions about a country that once stood for the grandest of dreams 
but which is now mired in a storm of political extremism, racial division and increasingly 
perverse beliefs.

Jon Sopel has been the BBC’s North America Editor since 2014. He covered the 2016 elec-
tion at first hand, accompanying President Obama on Air Force One and interviewing him at 
the White House. He lives in Washington and London.
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Has the West Lost It?
A Provocation

Kishore Mahbubani

“Mahbubani might well be the most intelligent, friendly and doggedly persistent critic of 
the West. In this brief book, he delivers some of his trademark analysis and pungent ob-
servations. We should all think of it as the cold shower that is urgently needed to revive 
the West.” —Fareed Zakaria, author, The Post-American World

“Offers a penetrating analysis of the West’s predicament. His optimistic view is a wel-
come antidote to so much prevailing wisdom. It deserves to be widely read and debat-
ed.” —Lawrence H. Summers, former Chief Economist of the World Bank  

A challenge to the West from an Eastern perspective: change your thinking and your 
diplomacy, or you will become irrelevant

The West’s centuries-old status as the center of global wealth and power is coming to an end. 
As the new powers—China and India from Asia and others from Africa and Latin America—
rise to the top of the world’s pecking order, how should the West react? Kishore Mahbubani 
argues passionately and provocatively that the West can no longer impose its power and 
ideals on the world at large, and—paradoxically—that only by admitting its decline can the 
West set itself up for strategic success in the long term. Mahbubani examines the myths and 
self-delusions of Western power with an outsider’s critical eye, and the shocking freshness 
of his geopolitical analysis will give all Westerners and political thinkers pause for thought.

Kishore Mahbubani is a Professor in the Practice of Public Policy at the National University 
of Singapore. His articles have appeared in Financial Times, Time, Newsweek and The New 
York Times. He is also the author of Can Asians Think?, The New Asian Hemisphere, and 
The Great Convergence.
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Remaking the Middle East
A Lowy Institute Paper

Anthony Bulbalo

A discussion of the problems and possible solutions to turmoil in the Middle East

Not since the collapse of the Ottoman Empire has the Middle East been convulsed by so 
many events in such a short period of time. Uprisings, coups, and wars have seen govern-
ments overthrown, hundreds of thousands killed, and millions displaced. Parts of the region 
have become ungoverned or ungovernable. Refugees and terrorists have become the Middle 
East’s most noteworthy exports. In Remaking the Middle East, Anthony Bubalo argues that 
the current turmoil is the result of the irrevocable decay of the nizam—the system by which 
most states in the modern region are ruled. But if you look hard enough, it is possible to spot 
“green shoots” of change that could remake the Middle East in ways that are more inclusive, 
more democratic, less corrupt, and less violent. Such an outcome is not inevitable, but with 
so much commentary focused on what is going wrong in the region, it is also important to 
identify what may well go right.

Anthony Bubalo is the Deputy Director of the Lowy Institute and has worked on the Middle 
East for more than 25 years. For more than a decade he was an officer of the Department of 
Foreign Affairs and Trade. He studied Arabic in Cairo and served in Australian diplomatic 
missions in Saudi Arabia and Israel. He was also a Middle East Analyst with Australia’s 
Office of National Assessments.
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Islam for the Politically Incorrect
With a Foreword for Donald Trump

Khaled Diab

How to distinguish truth from post-truth, facts from alternative facts, when it comes  
to Islam

This highly readable and necessarily controversial book tackles all the hot topics relating to 
Islam uncompromisingly and head on. Whether it is the status of Muslim women, Islamic 
terrorism, democracy and Islam, or even the clash of civilizations, this book’s thematic chap-
ters take you on an in-depth tour of Islam—its people, politics, history, culture, philosophy 
and mind-spinning diversity. Written by an atheist Arab of Muslim upbringing, this book is 
politically incorrect in its purest sense. It seeks to reveal the truth about Islam unencumbered 
by anti- or pro-Islamic dogma, partisan interests or the growing “us” and “them” dichotomy.

Khaled Diab is an award-winning freelance journalist, blogger and writer who is currently 
based in Jerusalem. He writes for leading publications in Europe, the Middle East and the U.S.
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Soldiers of a Different God
How the Counter-Jihad Movement Created Mayhem, Murder and the Trump Presidency

Christopher Othen

The untold story of how an unlikely anti-Islamic fueled the rise of the hard right across 
Europe and gave us Trump

Politically active gays, Jewish academics, French celebrities, uneasy alliances of feminists and 
conservatives, politicians hungry for power—and the only thing they have in common is a 
belief Islam will overrun the West. The movement was born with 9/11. As coalition troops 
invaded Afghanistan and Iraq, journalists like Oriana Fallaci and Melanie Phillips warned 
that Muslims in the West were a potential enemy within. An internet underground spread 
the message. Soon sites like Jihadwatch and Little Green Footballs were warning the world 
that Islam posed a threat to democracy. In 2007 the Counter-Jihad Conference in Brussels 
brought activists together. The English Defence League was born, and similar anti-Islamic 
movements blossomed across Europe. The Arab Spring, then a series of Islamic terrorist 
attacks and the Muslim migrant crisis turned up the heat. By this time prominent U.S. count-
er-jihad bloggers had jobs writing for Breitbart. Some people at Breitbart had the ear of a 
New York billionaire considering a run in the 2016 Presidential election. Donald J. Trump 
would get elected on a platform of populist nationalism. One of his first acts was a travel 
ban on citizens of six Muslim countries. Far-right populist movements across Europe took 
note. Christopher Othen weaves together current events and history into a driving narrative.

Christopher Othen is the author of Lost Lions of Judah.
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The Econocracy
On the Perils of Leaving Economics to the Experts

Joe Earle, Cahal Moran, and Zach Ward-Perkins

“An interesting and highly pertinent book.” —Noam Chomsky

“A rousing wake-up call to the economics profession. . . . Technically assured, well- 
argued, and informative.” —Robert Skidelsky, author, How Much Is Enough? 

“It is a damning indictment for the economics profession that it has taken young people 
barely out of university to provide this analysis. Utterly compelling and sobering.”  
—Ha-Joon Chang, author, Economics: The User’s Guide

Three young academic-activists lay bare how economics has left most of us locked out of 
today’s politics—and how we can begin to take charge of the political process once again

A century ago, the idea of “the economy” didn’t exist. Now economics is the supreme ide-
ology of our time, with its own rules and language. The trouble is, most of us can’t speak it. 
This is damaging democracy. Dangerous agendas are hidden inside mathematical wrappers; 
controversial policies are presented as “proven” by the models of economic “science.” Gov-
ernment is being turned over to a publicly unaccountable technocratic elite. The Econocracy 
reveals that economics is too important to be left to the economists—and shows us what we 
can do about it.

Joe Earle, Cahal Moran, and Zach Ward-Perkins are founding members of the Post-Crash 
Economics Society at the University of Manchester.

Economics/Political Science • 240 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9780141986869  
Replaces: 9781526110138 • November • $16.95 • Trade Paper   
Rights: US • Penguin UK/Penguin

Hermeneutics
Facts and Interpretation in the Age of Information

John D. Caputo

Renowned thinker John D. Caputo explores the cross-disciplinary world of modern 
hermeneutics, blazing a new trail in the most modern of fields 

Is anything ever not an interpretation? Does interpretation go all the way down? Is there 
such a thing as a pure fact that is interpretation-free? If not, how are we supposed to know 
what to think and do? These tantalizing questions are tackled by renowned thinker John D. 
Caputo in this wide-reaching exploration of what the traditional term “hermeneutics” can 
mean in a postmodern, 21st-century world. As a contemporary of Derrida’s and longstand-
ing champion of rethinking the disciplines of theology and philosophy, for decades Caputo 
has been forming alliances across disciplines and drawing in readers with his compelling 
approach to what he calls “radical hermeneutics.” In this new introduction, drawing upon 
a range of thinkers from Heidegger to the Parisian “1968ers” and beyond, he raises a series 
of probing questions about the challenges of life in the postmodern and maybe soon to be 
“post-human” world.’

John D. Caputo is a specialist in contemporary hermeneutics and deconstruction with a 
special interest in religion in the postmodern condition. The Thomas J. Watson Professor 
of Religion Emeritus at Syracuse University and the David R. Cook Professor of Philosophy 
Emeritus at Villanova University, he has spearheaded an idea he calls weak theology. His 
books include What Would Jesus Deconstruct? He lives in Syracuse. 

Religion & Theology • 368 Pages • 4.25 x 7.25 • 9780241257852 • September • $14.95  
Trade Paper • Rights: US • Penguin UK/Pelican
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Also available:

How Do You Find North Without  
a Compass?
And Other Puzzles and Brainteasers

Erwin Brecher

A new collection of brainteasers from the author of How 
Do You Get an Egg into a Bottle? 

This book offers the puzzle-lover a superb collection of many 
types of puzzle, all crammed into this one volume. There are 
riddles, lateral thinking problems, mathematical posers, mys-
teries to solve and many, many more. The hundreds of puzzles 
in this unique collection will give your brain a great workout 
for months on end!

Erwin Brecher has written 22 books, including Challenging 
Science Puzzles and Lateral Logic Puzzles.

Games • 160 Pages • 5.75 x 8 • 50 B/W Illustrations  
9781787390737 • September • $13.95 • Cloth   
Rights: US • Carlton Publishing Group/Carlton
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The History of the World Quiz Book
1,000 Questions and Answers to Test Your Knowledge

Meredith MacArdle

From the Bronze Age to the end of World War II, this quiz book provides the ultimate 
challenge for any history buff

From the first empires and civilizations, through the Ancient world of the Middle East and 
Africa; the Parthian Empire; the Golden Age of India; the ancient dynasties of China; the 
founding of Rome and the Roman republic; Peruvian cultures; The Middle Ages; the Byz-
antine Empire; Mayan culture; the Crusades; the rise of the Ottoman Empire; the Renais-
sance—this far-reaching book will test the knowledge of any history lover and provide the 
ultimate challenge for even the most knowledgeable historian. With questions ranging from 
multiple choice, truth or fiction, map and picture and quotation questions, you will find there 
is always something new to learn about the world.

Meredith MacArdle is the author of The Timeline History of China.

Games/History • 224 Pages • 6 x 9.25 • 9781782439004 • November   
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara

Bradford’s Pocket Crossword Solver’s Dictionary
Third edition

Anne R. Bradford

A condensed and pocket-sized version of the Bradford’s Crossword Solver’s Dictionary

This crossword dictionary is the only one compiled by a real author based on over 50 years 
of analyzing crossword clues. It offers instant help with both cryptic and quick crosswords. 
With over 125,000 solutions listed in an A-Z format, it is the perfect resource when you 
are stuck. Whether you are on the go or at home, its portable size and clear layout makes it 
extremely easy to use.

Anne R. Bradford has been compiling her Crossword Solver’s Dictionary since 1957, and 
regularly publishes new editions. 

Games/Reference • 576 Pages • 4.25 x 7 • 9780008248826 • Replaces: 9780007261093  
September • $10.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins
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Wordsearch Challenge: Book 1
Collins UK

Will you accept the challenge of 200 new thematic word searches, perfect for whiling away 
your downtime, on the commute, on holiday or relaxing at home? Relax and give your brain a 
workout. Ideal for whiling away those long commutes, traveling, or relaxing at home.

Collins UK has been publishing educational and informative books for almost 200 years. 

Games • 240 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9780008279653 • September • $8.95 • Trade Paper   
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins

Big Book of Su Doku: Book 3
Collins UK

A collection of easy, medium and difficult Su Doku puzzles to test your mental dexterity, pow-
ers of logic and deduction. Keep your mind sharp and test your powers of deductive reasoning. 
Ideal for whiling away those long commutes, traveling on holiday or relaxing at home.

Collins UK has been publishing educational and informative books for almost 200 years. 

Games • 352 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9780008293314 • November • $10.95 • Trade Paper   
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins

Su Doku Challenge: Book 1
Collins UK

Are you up to the challenge of 200 new Su Doku puzzles, arranged in easy, medium and diffi-
cult categories? Keep your mind sharp and test your powers of deductive reasoning. Ideal for 
whiling away those long commutes, traveling or relaxing at home.

Collins UK has been publishing educational and informative books for almost 200 years.

Games • 240 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9780008279639 • September • $8.95 • Trade Paper   
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins

Big Book of Wordsearches: Book 3
Collins UK

Reach for your trusty pen or pencil and tackle these word challenges at your leisure. Arranged in 
themes, they will provide a mental workout and relaxtion therapy at the same time. Relax and 
give your brain a workout. Ideal for whiling away those long commutes, or relaxing at home.

Collins UK has been publishing educational and informative books for almost 200 years. 

Games • 352 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9780008293321 • November • $10.95 • Trade Paper   
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins
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The Sunday Times Tetonor: Book 1
The Times Mind Games

A mental workout to rival sudoku

Tetonor rules: each number in the main grid can be formed by adding or multiplying a pair 
of numbers in the strip below the grid. Each pair of numbers should be used twice: once as 
part of an addition and once as part of a multiplication. For example, a 10 and 24 in the main 
grid may be solved by the sums, 4 + 6 and 4 x 6, respectively. Enter each sum in the boxes 
below its answer. Any blanks in the strip must be deduced, bearing in mind the numbers are 
listed in ascending order. Use your mental agility, logic and powers of deduction to tackle this 
collection of brainteasing puzzles: 60 easy, 80 medium, and 60 difficult. 

Times Mind Games publish a range of mind-boggling, high-quality puzzles.

Games • 288 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9780008290382 • January • $10.95 • Trade Paper   
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Times Books UK

The Times MindGames Word Puzzles & Conundrums:  
Book 3

Times UK

Test your word power and rack your brain with this latest mixed collection of 500 puz-
zles and conundrums

With more than 500 assorted word puzzles and conundrums, this collection contains these 
favorites: Lexica—144 letter grid challenges; Polygon—144 word circle puzzles, how many 
words can you create?; Scrabble™ Challenge—64 real-life challenges to sharpen your word 
power; Word Watch—expand your vocabulary with 96 multiple-choice word quizzes; and 
Codewords—test your powers of logic with 52 word and number grids,

Games • 384 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9780008285340 • February • $10.95 • Trade Paper  
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Times Books UK

The Times MindGames Number & Logic Puzzles: Book 3
The Times UK

Test your powers of logic and mental agility with this latest mixed collection of 500 
number and logic puzzles

With more than 500 assorted number and logic puzzles, this collection contains these fa-
vorites: Brain Trainer—72 mental math challenges; Cell Blocks—96 Japanese logic puzzles; 
Futoshiki—use the numbers 1-5 to fill in the 72 grids; Kakuro—64 mathematical crossword 
puzzles; KenKen—72 arithmetical logic puzzles; Set Square—72 mental arithmetic grids; and 
Suko—96 espresso Su Doku puzzle.

Games • 384 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9780008285333 • February • $10.95 • Trade Paper  
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Times Books UK
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The Times Big Book of Quick Crosswords: Book 5
Times UK

These 300 accessible puzzles are utterly addictive, yet concise enough to be solved relative-
ly quickly

Encompassing a wide range of subjects including geography, literature, history and culture, 
these 300 general-knowledge and definition-based puzzles will test your word power and 
broaden your horizons at the same time. With clues that are satisfyingly skillful and containing 
no cryptic elements, they are are guaranteed to stretch your mind and entertain you equally. 
Puzzles are taken from previously published titles Times Quick Crossword Books 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Times UK publishes a range of mind-boggling, high-quality puzzles.

Games • 464 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9780008285357 • February • $11.95 • Trade Paper   
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Times Books UK

The Times How to Crack Cryptic Crosswords
Second edition

Tim Moorey

Dispels the myth that cryptic crosswords are the preserve of the elite

This easy guide demonstrates that anyone who enjoys words and word play can learn to solve 
a cryptic crossword clue. With clear pictorially presented explanations for many clues, you can 
revel in the deep satisfaction that comes from finishing cryptic crossword puzzles. Designed to 
apply to the solving of any cryptic crossword, this book is designed to guide the cryptic cross-
word beginner to an enriched solving experience.

Tim Moorey is a crossword setter.

Games • 232 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9780008285579 • Replaces: 9780007546527   
February • $11.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins

The Times Samurai Su Doku: Book 7
Times UK

Ultra-complex, extended brainteasers for the speediest of sudoku solvers

This is Su Doku multiplied: every column, row and 3x3 box must contain the digits 1 to 9. 
Where the puzzles overlap, the rows and columns do not go beyond their usual 9x9 length 
but the interlocking boxes give you more clues—and more complexity. With another 100 new 
Samurai puzzles to vex you for hours, lose yourself in the four levels of this book: 10 easy, 40 
mild, 40 difficult, and 10 super difficult.

Times UK publishes a range of mind-boggling, high-quality puzzles.

Games • 224 Pages • 7.44 x 9.69 • 9780008285449 • January • $14.95 • Trade Paper   
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Times Books UK

The Times Improve Your Bridge Game
Second edition

Andrew Robson

An extensive bridge guide aimed at the less experienced or social player who longs to 
improve their game

Common scenarios are presented with an outline of what actually happened, as well as what 
should have happened. Along with every deal is the very popular handy tip “If you remember 
just one thing . . . ,” which features throughout the book. The first section of the book, The 
Game, is a basic outline providing the key to playing a sensible game of Bridge, subdivided 
into Bidding, Declarer Play and Defence. The reader can either read The Game first, paying 
particular attention to the tips, or they can dip in and out of the book.

Andrew Robson is widely regarded as Britain’s number one bridge player-teacher. 

Games • 208 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 60 B/W Illustrations • 9780008285586   
Replaces: 9780007204106 • January • $10.95 • Trade Paper   
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK/Collins
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The Age of Spectacle
Adventures in Architecture and the 21st-Century City

Tom Dyckhoff

“Unusually accessible [and] well argued.” —Evening Standard

An examination of the modern city and the brash architecture that threatens how we 
live in it

In Dubai, a luxury apartment block is built in the shape of a giant iPod. In China, President 
Xi Jinping denounces the trend of constructing “bizarre” new buildings in wacky shapes and 
colors. In Cincinnati, celebrity architect Zaha Hadid is paid millions to design a single “icon-
ic’ structure”—with the hope of single-handedly transforming the region’s ailing fortunes. 
These incidents are all part of the same story: the rise of the age of spectacle. Over the last 
50 years, there has been a revolution in how our cities operate. Here, Tom Dyckhoff tells the 
story of how architecture became obsessed with the flashy, the monumental and the osten-
tatious—and how we all have to live with the consequences. Exploring cityscapes from New 
York to Beijing, Dyckhoff shows that we are living through a fundamental transformation 
in how our urban spaces work. The corporate explosion of the last few decades has funda-
mentally shifted the relationship between architects, politicians and cities’ inhabitants, fos-
tering innovation, but also facilitating vanity projects and commercial power-grabs. Timely, 
passionate and bursting with new ideas, The Age of Spectacle is both an examination of how 
21st century cities work, and a manifesto for a radically new kind of urbanism. 

Tom Dyckhoff is the host of The Great Interior Design Challenge. He was previously archi-
tecture and design critic for BBC2’s The Culture Show and architecture critic of The Times. 
His seven-part BBC2 series, Saving Britain’s Past, examined Britain’s obsession with heri-
tage. An Honorary Fellow of the Royal Institute for British Architects, Dyckhoff has written 
for Guardian, GQ, Wallpaper, and the New Statesman. 

Architecture • 320 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9780099538233 • September • $16.95 • Trade Paper  
Rights: US • Random House UK/Windmill Books

Dutch Masters from the Hermitage
Hermitage Museum

A look at an unprecedented, extensive collection of works by Dutch masters

The Russian love for the Dutch masters began in the 17th century. Peter the Great visited 
Holland and purchased a number of works. His successors and the people at the court were 
even more passionate collectors than he, making the Hermitage the proud owner of an un-
precedented, extensive collection of works by Dutch masters. But why did the Russian aris-
tocracy love Dutch art so much? How did the collections come together? And how did these 
Dutch paintings influence Russian art? In this book, Russian and Dutch authors give answers 
to these questions and take you on a journey all the way to Saint Petersburg and back. 

The Hermitage Museum is an art museum in Saint Petersburg. It is the second largest  
museum in the world. 

Art • 352 Pages • 9.5 x 11 • 150 Color Photos, 150 B/W Photos • 9789078653691  
November • $45.00 (Can $60.00) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Hermitage Amsterdam



A Torch at Midnight
Rob Brownell

A study of John Ruskin’s Seven Lamps of Architecture

The first edition of John Ruskin’s The Seven Lamps of Architecture is one of the most ex-
traordinary books ever produced. Confronted with the task of explaining the complex and 
mysterious nature of medieval art, Ruskin produced a concept volume of Gothic art and 
architecture that embodied the principles it described. This arresting re-appraisal of Ruskin’s 
great architectural books reveals the deep, esoteric roots of his philosophy. The Seven Lamps 
of Architecture and The Stones of Venice contain dark and hidden meanings in their fabric, 
structure and language that remain unrecognized by most readers. Their occult wisdom not 
only demonstrates Ruskin’s understanding of the subtle visual and intellectual beauties of 
Gothic art, and the pagan cosmos on which it was based, but also reveals the true John 
Ruskin. The popular myth of Ruskin as the archetypal Victorian patriarch has persistently 
clouded interpretation of his ideas, introducing spurious psycho-social motives based on a 
misunderstood scandal. The Ruskin that emerges from A Torch at Midnight is quite differ-
ent: heretical in religion, radical in politics, subversive in economics and relentless in the 
pursuit of truth and meaning. Faced with establishment suspicion of heresy in any sphere, 
he disguised his controversial ideas by drawing on a literary tradition going back through 
Goethe, Spenser and Dante to ancient Greece. A Torch at Midnight explores in detail the 
development of Ruskin’s ideas and his presentation of them in his books. By demonstrating 
the visual and intellectual beauties of true design, Ruskin’s aim was to intrigue and fascinate 
his readers to enlightenment.

Robert Brownell is the author of Marriage of Inconvenience, an account of Ruskin’s brief 
marriage to Euphemia Gray.

Architecture • 512 Pages • 5.75 x 8.5 • 8 B/W Photos, 1 Color Illustration,  
14 B/W Illustrations • 9781843680772 • November • $32.95 (Can $43.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Pallas Athene/Museum of Illustration

Sir John Soane’s Museum
A Complete Description
13th edition

Bruce Boucher

The 13th edition, with a new preface by Bruce Boucher, Director of Sir John  
Soane’s Museum

This new edition provides a comprehensive description of the remarkable Sir John Soane’s 
Museum in London’s Lincoln’s Inn Fields and reflects recent changes to the Museum in-
cluding the immaculate recreation of the Private Apartments, the Lobby off the Breakfast 
Room, and the Catacombs, all of which were opened after the previous edition went to 
press. It will serve both as a souvenir and as the most accurate account of Sir John Soane’s 
remarkable creation.

Bruce Boucher is Director of Sir John Soane’s Museum.

Architecture/Art • 184 Pages • 6.75 x 9.25 • Four-color Interior • 9780993204166  
September • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Pimpernel Press
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The Worlds of John Ruskin
Second edition

Kevin Jackson

“Brilliantly introduces Ruskin to the general reader and offers insights into his continu-
ing relevance.” —Art Quarterly

A new edition of the illustrated biography of the writer Henry James called “the author 
of the most splendid pages in our language” 

Ruskin is one of the most influential and exhilarating writers in English. Art critic, architec-
tural visionary, social reformer, climate warner and incomparable teacher; Ruskin’s words 
not only transformed Victorian England but speak to us with increasing urgency today. This, 
the first general introduction to Ruskin for many years, places him in the social, economic 
and aesthetic world of Victorian Britain that he transformed—and shows how this transfor-
mation has much to teach us today. The extensive illustrations range from private notes and 
lecture diagrams to presentation drawings, including some of the most beautiful images of 
the 19th century and many never before published.

Kevin Jackson has written over 30 books, including A Ruskin Alphabet and two comic 
books based on Ruskin’s essays. 

Biography/Art • 160 Pages • 8.5 x 10 • 165 Color Photos, Four-color Interior  
9781843681489 • Replaces: 9781843680444 • November • $29.95 (Can $39.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Pallas Athene

A John Ruskin Collection
James S. Dearden

A lifetime’s worth of articles on the lives of John Ruskin and those around him

Author Jim Dearden’s vast knowledge of Ruskin and exceptional capacity for recollection 
deftly and sensitively illuminate his subjects, moving through both their emotional, intellec-
tual and artistic lives and their everyday domestic routines in this collection of his writings 
on John Rusin. We are guided through Ruskin’s portraits of Rose La Touche, asked to con-
sider why he sold Turner’s The Slave Ship, invited to investigate how his father, John James 
Ruskin, traveled to his office, or provided with a window, onto the lives of the Severn family 
while at Brantwood, using their drawings and sketches. Through his sensitive and precise 
investigations, and his tireless appetite for detail, Dearden not only helps us to understand 
the lives of Ruskin and his family, friends and servants, but also achieves an impressive evo-
cation of the nature of 19th-century life. This book will captivate readers who enjoy the in-
terweavings of a life well studied, whether they are new to Ruskin or already well immersed.

Jim Dearden has spent a lifetime working with the great legacy of John Ruskin, from his 
schooldays under the leading Ruskin collector, John Howard Whitehouse, to his recent, 
magisterial study, The Library of John Ruskin. He returned to his alma mater and became 
curator of the Ruskin Galleries there and he has been a dedicated Companion, Director and 
Master of Ruskin’s Guild of St George.

Biography/Social Science • 260 Pages • 5.75 x 8.5 • 10 Color Photos, 22 B/W Photos, 
38 Color Illustrations, 8 B/W Illustrations, 1 Line Drawing, 2 Maps • 9781843681526  
November • $32.95 (Can $43.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Pallas Athene



Artist Quarter
Modigliani, Montmartre & Montparnasse

Charles Douglas

Republished for the first time since 1941, one of the most vivid accounts of life in  
Bohemian Paris ever written

What were Montmartre and Montparnasse really like in their heyday, roughly between 1904, 
when the youthful Picasso had just arrived on the Hill of Martyrs, and 1920, when Amedeo 
Modigliani, justly called “the prince of Bohemians,” died of consumption and dissipation in 
Montparnasse? This book, written by an Englishman who lived in Montmartre for 30 years 
and knew its famous habitués intimately, gives a vivid description. It reveals the truth behind 
the many legends, is packed with authentic stories about writers and painters whose names 
are now household words, and contains much hitherto unpublished information about the 
life and career of Modigliani, obtained from his family and friends. Much of the text was 
written in Montmartre amid the scenes described, and after personal consultation with sur-
vivors of the great days when Frédé presided over the Lapin Agile and Libion, patron of the 
Café de la Rotonde, was beginning to rival him in Montparnasse. It is the most complete ac-
count which has yet been written in English of the birth of Cubism and other contemporary 
movements in modern painting, and of the lives and loves that started them. 

Charles Douglas was the pseudonym of two writers. Charles Beadle (1881-1944) was a suc-
cessful adventure writer. On his return from Africa in 1904 he lived in Paris, in the thick of 
Bohemia. Douglas Goldring (1887-1960) was at the heart of literary life in London before 
First World War, I working with Ford Madox Ford, Wyndham Lewis and D. H. Lawrence, 
among others.

Biography/Art • 354 Pages • 5.5 x 8.5 • 3 B/W Photos, 13 B/W Illustrations   
9781843681533 • October • $24.95 (Can $33.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Pallas Athene

Charles Rennie Mackintosh
Fiona Davidson

A beautifully illustrated biography, released to celebrate the 150th anniversary of  
Macintosh’s birth

Charles Rennie Mackintosh was an innovator, and is undoubtedly one of Scotland’s most 
celebrated architects. His astounding buildings creatively reinterpreted the past and opened 
the way for the Modern Movement. Architecture was his first love, though he was also a 
highly accomplished artist and designer of interiors, furniture, metalwork, glass and textiles. 
In addition his graphic design work, using nature and organic plant forms, made him an ear-
ly exponent of Symbolism and Art Nouveau. In the later years of his life he produced water-
color paintings of intense power and subtlety. His extraordinary work is still regarded today 
as innovative and modern, and continues to astonish and delight art lovers everywhere.

Biography/Design • 32 Pages • 7 x 9.5 • 75 Color Illustrations • 9780853728740 • October 
$8.95 (Can $11.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Pavilion/Pitkin Publishing
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A Forger’s Tale
Confessions of the Bolton Forger

Shaun Greenhalgh

“Greenhalgh has a likable voice, pitched midway between Arthur Daley and Philip  
Marlowe. And, unsurprisingly, he has an eye for detail. . . . The lingering impression  
is of a man beguiled by image-making.” —Observer

A memoir from prison of one of the world’s most prolific art forgers

In 2007, Bolton Crown Court sentenced Shaun Greenhalgh to four years and eight months 
in prison for the crime of producing artistic forgeries. Working out of a shed in his parents’ 
garden, Greenhalgh had successfully fooled some of the world’s greatest museums. During 
the court case, the breadth of his forgeries shocked the art world and tantalized the media. 
What no one realzsed was how much more of the story there was to tell. Written in prison, 
A Forger’s Tale details Shaun’s notorious career and the extraordinary circumstances that 
led to it. From Leonardo drawings to L.S. Lowry paintings, from busts of U.S. presidents to 
Anglo-Saxon brooches, from cutting-edge Modernism to the ancient art of the Stone Age, 
Greenhalgh could—and did—copy it all. Told with great wit and charm, this is the definitive 
account of Britain’s most successful and infamous forger, a man whose love for art saturates 
every page of this extraordinary memoir.

Shaun Greenhalgh lives and works in Bolton.

Art/True Crime • 384 Pages • 6.25 x 9.25 • 9781760295288 • October   
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Atlantic Books

The Grim Sleeper
Talking with America’s Most Notorious Serial Killer, Lonnie Franklin

Victoria Redstall

“I’ve certainly never read anything like it.” —San Francisco Book Review on  
Serial Killers

A closer look at the depraved murders committed by Los Angeles serial killer Lonnie 
David Franklin Jr.

During the mid-1980s, a brutal killing spree began in Los Angeles as several women were 
murdered, having been sexually assaulted and shot in the chest with the same .25 calibre 
gun. The man responsible was Lonnie David Franklin Jr. However, his identity wouldn’t 
be revealed for more than 20 years, by which time he had become one of America’s most 
prolific serial killers. At the time, Los Angeles was a city struggling under the weight of racial 
inequalities and a crack epidemic that was sweeping through its most deprived areas. The 
victims were black women, and often addicts and sex workers. Many in the communities of 
South Central felt that these factors all caused a lack of interest on the part of the LAPD in 
investigating the murders, allowing Franklin to carry on his killing spree undetected.

Victoria Redstall is a British journalist and true crime expert, and is the author of Serial 
Killers: Up Close and Very Personal. She lives in Los Angeles.

True Crime • 288 Pages • 7.75 x 5 • 9781786068668 • October • $14.95 (Can $19.95)  
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • John Blake



Surviving Execution
A Miscarriage of Justice and the Fight to End the Death Penalty

Ian Woods

“There’s no doubt in my mind that Ian Woods played a part in saving the life of  
Richard Glossip. This is a revealing insight into American injustice, and a powerful 
human story too.” —Sister Helen Prejean, author, Dead Man Walking

A tense mix of Dead Man Walking and Making a Murderer, combining the very best in 
true-crime writing with a searching exploration of the most barbaric of punishments

Imagine being condemned to death for murder, when even the prosecutors admit that you 
didn’t actually kill anyone. This is what happened to Richard Glossip, a death-row inmate 
who was found guilty of murdering motel owner Barry van Treese. Despite being convicted 
on the word of the actual self-confessed killer, the state of Oklahoma is still intent on execut-
ing him, raising international outcry and controversy. Ian Woods, a reporter for Sky News 
in the UK, came across the case one quiet afternoon, and has tirelessly campaigned ever since 
to bring the injustices Glossip has faced to the world’s attention. He even served as an invited 
witness to Glossip’s three scheduled executions—all of which were stayed at the last possible 
moment. This is the gripping true story of the case, and their turbulent friendship, written by 
a man with unparalleled first-hand knowledge and access.

Ian Woods started work as a journalist, later joining BBC TV. He now works for Sky News, 
including spells as Sports Editor, United States Correspondent, Australia Correspondent, 
and is currently a Senior Correspondent reporting both domestic and international news.

True Crime/Autobiography • 368 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781786491862 • September   
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Atlantic Books

Fast Eddie
My 20 Years on the Run as Britain’s Most Wanted Man
Second edition

Eddie Maher

After two decades on the run in the U.S., security guard-turned-thief “Fast Eddie”  
reveals in his own words everything that the press have been dying to know for the  
last 20 years—including how he escaped

9:30 am, January 22, 1993: the moment in crime history that one of Britain’s most audacious 
thefts ever took place and the legend of “Fast Eddie” was created. This is the story of how Se-
curicor guard Eddie Maher managed to pull off a £1.2 million heist, fled the country despite 
every port being closed, spawned an international manhunt, and managed to evade capture 
for 20 years. As Britain’s Most Wanted Man, he led 30 detectives, the FBI, and Interpol on 
a wild goose chase across the U.S. Dubbed “Fast Eddie” by the press, he was always one 
step ahead, and after two decades on the run with his family using a series of of aliases and 
identities, Eddie began to think he’d committed the perfect crime, until a cruel and dramatic 
betrayal proved otherwise. Like a Hollywood movie script and told in full for the first time, 
Fast Eddie is the compelling story of how an ordinary British man became America’s most 
notorious fugitive.

Eddie Maher is a former Securicor guard and fire officer.

Autobiography/True Crime • 304 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 15 Color Photos • 9781911274889  
Replaces: 9781911274360 • September • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Blink Publishing
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The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy 6: Hexagonal Phase
BBC Radio 4 Full Cast Dramatisation

Eoin Colfer

The long-awaited sixth season of the Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy radio series. 
Available to listen to now on BBC website, with full original cast, and a cameo from 
Stephen Hawking. 

Arthur Dent and friends return in this latest outing, adapted and produced for radio by 
Dirk Maggs. Starring Simon Jones as Arthur Dent, Geoff McGivern as Ford Prefect, Mark 
Wing-Davey as Zaphod Beeblebrox, Sandra Dickinson as Trillian and Jane Horrocks as Fen-
church, with guest stars including Ed Byrne and Lenny Henry, this sixth season of the radio 
program is adapted from Eoin Colfer’s novel And Another Thing . . . It also features pre-
viously unpublished additional material sourced from the late Douglas Adams’s notebooks 
and writings.

Eoin Colfer is the author of the bestselling Artemis Fowl series. 

Science Fiction • 1 Page • 5.5 x 5 • 3 discs • 003:00:00 • 9781785299117 • June • $22.95  
CD • Rights: US • BBC Books/BBC Audio

The No.1 Ladies’ Detective Agency: BBC Radio Casebook 
Vol.2
Eight BBC Radio 4 Full-Cast Dramatisations

Alexander McCall Smith

Eight full-cast dramatizations based on the popular books by Alexander McCall Smith. 
Claire Benedict stars as Mme Ramotswe in these episodes: “How to Handle Men through 
the Application of Psychology,” “House of Hope,” “The Return of Note,” “The Ceremony,” 
“There Is No Such Thing as Free Food,” “The Best Profession for a Blackmailer,” “A Very 
Rude Woman,” and “Talking Shoes.” Unabridged.

Alexander McCall Smith is the creator of the The No. 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency series.

Mystery • 1 Page • 5.5 x 5.5 • 8 discs • 05:50:00 • 9781785297670 • November • $36.95   
CD • Rights: US • BBC Books

P.D. James BBC Radio Drama Collection
Seven Full-Cast Dramatisations
Unabridged

P.D. James

Seven full-cast dramatizations include her debut novel Cover Her Face, A Taste for Death 
(Richard Derrington as Dalgliesh), Devices and Desires (Robin Ellis as Dalgliesh), A Certain 
Justice (Philip Franks as Dalgliesh), The Private Patient (Richard Derrington as Dalgliesh), 
An Unsuitable Job For A Woman (Judi Bowker as Cordelia Gray), and The Skull Beneath the 
Skin (Greta Scacchi as Cordelia Gray). Supporting cast includes Siân Phillips, Hugh Grant, 
Anna Massey and Geraldine James. With a bonus audio documentary, P.D. James in Her 
Own Words.

P. D. James was a bestselling crime writer. 

Mystery • 1 Page • 5.5 x 5.5 • 17 discs •  016:35:00 • 9781787530010 • October • $48.95   
CD • Rights: US • BBC Books



DOCTOR WHO

Doctor Who: Men of War
1st Doctor Audio Original

Justin Richards

Peter Purves reads this original adventure featuring the First Doctor, Steven and Sara, set in 
World War I. The Doctor realizes that something is wrong with the timeline of the War—the 
Battle of the Somme should have already begun, yet there is no sign of it. The first in a new 
three-story arc, followed by Horrors of War. Unabridged.

Justin Richards is a writer and Creative Consultant to the BBC Books range of Doctor Who books.

Science Fiction • 1 Page • 5 x 5.5 • 1 disc • 001:10:00 • 9781787531277 • October • $15.95  
CD • Rights: US • BBC Books
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Doctor Who: Horrors of War
3rd Doctor Audio Original

Justin Richards

An exciting original adventure for the Third Doctor and his companion Jo Grant, set in World 
War I. Horrors of War is the second of a three-part story arc, which began with Men of War. 
The stories are self-contained, but with linking threads between them. Unabridged. 

Justin Richards is a Creative Consultant to the BBC Books range of Doctor Who books.

Science Fiction • 1 Page • 5 x 5.5 • 1 disc • 001:10:00 • 9781787531734 • October • $15.95  
CD • Rights: US • BBC Books

Doctor Who: The Ambassadors of Death
3rd Doctor Novelisation

Terrance Dicks

Seven months after it left Mars there has still been no radio communication with the Probe 
Seven spacecraft, or the astronauts inside it. Eventually a recovery capsule is sent up to rescue 
the astronauts. But when the capsule returns to Earth it is found to be empty. The Doctor and 
Liz investigate, in an action-packed novelization based on a TV serial broadcast in 1970, read 
by Geoffrey Beevers (the Master in “The Keeper of Traken”). 

Terrance Dicks became the script editor for Doctor Who in 1969, and went on to become one 
of the most influential figures in the series’ history. 

Science Fiction • 1 Page • 5.71 x 4.92 • 4 discs • 04:15:00 • 9781785299735 • November • $27.95 
CD • Rights: US • BBC Books

Doctor Who: The Thing from the Sea
4th Doctor Audio Original

Paul Magrs

In 18th Century coastal Italy, the local fishermen haul in a gigantic serpent. The Doctor iden-
tifies it as an alien, but to the ailing locals this fabled sea creature has the capacity to heal—if 
only Count Otto will share it with them. When Mrs. Wibbsey comes under the influence of the 
Count, the Doctor finds himself snared by the infamous Cagliostro! Set after the Nest Cottage 
Chronicles, this new story is read by Susan Jameson (Mrs. Wibbsey).

Paul Magrs has written numerous novels and short stories.

Science Fiction • 1 Page • 5 x 5.5 • 1 disc • 1:20:00 • 9781785299810 • November • $15.95   
CD • Rights: US • BBC Books
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DOCTOR WHO

Doctor Who: Mawdryn Undead
5th Doctor Novelisation
Unabridged

Peter Grimwade

To avoid a head-on collision in space, the TARDIS materializes on board an alien space-
craft. Meanwhile, on Earth, schoolboy Turlough has an encounter with a mysterious 
stranger who is determined to wreak revenge up on the Doctor. An unabridged reading of 
a novelization of the 1983 TV serial starring Peter Davison. Narrated by David Collings 
(Mawdryn). 

Peter Grimwade was a television writer and director, best known for his work on  
Doctor Who.

Science Fiction • 1 Page • 5 x 5.5 • 4 discs • 004:00:00 • 9781787530256 • October   
$27.95 • CD • Rights: US • BBC Books

The Second Doctor Who Audio Annual
Multi-Doctor stories

BBC Audio

From the 1960s to the 1980s the stories within the Doctor Who Annual were exuberant 
and charmingly naive. Now, in this second audio volume, Peter Purves (Steven), Anneke 
Wills (Polly), Geoffrey Beevers (the Master), Matthew Waterhouse (Adric) and Nicola 
Bryant (Peri) read six of these colorful and energetic tales, with atmospheric sound design. 
Also included from 1966 is The Equations of Doctor Who, a vintage essay about the mys-
teries of the Doctor and his TARDIS.

Doctor Who Annual was published from 1965 to 1986, and featured text stories and 
comic strips based on the TV series. 

Science Fiction • 1 Page • 5 x 5.5 • 2 discs • 02:20:00 • 9781785299834 • November   
$18.95 • CD • Rights: US • BBC Books

Doctor Who: The Mark of the Rani
6th Doctor Novelisation

Pip Baker and Jane Baker

En route to Kew Gardens, the Doctor and Peri arrive in Northern England at the time of 
the Luddite uprisings. Unknown to them, the TARDIS has been dragged off course by the 
Master, who plans to destroy his arch enemy once and for all. But also present is the Rani, 
another exile from Gallifrey. Nicola Bryant (Peri Brown) reads this classic novelization of 
a Sixth Doctor TV adventure. Unabridged.

Pip Baker and Jane Baker wrote four Doctor Who episodes, and created the character 
of Rani. 

Science Fiction • 1 Page • 5 x 5.5 • 4 discs • 03:51:00 • 9781787530232 • November   
$27.95 • CD • Rights: US • BBC Books



Magna Carta
The Making and Legacy of the Great Charter

Dan Jones

From the New York Times–bestselling author of The Plantagenets comes a beautifully 
produced account of the signing, impact, and legacy of a document that became one of 
the most influential statements in the history of democracy

On a summer’s day in 1215 a beleaguered English monarch met a group of disgruntled 
barons in a meadow by the river Thames named Runnymede. Beset by foreign crisis and 
domestic rebellion, King John was fast running out of options. On June 15 he reluctantly 
agreed to fix his regal seal to a document that would change the world. A milestone in the 
development of constitutional politics and the rule of law, the “Great Charter” established 
an Englishman’s right to Habeas Corpus and set limits to the exercise of royal power. For 
the first time a group of subjects had forced an English king to agree to a document that 
limited his powers by law and protected their rights. Dan Jones’s elegant and authoritative 
narrative of the making and legacy of the Magna Carta is amplified by profiles of the barons 
who secured it and a full text of the charter in both Latin and English.

Dan Jones is an award-winning journalist and a pioneer of the resurgence of interest in medi-
eval history. He is the bestselling author of The Plantagenets: The Warrior Kings and Queens 
Who Made England and The Wars of the Roses.

History • 192 Pages • 5.25 x 7.75 • 9781786695963 • Replaces: 9781781858851  
November • (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus

The Earth Gazers
Christopher Potter

“For many years, I’ve secretly longed for someone to take me by the hand and walk me 
through time and space—someone who would marvel with me at every strange thing we 
encountered and pepper his scientific discourse with lines of poetry. This is what Chris-
topher Potter has done.” —Dava Sobel, author, Galileo’s Daughter, on You Are Here

The fascinating story of how we first came to see the earth from space

The most beautiful and influential photographs ever made were of the whole earth seen from 
space. They were taken from the moon, almost as an afterthought, by the astronauts of the 
Apollo space program. They inspired a generation to think more seriously about our respon-
sibility for this tiny oasis in space, the “blue marble” falling through empty darkness. This is 
a book about the long road to the capture of those unforgettable images. It is a history of the 
space program and of the ways in which it transformed our view of the earth and changed 
the lives of the astronauts who walked in space and on the moon. It is the story of the often 
blemished visionaries who inspired that journey into space: Charles Lindbergh, Robert God-
dard, and Wernher Von Braun, and of the courageous pilots who were the first humans to 
escape the Earth’s orbit.

Christopher Potter is the author of You Are Here: A Portable History of the Universe.

Science • 464 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 35 B/W Photos • 9781784974336   
Replaces: 9781784974329 • September • (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus
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The Jumping Game
How National Hunt Trainers Work and What Makes Them Tick

Henrietta Knight

A retired racehorse trainer probes the secrets of 30 top National Hunt trainers in  
England and Ireland

As the woman who trained the great Best Mate to win three consecutive Cheltenham Gold 
Cups—a feat only equaled by the legendary Arkle in the 60s—no one could be better quali-
fied than Henrietta Knight to discover what makes today’s top jumps trainers succeed. From 
eccentric, outspoken Yorkshireman Mick Easterby, to elegant, aristocratic Venetia Williams, 
from Irish wizard, Willie Mullins, to perfectionist champion trainer, Paul Nicholls and young 
pretender, Dan Skelton, here is a dazzling cast of extraordinary characters, all with their 
quirks and foibles, but with one single-minded ambition—finding first class horses and train-
ing them to win big races. Their stories are fascinating, each one illustrated with unique 
photographs from private albums.

Henrietta Knight trained the great racehorse Best Mate with her late husband Terry  
Biddlecome. She is the author of Not Enough Time.

Horse Racing • 368 Pages • 6 x 9.25 • 9781786694461 • Replaces: 9781786694454  
November • (Can $30.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus

The Secret Surfer
Iain Gately

An alternative travel book about the author’s quest to achieve his surfing dream before 
it’s too late

The author, recovering from an operation to fit him with a titanium hip joint, sets out to 
catch a tube—that evanescent space, inside the unfolding wave, of which the surfer’s dreams 
are made. The ultimate experience for the surfer is to ride inside a tube as it closes behind 
them. Most rides last between five and 15 seconds; the record is 30. In 12 years of surfing, 
Iain Gately has never caught a tube, but, before he gets old, he yearns to do so. The Secret 
Surfer is an alternative travel book; an exploration of an activity that attracts loners, obses-
sives and eccentrics; a lyrical evocation of places in Cornwall, Galicia, Portugal, Andalucía, 
Morocco and Ireland; and a rousing call to all of us not to give up too soon. Gately’s quest, 
whether it ends in triumph or in failure, will offer a similar mixture of introspection and 
adventure, of a search for self-knowledge and of physical endeavor.

Iain Gately is the author of several critically acclaimed books including The Assessor, Drink, 
and La Diva Nicotina.

Travel • 304 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781786693914 • Replaces: 9781784974985   
January • (Can $16.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus

Dictatorland
The Men Who Stole Africa

Paul Kenyon

A vivid, heartbreaking portrait of the fate that so many African countries have suffered 
after independence

The dictator who grew so rich on his country’s cocoa crop that he built a 35-story-high basili-
ca in the jungles of the Ivory Coast. The austere, incorruptible leader who has shut Eritrea off 
from the world in a permanent state of war and conscripted every adult into the armed forces. 
In Equatorial Guinea, the paranoid despot who thought Hitler was the savior of Africa and 
waged a relentless campaign of terror against his own people. The Libyan army officer who 
authored a new work of political philosophy, The Green Book, and lived in a tent with a 
harem of female soldiers, running his country like a mafia family business. And behind these 
almost incredible stories of fantastic violence and excess lie the dark secrets of Western greed 
and complicity, the insatiable taste for chocolate, oil, diamonds and gold that have encour-
aged dictators to rule with an iron hand, siphoning off their share of the action into mansions 
in Paris and banks in Zurich and keeping their people in dire poverty.

Paul Kenyon is a BBC correspondent and BAFTA award-winning journalist and author.

History • 432 Pages • 6 x 9.25 • 24 Color Photos • 9781788541909   
October • (Can $30.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus



Eternal Boy
The Life of Kenneth Grahame

Matthew Dennison

The story of Kenneth Grahame, author of the children’s classic Wind in the Willows, 
and of the vision of English pastoral that inspired it

During the week Kenneth Grahame sat behind a mahogany desk as Secretary of the Bank of 
England; on the weekend he retired to the house in the country he shared with his fanciful 
wife Elspeth and fragile son Alistair, and took lengthy walks along the Thamese, “tempted 
. . . [by] the treasures of hedge and ditch; the rapt surprise of the first lords-and-ladies, the 
rustle of a field-mouse, the splash of a frog.” The result of these pastoral wanderings was 
The Wind in the Willows: an enduring classic of children’s literature; a cautionary tale for 
adult readers; a warning of the fragility of the English countryside; and an expression of fear 
at threatened social changes that, in the aftermath of the World War I, became reality. Like 
its remarkable author, it balances maverick tendencies with conservatism. Graham was an 
Edwardian pantheist whose work has a timeless appeal, an escapist whose withdrawal from 
reality took the form of time travel into his own past.

Matthew Dennison is the author of five critically acclaimed works of non-fiction, including 
The Twelve Caesars: The Dramatic Lives of the Emperors of Rome and Over the Hills and 
Far Away: The Life of Beatrix Potter. 

Biography • 272 Pages • 5 x 8.5 • 8 Color Photos, 10 B/W Illustrations • 9781786697738  
February • (Can $37.95) • Cloth • Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus

Over the Hills and Far Away
The Life of Beatrix Potter

Matthew Dennison

“Lively and succinct. Anyone with even a passing acquaintance with Peter Rabbit and 
his friends should be intrigued to view them as the means by which Potter found her 
way out into the wider world.” —Booklist

A beautifully illustrated celebration of the life of Beatrix Potter

Beatrix Potter is one of the world’s bestselling, most cherished authors, whose books have 
enchanted generations of children for over a hundred years. Yet how she achieved this leg-
endary status is just one of several stories of Beatrix Potter’s remarkable and unexpected life. 
Inspired by the 23 “tales,” Matthew Dennison takes a selection of quotations from Potter’s 
stories and uses them to explore her multi-faceted life and character: repressed Victorian 
daughter; thwarted lover; artistic genius; formidable countrywoman. They chart her trans-
formation from a young girl with a love of animals and fairy tales into a bestselling author 
and canny businesswoman, so deeply unusual for the Victorian era in which she grew up. 
Embellished with photographs of Potter’s life and her own illustrations, this short biography 
will delight anyone who has been touched by Beatrix Potter’s work.

Matthew Dennison is the author of Behind the Mask: The Life of Vita Sackville-West, a 
Book of the Year in The Times, Spectator, Independent and Observer. He is a contributor 
to Country Life.

Biography • 272 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 24 Color Photos • 9781784975647   
Replaces: 9781784975630 • October • (Can $18.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus
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Freefall
#2

Robert Radcliffe

Second in the Airborne Trilogy, centered on the WW2 parachute regiment

Dreadfully injured in the Arnhem landings, paratrooper Theo Trickey has lain unconscious in 
a POW camp for four months. Now he is coming round and Medical Officer Daniel Garland 
is beginning to piece together his astonishing story. Trickey’s war record is extraordinary: es-
caped the British Expeditionary Force’s retreat; raided southern Italy and northern France as 
a commando; fought in the African desert; air-dropped into Sicily; lead a partisan cell in Italy; 
tortured by the Gestapo. But that’s not all. What was the recently-dead Rommel’s interest in 
the injured young soldier? His loyalest officers have contacted Garland and want him to do 
something for them. The second part of an unforgettable story of how a young man and a 
new regiment changed the course of a war.

Robert Radcliffe is also the author of Airborne.

Fiction • 384 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781784973889 • Replaces: 9781784973865   
November • (Can $18.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus

Estocada
#3

Graham Hurley

The third in the Wars Within series, following on from Finisterre and Aurore

1937. As the Reich’s most celebrated fighter ace, Dieter Merz’s fame brings him into contact 
with the top echelons of the Nazi regime. All he wants to do is fly, but for how long can he 
deny the toxic nature of Hitler’s rule? Scotsman and ex-marine Tam Moncrieff is recruited 
by a London intelligence agency to go to Germany and sound out Hitler’s resolve. Does he 
really intend to invade Czechoslovakia? Do his generals support him? Can the march to war 
be stopped? As duty collides with conscience, fate brings both men together.To avoid war a 
killing strike is needed: la estocada. But who is the matador, who is the bull?

Graham Hurley is the author of DI Joe Faraday and DC Paul Winter crime novels. 

Fiction • 400 Pages • 5.75 x 9 • 9781784977900 • September • (Can $30.95) • Trade Paper 
Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus

The Death of the Fronsac
Neal Ascherson

An unforgettable recreation of life in wartime, and of the tragic fate of Poland in the 
20th century

This is an unforgettable recreation of life in wartime, and of the tragic fate of Poland in the 
twentieth century: a novel about sabotage, betrayal and the terrible sadness of exile. In 1940, 
during the Phoney War, a French destroyer blows up in the Firth of Clyde. The disaster is 
witnessed by Jackie, a young girl who, for a time, thinks she caused the explosion by running 
away that day from school; by her mother Helen, a spirited woman married to a dreary 
young officer; and by a Polish officer, whose country has just been erased from the map by 
Hitler and Stalin. Their lives, and the lives of many others, are changed by the death of the 
Fronsac. This is a story about divided loyalties, treachery and exile; about people in flight 
from the destinies that seemed to be theirs before the war disrupted the world they knew.

Neal Ascherson is a journalist and writer. He reported from Asia, Africa, and Central Europe 
for the Observer. He contributes regularly to the New York Review and the LRB. His books 
include Black Sea, which won the Los Angeles Times Book Prize for History, Games with 
Shadows, and The Polish August.

Fiction • 400 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781786694393 • Replaces: 9781786694379   
November • (Can $18.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus/Apollo
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Swords Around the Throne
#2

Ian Ross

Second in this series set at the end of the Roman Empire sees a treasonous conspiracy 

Centurion Aurelius Castus has been summoned back from Britain, to find himself caught in a 
conspiracy threatening to bring down the Emperor Constantine. He soon discovers the court 
is as dangerous as the battlefield; behind the gilded facade of empire, there are plots, betrayals 
and seductions, a nest of traitors, and one relentless enemy.

Ian Ross has been writing about the later Roman world for more than a decade.

Fiction • 432 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781788542746 • Replaces: 9781784081188   
January • (Can $18.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus

Battle for Rome
#3

Ian Ross

The third installment in the Twilight of Empire series 

The Roman Empire is on the brink of civil war. Only Maxentius, tyrant of Rome, stands 
between the emperor Constantine and supreme power in the west. Aurelius Castus is now a 
tribune in Constantine’s army. But great honor brings new challenges: Castus is tormented by 
suspicions that his young wife has been unfaithful. And as Constantine becomes increasingly 
devoted to Christianity, he is forced to ask himself whether he is backing the wrong man. 

Ian Ross has been writing about the later Roman world for more than a decade.

Fiction • 464 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781788542753 • Replaces: 9781784081225   
January • (Can $18.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus

War at the Edge of the World
#1

Ian Ross

The epic first installment in a sequence of novels set at the end of the Roman Empire 

Centurion Aurelius Castus, once a soldier in the elite legions of the Danube, believes his glory 
days are over, as he finds himself in the cold, grey wastes of northern Britain, battling to protect 
an empire in decline. Can Castus keep his promise to a woman he has sworn to help? And is 
anything about this doomed enterprise what it seems?

Ian Ross has been writing about the later Roman world for over a decade. 

Fiction • 416 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9781788542739 • Replaces: 9781784081140   
January • (Can $18.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus

Imperial Vengeance
#5

Ian Ross

The fifth novel in the Twilight of Empire series

Aurelius Castus is one of the leading military commanders of an empire riven by civil war. With 
a sadistic torturer on his trail, Castus must choose between honor and survival, and face a final 
confrontation with the most powerful man in the Roman world, the ruler he has sworn loyally 
to serve: the emperor Constantine himself.

Ian Ross has been writing about the later Roman world for more than a decade.

Fiction • 416 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781784975319 • Replaces: 9781784975296   
September • (Can $16.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus
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After the Peace
#2

Fay Weldon

From the delectable, witty and mischievous mind of Fay Weldon comes this telling  
account of family life as we live it now

This is the story of the Honourable Michaela Dilberne, daughter of Robert, 11th Earl of  
Dilberne, Cynthia Sinclair and Rita Boniface. Yes, that’s right. Three parents. Or, in fact, 
four, if you wish to count Cynthia’s husband Clive. Though he played little part in it. It all 
begins with a loving couple, their intefering neighbor, a test tube and a turkey baster. These 
days, anything can happen.

Fay Weldon published her first novel, A Fat Woman’s Joke, in 1967, and has gone on to write 
over 30 works. In 2001, she received a CBE for services to literature.

Fiction • 400 Pages • 5 x 8.25 • 9781784082116 • November • (Can $30.95) • Trade Paper 
Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus

The Concubine’s Child
UK Airports

Carol Jones

An evocative, multi-generational tale of a family haunted by the death of a young  
concubine in 1930s Malaysia

In 1930s Malaysia, 16-year-old Yu Lan is in love with her best friend, Ming, whose father 
owns one of the busiest kopi shops in Petaling Street. But Ming’s family don’t see the apoth-
ecary’s daughter as a suitable wife—for Yu Lan’s father, Lim, spends more time playing 
mahjong than selling herbal remedies. It’s not long before Lim makes a terrible decision that 
will change Yu Lan’s life forever, selling her as a concubine to the wealthy, ageing Towkay 
Chan who is desperate for a male heir. The consequences of Lim’s betrayal resonate through 
four generations and into the present day, where Yu Lan’s great-grandson, Nick, is searching 
for his lost family history. His wife, Sarah, begins to be very afraid of what he will find as 
past and present meld into one.

Carol Jones is the author of such children’s and young adult titles as The Gingerbread Man 
and This Old Man.

Fiction • 384 Pages • 5.75 x 9 • 9781786699824 • September • (Can $26.95) • Trade Paper 
Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus

Langrishe, Go Down
Aidan Higgins

“The best Irish novel since At Swim-Two-Birds and the novels of Beckett.”  
—Irish Times

Set against the backdrop of 1930s Europe, Higgin’s classic novel depicts the demise of 
the old order of power in Ireland

Imogen Langrishe, the youngest of four sisters, embarks on a reckless love affair with a char-
ismatic and indigent German scholar. Her family’s name has long been a byword for money, 
status and respectability in Celbridge, County Kildare, but the world is now changing.

Aidan Higgins’s first novel was Langrishe, Go Down, which won the James Tait Black Me-
morial Prize and the Irish Academy of Letters Award, and was later filmed for television, with 
a screenplay by Harold Pinter. 

Fiction • 280 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781786695208 • December • (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper 
Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus/Apollo



Through His Eyes
Emma Dibdin

Young female journalist Jessica Harris is drawn into the life of a troubled Hollywood actor

Jessica Harris has just received a career-making assignment from her editor. She’s going to 
interview Clark Conrad—A-list Hollywood heart-throb and Jessica’s secret teenage crush. 
Clark’s going through a messy divorce, and wants to rebrand himself as a clean-living yogi 
and devoted single father. But halfway through her interview, Clark’s teenage daughter is 
found floating facedown in his infinity pool. And then his young girlfriend accuses him of 
abuse. As Clark’s world darkens, Jessica is drawn to help him. This is the man whose TV 
show helped her through hard times. The man she’s always dreamed being close to. And now 
he needs her. He can’t be who they say he is . . . can he?

Emma Dibdin is the author of The Room By the Lake. She lives in New York.

Fiction • 368 Pages • 5.71 x 8.98 • 9781786694065 • October • (Can $38.95) • Cloth  
Also available as Trade Paper, ISBN: 9781786694072 • Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus

In the Blood
Ruth Mancini

A lawyer takes on the case of a young mother accused of poisoning her own child, but 
then realizes she’s been drawn into a dangerous game

In southeast London, a young mother has been accused of the unthinkable: poisoning her 
own child. Then, as he recovers in hospital, someone tampers with his IV line and leaves him 
to bleed to death. The mother, Ellie, denies all charges and criminal defense lawyer Sarah 
Kellerman takes on the case. But even as Sarah begins to believe her client, something about 
her story doesn’t add up. And if Ellie didn’t harm her child, then who did? Balancing the case 
with raising her disabled five-year-old son, Sarah becomes more and more involved, overstep-
ping professional boundaries in an attempt to uncover the truth. The hospital refuses to give 
answers and a key witness disappears, but it’s only when her own son becomes unwell that 
Sarah realises she’s been drawn into a dangerous and deadly game.

Ruth Mancini is a criminal defense lawyer, author and freelance writer. 

Mystery • 400 Pages • 5.75 x 9 • 9781788543316 • October   
(Can $30.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus

Ghost Virus
Graham Masterton

A virus spreads through London, forcing those infected to commit horrific crimes, in the 
first new horror novel from Graham Masterton in over three years

Samira had been staring into her mirror all morning before she picked up the small bottle of 
sulphuric acid and poured it over her forehead. She was a young woman with her whole life 
ahead of her. What could have brought her to this? DC Jerry Pardoe and DS Jamila Patel 
of Tooting Police suspect it’s suicide. But then a random outbreak of horrific crimes in Lon-
don points to something more sinister. A deadly virus is spreading: something is infecting 
ordinary Londoners with an insatiable lust to murder. All of the killers were wearing second 
hand clothes. Could these garments be possessed by some supernatural force? The death 
count is multiplying rapidly. Now Jerry and Jamila must defeat the ghost virus, before they 
are all infected.  

Graham Masterton has written such horror novels as Spirit, The Doorkeepers, and The Devil 
in Gray. 

Horror/Mystery • 400 Pages • 5.5 x 9 • 9781788545037 • December   
(Can $22.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus
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Summer of Love
Caro Fraser

In 1950s London and Kent, the dark days of the war are over, but the family secrets it 
held are only just dawning

In the hot summer of 1949, a group of family and friends gather at Harry Denholm’s country 
house in Kent. Meg and Dan Ranscombe, emerging from a scandal of their own making; 
Dan’s godmother, Sonia and her two young girls, Laura and Avril, only one of whom is So-
nia’s biological daughter. Amongst the heat, memories, and infatuations, a secret is revealed 
to Meg’s son, Max, and soon a terrible tragedy unfolds that will have consequences for them 
all.Afterwards, Avril, Laura and Max must come of age in a society still reeling from the war, 
haunted by the choices of that fateful summer. Cold, entitled Avril will go to any lengths to 
take what is hers. Beautiful, naive Laura finds refuge and love in the London jazz clubs, but 
Max, with wealth and unrequited  love, has the capacity to undo it all.

Caro Fraser is the author of the Caper Court novels, based on her own experiences as a lawyer. 

Fiction • 512 Pages • 5.75 x 9 • 9781788541398 • Replaces: 9781786691484 • October  
(Can $30.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus

Shadows in Heaven
Nadine Dorries

A rags to riches story of family secrets set in rural Ireland and 1950s Liverpool

1921, Ireland. Mary Kate Shevlin was never going to make a good life for herself in Bally-
mara. As an eight-year-old girl, she was cursed by the local gypsy woman who wanted to 
ruin the Shevlin family business. As a young woman, Mary Kate falls pregnant out of wed-
lock by a much older man, publican and moneylender Michael Donnelly. His domineering 
and vindictive nature cause Mary Kate to flee with her unborn child to Liverpool. Met with 
prejudice and suspicion, Mary Kate is forced to work in a brothel to keep her poverty at bay. 
She eventually finds love in the arms of a handsome client who shares her dream of a new, 
prosperous beginning. But the man and the curse she left behind in Ballymara refuse to let 
her go. In a time of conflicting emotions and social divide, Mary Kate tried to live a good 
life—but one man threatens to undo it all.

Nadine Dorries grew up in a working-class family in Liverpool and spent a great deal of time 
in Mayo with her Irish grandmother. 

Fiction • 400 Pages • 5.5 x 9 • 9781786697509 • September • (Can $30.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus

A Place to Remember
Jenn J. McLeod

A multi-generational contemporary romantic saga set in a cattle ranch in Central 
Queensland, Australia

Running away for the second time in her life, 27-year old Ava believes the cook’s job at a 
country B&B is perfect, until she meets the owner’s son, John Tate. The young fifth-genera-
tion grazier is a beguiling blend of both man, boy and a terrible flirt. With their connection 
immediate and intense, they begin a clandestine affair right under the noses of John’s formi-
dable parents. Thirty years later, Ava returns to Candlebark Creek with her daughter, Nina, 
who is determined to meet her mother’s lost love for herself. While struggling to find her own 
place in the world, Nina discovers an urban myth about a love-struck man, a forgotten en-
gagement ring, and a dinner reservation back in the eighties. Now she must decide if revealing 
the truth will hurt more than it heals.

After leaving the corporate working world, Jenn J. McLeod decided to travel Australia in a 
fifth-wheeler caravan and fulfil her lifelong ambition to write. She has since published four novels.

Romance • 452 Pages • 5.75 x 9 • 9781786699930 • October • (Can $30.95) • Trade Paper 
Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus



The Glass Breaks
A. J. Smith

The launch of the Form and Void series from a new British master of epic fantasy

Seventeen-year-old Duncan Greenfire is alive. Three hours ago, he was chained to the rocks 
and submerged as the incoming tide washed over his head. Now the waters are receding and 
Duncan’s continued survival has completed his initiation as a Sea Wolf. It is the 167th year of 
the Dark Age, 167 years since the Sea Wolves and their Eastron kin arrived from across the 
sea. The Sea Wolves and Eastrons can break the glass and step into the void, slipping from 
the real world and reappearing wherever they wish. Wielding their power, they conquered 
the native Pure Ones and established their own Kingdom. Walking between the worlds of 
Form and Void, the Sea Wolves glorify in piracy and slaughter. Their rule is absolute, but 
young Duncan Greenfire will discover a conspiracy to end their dominion, a conspiracy to 
shatter the glass that separates the worlds of Form and Void and unleash a primeval chaos 
across the world.

A. J. Smith is the author of The Long War series, which includes The Black Guard, The Dark 
Blood, The Red Prince, and The World Raven.

Fantasy • 496 Pages • 5.5 x 9 • 9781786696892 • November • (Can $30.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus

Letty Fox: Her Luck
Christina Stead
Introduction by Tim Parks

Letty Fox talks us through her search for marital bliss in 1930s New York and London

One hot night last spring, after waiting fruitlessly for a call from my then lover, with whom 
I had quarrelled the same afternoon, and finding one of my black moods on me, I flung out 
of my lonely room on the ninth floor (unlucky number) in a hotel in lower Fifth Avenue and 
rushed into the streets of the Village, feeling bad.

Letty Fox is hunting for a husband. Her picaresque adventures are brilliantly described in this 
imaginative portrayal of a woman who might have been independent, but chose otherwise. 

Christina Stead wrote 15 novels, including The Man Who Loved Children.

Fiction • 592 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781786691392 • October • (Can $23.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus/Apollo Library

The First Dance
Catherine Law

Perfect for fans of Santa Montefiore and Tracy Rees. To find what she has lost she must 
go back to the beginning.

1924. World War I is over and 11-year-old Alexa is growing up on the idyllic Cornish coast 
with her best friend Harvey. But she soon discovers there are secrets at the heart of her family 
that have been hidden for years. 1931. Alexa flees Cornwall for the intoxicating city of Ven-
ice. But her new glamorous life is not what she hoped for and, with dark shadows closing in 
on her, Alexa will question everything she thought she wanted.

Catherine Law was a secretary at the BBC and a journalist before becoming a novelist.

Romance • 448 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781785760518 • October • (Can $15.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Bonnier Zaffre/Zaffre
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Phone 800-527-1462
Fax 866-539-0192
info@annemcgilvray.com

L.A. Mart Showroom, Suite 345
Phone 213-749-7754

Minneapolis Gift Mart
Orange Gallery, #378
Phone 952-932-7153

World Market Center Las Vegas
445 S. Grand Central Parkway, C1090
Phone 800-527-1462

Illinois, Indiana, Michigan
Kelley & Crew
Contact: Amy Kelley
Chicago, IL 60654
Phone 800-373-1712
Fax 773-442-0810 
kcrewreps@gmail.com

Ohio
Sandra Bieber 
205-937-4403 
sandrabieber@mindspring.com

Delaware, District of Columbia, 
Maryland, Long Island, New Jersey, 
Pennsylvania, Upstate New York, 
Virginia & West Virginia
ISBN Sales
Contact: Rick Kelly
141 Friends Lane
Newtown, PA 18940
Phone 215-428-1552
Fax 215-736-1981
rkelly6750@aol.com

Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, 
New Hampshire, Rhode Island  
& Vermont
Road Runners LLC
Phone 888-674-6349 x2
Fax 813-996-2981
info@roadrunnersllc.com
www.roadrunnersllc.com

Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, 
Mississippi, North Carolina, South 
Carolina & Tennessee
225 Unlimited
Contact: Kim Higgins
317 Northlake Blvd., Suite 1016
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701
Phone 800-846-1309
Fax 407-895-1764
customercare@225unlimited.com

Atlanta Showroom
Building Two, Suite 1718
Phone 800-846-1309

Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Oregon  
& Washington
The Barron Collection
Contact: Rebeca Barron
Pacific Market Center, Suite 108
6100 4th Avenue South
Seattle, WA 98108
Phone 800-791-4321
Fax 800-791-7914
rebeca@barroncollection.com

Hawaii
Independent Publishers Group
Contact: Scott McWilliams
Phone 312-337-0747 x200
smcwilliams@ipgbook.com

Gift Reps

To inquire about eligible returns, write or call:
Independent Publishers Group, Returns Department
814 North Franklin Street, Chicago, IL 60610 (312) 337-0747 

Returns will be refused at this address.  
No credit will be given for ineligible returns.

International Reps

UK & Europe 
Eurospan Group
Gray’s Inn House
127 Clerkenwell Road
London EC1R 5DB
UK
Phone 44-(0)20-7240-0856 
www.eurospangroup.com
 
Gazelle Book Services 
Phone 44-1524-68765 
Fax 44-1524-63232 
sales@gazellebooks.co.uk

Australia
John Reed Book Distribution 
Phone 612-4997-2936 
Fax 612-4997-2937 
charles@johnreedbooks.com.au  
www.johnreedbooks.com.au

New Zealand
Nationwide Book Distributors Ltd
Phone 64-03-366-9559
Fax 64-03-366-4801
info@nationwidebooks.co.nz

Southern Africa
Intersoft
Cnr 19 Kent Road & Jan Smuts Avenue
Dunkeld West 
Johannesburg 
Gaunteng 
South Africa 
(+27) 11 325 2643 
info@intersoft.co.za

Mexico, Latin America, South America
Tradeconnect
AV San Borja 1215
Cuidad De Mexico, Mexico 
Of. (52+55) 5293 9544 
info@tradeconnect.mx

China
China Publishers Marketing
Phone/Fax: 0086-21-54259557
benjamin.pan@cpmarketing.com.cn

Indonesia, Korea, Singapore,  
Malaysia, Philippines, Brunei,  
Thailand, Vietnam, India & Japan
The White Partnership
6 Newlands Road
Tumbridge Wells 
Kent TN1 1YS 
U.K.  
(+44) 1892557767 
thewhitepartnership@btopenworld.com

Gift Reps, continued

TRADE SALES: Aaron Howe, ahowe@ipgbook.com
NATIONAL ACCOUNTS: Michael Riley, mriley@ipgbook.com 
SPANISH SPECIAL SALES: Kelsey Wayne, kwayne@ipgbook.com 
ACADEMIC SALES: Paul Murphy, pmurphy@ipgbook.com 
GIFT AND SPECIAL SALES: Josh Rowe, jrowe@ipgbook.com 
EDUCATIONAL SALES: Karen Adler, kadler@ipgbook.com 
PUBLISHER/TITLE DEVELOPMENT: Richard Williams, rwilliams@ipgbook.com 
PUBLICITY: Caitlin Eck ceck@ipgbook.com
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Titles in this catalog can be combined with titles  
from our other fine catalogs:

www.facebook.com/ipgbook www.twitter.com.imported_ink

AA Publishing
Allen & Unwin
Amberley Publishing
Ammonite Press
Andersen Press
Aspen Books
Atlantic Books
b small publishing
BackPage Press
Baker Street Press
BBC Books
Berbay Publishing
Black & White Publishing
Blink Publishing
Bonnier Publishing Australia
Bonnier Zaffre
Booklife
Bowman Sculpture
British Library Publishing
Caboodle Books Ltd
CAMRA Books
Carlton Publishing Group
Cherry Red Books
Cherrytree Books
Crowood Press
Debrett’s
Dragonfly Group
Edition Olms
Edition Skylight
Egmont UK
Elliott & Thompson
Eye Books
Filbert Press
Finch Publishing
Fine Feather Press
The Gelofer Press
Gilgamesh Publishing
Graffeg 
Graffito 
Hardie Grant Egmont 
HarperCollins UK
Hawthorn Press
Head of Zeus
Hermitage Amsterdam
Hesperus Press
hidden europe publications
The History Press
Hogs Back Books
Istros Books
John Blake
Jonnie Rocket
Korero Press
Laburnum Press

*8
FT
G*

Legend Times
Little Hare Books
Little Island Books
Lost the Plot
Melbournestyle Books
Michael O’Mara
Moonlight Publishing
MMS Gold
Myrmidon Books
Natural History Museum, London
The Next Big Think
NW1 Books
Oldcastle Books
Orenda Books
Palazzo Editions
Pallas Athene
Pan Macmillan UK
Pangolin London
PatrickGeorge
Pavilion Books
Penguin Random House Australia
Penguin Random House China
Penguin Random House New Zealand
Penguin Random House UK
Perronet Press
Peter Owen Publishers
Phoenix Yard Publishers
Pikku Publishing
Pimpernel Press
Pitch Publishing
Quiller Publishing
Racing Post Books
Ragged Bears Publishing
ReadZone Books
RedDoor Publishing
Robert Hale
Saraband
Scriptum Editions 
Shogam Publications
Sladmore Gallery
Souvenir Press
St James’s House
Suitcase Media International
Summersdale Publishers
Tango Books
Top That Publishing 
Troika Books
Transworld
Upstart Press
Urbane Publications
Wilkins Farago Pty 
Wilkinson Press

Small Press 
United




